
~.....;.,:... ___ , __ ...... · 

20/lD MODE 
JI,O code • 
CSo<tioo7.3Al 

Toutcs bet'WUc 2D ud 3D I.Dp.n m~·-.-2tJ ~ 
~ppressc:s etcvatioa promptin& io POINT I.OCA'llOH 
c:oaliiWids. 3D mode'-'asabtcs prompdas fot<dcvatloal .r 
pol.D.tl lO be dd'iMd ud YCnical I!DJleS'· fot pllliDU 10 .. -.... 

A6rw: 1USTmCATION ........ 
~ 7.3.6) 

. ' . 
T.ki taJ.·aa~ UiD& attive ..,~ ~ BCK Wt · 
IICti:vt off~e:u. 

~J~yEx .. 
UoC<ioo' 7.1i) 

'···'· ADJUsT'~ 
ROTA~·:. 
NOIUIIAl.': 
pARAIJ.Ei. 

desl ~·:•1' P1:· p3 p4 ,.2 

cede - -42 .. 
- lo.t.3) 

AREA PARALLEL 

... " 
~ ;, - - ---~"' ~ -~ 

fk ' .,:_ ... "mj ~ 
' nl' 

l i:'t. '-t 

':~~.: -~~: .. ~-

,';;·'-' 

' . 

-



I 
\ 

·-·. .. 

ALIGNMENT OFFSET dtl /x /11. /IBEG sEND 
...,.m 
- 9.2.6) 

Locates points on lbe aetivc aJicnm~Dt. perpead~br co 
W. 'Jbc optioDal baurval z bq:ins at the fim poizat .cu-
b Us. •hSI"""''t"t 

---·ALPHA SCROll. ........ 
- 7.2.3) 

TouJes bel:weec displayiuJ ud »ol displayinJ OQtpu.t 011 
0c c:utorial ~CreeD. while twulin£ ICS m pphica. 

.ANGLE RESEC'I10N pl p2 p3 &DJI auJl /o 
code 11168 
CS«tiooi.U) 

·Locaca poiat " by fi*:CtioD. aivcll three p)ints ud 
l'WD aaJks 10 Chc poblt:L 

Compute ud reporu aa&lts from pBS at pOC to points 
in .SUFS. 

ADDotatcs tbe &.e aep.ects between tbt: acc:u:picd pc:Ct 
,oc uc1 1bc toresi&ht poiu.tt in 4u. The az~alc zitln 
(from pBS) u4 d.ilt&Dcc a.nnou.ticm uc placc4 cc u.e 
J1&aa bct'wcal tbt ,oc ec1 me poiDtt m 4u. 

··-···- _. .... .UC M.C INTEilSECT. a I'CCI r1 .,CC ·<2 'f'a:! 
..... •25 
CS«tiooU6l 

Calcohta ... 1o..- Cclaoot 10 plD) o<• 
(1) Qrc1e t wnh c=ter p::Wn ,CCJ ud radius ,. 1 
(2) Cirdt: 2 with ct.DW' poUlt pCC2 ud ndius .r2. 

AIC t.mE DDECJ10N D pCC p dir pU> /otr 
. code • 46 

CS«tioo8.4.>) 

., _ _. CalcuJau::s· the lntet'Sel:tios:l (dCRSt to pi D) of: 
(1) :. ~ drc1e with center pciat pCC a.o.d n.diu.t r 
(2) 1bc liDc Uuouah the poiflt p at direction tllr •. 

~ 
'•.. ·.. .:'! ··· .•... 

· .. 
···.J. 

-

0 piO 



AJlC lJNE POINTS n pCC r pi p2 plD /off 
·.C04en2. 

CS......IAA) 

Calculate~ tbe lDtenectlon ·(closest to pi D) or:· 
(I) 1b.t chcte With c:ecter point pCC l.Dd r.~dius r 
(2.) The lice' pl p2. . '"1 

lA Cflphics, this CICID:1DWid pl::~;c:es the area of a poly,eon 
dar:::libtd in des in the center of the poly:on. J.n 
alpha h display, the aru em the XftoCll. The first 
Ud last pJ-iau in ths must ID.OI;tch. 

A1tEA DIJ.ECTJON de3 _.,. 
cs...... 11.3.1) . 

Computes and repo:u the ana acd boundary coa.:s,e, of 
abe cbcd fiprc: Jlvcn by du. 

AUTO PLOT (DUm lz. IU'D&me 

- •7'J ISootioo 7:2.6) 

Pmca ud. fipta compuetd by JCS will be 
eutcmaticaU:y plotted io the desian rile acccrrdioJ to 
1bc feature lekctcd. If /II.IUU is UICd.. /Ntm b 0. 
U z b lpe:Ci.r.ed. all polcu will be plotted 1t that 
tlevltior& iA • 3D c!esip f"&le. .EXCEPTION: poiDts 
placed wilh a dau. point wW be plued at active a. 
To tum Atn'O PLOT Off, /IUlm..O. 

AUTO PLOT .. -. ISootioo 7:2.6) 

Top-le~ benteea •ucomatic:ally pbcina: or liCit plWna 
pphics for all poiou and CiJIUC:S crated. 

a..EAI. AUGNMENT 
C04e •120 
·-9.1.6) 

• 

COMPOUND SPii.AL cid pBT pCS DStr ASC b dc:l dc:2 siJD 
CDde •SS 
- 9.l.l2) 

J..ocaus lhe SIT and SC of the spi~l arc COIUieetiDi two 
circular curves. 

.. : 

_.._ .. 

:r: ' 

., ... _,::· 

.... 
,cs 

0 . 
• 

.. ··· 
l-···"ir-"i 



COORDINATE TABLE del 
liD codt • 
lsoctUm 12.1.1) 

Writes the ccord.Wtes. or poiau you specify .. i.u drs .to 
an ASCU rdt cCmta.inint: the coordia~uc able. After 
crt:~tiat: the t:oordirutc table. you can plot it &o the 
dcsip Cdc usiaJ the arapbics comtti.Oild PLOT F1L.E. 

QX)RDINATES .. -. 
(SecUon 13.2..1) 

Auotato toOrdlmtcs or points accordit:a& to 
tpec:ir&catiom iD the featun: cable and active 
pn.mettD. ACJiVE FEATURE. ACI'IVE JUSTJFJCATION, ud 

.. El...EVAnON ANNO"tAnON arfec:t the outcome or thU 
G:Jmm.and. 

COORDINATES ANGLEt> .. -. 
-· 13.3.1) 

. Placa "the c:oorcfulates or aptclfied points aloot &.nJled 
leadeD. U you want to place identi=l leadtr3 on a 
JJ'OUP or pol.D.t:t. usc a fence. A!fec:tc-' by ACllVE 
ANGLE. 

COORDINATES S'IllAlGHT 
ao code t1 

- 13.3.2) 

P1acc:t * c:oorcl.iDatts of tpteirted poiDti alo:li 
.ttnJaht _leaders. Ir you w.mt to P~C!= f4tntiW 
leaden 01:1 a lfOUP or points. use a fene 

(X)PY POnri"S des /a /dx /dy /d:. 
code • 134 

- 8.1.3) 

Copies Qle coordl.naw cd devations of points in des 
10 JI:C"W point UYs. 

CREATE l'JtOFn.E des IVf& /fcwn or l".aamt .. -. 
lsoctUm9.3.3) 

Plot3 • c::t::~tcrlint pt'CI:f"Lie pven • dcsaiption du or 
points with def.i.oed devatiOll,S. 

CUJ.VE DR.Anl .BEG /3ENO /n 
code • 117 
- 9.3.&) 

Compu~ and labels a.11 hiah ed 1ow d~-ations 01:1 w 
"ftttical allpment between sBEG and sEND. 

" • 

'. 

.. ...... 

•. i:l- ••• - -,!i-- . ·-w.---. ..o--·· 

-



CUllVE SPlRAL XI r pCC piD ... ,.., 
IS<ctlon IA.II) 

Calculau:s the latc::tsection (closest to p!D) or: 
(1) Previous:ly lkimtd -Piral by SIMPLE SPlRAL or 

SPDAL LENGTH md 
(2) Olrvt dd'"J.Dtd by radius r and pee, 

CtmVE TABLE 
aa code • 
<section 12.1.2) 

TOfiles btrween aeuc:ratitta attd not ~tteroltirli a curve: 
table. l! ON, When runllini the LADEL l.Th"E CO:alllWld, 
CURVE TABLE writeS curve cbu to an ASCil f"llc 
c:onta.i.nilli the curve table.. 

DEFrnE Z p z: 
DO code • 
~U.S) 

Def'mes the: devation ar point y. p mwt be hlput 'With 
• data point. 

DELETE COORD$ des 

- •11 
- 8.1.2) 

DEI..ETE JlGURES 4c:s 
code -as 
IS<ctlon 9.1.4) 

Dtleu:s fi£Un: def'mitions (bu.t DOt pcinu) dtf"med m · 
w fJOm Ult dat.abuc.. 

DESC'R.IBE AllGNMENT Hra /s. /sDEG /&a"D 
code *49 
IS<ctlon 11.2.1) 

a cootdinau:s & sta of PC. Pl. PT, CC 
o dlsw:lce:s ud clirt:c:tiom or tu:~aents 
o Pl ddlect;ian &n&lt3 
o CWVt. Uta. 

DESCRIBE VERTICAL AUGNMENT aBEG JsENO 
code •112 
~ 11.2.2) 

Dc::scibes a Vm:.ic:al allg.IUllent. includin£ poirus of Wrtital 
bl.fltction". curvature, .ind 'Wigeney ud topognphic h.iah and 
low poinU. and 111ldts. 

-



I>IREC'IlON INTERSECT 
COde -.cs 

b pt dirJ pl 4ir2 /offl /offl /'\·at va: 

!.s<otion 1.4.2) 

CalCUlate:~ the ixlu:I"SCCtioa or: 
(l) Tbe 1b:u: throuah pi at dif'Ktion 4tr 1 
(2.) 'Tlae lille throuab p2 at direction dtr-2. . 
"'UIIt SET HEIGHT to U!1t vcrtital aueles to calazlue 
tk meaD dtvatiol:t c! II. 

DISTANCE des 
code 1110 
t:sectioa UA.I) 

DIVJDE ARC pPC pPT pCC div Itt 
co:1e •·n 
CSoctioo 1.3.2) 

Divides a clo;:kw.illt ate with center pCC into tllv eq1.1al 
~ep~;ent:J b:tweeu pPC and pFJ". Stores the resultant 
c:oordiA&ttJ ., ,.. 11+1, etc. 

DIVIDE flGURE des div /a 
code fl103 

- &3.3) 

Dlvidcs tbt 'fipte •u into dlv eq.W p:lrts. Ston::s the 
ftSilltu:lt coordinates as p)inc n, n+l, w:.. 

DIVIDE LINE pl pl div /a 
code *40 

- 11.3.1) 

Divides line pl p2 illto 4lv eq\Ul p:rts. Stem: the 
IC$Illtu:it coonti.M.tes as .poi.Dts n.. n+J, etc. 

ELEVA noN ANNOl"ATION 
DO code • 
-13.Ll) 

Sets the type of devaticn:l &!lDotltiott tb:ti ICS ,.ill use 
when labcli:Da poiflts b:. ,, ud z; :1 aud ,. only: z: 
oo.tyl 

END OF RUN 
DO COde • 
!.s<otion 6.2) 

ldeotical to the alpb& END OF JOD eommaad except that 
u END OF RUN commaad 1ermi~tes 1CS. This c:ommtad 
clcses the JCS cb.u.basc, completes any ploniD,&. lltl)d.!l 

1:be m.essaae JCS PROCESSING COM'Pl.ETE, aud &ermi.oate:~ 
ICS. 

,,.1 

n1 

.... -··· 
pPC 

.,.: nl 

pPl 

•.•• .opec 

-



EVEN STAnONS :.: /aBEG /lEND /a .,.! 
code *U4 ! 
<sootlon 9.3.4) 

Compule!l and plot:l pol'l'J.t:l 11., ll+l, n+2. etc:. at loterva.b 
of ~ between sBEG and •END. You can assip uro to 
sBEG and •END Ul illdie&te from .~zlMlnl '" md. 

EXTEND AltC pPC pCC J~PT arc 
code -67 
<sootlon 1.2.7) 

Givt~t t.Down points pPC, pCC, and arc, locateS ttit llP1' 
alotJ.g the utcnsion of the an: !rom pPC. 

FENCE 
110 cede ., 
<sootlon 1.2.1) 

Toulcs tbe active fc:uee tO on or err. 

f'ENCX CONTENT 
DO code • 
<sootlon 7.3.!1) 

Teate~ bet- poi.llts IUld liaurcs for the f~(;t 
CQD.t.t'l1t. When at Ul poi.'l'J.ts., ODiy poiut:s aft ka.ICd 
for • feo(;t opcr.~tioD. Wheu aet to fipra. f"~pra 
aft lac:ated fot a (t:DCC: opcratioD. 

FIGURE ARC JNTEltSECTJON a fg pCC r piD loti& 
code •99 
<sootlonaA.$) 

Calculue~ the iDterxct.iQD (clmest tc pi D) of: 
.(I) The figure I r 
(2) Tbe are witb center poir:n ,CC ::~.nl! n~ius r. 

. _, . 

fUr 

--------------------

Cala.tlates dle lDtenectilxl. (clmest Ul piD) of: 
(l) 1bc fipre frl 
(2) 1'bt fiaure /r2. 

. nGUKE LINE INTERSECTJON D fg p dir piD /o!fg /off 
COde *98 
CScction 1.4.7) 

Calculates the iatt:tseetion CclOI!ieSI: to p!D) of: 
(I) The fipre Jr . · 
(2) The ~e tbroueb p at d.irc:ction dtr. . .·· 

••• 

. . 

-·:10 
• 



In" Al.JGNMENT DCC pBT pJ>I ck bt 112 4cl1 1ip 
COde •.St 
CSoaion 9.2.13) 

Fie. • .Pn.l-curw-spin~l section into q ali£tr.mtnL · 
lcc&ta the points: nTS, nSIT (llll 11SC, ttPI, IICS, ftSIT nTS 
(C!Utl nST, 1\CC, aad ft <m.icl curve). · 

pBT 

------.... ----, •.. .o.... cMrt .. ··· .... 
:····· ··. 

/de 
~ ... 

------------""' 

>1T CUIJ.\'E EDGE pPC pPOC pi'T 
coclt • 106 
<s..tioo 9.2.8) 

CaJc;uJatcs critical polD.t:t of the curve through tbt 
pPC, a point em the curve pPOC, a.ud the pFJ'. 

FIT CUR.VE TANGENTS . pBT pPI pAT lllPC nCC DPT It . 
c:o1c • 206 

..... 
..... !!· •••••• 

~'· 
oPC ••••••• •••• (1 •••• •••• 

""' 

pPI <s.<t;cm 9.2.8) 

Cakulates critical poi.ots or • curve tz&n,ent to the line 
CICUlDec:ti.a& pBT to pPI and the line coMect.iDJ; pAT. Point 
APC b the point of curvature. nPT b the JX)iJl.t a! 
1&JliCnc;y. &Dd point JtCC ll the etattr or the curve. If 
ftdiu.s r b DOt h:lput. pl/1' Js tlhn co b: pPC. 

~-

FIOM AUGNMENT A aAL /off hod -·96 
CSoaion ·~ 

Locates poiAt A at station .rAL ud optioiW ~set off. 
Calc:Wate:s lbc: elew:tiOQ of ll i! )'OU apecify rod. . 

HELMERT TllANSFORM 
APPLY TJtANSFORM 
COde •1 

des /distrib /verify 

CSec:tion 10.2.2) 

Tn.nsronm pc)inu in dcJ ~ on the tr:nufo~tion 
computed by COMPllT'E TRANSFORM or defi.ne>i in Che 
araphics wtor~L 

Verify-a: 
Vcrify•J: 

binrib-0: 
Distrib-1: 

Adjust •11 points. 
Acceptlrej:ct Qth point on 
individ~l basis.. 
Do aot apply tuidUll.l disuib\.ltion. 
Apply rawu.,t distribur..ion. 

RELMEltT TRANSFORM 

•: • 

COMPUTE TRANSFORM desJ:JtOl.t: duTO I.:. /3D 
code •7J 
CSoaion 10.2.2) 

These nvo C:omman~ an: used ~thcr 10 perform a four
panmeur conlorm::tl lriU!J!orm or lbc: coordin::tte system 
0( d~sFROlt! to lhe c:oordin::ttt: system of d~sTO as 
rollo'W$" 

1) duF ROM a all d~sTO must conuin a minimum of 2 
poinu common to both c:corllin,'lte systems. The p153 

~au in each d~s must be in the l::lnlt order and be 
equal in ~:~umbet. • 

2) lttput of 1e11e #C4 fi.zes the tlOlnsrormatioD scale. 

' • 

~~ ~~- ~/: ~~~ ·· .. ,.··· 
""' 

····!z~ /,..··---.... _ I 
········ .. ..J 

• 
-·-... _ 

···~ 

~ 5 
...... ------··"··.0 

~-- .. ~ ~ 
' ··--.;· / 

' \/ 
3) A 3D <seven p:llOlmc:tc:r) uansform:nion Qn be 

alcaed by enterine 1 ror 3D. 
I j i 5 .............................. 

-



ICS. PAR 
ao COde • 
CSec:t!on 7 .3..5) 

Dispbp a tutorUI that alloWJO you to acces:s much of 
the peramctcr tilt Jc::s..pAR and ir.t.:r.1cti\·tly o.lit U.e 
l*f&I=Urs Wbile )'OU are workin.: in a ~o~cs.;an file.. 
Cbaaro )'OU mate to the pan.m.:rer file tluou~b tbe 
ICS.PAR comm:~nd arc mo:~int:linc.t helwun daoi~n -iotul 
if the UPDATE option is ~ltctcJ. 

INPUT m.£ mode -r"deAI.me 
eodt#64 
<s.ction 7 ~.2) 

lDvokt3 bl.~ opcntilla mode and 
kr.lui<}/IILnamuxt. 
mode-0 lists lraput commands; 
IIIO!k-1 doe:! DOt 1m hlput. 

INPUT MODES 
code • 130 
CSectioa 7.3.1'2) 

Derma active units Cor ~rvc mndc, bciJht mode, md 
W:Ut mode or ft:Stts tbe modo 10 def;ault values. 
~ :JDU to s,peeify an input mcxle ., tb:!.t you· input 
'ftlues can be iD units other th;an the commllld default. 

JNSEllT CUI.VE ........ 
<s.ction U.2) 

lDsm:l a curve with CC;~~.W ,CC in a fiau:re in 
Jnphic:s oaly. 

INSEI.T SPIRAL 
ao code • 
CS<coioo UJ) 

nn'EltSE· DIREC'l10N des 
code •Ui 
<s.ction 11.4.2) 

Computes and npom distmces ud directions between 
points in rks. . 

LABEL AUGNMENT ~r, /~ /1 Ileum /sDEG /sEND l!rname 
cx:de f'83 
(Sc<o;oo J3.2.2l 

J'laca tie marks at eat!~. :E inteiYoll and b..btls 
mtkmlog at ac:h 1 lDterval and transition poinu 
(PC, iT, tte.~ 1f lfNIIM is w:CIS, fmun-{). If. ODly a 
portioD will be la~led, ap«ify lq:in and tnd st;t;tir>n 
with •BEG & 11END. H z - 0, onJy roints dcCi.ninJ: the 
alip.ment an: hbeled. • 

t.oc ....... 'l. 

-·-'"'' 
Lal(l.II!:OICifG•'A 
Sl•l""'.OOIE.,It'f'[' 
'U..~.s·•·'CJA'4."'' 
wn ... tf"'£••·•· 

SlllfO..GitllfiT•-· 
ru.t.Sl&,f(JIIMAI>I 

taeEl.W.-olfCo .. 
ll&lltJ'o.l''ll[tllo'f't' 
ru.L.ta•.,_ •• , 
IIIIIO.l(IID[II!'Or 

• 

-



• 

LA.BEL 1JN'ES des /fnum o: !!1::.:.~e 
eodtf'74 
(So;.tion 13.l..S) 

Labels lines dtf~ned by ~~~~ iD the Feature Table. 

c.,.....-_.-'' ...... ..~ .... - .. --·-·-'' ,_, ....... ,,,_, -~. ----··· ... ----·~·--

-.... )---··---- ..... .. •-·"··--cr .......... -~ 
~~, ........... _ .. ___ _ 

----,_, ...... o-~ ... 
• ..- .......... _,.,_ .... :l'll ... lll. 

. - cs..-.,. DtV .... 171~ _ ......... __ .... ,_ ..... -· f"""""'j•l*'-·-·---- .. ... __ ,. ....... "'1.'::0. - ~·- ___,.. -._ .... -··· .,_.., __ ·---·- ..... ..... =~-":. ;:;-.:~------..... _ ...... _._.. 

LABEL VERnCAL AUGNMENT .SOO /sEND /dt:s /IDum ot lf1llD1e 
"CIIilde f'119 
(Seotloo 13.2.3) 

La'beb the PVI, PVC, PVT. ai1d the pdt of tanpu 
ben.rc:a:l. 6BEG ud 6END. You. can a.uirn zuo to 6BEG 
and ~END to iDd.icate /tvm kfbu!.lnl so 1M 

' 1.ABEL 'YER.11CAL STAnONS des /fnum. or U"name 
code tl'l21 
~ l:u6l 

lEVEL JtUN pBS rBS /DFS rfS 
code • 123 
~UJO) 

Cak:atatt::t the beisht or ~ Uwrunaent CIJJJ and, 
optiDD&.lly, the elevation of AFS. 

LINE SPIRAL 11 pl pl piD 
code tl'$7 
(Section 1.4.10) 

Calculate~ lht illter:sec:tion (clascst to piD) cf: 
(1) Previou51y dtlmed apint by SIMPLE SPntAL ot 

SPJJI.AL LENGTH. 
(2) '!be lille pl p2. 

LINE TAIILE 
DO eoclt • 
t&ction 12.1.2) 

Taulcs between Ctftetatins aad not senentin£ a liDe 
table. It ON, when runniaE the LADO.. UN"E command, 
UN"E TADLE writes line dat.ll to an ASCI1 file containi.Di 
the curve cable.. 

UST axnms cSes 
code •St 
Ucc:tion 11.1.1) 

0 

piO 



UST FJGUJ.ES · da 
code •S2 
CSo<tioo 11.1~) 

Lbt:l fiprcs and fiprt descriptions. 

01 LOCATE ANGLE 
code •13 
CSectJo. 1.2.3) 

pDS .pOe nFS anr: dis /v~r-s torr ;,~ pVD 

Fto= the. occupied point· pOC. locates n.FS at an anr:le 
an.r f:rom pBS to n., ud a distanc:e of CU. Optioc.al cff 
il the _perptndiaalu offset di.mnce from the FS li.De 
to IL Optional WIJJS requites tb:tt the BS elt'\"aticm 
aud bet:b:iaht t&ttf:t height be pn-derintd with SET 
HEIGHT h:FS 1rlOC h:BS. 

pBS 

\. 

~~ 
p(lC . ~ 

.., 
c.r orfn•tl 

LOCATE DEFLEC'OON pBS pOC iu-S den dis /va..I'S /off /willS pYI.I 
COde •14 

CSo<tioo &U) ""' 

Fmm the oc:cupitd pob:lt pOC. lncates nFS at a 
delkcticm ansle 11~11 from pBS aud at a dist:mc:e di.J. 
See LOCATE ANGLE !w Ao= on. off, WJJJS. ud pVB. 

LOCATE DlltEC'l'ION p D d.ir dis In /off 
eode f'51 
CSo<tioo 11.2.2) 

F.10m p, Joc:ata " at dirtcticm 4lr and distanc:e dl.J at 
....... of£ ... •11· . 

LOC:ATE l.ntt pl pl 1:1 dis /n /off fldi.s 
code filS 
IS£CnON Ul) 

From pi alcaJ the (utenSion oO fulc pl. p2, lOQlCS n 
at 4ls from pl {and optiouUy, offset ojJl. lf Td& is 
apttiffccl. then 44 'Will be JCaled by the ratio (pl to 
p2) Tdls. 

MOVE POmTS dc:s dx dy dz. 
eode • 13S 
CSectJo. Ll.4) 

Moves points b. fles lD new loc:ltions and up:!.ates Ulc .......... 

NEW FEATURE TABLE 
code • 129 
CSo<tioo 1~.3) 

O:a.anJt;! the feature tl.ble while you art in ~ active 
j>b. 

• v ······· .. v:--:.. ~· 
~··.. \~ 

\ o.rJ ,;s 
\ bf orr:~etl · 



NEW .YOB Jl p dev.{UJC}fo.dbs. •t~ua~i 
code • 2 
!Sootion 6.1) 

. Same u tht SfART OF JOB command in alpha. 1lUs 
commu.cS ia.struct:l JCS to reset all mdicliOrs ed 10 
prepare for a oew j)b. Wbeo nacnics. JCS iD pp!Uc:a. 
NEW JOB b perfot"'Dtd automuic.ally duriD& 
lzd6a.J.i:a.tiou.. 

ODD STAnONS aAl. /a 
a:dc •113 
!Sootion 9.3.5) 

$una aad plot:l a ,JICiiAt n at uation sAL on the 
~ ali&'Jl!Dtl:iL " 

OUTPUT Fn.E m:ode •rdemme 
Qlde 4165 
!Sootion 7.U) 

Ctcalc:l formatted ft:port !'de IWlled r~.u: liD 
additioD to .ATR rdt). 
JDCdt-0 list input ~ 
mode-l dOC!I DOt Jist input; 
moc1e-l cka:s report file. 

PARALLEL FlGUJtE ~ otf A lal& 14z. 
CIOde 41101 
!Sootion U.5) 

I'AllAll.EL. LINE pl pl o£.f /at 112 /deluz 
codt • 11 
!Sootion 1.2.6) 

Locates points p.nlJcl with tbe line pi p2 at an 
ollat discuce t~ff, and atOrt:s them as ni &l:l.d n2. 

PLOT ALIGNMENT -·125 !Sootion 12.1.7) 

P~ complex ahtpes or cozmec\td liDe urillg:s for the 
poiDu described in d~. the PLOT SHAPE if you .are 
aoiDi to use the PLOT XSECDON COMMAND. 

PLOT CELL 
DO Qlde • 
!Sooti.. :12-1.3) 

Plates ce1b em the points describtd 1n du. You have 
th't option to plaa: the aetive cell or use lbfonnmtion 
in the feature u.bte to detenninc the ceUs to be -

•• 
pi ----··\ 

~ n2 
of'F ', .. 

"' 

( 



PLOT CUltVES des /fnum or Iff,~~~ 

code •94 
- 12.1.6) 

Plot~ a curve mi.Da throuah the poinu- listed in ties. 
Ulltful for plottiaa lake or suum bound:lries ud 
piottltta a lpiral b:f plouiua • eurvt: throueh points OD 
a 1PiraJ. At least 3 poi.J:Its, none of wbicb lie in a 
maiJbt JiDe. must exist for this command lo work 
properly. 

PLOT F1L£ ........ 
(Sec:tjon 12.1.10) 

P1ou ASCll files to a design file:. This com.ma.nd is 
I!Ud'ul for plottiti.J coordin:.tc. line, and curve ublc:s 
to your dcsien r.te. The active wei;ht. color, anele. 
un aodc justirtcatioo. level, font, and wt m.c all 
&ffct:t this command. 

PLOT 1.mES des /faum or trname 
COde ., 77 
CSct:tion 11.1.4) 

PLOT POINTS des /faum. or lrJW:oc 
COde •76 
(So,tion12.U) 

Plots point aymboQ aDd aumbcn. Fba 2 in the Ft:atun: 
;t'•blc afftct:~ the n:sults of this ~ad.. If fla& 2 
11 aet ro: 

E • ptou tlevaticm GClly 
X • plots Dart~UDa and e:util!; 
Z • plots DOrtbinJ. astina. and dewtion 
N • plots fcnu.rc aamc 01:1.ly 
e • plots elevation ud f~tu:rc ~me 
X • plots DOnb.it:IJ. a.nia&, Ud ft:ltU:rt: Dltl:lt 
:r - plots Derthin,&:. e:u:tioa. ele\~tio:J.. an~ fe:11u:rc mtt:.e 

1LOT POV des /aBEG /sEND /fDum or !fume 
axte .. us 
- 12.1.2) 

Plots all poitlts In tla oD the Ye:nic:Ll . aJlp.mcnt 
bet'wral 1BEG ud 6END. You can a:s:tiea 1n0 to 3BEG 
u4 d!ND to b:uiicate.from ktfnnlltz ~ .,.&. 

l'LOT SHAPES del /ftlw:o or trn.me 
code fl 7 

- 12.1.5) 

Plots t:OlJJI,tctcd line Strings udlor curves bc""·een 
points in des. 

PLOT VERTICAL ALIGNMENT JBEG /sEND /fnum or trn~e 
code flt16 
(Sectjon 12.1.8) 

Plot! vertical aliaament between 3BEG and sEND. You 
can as:sip zero to .1BEG Uld 3END to indicate from 
krfM!ns to eM. 

l 

.. 



: 

PLOT XSEC:r'IONS H!i :r. ~ 
cOk 11'84 
ISootion 12.13) 

.. ~ .. .:.. 1sDEG /JEND 

Pllces cross-section Jines 1n the dcsiin file· at all 
palDt3 of traJlZltion alone a.ra alia:nment descri.bcd by 
B/t aod at intervals of distance x.' l! you w;~nt to 
plac:e only one crass.seetion line, set x to uro and 
6BEG eel sEND to the mtion where 10\1 'O."atlot the 
~line. 

. . . 
··~ \. • ! :,...., 

·· ... ! 
··.;. 

. . 

POINTS Dl1lEcnON INTEJ.SECI" . 
-m 
ISootion 8.4.3) 

D pt p2 p3 dir /of£1 /o!fl /va 

pi 

Cala&larcs the intersection or: 
(J) "'be J.i.ae pi p2 
(2) The line tbrou&h p3 at direction 4tr. 
•Ux SET JJDGIIT to use vertito~l an~Ies. 

D pt p2 p3 p4 /~1 /off2 

Calculates the inwsectioil of: 
(1) n. u.. pi p2 
(l) n. lin< p3 pl. 

POnn"S. ON AIJGNMENT z Ill /off /sllEG (sEND 

"""' .-95 ISootion 9.2.4) 

Locates and lists. c:oonfi.Datt:s or points rtJ. ~tl+J, etc. 
at each laterval z alcm_e lhe alignmeAt d~s at an 
opticmal offset off between sBEG and sEND. 

o. •••••••••• _ _ ••••• ··"' 

.. ~''······>:.:: ....... :···-~ 
fl •• •• p2 

pJ 

•' pZ 

o.............. . .......... P 

•.. ···············:··············;. 
p\ 

n•2 • "'NO • 

····· .. .} 

. . 

POINTS ON SPIRAL m -... ~TS sTS ·pSIT pSC i_ 11 /off hDEG /sE\"0 

(Section 9.2.11) 

ID:ate:s poUlts A, n+ z. etc. &lone a syi~t Cor at &D 
affset distlDCe tJf f) at cvt!l smionint. sep;u<~.ted by 
a distance .L 

POINTS ON SPIRAL OUT 
code •56 

opTS sST pSIT pCS %. D /off /sllEG /sEND 

(Section 9.2.1 t) 

l.o;;aU:S poillts n. n+l, ete. &IOfl& .a spint Cor It an 
offset diru.nce o/J) at CYCII ~tiollin: Kp:!onted by a 
distance .X. • 

QUIET MODE 
no cocle • 
ISootion 7.2.2) 

Toa:le:s the promptiD.i for mew point and fisure JD's on 
uct orr. 

pSl't 

•••• P.· ••••• 

pCS~ 
ff n•i~ 

•pST 

•" 

... 
. 



m...oc.A.no~ c:·~ ;.,_~ 

DO cede • 
<sccti= 11.2.4) 

CesAU /x /IDOO /tEND 

Same u lbt SfATIONS AND OffSETs tCitnm~nd uctpt that t1H: 
b:lterv&l % U defined alon£ tbe b:netme. not the teJlttrline 
(duAL2). In alpha. :rou: must key in STATIONS AND OITSErS 
imtead. of RELOCATION OffSET and. prKede the b:lttrval :r with a 
DeptiVt s:iJD (-). . 

Jl.ETUKN TO JCS ....... 
ScctiDn 6.3) 

Rctunu c:onttol teck to ICS from tbe JGOS me~~u. 

REvERSE CURVE p1 dirl rJ p2 dir2 r2 nCCJ /tl 
c:a1e • 124 
CS:ction 9.2.3) 

finlh the point nf intencction or two rever.;c curves. the 
UDJent point of the sec:ond curve, and lhe .1c:cation of the 
ca~.ter of cub curve. Arl. option:~! Un£tDt of Jtnflh r! c:a.n 
be insened between die tWO curves. 

llEVIEW 
. 110 coSt -

- 7.3.10) 

Dis,plaYJ a tutorial 1hat allows ~ to ..;ew the values 
of cumnt puamcters frat:tt ICS.PAR. JQi_ANNOTATE.PAR. 
die feature table, ud cu.nent active prameters. 

SEGMENT pl p2 r 

- •29 (Section. 11.3.2) 

Computes ud reports the an.a of the cif'Qllar .cpent 
{ndiu,..r) bounded by the •~ and chord pi p2. 

SET AIJGNMENT: ACI'lVAT£ Ilf&: /~AL sAL IVff, 
cede • 109 

- 9.2.1) 

Activates a boriulntal ali~nment witbout alttrinJ 
m.uonina. 

·SET ALJGNP.fENT: DEFJNE STA"IIONJ.NG 11ft /p,\1. aAL /Vft 
c:odc # 109 
(Sceti,uOD 9.2.1) 

SET HEIGHT htFSl lbil /btBSl lhtFS2 /hi2 /htBS2 
c:odt #9 

- 7.3.3) 

Sct:l htiBht of insmnnent hi- and .beizbt of t:l.tget Jst
for LOCA'l:E ·~d DJltECilON 1NTERS£Cf c:omm~ 

-



SET Oilll..:;J.~·.;.;...;:.; 

code • 133 
(Sect.Joc. 7.3.7) 

Seta the oritt~tatiotl rot ~Ymbol plac.emmt aJooe an 
alipment. You. caJI. place Qmt:o1s pra.Uel or 
pupe.ndiculu Q) a fipre. with the .,.mbot. faci!:l& 
&owanl cr away from the fipn:. 

SET P.AllA.METER. dir /falc1 /fakl /(rid 
coclt ~3 
<seotion 7.32) 

Sets direction mode for tabular crutput and LADEL U"mS ........... 
dir • 0 for atimuth 
dir - 1 for bearina 

Sets f* coord l folt::J, false coord 2 falc2. offsets., 
u4 arid ~e factor for PLOT comro:ands. 

SET J>ll.OFUE vEX .ORG Sta. zORG dev 
code •122 
<seotion 9.3.1) 

&tablisbes the parameters 1CS uses to place a ~ 
aliJ1lllltDt: .,E:r (ratio of veniQt e.uuential:t), .ORG 
Uutionilli oriiin coordinate), no <sutiw cf tbil 
oriaW. zORG (elevation oriJin ca:mlintcl dn • 
Wevati= or u~s orieiD). Tbest ptametcm an: 
llkranable kr. pphics with t:ht Er PROFILE tutDrial. 

·PET 
~ 

PEA 
~ 

... 
C1 

........ tlti'---,..--·····w---.'lt" 

SHOW FE.ATUltE 0 ltmme or 1 IDWD. -· .. - 11.1.3) 

Displap lrafonnalion about a feature in the feature 
table. 0 iDd$cates a~X:CS:~ by fe.:.ture mme; 1 indicates 
8CCCSS by feature number. Gnphi: ID of point ..nlb the 
des:irtd feature cao also be we<1. 

SIMPLE CUP.VE DCC pBT pPC DPl DPT de delta siill 
code •33 

- 9.2.9) 

Given ~'11 p:W:It3 pBT and pPC and. the de. 4tlto. and 
.tp. locatell ftCC. IIPI and lll'T. 

SIMPLE SPIRAL D'i cid pBT pTS mSIT JISC b sjp -·53 
- 9.2.10) 

Given pBI'. pTS, Is, 4e, at.~d sir::. locates n.SIT and nSC. 

... 
""' .. , .. . 

.... ·< ..... ~ 

\,·: 
..cc 

nSIT 

. 

nSC 

pTS 

~::::· .. 

SIMPLE SPIR.Ai OUT cid pBT DST nSIT pCS ~b ck sien nSIT 
code #53 
(Sc::tioD. 9~10) pCS~ 

~-~.. ~ ' 
c:oST .,)~ •••••• nS1: 

·.\.···te''~ 

Given pBT. pCS, Is, de and siin, locates nST aod n.SlT. 

... ------------

--



• 

sr-:7'".:: =· :' ~.l ll pTS dirBT Is r 
codt .. .5';1 
~:.::;;::. 8..0:.12) 

Calcu.Jates the .lnter=;tiOD of: 
(1) ~y def"J.Ded 1pinl by SIMPLE SPlllAL or 

SPIRAL I.ENGn<. 
(2) The qira1 ddizlcd by its pTS. dlrl!T, l#, a.ud r. 

STATION EQUATION Dk..m. Ahsta lllfa 
cede • 128 

"""""' 9.2.2) 

Dtrmes the au.ti= equation for the active horizo:auJ 
fljps:nent. tqiD.uiDJ; at a apecified point OD the 
allp.ment, where the previous tt:ttion equation ead.s 
(Bbf4) anti the new statioD equ:1tion beains (Ah.Jtal If . 
Ahslr!(Blslocf-11, tMn. Ahsto•Ahsta+iDer. The icmment lncr 
i1 deCIDed ill ICS.PAR. 

STAnONS 4: OFFSETS desAL2 /z laBEG /aEND 
-091 
cs..;.. 11.2.3) 

Computes ud list::r the llt.1tiOflJ aad orrxu or p:a.nu ht 

piO 

...... , 
0 

0 

4u4L2 from tbe Ktive alitzunent. ~"·• 
-~~~" 

••·• .. 'cl"··.... ! 
-o"" ••.. : 

STA110NS ANGLED .. -. 
"""""' 213.3) 

P1a= lbe atatioos of tpeeiited points aJon1 aneltd 
leadeD. 1£ ;you W&ZI.t 'to pla.c:e identi=! leaders 011. a 
poup or points. ax a rau:e. Affected by ACilV.E 
ANGIL 

STATIONS S'l"'AJGHT .. -. 
"""""' J3.3A) 

Places .cation, or ~led points alOfti a atraiaht 
Ju.ders. If ;you 'Wallt to plaQo: lde.ll.lic&l 1eadml oa a 
Jl'OVP rL p:ililU. ax a f=ce. 

STAnONS/OFFS£TS 
mo code • 

- 13.1.2) 

, 
[0",.··~ 

\ 

Sets the ~ ot devatlon annotatlO!l; tb!l.t JCS ''ill use · 
wheu labeli.t!i mtiotLs/offsc:t1 <station a~~d offset, 
mticu:l cmJy, or or£set cmJy). 

STORE n et cl 2. p 
code •S 
(Section l.lJ) 

&ore.s paint 11 with CIXIrdi.D.ates e1. e2, ud z. If 
opticaa.l p is *PCillied, 11 c.kel its v.alu~ U 
optional oQO b lpCCi.ficd as ~1. •2, or ·3 the 
c:cordiD•te el, e2, or z b t:ntdified, respectively. 

• 

····· .. J 

St••'I•II6.8W I 
OI'PIIIUP0? ~ 

··-·., ... : 
i 
i • 



STORE F1GUJU: llfa des /pAl. sAL 
Cltldt • 10 
CSecti.Oil 9.1.1) 

Dcrm.es nft in the databut u the: list or point 
Aumben: ~ in lies. 

Locates the l.uterseetion n.INI and street n:turn poiDu 
Ccc, APe. ud APT) of rwo strteu. a atrec:t and a 
property lille. or a meet ud a ri£:bt-or-way. Tbe 
f"un aum U described by centerline Jrl ud width 
wl; the ate011d stttc1 is described by cer:aterline fr2 
&Ad width wz. A 0 b:lput ror any c! n!NT, n.LL, n.LR. 
llRt. and n.RR implies lhlt the pointlpoup or }XIir:au is 

. DOt be be computed. A 0 ilaput for r in.dic.atcS th.at 
OZlly .Pr~ should be computed. 

SUJIDIVII>E SECTJON DStc: des:l /n /da2 
CIDcle tf 13J 
!SocbooLlA) 

&lbdivides .. ICCticm c! b.Dd b.to ail:tem parcdJ 
acc:cmti.oa to requimzsents ot the Publie l.ud Sur'VQ' 
Syatem (PLSS). 'J'be IIC:Ction ot b.od b described by the 
ICICtioD znur:aber nSee ud a descriptio# #lui of the rour 
ICCtioD comer poinu. Ute .4u2 ·10 iDcluck 1 ar more 
qu..uur comus ill the cabdiVisiozl. 

~-- ---~ ---·-1·-·-·-·r·-·-; 
r·······r·······r········t .. ······t· 
~-----~·---~~-~--1.-----i
; ~ ! l j 
.-:: .. , ••o•"f••oo•oot"::'""•••o~"::,,,, ... ,i-
1 : 

' ~-- ··-·-· .. --=-----~------1."! ...•. -+" 

TANGENT. at pCCl rl m2 · JI(:C2: rl /sip Jut 
codt•32 
!SocbooUO) 

Lca.U3 the point of tlllrme-Y at OD a circle witll 
ctl:lter pCCl and ndius rl. and the point a! tangency :a2 
OZl a ci:rde with center pCC2 and ndius r2. You Call 
use ooc or two methods. Set ~.rt•l for an ezte~J 
ta.lltcot ud ut-1 for crt1$$ u.n~:ent. (Set tbe /CS 
uur·~ Guide for details.) 

TANGENT OFfSET D des. pi p2 
cede •Sl 
CSooticn 1.2$) 

LocaU3 ft on tbe lice pl p2 as the pc:rpcnllieul.:ar oCf~t 
!mm da. 

TANGENTS A:. OFFSE'TS 

""""'. CSootioot3A~) 

AlmOtaU3 the ba.seli.Dt: betweC:ll the bac:ksigbt point pBS 
and the ox:upied point pOC with the distane(3 and 
(l(flrt'S.. Tbe comm&1ld places the &DllOtltion 
ptJpelldicWar 10 the ba.sclibe. 

. .:.--------" pl 

u~\. • 

" ... ~~~}~~;.o 

15').32 ... ~, r. ~ 
~ ,. 

,.., ----;--
&·<.J4.7~ 

' 

-~\3•·,rt£F' 
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~ .... : .. · .. , •.. 

-----------------
TJt.A VE.RS£ ADJUSTMENT 

COMPASS 
del pfOC Dtoi /pLS pR.S Atol rrdis ).tdi.s 

QANDALL 
TRANSIT -·6 -., -·8 (Sca;.on 10.1.1) 

Tn.nsfonn coordinates in des (aa:ordin& to comm.t.nd's 
adjusu:Dent J'Ule) to close a traverse. 

I) pFOC '- the field location of the last P" b::l dts 

2) Command will abort JI tbe c:omput«! aneular closure 
b Jn&ltt than .Nol, or if the computed ~iticma.i 
error b arater that Dtot 

TltA. VERSE .ANGLES des 
code fl89 
CScction llAA) 

Computes and .reports the lengths and the interior 
angles of .lines in the tr.werse defined in _des. 

TaA VEltSE Dm..EC'IlON des 

-090 
CSection UA.S) 

CompuiC:S Uld ~eporu W lea:&ths and aDJUlar 
ddltctiom o! lines iD. the mven.e denncd in du. 

TRA VEHEISIDESBOT .. -. 
CS=ioo7.Ul 

Tcultt betwml uaveue mode Uld -"leshot mode. Wlille 
irl. n.verse mode. JCS UAima: that ,.ou ~ lnputtina a 
uavmc ud does ZKJt prompt: for the o::cupied ud 
~bt points. Wltb the tr.avene mtx1e OFF, 1CS 
USWZ~et that you arc lnputr.ia& aidc;bo~ (radW survey 
dlc.a). . 

VERTICAL ADJUST des pfOC tol /prop _ ... , 
<scction 10.1.2) 

.For adjunment of level loops. J..tis:::losure equW the 
difference betw«11'·la.st point in des and pFOC. If 
misclONrc is peater than :cl. chis ccnnm:snd does 
m~. U miselawrc is less th:l.n tel, the 
1Disc:lo5ure is diruibuted evenly u!lless prDP • l (to 
distribute proportionally to kofths or lines). .Afttr 
ldjusUnent. pFOC is deleted from tbe cbUb:!.se. 

VERTICAL END nPVl aAL elev vr, /n 
COde flltl 
(!«tiOZI 9.3.2) 

Enttrs the fiallt P\'1 and fi,fure JD \'ft Car a vertica.l 
alianmeat. 

VERTICAL ST AltT nPVI •AL c:lev /Veil IV ttl 
cede fiUO 
<.section 9..3.2) 

Fim ccmmaad usecs t.o au.t.e vcnie::al alipClC%1t. 
Eaten •ll poinu of veni~l inflection (PV I) cucpt 
Cor Jan point. 

---------... "! 

rA;..~---------~~----~~~~--1 o---- pF'OC 
.. ,s 
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Warranties and Liabilities 

All warranties given by Intergraph Corporation about equipment 
or software are set forth in your purchase contract. 

The information and the software described in this document are 
subject to change without notice and should not be construed as 
commitments by Intergraph Corporation. Every effort is made ·to 
insure technical accuracy; however, Intergraph Corporation 
assumes no responsibility for any errors that may appear in this 
document. 

The software described in this document is furnished under a 
license and may be used or copied on~y in accordance with the 
terms of such license. 

No responsibility is assumed for the use or reliability of 
software on equipment that is not supplied by Intergraph or its 
affiliated companies. 

Copyright 

UNPUBLISHED, BUT IF PUBLISHED: 
COPYRIGHT INTERGRAPH CORPORATION 

<1>1982, 1983,· 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987 
INCLUDING THIS DOCUMENTATION AND ALL SOFTWARE AND ITS FILE 
FORMATS, AND AUDIO-VISUAL DISPLAY DESCRIBED HEREIN. ALL RIGHTS 
RESERVED: MAY O~LY BE USED PURSUANT TO THE APPLICABLE SOFTWARE 
LICENSE AGREEMENT, CONTAINS CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY 
INFORMATION OF INTERGRAPH AND/OR OTHER THIRD PARTIES WHICH IS 
PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT, TRADE SECRET AND TRADEMARK LAW AND MAY 
NOT BE PROVIDED OR OTHERWISE MADE AVAILABLE WITHOUT PRIOR 
WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION. 

RESTRICTED RIGHTS LEGEND 

Use, duplication, or disclosure by government is subject to 
restrictions as set forth in ·subdivision (b)(3)(ii) of the 
Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at 
52.227-7013. 

Trademarks 

Intergraph is a registered trademark of lntergraph Corporation. 
DMRS, IGDS, ICS, ETI, GNA, SAC, and LAD are trademarks of 
Intergraph Corporation. 

Intergraph Corporation 
One Madison Industrial Park 
Huntsville, AL 35807-4201. 
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Document Delivery Notice (DON) 

Software Part No. 

Document No. 

Title 

Software Release 
Version 

Date 

Replaces 

Comments 

SLA*741 ICS 

DMAP135 
Edition 2 

Interactive Coordinate Geometry 
Subsystem (ICS) User's Guide 

8. 8, rev. 4 

December 31, 1987 

DIXD7950 

The complete document consists of 
the following: · 

o DMAP13520 (Document) 

o DMAP1351S (Spine) 

o DMAP1351T (Tabs) 

o DIXGDMRS5 (3" Full Size Generic 
Binder) 

Also availabe is DMAP170 ICS Quick 
Reference Guide. 

Please take a moment to complete 
and return the preaddressed, 
postage-paid form at the front of 
this document. Intergraph 
encourages customers to submit any 
comments, suggestions, or 
criticisms they might have about 
this document. · 
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What do you think about this Intergraph Mapping/Energy Document? 

DMAP135 Edition 2 
Interactive Coordinate Geometry Subsystem (ICS) User's Guide 

After you have used this document. please help us to improve it by responding to the questions below and 
ciJ:clillg the &ppropriate &D>Wer. Include &dditional p&geS of comments if you wish. &nd then fold &nd mail this 
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Document Conventions ill 

Document Conventions 
·. 

1. Co=and names are in uppercase letters. 

2. Note: is used to emphliSize important inforination or potential errors. 

3. Lowercase letters appearing within a prompt indicate a name or value that 
varies. A small x represents an alphabetic character; a small n 
represents a numeric character. 

4. System prompts and messages (screen text generated by the software) are 
shown flush left 8s they appear On. the screen. · · 

5. System responses (explanations of what the software is doing) are in italic 
type. 

6. Various symbols appear in the text. They represent certain keys or cursor 
buttons as outlined below: 

Command button 

Control key 

· <CrRI,. Z> Unless otherwise noted in the text, you must hold down the 
<CI'RL> key while pressing the second key. 

<D> Data button 

<R> Reset/Reject button . ,. 
<RETURN> Return key 

7. Identify means to input a value by keying in the value or by placing data 
point(s). . ' ' . . . 

8. · Key ln means to key in input at the keyboard and press <RETURN>. 
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1. INTRODUCTION TO ICS 

As an engineering professional, you are probably familiar with the purpose 
and capabilities of coordinate geometry (COGO) programs. In the Interactive 
Coordinate Geometry Subsystem UCS"'), Intergraph® combined the 
specialized capabilities of traditional coordinate geometry routines, the 
graphical capabilities of IGDS"' Clnteractive Graphics Design Software), 
and the database capabilities of DMRS"' CDatabase Management and Retrieval 
System). The result is a software package that combines coordinate geometry 
routines and computer graphics to solve surveying and engineering problems in 
a more flexible and integrated environment than traditional programs. ICS 
creates a. database that has the potential of serving as a basis for other 
programs or users who require intelligent databases. · 

ICS uses a DMRS database to store information. Points are stored in the 
database with a specific point ID, coordinates, and an associated feature. 
(Features contain symbology: information such as level, color, and symbol font 
character.) Figures are assOciations of points such as a subdivision lot or 
alignment. Figures are stored in another seCtion of the database with a 
specific figure ID, the group of points, and stationing information 
(optional). The database can be extended to inCorporate attributes specific 
to the needs of the client. · · 

ICS operates in both the interactive and batch modes, and in the graphics and 
alpha environments. You have the option to work in any one of these 
environments, and you can switch back and forth between them. 

Using ICS, the surveying and civil engineer can solve complex problems in 
such fields as cadastral surveying, bridge and roadway design, and right-of-
way surveys. The purpose of this manual is to show you how to use ICS tools 
to solve such problems. 

Typically, you perform these general steps for using ICS. First, you may 
collect field data and then load it into ICS. You can load the data 
automatically using Intergraph's Electronic Theodolite Interface CE":rr"') 
software, or you can input the data manually. Then you can define groupings 
of points as figures and locate new points based on points you have. You 
might locate new points by intersecting figures you have defined, by 
offsetting from alignments, or by dividing figures. You might then do some 
traverse adjustments, vertical adjustments, area adjustments, and Helmert 
transformations. 
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1.1 Changes to ICS Since the Last Release 

Since the last release of res, these changes have been made: 

• the res matrix menu has been reorganized 

• some res commands have been modified 

• new commands have been added 

• an additional parameter file has been added 

• enhancements have been made to command line inputs 

• a program has been added to provide patterning for elements 

• a user command to define linkage generation mode 

If you are familiar with Ies already, you may want to read only the portions 
of thls manual that address the changes. Table 1-1 lists the modified 
commands, and Table 1-2 lists the added commands. Each of these tables gives 
section references and brief descriptions. The new parameter f1le is 
Ies_ANNOTATE.PAR, and it is described in Section 3.7. The enhancements to 
the command line ar-e described in Section 2.3. The program that allows you 
to pattern elements is entitled FCPELT (Feature Code Patterning by Element 
List), and it is described in Appendix C. The user command added is 
LINKAGE.UCM, and it is also described in Appendix C. 

· ... -" 

......... 
.. ···)' ·· .. 
. .. · -~ 
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Table 1-1. Modlfled ICS Commands Slnce the Last Release 

Command Section Descrlprlan 

LOCAlE ANGLE 8.2 added optional elevation/rod input 
LOCAlE DEFLECTION 8.2 .. .. 
LOCAlE DIRECTION 8.2 .. .. 
LOCAlE LINE 8.2 .. .. 

/'·· TANGENT OFFSET 8.2.5 added option to input multiple i 
\ perpendicular offset points 

PARALLEL LINE 8.2.6 added z ttanslation 

PARALLEL FIGURE 9.1.5 added z ttanslation 
SIMPLE CURVE 9.2.9 added· optional radius input . 
SIMPLE SPIRAL 9.2.10 .. .. 
COMPOUND SPIRAL 9.2.12 .. .. 
FIT AllGNMENT 9.2.13 .. .. 
SET PROFILE 9.3.1 added tutorial in graphics 

TRANSFORM 10.2.2 added tutorial in graphics 
COORDINATES 

STATIONS AND 11.2.3 added the option to define interval 
OFFSETS alorig the baseline instead of centerline 

DESCRIBE VERTICAL 
AllGNMENT 12.1.8 added stopping sight distance 

i 

LABEL AllGNMENT 13.2.2 added variables in ICS__ANNOTATE.PAR that 
affect how labels are placed 

LABEL VERTICAL 
AllGNMENT 13.2.3 added % suffix to grade readout 
LABEL LINES 13.2.5 modified so that LINE and CURVE TABLE locks 

and ICS__ANNOTATE.PAR affect how labels are 
placed 

PLOT TEXT 14.5 added flag to indicate view dependent or 
independent for placing the text 
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Table 1-2. New ICS Co11111U111ds Since the Last Release 

Co11111U111d Section Description 

FENCE ON/OFF 7.2.1 toggles fence mode on and off 
SET ORIENTATION 7.3.7 sets orientation for· symbol placement along 

an alignment 
FENCE CONTENTS 7.3.9 toggles fence content between points and 

figures 
-::·.·~ 

REVIEW 7.3.10 displays tutorial that allows you to view ·) 

the current values of parameters, modes, · .. j 

and settings from Ics.PAR, 
ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR, the feature table, and 
the ENVIRONMENT menu block 

. INPUT MODES 7.3.12 defines active units for curve mode, height 
mode, and unit mode 

COPY POINT 8.1.3 copies the coordinates of a known point to 
another point ID 

MOVE POINT 8.1.4 moves existing points to new locations and ... 
updates the database 

SUBDIVIDE SECTION 8.3.4 subdivides a section of land into sixteen 
parcels 

CREATE PROFIT..E 9.3.3 plots elevations of centerline control 
points in the design file 

RELOCATION OFFSETS 11.2.4 same as STATIONS AND OFFSETS except that ........ 

the interval is defined along the baseline 
· .. \ 

' .. .'-". -J 

COORDINATE TABLE 12.1.1 writes coordinates of points to an ASCII 
me 

CURVE TABLE 12.1.2 writes curve data to an ASCII file 
LINE TABLE 12.1.2 writes line data to an ASCII file 
PLOT CELL 12.1.3 places cells 
PLOT FILE 12.1.10 plots ASCII files 

STATIONS/OFFSETS 13.1.2 sets the type of elevation annotation for 
labeling stations/offsets 

RENUMBER POINTS 14.6 renumbers points in the database 
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1.2 Use and Organization of this Guide 

Thls user's guide is written . for engineers' and design professionals. To 
fully use ICS and this manual, you should be familiar with the concepts of 
coordinate geometry. You should know how to combine simple geometric 
commands to solve complex ptactical problems. Thls guide assumes you are 
familiar with stsndand engineering terms, although a glossarY of some terms 
is provided. 

Additionally, to use ICS you should have a working knowledge of basic 
operations of the Intergraph sYstem, IGDS, and DMRS. Thls guide does not 
describe these operations. Refer to Section. 1.3 for a list of references. 

Thls user's guide is divided into two main parts. The first five chapters 
provide you with general information you need to run ICS. You should read 
these sections thoroughly before running ICS. Sections 6 through 14 describe 
how to use each command.' The commands are grouped together according to 
logical function, and each section covers one menu block of commands. These 
sections are intended to be uSed as a reference guide to ICS commands. 
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Read 

Section 1 

Section 2 

Section 3 

Section 4 

Section 5 

Section 6 

Section 7 

Section 8 

Section 9 

Section 10 

For 

an overview of ICS 

basic information about ICS: . operating characteristics in the 
alpha and graphics modes and structure (syntax) of the commands 

a description of ICS directories and files, including fills 
that are delivered and files you create when running ICS 

a description of ICS databases and how to create them 

steps to follow when running ICS 

a description of the CON1ROL commands 

a description of the ENVIRONMENT comman<ls 

a description of the POINTS/COORDINATES CQmmands 

a description of the FIGURES! ALIGNMENTS commands 

a description of the ADJUSI'!I'RANSFORM commands 

Section 11 a description of the REPORTS commands 

Section 12 . a description of the PLOT commands 

Section 13 a description of the ANNOTATE CQmmands 

Section 14 a description of alpha commands that are not available on the 
graphics menu 

Appendix A a description of the feature editor EfEED, and instructions on 
how to use it 

Appendix B ·instructions on how to modify menus 

Appendix C a description of ICS utilities including I2SDB, ICS Customer 
Support Library, the digital terrain modeling interface 
OCSTODTM), the database upgrade utility, the Linkage User 
Command, and Feature Code Patterning by Element List CFCPEL T) 

Appendix D instructions on how to create symbols 

Appendix E plots of example projects · 

Appendix F a list of ICS error messages, each with reason and recovery 

.. -

.\ 
.. ) 
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1.3 List of References 

Refer to the following documents for further information: 

• Interactive Graphics Design Software (IGDS) User's Guide 

• DMRS Data DefinJ.tlon L<mguage (DDL) User's Guide 

• IGDS Font librarian User's Guide 

( 
• Electronic Theodolite Interface (ETI) User's Guide 

• Font Utilities User's Guide 
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2. GEITING SfARTEDi 'BAsiCs ABOUT ICS 

You can operate ICS in either the alpha or graphics mode. The cOmmands for 
these environments axe basically the same, but you have to input information 
differently, and some commands that axe available in one mode axe not 
available in the other. The following sections describe the structure of the 
commands, the differences between the two working environments, and some 
basic data entry fields. 

2.1 The Structure of ICS Commands 

You input information ·to ICS in the form of commands that you either select 
on the menu or key in from an alphanumeric or graphics tenninal. Within the 
command line, you specify the command you want ICS to execute, the input(s) 
ICS needs to execute the command, and the output{s) you want ICS to compute. 
AD. example of a command line is: 

STORE n cl c2 /z /p 

where STORE is the command name, and the other entries axe input or output 
data fields (or parameters). Data fields that follow a forward slash (/) 
such as z and p are optional parameters; you do not have to input values for 
these fields for the command to run. Commands that axe not preceded by a 
slash axe required entries; you must specify these entries, or ICS will not 
execute the command. The slashes axe displayed on the screen when you select 
a command to let you know those fields are optional, but you do not key-in 
the slashes when you input information. Required data fields always precede 
optional data fields in a command line. 

Command lines can have more than one data field after a slash such as: 

COPY POINT des /n /dx dy dz 

In this case, des is the only required data entry field. Notice that the dy 
and dz fields are not preceded by a forward slash, but they follow a field, 
dx, which is preceded by a forward slash. This means that all three fields-
ax, dy, and dz-are optional data fields, and they must all be specified if one is 
specified, This rule holds true for all groups of data fields that follow a 
forward slash, 
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ICS reads the information you provide for the data fields consecutively along 
the command line. Therefore, you must input information in the order 
specified by the command line. If you want to skip an optional field to get 
to the next one, you can do that with a zero (0) (exceptions are listed with 
specific commands). For instance, for the COPY POINT command shown above, 
you might want to use the optional fields dx, dy, and dz without specifying n. 
You can do this by assigning a value of zero (O) to n: 

COPY POINT 4 0 90.0 90.0 90.0 



( 
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2.2 ICS Operating Characteristics:· Alpha and Graphics Modes 

You can operate res in either alpha or graphics modes. Alpha mode is. 
necessary when you do not have a graphics terminal available, and it is 
useful when you do not need to see graphics displayed. If you need to see 

-graphics displayed as you work, you should run res interactively in graphics. 

You can submit batch jobs in both alpha and graphics modes. Running res in 
batch mode is useful for running large files of res commands. To run res in 
batch mode, you create a text file that serves as input to the res run. The 
file can contain many commands with input data. There is usually no 
interaction between you and res from the beginning to the end of the input 
file. If res detects an error while running in batch mode, an error message 
is either displayed to the screen and/or written to the report file. See 
Section 7.1.2 for details on how to run a batch job. 

You can also work interactively in both alpha and graphic modes. In both 
modes you can execute one command at a time- and see the results. In graphics 

· mode you see the graphic results, ~Lttd in alpha and graphics you see the 
prompts and messages res sends to the screen. 

2.2.1 Working in the Alpha Mode 

If you are at an alphanumeric tertnioal, you run res by keying in commands. 
There are two ways to key in the command name: 

o Key in the entire command name (in full or abbreviated) 

Note: The abbreviation must be unique. When a command name is more than one 
word, at least one space or exactly one slash must appear between the 
abbreviation of each name in the command. Example: the abbreviation 
for DIRECTION INTERSECT can be DIRIINT or DIR INT, but not DIRINT. 

o Key in the code number 

Note: See the ICS Quick Reference Guide for a list of command names and 
corresponding code numbers. 

Numeric codes are accepted by ICS only if the START OF JOB 
command is a numeric code. 
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You key in the command name, its abbreviation, or its numeric code in the 
first record in the series. You can enter a command name or its abbreviation 
in any column of an input record. The remaining records in tl:ie series can 
begin with data. 

Numeric codes must begin in column one. The first column of the remaining 
records in the series must be blank. . If column one begins with an alphabetic 
character, ICS interprets this character as the first character of a command 
name. 

When you enter a command name, it remains active until you key in another 
command name. Therefore, you can input the command name once for several 
runs of the command. Most of the conimands available in graphics are also 
available in alpha mode (see Section 2.2.2 for an overview of the commands 
available). Additionally, there are some commands available in alpha mode 
only. These commands are described in Section 14. 

Enterinz Data 

When you enter a command name, a data field description appears, which 
prompt'3 you for point ID's, distances, and other types of information that 
the command requires. As described in Section 2.1, a forward slash (/) 
appears in some data field prompt<; to indicate optional entries; do not key tn 
the slash. You key in the required data and any optional entries you want to 
include, leaving at least one space between data entries. No space is 
required between the· command name and the first data entry. See Section 2.3 
for more detailed information on entering data. 

Note: Do not use tabs when keying in data. 

2.2.2 Working in the Graphics Mode 

If you are running ICS at a graphics workstation. you can run ICS in the 
alpha or graphics environment. If you are running ICS in the graphics 
environment, you can select commands graphically, or you can key in alpha 
commands. However, to key in alpha commands you must key in a backslash (\) 
prior to keying in the first character of the command. If you are at a 
graphics workstation and are in the alpha environment, you cannot make 
selections graphically. 

.. ; / 

. 
''···::;:.;./ 

.·,. ' ... ) 
) 

.. .. / 
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Figure 2-1 shows the ICS matrix menu. The co=ands are grouped logically 
according to function: 

e CONTROL co=ands (Section 6) 
Allow you to get in and out of ICS. 

o ENVIRONMENT co=anc!s (Section 7) 
Allow you to define input and output files, choose default settings, and 
toggle settings on and off. 

e POINTS/COORDINATES co=ands (Section 8) 
Allow you to store and delete points and coordinates. 

o FIGURES/ ALIGNMENTS co=ands (Section 9) 
Allow you to store and delete figures and alignments. 

e ADJUSTII'RANSFORM co=anc!s (Section 10) 
Allow you to alter the values of point coordinates. 

o REPORTS co=ands · (Section 11) 
Allow you to display information stored in . the database to the screen 
and to print this information to an output file. 

e PLOT co=ands (Section 12) 
Allow you to place graphic elements in IGDS design files and create 
coordinate, line, and curve tables. 

e ANNOTATE commands (Section 13) 
Allow you to place text in a design file to provide information on 
points, lines, areas. and alignments. 

In addition to these menu blocks, there is a DELIMITERS box on the matrix 
menu. This box has characters that you need to use frequently in ICS. 
Pressing <D> on one of these characters is equivalent to keying in the 
character from the keyboard. Refer to Section 2.3.2 for more information on 
ICS delimiters. 
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Entering Data 

At a graphics terminal you have the option to enter data using key-ins, data 
points via the cursor, or a ·combination of the two. However, ICS in the 
graphics environment is primarily designed to accept and check input by data 
point. . For instance, distances can be defincid by giving an initial point and 
terminal point. Likewise, angles can be defined by graphically mdicating 
three points or a point and a direction. These cursor inputs are computed 
into distances and/or angles and displayed m the status field (the left side 
of the left field) for acceptance or . rejection. 

In the graphics environment, key-ins are allowed. For. example, when prompted 
for the i.Jitial pomt of a distance, you can key in the distance, overriding 
the graphic input sequence. 

When keying in data, if you key in more than one data field item and press 
<RETURN>, ICS attempts to execute the command. If you have not input all the 
required data fields, ICS suspends execution and promp.ts you for the 
additional field{s). · 

In order to enter data for the optional fields, you must either key in the 
whole command line (including the optional parameters you want), or key in 
the last required data item with the optional fields. If you use data points 
for all the required data fields, ICS assumes you do not want to enter data 
in the optional fields. See Section 2.3 for more detailed information on 
entering. data. · 
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Running Jes on Dual Screen Workstations CinterAct's and InterView's) 

While running Ies in graphics at a dual screen graphics terminal, you can use 
the ICS matrix menu as a paper or screen menu. You can select IGDS commands 
simply by moving the hand-held cursor over to the IGDS menu. To return to 
Ies from rGDS, you select RETURN on the res matrix menu. The cursor buttons 
are described below. 

Co=and Button: To select commands, place the cross-hairs of the hand-held 
cursor over the desired command on the matrix menu, and 
press <C> (or <D> for screen menu). 

Data Button: 

Reset Button: 

To identify points, place the cross-hairs of the screen 
cursor in the desired location and press <D>. Press <D> a 
second time (in rapid succession) to accept the point. If 
you are identifying a series of points, you can accept a 
point when you press <D> to identify the next point in the 
series. When you have identified the last point in the 
series, remember to press <D> one extra time to accept it. 

To move back a single step, press <R>. In some commands, 
reset moves you back more than one step if that ill more 
logical for data· input. 

If the workstation is Unix-based, res can be accessed through a control strip 
(see Section 5). Due to display truncation, use of res screen menus on Unix
based workstations is not reco=endecl. 

Running res on Sin2-!e Screen Workstations OnterPro's2 

Running res in graphics at an InterPro differs from running Ies on a dual 
screen workstation in two ways. Paper menus cannot be attached without a 
digitizing tablet, and the hand-held input device is a mouse. If you want to 
use IGDS while running ICS, select the IGDS option from the menubar. The 
mouse buttons are described below. 

Left Button: 
<C> 

Middle Button: 
<D> or <r> 

Right Button: 
<R> 

To select the IGDS hierarchical menu, place the arrow on the 
menu bar option and tap ·the left button. 

To make Ies menu selections and identify points, place the 
cross-hairs of the screen cursor in the desired location and 
tap the middle button. If identifying points, tap the 
middle button a second time to accept the point. If you are 
identifying a series of points, you can accept a point when 
you tap the middle button to identify the next point in the 
series. When you have identified the last point in the 
series, remember to tap the middle button one extra time to 
accept it. 

To move back a single step, press the right button. In some 
co=ands, this action moves you back more than one step in 
the process, if that is more logical for data input. 

··\. . -.) 

·._ ..... ..... 
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2.3 How To Enter Data 

Entering data in alpha and graphic modes is basically the same. The main 
difference is that in graphics you can identify graphic elements and certain 
input values with data points via the cursor, and .in alpha mode you cannot. 
You can enter data in several different ways: 

• keying in the information directly 

e identifying graphic elements, default values, and certain 
angle/distance input with data points (gn.phics mode only) 

• using delimiters 

• using special operators 

• using input modifiers. 

Delimiters are certain alphabetic characters that you can use to instruct ICS 
to calculate a, value. For instance, if a data field requires a distance 
value, you can key in the distance, or you can use a delimiter to instruct 
ICS to calculate the distance between two points. Refer to Section 2.3.2 for 
more detailed information on delimiters. 

Special operators are symbol characters, including the asterisk (*), period 
(.), greater-than symbol (>), and less-than symbol (<). You can use these 
characters to place co=ents in the report file or to instruct ICS to refer 
to the previous co=and line for data values. Refer to Section 2.3.3 for 
more detailed information on special characters. 

Input modifiers are specific prefixes and suffixes you can use when entering 
values. By default, ICS co=ands expect a certain unlt for parameters; 
however, some of these commands allow you to input another unit if you 
prefix/suffix the value. For example, IN'IfffiSECTION co=ands that require a 
degree of curvature to define a curve accept a radius if you prefix the 
radius value with an R. See Section 2.3.4 for more detailed information on 
input modifiers. 

2.3.1 General Data Fields 

General data fields that you will encounter frequently in ICS co=and lines 
include: points, figures, descriptions, coordinates, directions, distances, 
and angles. Each of these is described in detail below. 
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Points: I' and n 

When p or n appear in a data field, you are being prompted to identify a 
point. A lowercase p indicates a predefined point with a previously assigned 
ID; in other words, the point you identify must be a point that is already 
defined in the database. A lowercase n indicates an undefined point with no 
previously assigned point ID. ICS will calculate the coordinates of n and 
define the point ID for it when the command executes. 

You can identify point p by keying in the ID, or by pressing <D> on the point 
symbol in graphics (after you graphically select a point, you must accept it 
by pressing <D> again). You can identify point n by keying in the ID, by 
skipping the field with a zero (0), or by skipping the field in graphics by 
pressing <D>. When you skip the n field, ICS finds the next available point 
ID and assigns that to the new point. 

By default, if you key in a point ID that is already assigned, ICS issues a 
warning. Then you can choose to redefine the point or not. If you decide 
not to redefine the point, ICS prompts you again for n. If you do not want 
to be warned, you can change a parameter in Ics.P AR Csee Section 3.6). If 
you want ICS to assign the point ID for you, key in zero (0) or press <D> (in 
graphics). 

Fizu= fg and ntg 

When fg or nfg appears in the data field, you are being prompted to identify 
a figure. A figure is an association of points; it can include curve and 
spiral information. A fg indicates a predefined figure with a previously 
assigned ID; in other words, the figure you identify must be a figure that is 
already defined in the database. A nfg indicates a figure that has not been 

· previously defined. When the command executes, ICS will store the figure ID 
(with the association of points) in the database. 

You can identify figure fg by keying in the ID, or by pressing <D> on the 
graphic element in graphics (after you graphically select a figure, you must 

. accept it by pressing <D> again). You can identify figure nfg by keying in 
the ID, by skipping the field with a zero (0), or by skipping the field in 
graphics by pressing <D>. When you skip the nfg field, ICS finds the next 
available figure ID and assigns that to the new figure. 

By default, ff you key in a figure ID that is already assigned; ICS issues a 
wa,rning. Then you can choose to redefine the figure or not. If you decide 
not to redefine the figure, ICS prompts you again for nf g. If you do not 
want to be warned, you can change a parameter in ICS.P AR (see Section 3.6). 
If you want ICS to assign the figure ID for you, key in zero (O) or press <D> 
(in graphics). 

/ 
( 
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Descriptions: des 

When des appears in the data field, you axe being prompted to identify a 
group of related points or figure(s). You can transpose the figure you 
identify in the figure description. 

You identify the list of points or figure(s) by keying in the ID's, or by 
pressing <D> on the point symbols or figure elements in graphics (after you 
graphically selet a point or figure, you must accept it by pressing <D> 
again). 1f you key in a list of point !D's, you must enclose that list in 
parentheses. 1f you key in a list of figure ID's, you must enclose that list 
in brackets. 1f you key in a single figure ID, you do not need to use 
brackets. Additionally, you can indicate a range of points or figures using 
a hyphen. 

You can also indicate circular curves, vertical curves, and spirals in a 
description. To indicate that two points axe connected by a curve rather 
than a straight line, you separate the two points in the data field by three 
additional items of information: the letter C which -indicates a curve, the 
point number of the center of curvature, and the letter L or R. to indicate 
left or right. For example, (63 C4R 2) is a description of curve to the 
right from point 63 to point 2. The curve is centered at point 4. 

To indicate that two points axe . connected by a vertical curve (parabola), 
input ·the first point, the center of vertical curvature prefixed with the 
letter. V, and the second point. For example, (51 V 47 52) is a description of 
a vertical curve from 51 to 52 with a PVl at point 47. 

To indicate that two points are connected by a spiral, input the point ID of 
the point of intersection of the tangents with an S before .it. The input for 
storing a spiral in a figure is either (pTS pSIT pSC) or (pCS pSIT pST). For 
example, (5 S6 4 C12L 15) describes a spiral from point 5 to point 4 with the 
intersection of the tangents at point 6. For a compound spiral, replace pTS 
and pST with pCS and pSC, respectively. 

To transpose a figure, you can identify the points in reverse order or append 
a T to the description or figure ID. See Section 2.3.2 for more details on 
the T delimiter. Table 2-1 shows sample key-ins for des. 
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Table 2-1. Sample Key-ins for Descripticns 

Key-in Explanaticn 

(1 2 3 4) Point numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 

(1 - 4) Point numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 

(1 - 4 1) 

(904 C12R 61) 

(500 - 264 480 -486) 

[1-10] 

364 

(1-10 Sll 
12 C13L 14) 

(1 2)T 

(175 - C178R 179)T 

364T. · 

A closed loop; the first point js the same as the last 
point 

Curve from point 904 to point 61 centered at point 12, 
to the right 

Points 500 to 264 and points 480 to 486; a range of 
numbers may be in increasing or decreasing order. 

Figures 1 ·through 10 

Figure 364 

Spiral from point 10 to point 12 with 
curve; TS js at 10, SC js at 12· 

This expression means the same as (2 1). 

This expression means the same as (179 C178L - 175). 

The transposition of stored figure 364. 

~ .-.•. "~ .. · 
·; j) 

-~--~ 
. :·.~) 
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Coordinates: cl. c2 and z 

When cl, c2, and z appear in the data field, you are being prompted to 
identify the coordinates of a point. A point can be two or three 
dimensional; the z coordinate is always optional Csee Section 7 .3.4 for 
information on 2D/3D input modes). 

You can identify the coordinates by keying in the coordinates, or by pressing 
<D> in graphics. By default, if you key in . the coordinates, you must key in 
Northing followed by Easting followed by the elevation. If you want to 
change the sequence and direction of coordinates (N and E. S and E. X an\1 Y, 
etc.), you can mOOify the ICS.P AR parameter file Csee Section 3.6). 

Direction: dlr 

When dir appears in t)J.e data field, you are being prompted to identify the 
direction. You can identify the direction by key-in or by graphically 
indicating the direction. 

In graphics, when a direction is necessary for a command, ICS uses the data 
point given to accept the last known point preceding the dir data field to 
calculate the direction. Therefore, when dir appears in the prompt field, 
ICS is asking you if you like the direction already calculated. If you like 
the direction. press <D> to accept. If you do not, press <R.> once to 
establish · a new direction; press <R.> twice to redefine the initial point to 
be used. in calculating the direction. 

Directions can be input as azimuths or bearings. Acceptable units include 
sexagesimal degrees, decimal degrees, and gons. Directions can also be input 
as the sum or difference of other directions; such expressions are evaluated 
left to right and must be enclosed in parentheses. 

Note: You can change the grid orientation and angular units in the parameter 
file ICS.PAR. 

Also, directions can be input using the A delimiter (see Section 2.3.2). See 
Table 2-2 for input examples for dir. 
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Table 2-2. Sample Key-ins for Directions 

Key-in ExpUmatlon 

BEARINGS 

N 30 5 58.0W North 30 degrees, 5 minutes, 58 seconds West 

N30558W North 30 degrees, 5 minutes, 58 seconds West 

N 3().{)5-'58.0W North 30 degrees, 5 minutes, 58 seconds West 

S90 0 0 1> Due East 

S 0 0 0 W Due South 

A 7 30 Direction from point 7 to point 30 

(S50.W+A7 8-A12 3) Bearing S 5~W plus angle between course 7 8 and 
minus angle between coUISe 12 3. 

AZIMUTHS 

253-42-30 

253 42 30.0 

0 0 0 

45. 

45 30. 

-90 0 0 

90-0-0 

192.3267 

A482 483 

(S50.0 W+A 7 8 
- A 12 3) 

253 degrees, 42 minutes, 30 seconds 

253 degrees, 42 minutes, 30 seconds 

Due North 

45 degrees 

· 45 degrees, 30 minutes 

Due West 

Due East 

192.3267 degrees 

Direction from point 482 to point 483 

Bearing south 50 degrees west plus azimuth from 7 to 8 
minus azimuth from 12 to 3. 

,;., 

.· ·.~) -.. :__. 

1 .. / 
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Distances: dis 

When dis appeaxs in a data field, you are being prompted to identify a 
distance. You can identify the distance by keying it in, or by graphically 
indicating the distance. You can have a positive or negative distance. 

In graphics, when a distance is necessary for a command, ICS uses the data 
point given to accept the last known point preceding the dis data field to 
calculate the distance. Therefore, when dis appeaxs in the prompt field, ICS 
is asking you if you like the distance already calculated. If you like the 
distance, press <D> to accept. If you do not, press <JO. once to establish a 
new terminal point; press <JO. twice to redefine the initial point to be used 
in calculating the distance. 

Also, the distance can be expressed using the D delimiter (see Section 2.3.2 
for details) or using input modifiers (see Section 2.3.4 for details). 
Table 2-3 shows sample key-ins for distances. 

Table 2-3. Sample Key-ins for Distan-ces· 

Key-in · 

342.1 

50 

(50 + 100) 

(342.1 + 50 - 100) 

D 1. 500 

(D1500-D38 
+ 14) 

Explanation 

Distance of 342.1 units 

Distance of 50.0 units 

Distance of 150 units 

Distance of 292.1 units 

Distance from point 1 to 500 

Distance from point 1 to 500 minus the distance from 
point 3 to 8 plus 14.0 units 
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Angles: a and ya 

When a or va appears in the data field, you are being prompted for the angle 
or vertical angle, respectively. You can identify angles by keying them in, 
or by graphically identifying them. Graphically identifying them works the 
same way as the dir and dis fields. 

You can key in angles as degrees, minutes, and seconds (dms), or as 
cenusirna] degrees, minutes, and seconds (gon). Separate the degrees minuus 
and seconds with either a space or a dash (-). Also, you can express angles 
as decimal degrees. For example, the following key-ins for a or va are 
equivalent: 

35.5 
35-30. 
35-30-00. 

Only the degrees portion of the angle can carry a positive or negative sign. 
If the minutes contain a decimal point, then seconds are omitted. If the 
degrees have a decimal point, then both the minuus and seconds are omitted. 
Degrees, minutes, and seconds input can be greater than 360, 60, and 60, 
respectively. For example, Q-156-0 is equivalent to 2-36-0. 

Note: If you do not input minuus and seconds, you must terminate the angle 
field with a period. Otherwise, ICS will consider it an incomplete 
field, and ·an error will result. See Table 2-4 for sample key-ins that 
have periods to terminate the angle field. 

An angle to the right (clockwise) is positive. An angle to the left 
(counterclockwise) is negative. · 

Angles can be defined as the sum or difference of other angles; these 
expressions must be enclosed in parentheses. Also, angles can be defined 
using the G delimiter (see Section 2.3.2 for details). Table 2-4 shows 
sample key-ins for angles. 

.. ·./ 

;'-) 
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Key-in 

15 0 5.1 

-15 0 5.1 

075-00-05.1 

90 0 0 

+90 0 0 

90. 

230 20 0 

-0 30 0 

-70-30.5 

(30-0-0) 

(A56-30.) 

G 7 8 9 

-G25 30 6 
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Table 2-4. Sample Key-ins for Angles 

Explan.atfcn. 

15 degrees, 0 minutes, 5.1 seconds right 

15 degrees, 0 minutes, 5.1 seconds left 

15 degrees, 0 minutes, 5.1 seconds right 

90 degrees right 

90 degrees right 

90 degrees right 

90 degrees right 

230 degrees, 20 minutes right 

30 minutes left 

70 degrees, 30 minutes, 30 seconds left 

30 degrees, 0 minutes, 0 seconds right 

Azimuth from 5 to 6 minus angle of 30 degrees, 
0 minutes, 0 seconds 

Angle at point 8 from point 7 to point 9 right 

Angle at point 30 from point 25 to point 6 left 
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2.3.2 Using Delimiters in the Command Line 

Delimiters are certain alphabetic characters that you can use to instruct ICS 
to calculate a value. For instance, if a data field requixes a distance 
value, you can key in the distance, or you ·can use a delimiter to instruct 
ICS to calculate the distance between two points. Table 2-5 shows the 
delimiters ICS allows. You can key these delimiters in from the keyboard, or 
you can select these on the ICS matrix menu by pressing <D> over the desired 
delimiter in the DELIMITERS menu block. You do not have to put a space 
between the delimiter and the point ID you key in. 

Note: You can use delimiters while working in graphics. For example, if you 
want to calculate a direction using the A delimiter, you could place 
the cursor over A on the DELIMITERS portion of the menu and press <D>. 
Then you could graphically select two points. ICS calculates the 
direction from the first point you select to the second point you 
select. 

I jmitatjon Of the T delimjter 

Using the T delimiter with an alignment does not result in stationing 
decreasing ahead. Rather, it transposes the defined stationing from one end 
of the alignment to the other. 

DeUmiter 

A 

D 

G 

T 

Table 2-5. ICS DeUmiters 

Data Fields 

directions: 
dir 

distances: 
dis 

angles: 
a and 
va 

descriptions: 
des 

Examples and thelr Meanings 

A 12 56 direction from point 12 to point 
56 

(A 1 2-A3 4) direction from point 1 to point 2 
minus the direction from point 3 to 
point 4 

D 67 54 distance from point 67 to point 
54 

(D 5 4+D 3 1) distance from point 5 to point 4 plus 
the distance from point 3 to point 1 

G 12 20 23 angle at point 20 from point 12 
to point 23 right 

~7 8 9 angle at point 8 from point 7 to 
point 9 left 

1ST 
(3 4)T 

transposition of stored figure 15 
same as (4 3) 

, ..... 

.. · ·.::----.. )': 
. 

·'~)·. :· '. 
·.: . .:.." 
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2.3.3 Using Special Operators in the Command Line 

Special operators are symbol characters, including the asterisk (*), period 
(.), greater-than symbol (>), and less-than symbol (<). You can use these 
characters to place comments in the report file or to instruct ICS to refer 
to the previous command line for data. values. The following sections 
describe each character in detaiL 

The Asterisk Symbol (*); Placing Comments in the Outwt File 

If you want to place comments in the output file, you can do so by using the 
asterisk symbol (*). Comments must be preceded by an asterisk (*) in the 
input records and must be placed after the last data field in a command line. 
Also, in alpha mode you can place a comment on a line by itself by placing 
the asterisk in column 1. 

Note: Commands that contain an asterisk in the parameter list cannot contain 
a comment on the same line. For example, INPUT FILE, NEW FEA'I'UR.i! 
TABLE, OUTPUT FILE, and SfART OF JOB are commands that cannot contain 
an asterisk on the same line. 

The Period Symbol 0: Cqpyjng Data Fjeldl! from Previous Data Fjelcls 

In alpha, if you are using the same command repeatedly, you can use a period 
(.) in place of a value for a data field to instruct ICS to insert the same 
value as that of the previous command line. For example, to define two 
coordinates at the exact same location, you can key in: 

SfORE 
1 1 1 1 • store point 1 at [1 1 1] 
2 ••. * store point 2 there as well 

The Greater-Than Symbol (>); Incrementing Previous Data Fields 

You can also use the greater-than symbol (>) when using the same command 
repeatedly in alpha. This symbol instructs ICS to add one to the value of 
the previous command line. You cannot use this operator for angular 
quantities. For example, to store two consecutive points at the exact same 
location, you can key in: 

STORE 
1 1 1 1 * store point 1 at [1 1 1] 
> • • • * store point 2 there as well 
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. The I ~:t><~=Than Symbol (<); Decrementing Previous Data Fields 

You can also use the less-than symbol (<) when using the same command 
repeatedly in alpha. This symbol instructs ICS to subtract one from the 
value of the previous command line. You cannot use this operator for angular 
quantities. For example, to store two consecutive points at the exact same 
location, you can key in: 

STORE 
2 1 1 1 * store point 2 at [1 1 1] 
< ••• * store point 1 there as well 

Sample Traversing Seqyence Usim: Special Characters 

Consider the following traversing sequence. For information on the LOCATE 
ANGLE command, refer to Section 8.2.3. 

LOCATE ANGLE 
1000 1001 1002 10-15-25 102.05 
> > > 65-15-25 100 *bs 1001, at 1002, fs 1003 
• • > • (. + 100) . *bs 1001, at 1002, fs 1004 

*1003 is a pol; 1004 is 200 from 1002 
> > > 9-15-15 75.92 *bs 1002, at 1003, fs 1005 
•• > 44.5 16.5 *fs 1006-1008 as sideshots 
• • > 28.7 75.5 *fs 1007 
• • > 76.2 56.3 *fs 1008 
> > > 36-9-15 98.65 *continue traversing 

.··) 
.. ~-·· 

Note: Special operators must be used with discretion. In particular, the special · .. ) 
characters should only appear after a command in which all data items have . 
been entered for the command WITHOUT using any operators. Also, the 
previous command must be the same command as the one with the special 
operators. Even if two commands have the same input sequence and data 
types, this does NOT guarantee proper handling of special operators. 
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2.3.4 Using Input Modifiers in the Command Line 

Input modifiers are specific prefixes and suffixes you can use when entering 
values. By default, ICS co=ands expect a certain unit for their parameters; 
however, some of these co=ands allow you to input another unit if you · 
prefix/suffix the value. The parameters (data fields) that have allowable 
alternate units are distance (dis), elevation (z), and degree of curvature 
(dc)lradius (r ), 

If you do not want to prefix/suffix values, you can use the INPUT MODES 
command in the ENVIRONMENT menu block to define active units for curve mode, 
height mode, and unit mode. When an active unit is set, ICS interprets the 
values you input according to the active unit, not the default unit the 
command expects. Refer to Section 7 .3.12 for more details. 

The precedence rules for command line inputs and modes set by the INPUT MODES 
command are: 

1. An input modifier overrides both a mode setting and the default unit a 
command expects. 

2. A mode setting only overrides the default unit a command expects. It does 
twt override ·an input modifier. 

Note: Using an input modifier to specify interpretation according to the 
default command is twt reco=ended when input modes are set. The 

·preferred procedure is to clear input modes prior to selecting the 
command. 

Distances 

By default all ICS commands require you to input distances in the linear 
units defined in ·the database (ICS.JlEADER-entity 53). With suffixes, 
however, you can input alternate units, and ICS converts the values you give 
into the linear units defined in the database. Conversion factors are based 
on: 

1 survey foot = 12/39.37 meters 

1 survey chain = 66 survey feet 

You define the database units when you create the database using 
SURVEYDB.COM. The database units can be feet, meters, or chains. 
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The database units can be specified with the characters shown below. 

Feet 
Meters 
Kilometers 
Chains 

', f, F, ft, IT, Ft, or FT 
m or M 
k.m, Km, or KM 
ch or CH 

Allowable suffixes for distance values include: 

', f, F 
m,M 
c, c 

convert from feet to database units 
convert from meters to database units 
convert from chains to database units 

Note: Every distance that requires conversion must be suffixed. · The 
converted distance is not explicitly reported, but the results are 
evident in the res computations. 

Elevations 

By default, locate commands expect a vertical angle for defining the z 
coordinate. If you want to give an elevation or rod reading instead, you can 
do so by using the prefixes shown below. 

a,A 
e,E 
r,R 

define heights by vertical Czenith) angle 
define heights by direct elevation value 
define heights with rod readings 

~ of Curvature or Radii 

By default, SIMPLE CURVE, SIMPLE SPIRAL IN, SIMPLE SPIRAL OUT, COMPOUND 
SPIRAL, and m ALIGNMENT commands expect a degree of curvature for defining 
curves. The m CURVE command expects a radius by default. Using prefixes, 
you have the option to define curves using the degree of curvature or radius 
for these commands. The prefixes are shown below. 

d,D define curve by degree of curvature 
r,R define curve by radius 

:.·.·•·)· ... 
·-.'~ 

'·' ·-~.;..-/ 

. ··-:-.) .. · . 
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3. ICS DIRECTORIES AND FILES 

ICS uses three directories: PRO_DD_ICS, WRK_DD_]CS, and USR_DD_jcs. The 
PRO_DD_ICS directory contains all Intergnph Interactive Coordinate Geometry 
Subsystem product files. This product directory is required. Do twt rrWdify this 
directory. The logical name PRO_DD_ICS is assigned to the [IGRJCS.PRO] 
directory. 

The WRK_DD_ICS directory is the numeric equivalent of PRO_DD_ICS. The 
numeric directory for ICS is [15,501 The USR_DD_ICS directory can contain 
site or user-defined files, such as the feature table file and the parameter 
files. If ICS does not find these files in USR_DD.JCS, it looks in 
PRO_DD_ICS. . This directory is optional. 

ICS uses several files: the database files, design file, audit trail file, 
report file, co=and file, feature table file, general parameter file, and 
annotation parameter file. Table 3-1 lists these files with descriptions. 
Some of the mes are named by ICS; others you can name yourself. The files 
that are ASCU files can be printed on a line printer. The following 
sections describe each file in detail except for the database file which is 
described in detail in Section . 4. 

The features table file and the two parameters files are in the PRO_DD_]CS 
directory. You can copy any or all of these files to your directory and edit 
them to meet your needs. In order to have ICS use the feature table and 
parameter files in your directory, you must make the job assignment by keying 
in 

ASSIGN/JOB dev:[UIC] USR_DD_ICS 

where dev is the logical name of your disk drive, and U IC is your user 
identification code. Use ASSIGN/GROUP dev:[UlC] USR_DD_ICS to assign these 
to a group of users with [nnn,m] directories with a co=on nnn. 
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Table 3-1. ICS Files 

File 

Extension Filetuune Purpose ASCII (YIN) 

.ATR same as the .DGN file recovery: contains y 

(default for alpha: input records 

first four letters of 

username) ·"\) <-.:L:·· 

.CMD any valid filename batch mode input y 

(you define the name) 

.DBS any valid f"!lename storage of points and y 

(you define the name) figures 

.DGN should be different placing graphics N 

man .DBS filename 
r 

l'AR ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR defining default parameters y 

that control annotation and 

coordinate, line, and :··;~ 

curve tables .··) 
. ·.~-~. 

;PAR ICSl'AR defining default general y 

parameters 

.RPT any valid filename documenting results, y 

(you define the name) errors, and optionally 

fuput records 

.TBL FEATURES.TBL defining features N 

(symbology) (can convert) 

/ 
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In addition to the files listed in Table 3-1, the ICS product delivery 
directory contains files with default point and pattern cells. To support 
the use of these cells, a font library, feature menu, and a couple of 
patterning files are provided. Each of these files is described briefly 
below. You can pattern elements using an ICS batch patterning program called 
FCPEI..T (Feature Code Patterning by Element List). See Appendix C. 

SURSYM.CEL 

SURPAT.CEL 

SURFONT .FLB 

SURFEA.DGN 

This is an IGDS cell file containing a set of standard survey 
point cells. You can modify these cells or add additional 
cells. To use these cells as symbols, you can install them 
in a font library or use the delivered font library, 
SURFONT .FLB. 

This is an IGDS cell file containing a set of standard survey 
cells for line and area patterning. You can use these 
pattern cells for IGDS interactive patterning or with the ICS 
batch patterning program FCPELT. You can modify these cells 
or add additional cells to this file.· 

This file contains all the standard IGDS fonts available in 
PRO_DD_IGDS:FONTLIB as well as all point cells from 
· SURSYM.CEL. These point cells have been installed as 
symbol font 90 in SURFONT.FLB. All other symbols required 
for Intergraph surveying software products such as Geodetic 
Network Analysis (GNA "') and Ux:alization and Analysis of 
Deformations CLAD"') are also included in this Symbol 
font. 

This is an IGDS design file containing a feature matrix menu 
cell that has been installed in ICS.CEL. The menu selections 
represent the standard features in FEATURES.TBL. They 
provide a quick means to set an active feature without having 
to remember specific feature numbers or names. When you 
select from the menu, an AUTO PLOT co=and with the 
appropriate feature is passed to ICS. To attach the menu 
from within ICS, key in: 

SURFEA,Mn -QR- SURFEA,Sn 

where n equals 1, 2, or 3. At a workstation the menu is 
available directly from the ICS control strip. See Appendix 
A for information on the Feature Table and the Feature Table 
Editor (EFEED), and see Appendix B .for information on 
modifying this feature menu. 

FCPELT.CLD This is the command language definition file. It defines the 
FCPELT command line to the system. 

FCPELT_DR.EXE This is an executable, the ICS feature table-driven 
patterning pre-processor. 
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3.1 Design File 

If you are going to use ICS in graphics, you must create a 2D or 3D design 
file. This is a standard Intergraph design file, and it contains any 
graphics elements placed by an ICS command. This file is optional in the· 
alphanumeric environment. 

3.2 Audit Trail File 

The Audit Trail File is an ASCIT file created or appended to each time you 
run ICS. It records all inputs, serving as a historical record of 
user/program interaction. You can edit the audit trail file using any VMS 
system editor, and you can use it as input !ater to recover what you have 
done. You can disable the creation of this file by changing a parameter in 
ICS.P AR (see Section 3.6). 

If you are writing to a design file, by default the audit trail me is 
assigned the same name as the design file. If you do not write to a design 
file, by default the filename takes the first four characters of the username 
and adds the extension .ATR. You can change the default filename for the 
audit trall file by keying in: 

. ASSIGN/JOB filename ICSSATR 

where filename is the desired audit trail filename. 

You can also specify the device and UIC in the form 

ASSIGN/JOB deviUIC)filename ICS$ATR 

To change the name of the default audit trail file, store this logical 
assignment in your LOGIN.COM file. Otherwise, you must key in this logical 
assignment every time you log in. 

With consecutive runs of ICS, the audit trail file will be appended to the 
end of the previous .A TR file of the same name. A header listing the date 
and time is placed in the .ATR file as a comment at the begirinirig of each ICS 
run. You can use the .ATR file for batch input. 

.. / _ ..... 

.... ·?) .... ·.,·:· .. ·. 
·; ·:: 

; ..... 
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3.3 Report File 

This file is optional and can be created each time ICS is invoked. It 
records all input (optional) and output written to the terminal, as well as 
any error messages. ICS formats this file as a report, and you can print 
this report on a line printer. 

In alpha, a code is available for inserting form feeds into report files at 
locations you specify. This code is two asterisks (**); you key in these 
asterisks in columns 1 and 2 of the command line or input file line where you 
want to place the page break. 

3.4 Input File 

If you want to run ICS in the batch mode, you must create a bulk input file. 
Create and edit this file using a system editor. When you have completed 
entering your information, select or key in lNPUT FILE Csee Section 7.1.2). 

Note: If you are running an input file in alpha mode and you want to abort 
the run, press the <ESC> key. 

3.5 Features Table File 

The default feature table FEATURES.TBL contains a set of graphical 
characteristics (color, line weight, text size, etc.) used in plotting 
points, plotting lines, and labeling drawings and charts ·developed with ICS 
and IGDS. 

If you wish to edit the product FEATURES.TBL or create your own feature 
table, copy this table to your directory. Use the IGDS FONT LIBRARIAN to 
create more symbols (see the IGDS Fcmt Librarkzn User's Guide). Use "EF=EEDlm, 
the feature table editor, to edit feature tables (see Appendix A for a 
description of EFEED). 

Note: In order to have ICS use the feature table from your directory, you 
must make the job assignm!'nt described in Section 3. 
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3.6 Parameter File 

The ICS parameter file (ICS.PAR) contains start up values for ICS. A copy of 
the Ics.P AR file with the possible values for each parameter appears below. 
The default values in the left column are autOmatically assigned by ICS. You 
·can change these values as described below. 

Editing the ICS.PAR File 

You can modify the Ics.P AR file using one of two methods: 

• a standard VAX editOr 

• the ICS ENVIRONMENT TutOrial (in graphics only). 

In order to use either of these methods, you first copy Ics.P AR from 
PRO_DD_jCS t6 your working directory, and then make the job assignment as 
described in Section 3. Using a standard VAX editor, you can modify any · 
parameters by replacing the current values With new ones. 

Note: When you use EDT to edit Ics.PAR, do not use tabs. 

In graphics you have the option to display the ICS ENVIRONMENT Tutorial to 
change a subset of the parameters in Ics.P AR. To display this tutorial, you 
select the ICS.P AR command in the ENVIRONMENT portion of the menu (see 
Section 7.3.5). · -

Note: The Ics.P AR command will attempt to change the product directory file 
if you have not previously created one in your user directory. 

The ICS.PAR File 

A copy of the ICS.PAR file is shown on the following two pages. Spaces 
between some of the lines are included for ease of reading. For more 
information on the use of variables within the namelist tables in 
ICS_A.NNOT A TE.P AR, refer to Section 12.1.1 (coordinate table variables), 
Section 12.1.2 Cline and curve table variables), and Section 13.2.2 
(alignment variables). 

..... ····---··. ··~··· ,,.,• ......... ' .. ·---· 
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cs 
ST 
sc 
STS 

· !Angular mode: D=0-360d/CT-=0-400g 
!MaXimum number of lines/output page 
!MaXimum number of errors/job 
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l+ve direction of horizontal axis (R=right, L=left) 
l+ve direction of vertical axis (U~up, D=down) 
!coordinate sequence (H-horizontal 1st, V -vertical 1st) 
!direction of zero azimuth (R. L, U, D) 
!direction of azimuth normal to zero (R, L, U, D) 

!character for zero azimuth 
!character for normal to zero azimuth 
!character for opposite to zero azimuth 
!character for opposite to normal to zero azimuth 
!character delimiter for annotation label prefix 
!character for radius of curve annotation 
!character for length of curve annotation 
!character for tangent lenl':th of curve annotation 
!character for central angfe of curve annotation 
!character for length of spiral annotation 
!character for central angle of spiral annotation 
!character for change in degree of spiral curva,ture annotation 

!vertical reference direction of theodolite <z---zenith, H=horizontal) 
!decimal accuracy readout 
!vertical exaggeration for prof"lles (exag:1) 
11- prompt if point/fig defined; O=reassigp. with no prompt 
!create complex elements (0= no, 1 = yes) . 
!create/write audit trail me (0 - n17. 1 - yes) 
llist feature name with coordinates ~0 ~ no, 1 = yes) 
IDefault angular output mode; <B=bearings, A=azimuth) 

!Alignment annotation for line to line (3 char max/pad with blanks) 
1Alignment annotation. for line to curve (3 char max/pad with blanks) 
!Alignment annotation for line to spiral (3 char max/"pad with blanks) 
!Alignment annotation for curve to line (3 char max/pad with blanks) . 
!Alignment annotation for curve to curve (3 char max/pad with blanks) 
!Aligrup.ent annotation for curve to spiral (3 char max/pad with. 
blanks) 
!Alignment annotation for spiral to line (3 char max/pad with blanks) 
!Aligrup.ent annotation for spiral to curve (3 char maxlpad with 
blanks) 
!Aligrup.ent annotation for spiral to spiral (3 char max/pad with 
blanks) 
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PVC IAligrupent annotation for line to vertical curve (3 char max/pad with 
blanks) . 

PVT IAligrupent annotation for vertical curve to line (3 char max/pad with 
blanks) 

PRV IAlignment annotation for vertical curve to vertical curve (3 char 
maX/pad with blanks) 

PVI IAlignment annotation for vertical intersection point (3 char 
maX/pad with blanks) 

cc 
PI 

POL 
POC 

POS 

10 
1 
1000000 
2 

IAligrupent- annotation for center of curvature (3 char max/pad with 
blanks) 
IAlignment annotation for spiral intersection of tangents (3 char 
maX/pad with blanks) . 
IAlignment annotation for point on line (3 char max/pad with blanks) 
IAlignment annotation for point on circular curve (3 char max/pad 
with blanks) 
IAligrupent annotation for point on spiral (3 char max/pad with 
blanks) . 

!point/figure ID level (1-63) 
!decimal seconds readout for angular values 
!increment for overlap station equations 
!station format: 2;l'XX+xx.:rx; J;xxx+= 

BK !annotation for back station at equation 
AH !annotation for ahead station at equation 
Sl'A !annotation prefix for station label (3 char max/pad with blanks) 
OFF !annotation prefix for offset label (3 char max/pad with blanks) 
2 !area annotation: (}..master, 1-area, 2=master and area 
AREA !prefix for area annotation (6 char max/pad with blanks) 

METRE ICO) master units sUffix (10 char max/pad with blanks) 
HECfARBC1) area units suffix (10 char max/pad with blanks) 

G1 !vertical ali~ent annotation prefix for back tangent (3 char 
max/pad w1th blanks) 

G2 !vertical ali~ent annotation prefix. for forward tangent (3 char 
max/pad Wlth blanks) 

HI/LOW !vertical alignment annotation for drain/crest point (6 char max/pad 
withblanksJ . 

2.5 !place holder for future enhancement _ necessary, but not· currently 
used 

.. ·-) 
. .. 

.. ./ 
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3.7 Annotation Parameter File 

The ICS Annotation Parameter File (ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR) contains parameters that 
control the content, order, and spacing of data written to coordinate, line, 
and curve tables. (You create these tables using the TABLE commands in the 
PLOT portion of the menu. See Section 12.2). This file also contains 
parameters that affect the annotation of horizontal alignments. 

Similar to ICS.P AR, ICS searches your directory (USR_DD_jCS) for this file. 
If no file is found, ICS uses the default parameter file in the ICS product . 
directory CPRO_DD_jCS). The ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR file is organized differently 
than the standard ICS.P AR file. Parameters in ICS.P AR are not listed in any 
particular order, whereas related parameters in ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR are grouped 
into namelist tables. The following namelist tables are included: 

$COORDINATE_ TABLE 
$CURVE_ TABLE 
$LINE_ TABLE 
$LABEL _ALIGN 

The individual parameters for each group follow the namelist table I)ll.tlle and 
are delimited by a $END. 

Note: It is essential that you do not change nor delete any of the namelist table 
nlllnes, individual parameter names, and the corresponding delimiters ($END). 

Editing the ICS ANNOTATE.PAR Ele 

You can modify the parameter values by editing the ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR file with 
a standard VAX editor. To customize the parameters, copy ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR 
from PRO_DD_jCS to your working directory. Then modify any parameters by 
replacing the current values with a new ones. For e=ple, to change the 
filename associated with a coordinate table, you would edit the line 

filename = 'usr_dd_ics:coord.tbl' 

which immediately follows $COORDINATE_TABI.E. If the filename you wanted was 
XYZ.TBL, the new line would read 

filename = 'usr_dd_i=YZ-tbl' 

Similarly, to set the next available curve number to egual 100, you would 
edit the next_curve parameter in the $CURVE_TABLE namelist table. The new 
line would read 

next_curve = 100 

Note: The equal sign is required. Anything following an. exclamation mark (I) 
is an optional co=ent. 
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The ICS ANNQTATE,PAR File 

A copy of the ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR f1l.e is shown below. Spaces between some of 
the lines are included for ease of reading. 

PARAMETERS TO DEFINE COORDINATE TABLE FORMAT. 
Note that the total table width is limited to 80 characters. 
Specify order to control column order and contents. 
EN for easting/northing , NE for northing/easting. 
ENH for easting/northinglheight , NEH for northing/easting/height. 
ID is ALWAYS column 1 , Height is ALWAYS column 4. 

$COORDINATE_ TABLE 
filename - 'usr_dd_ics:coord.tbl' 
order - 'ENH' I 
just a 'R' I 'C' (centre) or 'R' (right) justification 
spacing = 3 I # of spaces between columns 
names(1). ~ 'Point Number' 1. ID column name 
fieldwidths(l) = 10 I ID fieldwidth 
names(2) ~ 'Northing (Ft)' I N column name 
fieldwidths(2) = 15 I N fieldwidth 

$end 

names(3) = 'Basting (Ft) 
fieldwidths(3) = 15 
names( 4) = 'Z (Ft)' 
fieldwidths(4) - 10 

I E column name 
I E fieldwidth 

I H column name 
I H fieldwidth 

PARAMETERS TO DEFINE CURVE TABLE FORMAT. 
ICS updates next curve number after writing curve data or default curve data. 
Maximum curve number is 9999. 
Table data is written to 'filename' when the CURVE TABLE lock is ON. 
Specify 'order' to control column order and contents. Where: 
R for radius 
D for delta 
T for tangent 
t for tangent bearing 
L for length 
C for chord 
c for chord bearing 
d for degree of curvature 
The curve number is ALWAYS column 1. 
Curve data is written to 'default_filename' if annotation length exceeds 
curve length and MISCl in the feature table is set appropriately. 
'Default_order' controls column order and content where curve annotation · 
exceeds the curve length. 
Possible columns are radius,delta,length and tangent corresponding to ICS.P AR 
and MISCl in the feature table. 
Note tliat MISCl field of the feature table controls the content of curve 
annotation and handling . of strings that exceed curve length size. 

. ·._./ 
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$CURVE_ TABLE 

$end 

next_curve = 43 I next available number 
filename = 'usr_dd_jcs:curve.tbl' 
order = 'dDLTtCc' 
default_filename = 'usr_dd_jcs:defcurve.tbl' 
default_order - 'DRLT' 
prefix - 'C' I curve lable prefix 
just - 'R' I 'C' (centre) or 'R' (right) justification 
spacing = 2 I H of spaces between columns 
curve = 'No.' I curve number 
delta = 'Delta' I delta angle column 
radius = 'Radius' I radius column 
length - 'Length' I arc column 
tangent - 'Tangent' I tangent name 
tangent_bearing - 'Tangent Brg' I tangent bearing 
chord - 'Chord' I chord name 
chord_bearing = 'Chord Brg' 
degree = 'Degree' 
number_ width = 5 
dist_ width = 10 
ang_ width - 15 

I chord bearing 
I degree of curvature 
I curve number column fieldwidth 
I fieldwidth for ALL distance columns 

.1 fieldwidth for ALL angle columns 

PARA.ME'IERS TO DEFJNE LINE TABLE FORMAT. 
ICS updates next line number after writing line data or default line data. 
Maximum line number is 9999. 
Table data is written to 'filename' when the LINE TABLE lock is ON. 
Specify 'order' to control column order and contents. Where: 
D for distance 
B for bearing or direction 
The line number is .ALWAYS column 1. · 
Line data is written to 'default_filename' if annotation length exceeds 
line· length and MISCl in the feature .table is set appropriately. 

$LlNE_TABLE 
next_line = 51 I next available number 
filename = 'usr_dd_jcs:line.tbl' 
order = 'BD' 
default_filename = 'usr_dd_jcs:defline.tbl' 
prefix = T I line !able prefix 
just = 'R' I 'C' (centre) or 'R' (right) justification 
spacing ,;, 2 I H of spaces between columns 
line = 'No.' I line number header 
bearing = 'Bearing' I bearing column header 
distance = 'Distance' I distance column header 
number_ width = 5 I line number column fieldwidth 
dist_ width = 10 I fieldwidth for distance column 

$end 
ang_ width = 15 I field width for bearing ,column 
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PARAMETERS TO CONTROL HORIZONfAL LABEL ALIGNMENT. 
In addition to the parameters provided in the command string of LABEL 
ALIGNMENT, these variables control horizontal alignment annotation 

$LABEL _ALIGN 
label_reading = 'a' 
ma}>r_tic__x = 200 
ma mi scale = 2 
tic_side = 'R' 

label_side = 1 

station_orient = 'PA' 

full_staJormat = 1 
with.Jeader = 'N' 

$end 

I 'A' (ahead) or 'R' Cright) reading 
I ma}>r tick mark interval 
I scale factor between ma}>r and minor tick 
I ticks are on 'R' (right) or 'L' Cleft) of 
align 
I 1: same as tic 2: opposite to arc 
direction 
I 'P A' parallel to align. 'PE' perpendicular 
to 
I 0 - without -tOO, 1 - with -tOO 
I N - No, without leader, Y = Yes, with 
leader 

·· ... ;./ 
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4. . ICS DATABASES 

Each ICS database contains three sections: 

• Header area 

• Figure area 

• Coordinate area. 

The header area contains information ICS needs to use the database, such as 
the }>b number, units, and the lengths of the figure and coordinate areas. 
The figure area contains figure information and figure ID's for all figures, 
and the coordinate area contains the coordinates and point ID's for all 
points. Figure 4-1 shows the database structure. 

If the ICS database is not large enough to store the necessary points and 
figures, ICS automatically increases the size according to the DMRS extend 
setting.· (This. database expansion feature of ICS depends on the availability 
of contiguous disk space.) 

Note: Extension of the database negatively impacts execution time. 

You can move databases created with version 8.8.3 and later using the 
simple DCL COPY command. When creating a database, if you do not 
specify a device/directory, the database is device/directory 
independent, and you can move the database without recompiling it. 
Care 11UlSt be taken to ensure that certain fUes remain contiguous and that 
directory! fUe protections do not cJumge. 

You can also move a database that is device/directory dependent, but 
you must recompile that database. after you move it. Refer to the 
DMRS Data Definition Language (DDL) User's Guide for more information. 
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4.1 Units of Measurement for ICS Databases 

ICS recognizes three frequently used systems of measurement: 

e SI system <meter) 

e English system (foot) 

e Chain system (chain). 

The relationship among the systems is: 

1 survey foot - 12/39.37 meters 
- 0.3048 meters 

1 chain - 66 survey feet 
- 792/39.37 meters 
- 20.1168 meters. 

4.2 Creating a Database 

ICS Databases 4-3 

Before you begin a project, you must create a unique database for each ICS 
job using the command procedure SURVEYDB.COM (SDB) in the ICS product 
directory. To successfully create a database, you must create it in a 
numeric directory (for example, [201,151 not [ICS.TALD. Also, you should 
be sure that you have enough contiguous disk space to store the new database. 

Two methods are available to you for creating a database with the SDB. One 
method is to respond to the individual SDB prompts for the number of points, 
observations, coordinate differences, cross~tions, cross~on shots, 
and skew shots. The numbers you key in are then multiplied by constant 
factors contained in SOB to generate an appropriate number of available 
occurrences for each database entity. Unless ETI, GNA, or SAC will be run on 
the database, a value of one (1) should be keyed in for all of the parameters 
listed above except for the number of points. This method may or may not 
create an optimal database for a project. 

The other method uses a parameter file, PRO_OO_ICS: SURVEYDB.PAR, and 
bypasses the constant factors in SOB. To use this method you copy 
SURVEYDB.PAR to a user directory and edit this file, providing a reasonable 
number of occurrences for each database entity in the parameter file. This 
method is more dependable for creating an optimal database for a specific 
project. A copy of the SURVEYDB.PAR file is shown below on the following 
page. 
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1000 
1000 
2000 
20 
5 
5 
5 
100 
10 
100 
300 
so 
m 

·I Default number of points to allocate; 
I Default number of figures to allocate; 
I Default number of figure elements to allocate; 
I Default number of lines; 
I Default number of curves; 
I Default number of spirals; 
I Default number of vertical curves; 
I Default number of observations to allocate; 
I Default number of coord. diff. to allocate; 
I Default number of sections to allocate; 
I Default number of shots tc> allocate; 
I Default number of skew _shots to allocate; 
I Default nominal units; 

Follow these steps to create a database: 

1. At the $ prompt key in 

SDB or CilPRO_DD_ICS:SURVEYDB.COM 

December 1987 

0 < X < 99999 
0 < X < 999999 
0 < X < 999999 
0 < X < 100000 
0 < X < 100000 
0 < X < 100000 
0 <X < 100000 
0 < X < 99999 
0 < X < 99999 
0 < X < 9999 
0 < X < 999999 
0 < X < 99999 
{m, ft, or ch} 

The system displays the Database Screen. Key in the information as outlined in 
· the following steps. 

2. $_Database filename: 

Key in the name of the database to create and press <RETURN>. Be sure to 
key in the entire filename specification (that is, device{UIC]filename) 
if the file is to be created on a device and directory other than your 
directory. The .DBS filename extension is optional. 

For example, key in QS3:{101,21S}r.AI.KEETNA.DBS. 

3. $_Number of points or Parameter filename: 

Key in the approximate number of points to store in the database or. the 
parameter file to be used for creating the database. 

-QR-

Key in the· name of the SURVEYDB.PAR file that you have edited. This file 
should have been copied from PRO_DD_ICS and edited as described above. 
Skip the following steps. The system displays the messages shown in Step 9. 
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4. $_Number of observations: 

If you are uslng BTI and GNA along with ICS, key in the estimated number 
of observations, then press <RETURN>. 

-OR-

If you are not uslng BTI and GNA along with ICS, key in one (1), then press 
<RETURN>. 

5. $_Number of coordinate differences: 

If you are uslng GNA along with ICS and intend to process coordinate difference 
obsei-viztions, key in the number of coordinate differences, then press 
<RETURN>. Otherwise, key m one (1) and press <RETURN>. 

6. $_Nominal units (2 character max): 

Key in one of the following abbreviations ·for the units to be used in ICS 
computations and output. 

Feet 
Meters 
Kilometers 
Chains 

', f, F, fi, IT, Ft, or FI' 
m or M 
km, Km, or KM 
eli or CH 

7. $_Number of x-sections 

If you are using SAC. key in the appropriate number of x-sections. 
Otherwise, key in a one (1). 

8. $_Number of shots 

If you are using SAC, key in the appropriate number of shots. Otherwise, 
key in a one (1). 

9. $_Number of skew-shots 

If you are using SAC. key in the appropriate number of shots. Otherwise, 
key in a one (1). 
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The screen displays the foUowlng messages If the database is 
successfully completed: 

WRITING DATA DEFINITION FILE- COMPILING DATA DEFINITION 
FILE -DDL STOP - INSERTING MAXIMUM FIGURE TABLE SIZE -
SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION. 

If this procedure does not successfully create the database, the screen 
displays the following messages: 

ERROR CREATING DATABASE - NO DATABASE GENERATED - ERROR 
INSERTING MAX FIGURE TABLE SIZE. 

To find out why the database did not compile, look at messages within the 
database file with the J.SI' extension (for example, TALKEETNA.LST). Refer to 
the DMRS Data Deflnltlcn Language User's Guide, Volume II of the Complete DMRS 
Document Set, for further information on handling database compilation 
errors. 

4.3 Upgrading 8.8.2 Databases: SDB_82to83.COM 

ICS databases created in an earlier version of ICS than version 8.8.3 must be 
upgraded using. the command procedure SDB_82T083.COM. The prompting sequence 
in this comma.nd procedure is simila.r to the one in SDB. For a detailed 
explanation of the ICS database Upgrade Utility, see Appendix C 
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5. HOW TO RUN ICS 

This section provides a step-by-step procedure for running ICS. Explanations 
of specific res co=ands are given in Sections 6 thxough 14. Details about 
res operating characteristics are given in Section 2, and details about res 
files are in Section 3. Before running res. you must create a database. The 
procedure for creating a database is given in Section 4. 

Before running res you must: 

• create a design file (if graphics are required) 

• create a database 

You might also want to: 

• change the audit trail filename (optional) 

o · create/edit FEATURES.TBL 

• review/edit res.PAR 

o review/edit res-ANNOTATE.PAR 

If you copy the feature table and/or the parameters files to your user 
directory and edit them, you must make the USIL.DDJes assignment as described 
in Section 3. . 

IGPS and ICS Menus 

During initialization of res, the rGDS command menu cell is replaced with an 
res command menu cell called IGDMEN. In graphics mode, you can use the IGDS 
menu while you are using res by simply selecting commands from the IGDS menu. 
After using a co=and from the IGDS menu. you select the RETURN command from 
the res menu to continue working in ICS. 

In the event that the IGDS paper menu is physically moved on the digitizing 
surface during an res session, you must re-attach the IGDMEN cell to properly 
operate ICS. Key in the following: 

AM=rGDMEN,CM 
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There are now two ICS application matrix menu cells, ICS and ICSA. The ICS 
menu contains icons and command names, while ICSA contains only the command 
names. The menus can be attached as paper menus using the key-in: 

AM=ICS,M* 

..OR-

AM=ICSA,M* 

where • is 1, 2, or 3. They can also be attached as screen menus in any view 
other than the tutorial view using the key-in: 

AM=ICS,S* 

..QR-

AM=ICSA,S* 

Note: ICS does not support screen menus on LSI terminals Also, due to 
display limitations, ICS screen menus are truncated on Unix-based 
workstations. 

The ICS and IGDS menus are implemented on the InterPro 32 and InterPro 32C 
workstations as a combination of control strip and hierarchical 
pop-up/pull-<iown menus. Both paper and pop-up/pull-down menus can be used on 
InterAct 32 ·and InterAct 32C workstations. Keying in one of the following 
commands will attach all pop-up/pull-down menus: 

AM=ICSIICS_CS,CS 
AM=ICSIICS__HMENU,Hl 
AM=ICSIICS__HMENU,H2 
AM=ICSIICS__HMENU,H3 

Initjatin2" ICS wjth the Delivered User Command: ICSJJCM 

After you enter the Intergraph graphics environment, you can use the user 
command ICS.UCM to initiate ICS processing. This user command is located in 
the PRO_DD.JCS product directory, and you can copy it to your working 
directory. This user command: 

e attaches the ICS cell library to your design file 

• initiates ICS by attaching one of the ICS menus. 

If you are on an InterAct, the system prompts you to select either a screen 
or table menu option. If you are on an InterAct 32 or InterPro 32, ICS 
attaches the control strip and hierarchical menu. 

.. · ....... ) .. 
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By editing the file ICS.UCM, you can tailor the Wler co=and to control: 

• the menu version type: graphics or alpha 

• the menu number: Ml, M2, M3, Sl, S2, or S3 

• the command menu name that ICS is to re-attach upon exiting on an 
lnterAct 

• the control strip and hierarchical menu that ICS is to re-attach upon 
exiting on an lnterAct 32 or lnterPro 32. 

Note: If you attach ICS with menu number 3, the ICS table or screen menu 
will not be detached when you exit ICS. This will result in automatic 
initialization of ICS at that graphics station. For this reason, you 
should only use menu numbers M3 or S3 if you require this feature. If 
you get ICS into this automatic initialization cycle, key in 

AM- ,M3 

-AND-

AM- .S3 

lnstructions for changing ICS.UCM are contained within the file itself. Use 
the DCL command 

TYPEIP AGE ICS.UCM 

·to review these instructions. 
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5.1 Running ICS in the Alphanumeric Environment 

Follow these steps for running ICS in the alphanumeric environment: 

1. At the $ prompt, key in 

ICS 

2. Please enter design filename> 

Key in the name of the design file in which to place the graphics. 

-QR-

If you do not want to place graphics, press <RETURN> to skip entering the 
. name of the design file. 

3. Please enter audit trial filename> 

Key in the name of the audit trail me. If unspecified, the extension 
defaults to .ATR. 

-QR-

Press <RETURN> to accept the default filename. The default filename is 
the design filename if you have one or the f'll'St four letters of your 
usemame if you do not. The default extension is .ATR. 

.4. ICS> 

Key in the SfART OF JOB command to run ICS interactively. You can now key 
any ICS commands. If you want to generate a report, key in the OUTPUT 
FILE command first. 

-QR-

Key in the INPUT FILE command to run ICS in batch mode. 

Note: In order to run ICS in batch mode, you must have previously created 
the input file (see Section 7.1.2). 
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5.2 Running ICS in the Graphics Environment 

1. To get into gn.phics, at the $ prompt, key in 

ICE 

-QR-

®PRO_DD_ENVR:ICE 

2. GRAPIDCS> 

Key in the design filename. 

3. Attach the cell file and ICS menu using the user command (see description 
in Section 5). Key in 

UO.PRO_DDJCS:ICS.UCM 

If you have copied this file to your user directory and edited it, key in 
uc-jUename where jiJen.atrw is the name of the user conimand filename. 

Note: If you do not use this user command you must attach the cell file 
using the key-in 

RC=ICS{lS,SO]ICS.CEL 

You must also attach the menu using one of the key-ins described in 
Section 5. 

Note: Initializing ICS via the AM=ICSIICS_CS,CS requires the seletion of an ICS 
menu command (typically Alpha Scroll) to allow initialization to continue. 

4. If the IGDS menu is not attached, the system displays the message: 

IGDS MENU NOT ATTACHED 
IDENTIFY ORIGIN OF IGDS MENU 

Identify the origin of the IGDS menu by pressing <D> on the lower lefthand 
comer of the menu. 
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5. If the ctatabase was not previously attached, the system displays the 
message:· 

ENTER DATABASE NAME 

Key in the database name. 

Note: Make· no further entries unless prompted, until the following 
message appears in the status field: 

Select Option 
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6. CONTROL CO:MM.ANDS 

The CONTROL menu block includes commands that allow you to get in and out of 
ICS. See also the alpha END OF JOB and SfART OF JOB commands in Section 14. 
CONTROL commands include the following: 

Comman.d 

NEW JOB 

END OF RUN 

RETURN TO ICS 

For 

setting up ICS for a new job 

closing the ICS database, completing any plotting, 
and terminating ICS after the last job in a run 

returning to ICS from the IGDS menu 
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6.1 NEW JOB 

The NEW JOB cc=and is the same as the START OF JOB cc=and in alpha. 
In alpha the START OF JOB cc=and must l:le the fiiSt ccmmand in any ICS 
job (with the exception of the optional OUTPUT FILE and INPUT FILE cc=ands). 
The START OF JOB ccmmand instructs ICS to reset all indicators and to prepare 
for a new job. The cc=and also requires you to specify a job numl:ler jl j2 
and an ICS database fn.dbs, and to place headings at the l:leginning of each 
page. One useful technique is to use a job numl:ler equivalent to your UIC; 
that is, use [group,meml:ler) to assign jl j2. 

When running ICS in graphics, NEW JOB is performed automatically during 
initialization. Upon receiving the message Select Option, you can select any 
ICS command. Select the NEW JOB option from the matrix menu if you want to 
change jobs after initialization. 

Qperamr Seouence 

1. Select NEW JO!I or key in START OF JOB.. 

The system responds: 

.START OF JOB jl j2 dev:[UIC)fn.dbs *heading 

2. Identify the following: 

jl j2 the job numl:ler (two integers). 

dev:[UIC) the device and user identification cede where the database is 
located. 

fn.dbs the filename of the database. 

*heading the cc=ents to l:le printed at the top of each page of output. 
In the ICS environment, ICS uses the text between the asterisk 
and cclumn 67 as the cc=ents. In the graphics environment, 
only cc=ents through cclumn 40 are used as the heading. 

.,,,_.. 
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6.2 END OF RUN 

The END OF RUN command is identical to the alpha END OF JOB command except 
that an END OF RUN command terminates ICS. This command should be the last 
command you use in the last job in a run. The END OF RUN command closes the 
ICS database, completes any plotting, sends the message ICS PROCESSING 
COMPLETE, and terminates ICS. 

Note: In alpha you must use the alpha END OF JOB command between jobs in 
single run. See Section 14.3 for more details. 

OJ,Jerator Seqyence 

1. Select or key in END OF RUN. 

ICS clcses the database, compktes any plcttlng, and sends the message: ICS . 
PROCESSING COMPLETE. 

Note: You have not completely exited ICS until all the message fields have 
been cleared. 

63 REI'URN TO ICS (Graphics Only) 

The RETURN TO ICS command allows you to return to ICS from the IGDS menu. 
After you have selected an IGDS command, if you want to continue in ICS. you 
select this command. 
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7. ENVIRONMENT COMMANDS 

The ENVIRONMENT menu block includes -commands for defining input and output 
files, selecting modes, and for toggling settings on and off. The 
ENVIRONMENT menu block is divided into three parts: 

o FILES Commands 

o ON/OFF Commands 

o SETTINGS Commands. 

7.1 FILES Commands 

Use the FILES commands to define input and output flles and to change feature 
tables. FILES commands include the following: 

Command For 

OUTPUT FILE defining an output file where ICS will record its 
output 

INPUT FILE placing ICS in batch mode by instructing it to 
retrieve commands from an input f1le 

NEW FEATURE TABLE defining a new feature table while you are in an 
active job. 
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7.1.1 OUTPUT FILE 

The OUTPUT FILE co=and records ICS output in a specified output file. This 
is in addition to the usual display of output on the terminal screen and 
placement of data in the audit trail file. ICS formats this output file for 
printing on a line printer. If necessary, you can change the format by 
editing the ICS.P AR file. Be sure to specify the output file before 
specifying an input file, unless the . input file contains an output file 
co=and. 

If you set the variable mode to 1, this command lists all the input records 
in the output file as well as displaying them on the screen. If you set mode 
to 0, the co=and does not list the input records in the output file. If you 
set mode to -1, the co=and closes the output file. 

Qperator SeQuence 

1. Select or key in OUTPUT FILE. 

The system rl!sponils: 

OUTPUT FILE mode *dev:[UIC]output filename.ext 

2. Identify the following: 

mode 

*dev:[UIC] 

filename.ext 

0 to list all input records in the output file; 1 to not list 
input records; -1 to close the output file. 

the device and user identification code where the file is 
located (in alpha mode, the * is required). 

the filename. 

·"''" . . ·.·) 
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7.1.2 INPUT FILE 

The INPUT Fll..E command places res in the batch mode by instructing res to 
retrieve commands and data from· a pre-existing file. Once you select this 
command and input the appropriate information, res reads and executes the 
input file immediately. Another option you have is to process the input file 
for syntax only, and you can specify this option using the parameter 
syntax_only. If you process the input file for syntax only, the audit trial 
file will be commented appropriately, and no commands will be actually 
executed except for control commands. 

All commands and input data in the input file are recorded in the audit tral1 
file. To place output in an output file when using an input file, you must 
specify the output file before specifying the input file. If you set the 
variable mode to 1, this command lists all the input records in the output 
file (if specified) as well as displaying them on the screen. If you set 
mcde to 0, the command does not Jist the input records in the output file or 
on the screen. 

res processes the information in the input !lle until one of the following 
events occurs: 

o . A prompt is displayed on the terminaL You must respond before 
processing continues. 

o res reaches the end. of the input file. res restores the interactive 
mode and prompts you for further input. 

G Ies encounters an END OF RUN cornman<:!. 

o You press the <EsC> while you are in alpha. 

o You select a pull-down menu from the control strip on a Unix 
workstation. (This is useful for pausing during input me execution.) 
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Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in INPUT FILE. 

The system responds: 

INPUT FILE mode /syntax_only *dev:[UIC]filename.ext 

2. Identify the following: 

mode 0 to list input records; 1 to not list input records. 

syntax_only 1 to process for sYntax only. 

*dev:[UIC] the device and user identification oode where the file is 
located (in alpha mode, the * is required). 

filename.ext the filename. 

7.1.3 NEW FEATURE TABLE 

. The NEW FEATURE TABLE command aliows you to change feature tables while 
in an active job. This provides greater flexibility in defining features by 
aliowing you to group sets of features in different tables and then 
selectively call the separate tables. . 

By default, the file USR_DD_ICS:FEATURES.TBL is attached when you enter a 
design file. This default file must have the extension .TBL for the software 
to locate it. Other feature- tables, however, may have any valid JGDS name, 
extension, and directory specification. In addition, logical names and 
subdirectories are acceptable. For example, USR_DD_ICS:FEATURES.BB and 
ZG0:[110020.USR]BOGUS.FILE are valid alternate feature table file 
specifications. 

To change feature tables in graphics, simply select the NEW FEATURE TABLE 
command from the menu and respond to the prompt with the desired file 
specification. To change feature tables in alpha, key in the conimand: 

NEW FEATURE TABLE O*new_feature_tablename 

·· .... ./ 
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7.2 ON/OFF Commands 

Use the ON/OFF commands for toggling settings ON and OFF. When you select an 
ON/OFF co=and, if the setting is OFF, it is turned ON; if the setting is ON, 
it is turned OFF. ON/OFF commands include the following: 

Commanil 

FENCE 

QUlEI' MODE 

ALPHA SCROLL 

ACTIVE OFFSET 

ACTIVE FEATURE 

AUTO PLOT 

For 

turning fence mode ON and OFF 

turning quiet mode ON and OFF 

turning alpha scroll ON and OFF 

turning the active offset ON and OFF 

switching between the active feature and database 
information for placing points 

turning automatic plotting ON and OFF. 
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7.2.1 FENCE 

The FENCE ON/OFF command toggles the active fence to ON or OFF. If a fence 
is currently active, when you select this command, ICS erases the existing 
fence and disables the fence for point and figure searches. If. a fence is 
not currently active, when you select this co=and, ICS reclisplays a disabled 
fence and enables fence locates. 

Note: In 3D design files, only fences placed in top or front views are 
operated upon. 

'7.2.2 QUIET MODE (Graphics Only) 

The QUIET MODE command allows you to toggle the prompting for new point and 
figure ID's ON and OFF. This command affects any co=and that requires 
assignment of new point or figure ID's, such as SI'ORE, POINT LOCATION, 
INTERSECf, DIVIDE, HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT, and VERTICAL ALIGNMENT coin.mands. 

When you toggle QUIET MODE to ON, ICS does not prompt you for new point and 
figure ID's (n and nfg) within a command. QUIET MODE ON has the same affect 
as keying in a point or figure number of 0; ICS searches the database for the 
next available point or figure ID and makes the assignment automatically. 

QUIET MODE OFF restores prompting for point and figure ID's within all 
co=ands. The default setting is QUIET MODE OFF. 

7.2.3 ALPHA SCROLL 

The ALPHA SCROll command allows you to toggle between displaying and not 
di•playing output in the tutorial view while running ICS. You should disable 
ALPHA SCROll before invoking IGDS tutori.a.l& 

Note: If you toggle between full screen view and quad view without disabling 
the alpha scroll tutorial, the tutorial screen will not be refreshed 
until you select subsequent ICS co=ands that spool new output to the 
tutorial. 

···~ 
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7 .2.4 ACTIVE OFFSET 

The ACTIVE OFFSET command allows you to toggle between using active offsets 
or not using active offsets. You set active offsets using the SET ACTIVE 
OFFSET command (see Section 7.3.1). ACTIVE OFFSET only affects those ICS 
commands that use offsets as parameters. 

When you enter a design file, active offsets are not defined. Therefore, any 
command that requires offsets (such as PLOT XSECTIONS) prompts you to set 
active offsets fiist. Those commands that accept offsets but do not require 
them (such as LOCATE LINE) prompt you for individual offsets within the 
command line. 

If active offsets are set and activated, subsequent ICS commands that use 
offset parameters automatically use the active offsets and do not prompt for 
them. If active offsets are defined and then turned off, subsequent commands 
that accept or require offsets prompt for individual offsets within the 
command line. 

7.2.5 ACTIVE FEATURE 

The ACTIVE FEATURE command allows you to toggle between having an active 
feature and not having . an active feature for point annotation operations. To 
use the feature previously set by the AUTO PLOT command for point annotation, 
you toggle the active feature ON. In order to annotate a point with its 
feature stored in the database, you toggle the active feature to OFF. 

ACTIVE FEATURE affects only the ANNOTATE COORDINATE commands. STORE 
commands aiways use the active feature unless overridden by a key-in. With 
the exception of POINTS, PLOT commands aiways use the active feature unless 
overridden by a key-in. PLOT POINI:S aiways uses the feature stored in the 
database with the point information unless overridden "by key-in. 
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7.2.6 AUTO PLOT 

The AUTO PLOT command allows you to toggle between automatically plotting or 
not plotting all points and figures as they are stored or created. The 
feature ICS uses for automatically placing points and their ID's is the 
active feature you define using the AUTO PLOT SETTING command. By default, 
AUTO PLOT is on and the active feature is the feature named DEFAULT. 

Note: AUTO PLOT sets a default plotting height for elements to be placed in a 
3D graphics file. 

You can use AUTO PLOT in the alpha environment even though you do not have a 
design file attached to ICS. This allows a point to be stored in the 
database with a feature attached to it. If you have a design file attached, 
the points and figures are plotted with that feature. 
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7.3 SEITINGS Commands 

Use the SETI'INGS commands to· define active parameters. Some of the SETTINGS 
commands are toggle commands, ·and operate similar to the ON/OFF commands. 
The SETTINGS commands include the following: 

Command 

ACTIVE OFFSET 

SET PARAMETER 

SET HEIGIIT 

2D/3D MODE 

ICS.PAR 

ACTIVE 
JUSTIFICATION 

SET ORIENTATION 

TRA VERSEISIDESHOT 

FENCE CONTENT 

REVIEW 

SET AUTO PLOT 

INPUT MODES 

For 

defining values for the active offsets 

establishing the form of angular output and scaling 
ICS positions from a local survey coordinate system 
to a mapping grid 

establishing various instrument and target heights 
within ICS to ~ for 3D (vertical) calculations 

toggling between 2D and 3D input modes 

interactively editing the parameters while you ru:e 
working in a design me 

toggling the ACTIVE JUSI'IFICA TION ON and OFF 
for use with the ANNOTATE commands 

setting the orientation for symbol placement along an 
alignment 

toggling between traverse mode and· sideshot mode 

toggling the fence content mode between points and 
figures 

reviewing current settings and parameters that affect 
annotation 

defining the feature that ICS will use for automatic 
plotting and a default plotting height for elements 
to be placed in a 3D graphics file 

defining active units for curve mode, height mode, 
and unit mode. 
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7 .3.1 ACI'IVE OFFSET 

The ACTIVE OFFSET command in the SE'ITINGS menu block allows you to define 
values for the active offsets. When setting .offets, off1 refers to a right 
offset and of f2 refers to a left offset. ICS commands that accept only one 
offset value use active offset off 1 and ignore of f2. Also, in the FIGURE 
INTERSECT commands, active offset offl refers to offgl, and off2 refers to 
offg2. 

·When you select ACTIVE OFFSET ON, the current active offsets are displayed. 
Press <D> to accept the value, or key in a new offset. 

Note: Active offsets may not be saved between design sessions. 

Use the ACTIVE OFFSET. ON/OFF command to activate or deactivate the 
active offsets. 

·· ..... 
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7 .3.2 SET PARAMETER 

The SET PARAMETER co=and establishes the angular output type and the 
translatioDS and scaie factor for a local survey coordinate system to a 
mapping grid cpnversion. SET PARAMETER adds false Basting/Northing values, if 
specified, to any coordinates stored with subsequent STORE co=ands. These 
shlfted coordinate values place graphic elements in the design file, but are 
not stored in the database. 

Note: SET PARAMETERS multiplies the grid factor first and then adds false. 
Northing and Basting coordinates falcl and falc2, respectively. 

The grid factor is used for plot co=ands only. 

OJlerator Sequence 

1. Select or key in SET PARAMETER. 

The system responds: 

SET PARAMETER dirmode /falcl /falc2 /grid 

2. Identify the following: 

dirmode 

falcl, 
falc2 

grid 

the angular output mode. 0 to set angular output to azimuths; 1 
to set angular output to bearings. The default is azimuths. The 
dlrmode overrides the angle readout formats specified in the 
design file TCB and the parameter file Ics.P AR. 

false Bastings and Northings to be added to all ICS coordinate 
values when placing graphics. When specified with a grid factor, 
these values allow ICS positioDS to be scaled from a local survey 
coordinate system to a mapping grid when graphics are placed. 

a mean grid factor for the survey. It is usually computed as the 
product of the map projection scale factor (at the center of the 
mapping area determined from the appropriate . projection table) and 
ari elevation factor computed from the formula 

where 

h 

equals the approximate radius of the earth, 6,367,000 
meters, ·or 20,906,000 feet. 

equals the mean elevation of the survey. 
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7 .3.3 SET HEIGHT 

The SET HEIGHT co=and establishes various instrument and target heights 
within ICS to use for 3D (vertical) calculations. You can perform these 
calculations when using POINT LOCATION and INTERSECT co=ands. SET 
HEIGHT is useful whenever the backsight or foresight target heights are 
changed, or whenever the instrument height is changed. 

In general, the POINT LOCATION co=ands use only the heights of the fixst 
instrument and targets. There are two exqeptions to this: the LOCA'IE ANGLE 
and LOCA'IE DEFLECTION co=ands. These two co=ands can use separate 
horizontal and vertical backsight target heights, provided the two heights 
have been previously set with SET HEIGHT. It is important to note that the 
proper method to input separate horizontal and vertical backsight target 
heights for use by LOCA'IE ANGLE or LOCA'IE DEFLECTION co=and is:· 

SET HEIGHT htFSl /hil lhtBSl 0 0 htVBSl 

In this case, the values for htFS2 and hl2 are zero. The software response 
indicates that htFS 1, hl1, htBS 1, and htBS2 have been de:Imed. In reality the 
values keyed in are treated as htFS1, hl1, htBS1, and htVBS1 if LOCA'IE 
ANGLE or LOCA'IE DEFLECTION are implemented. 

When using SET HEIGHT in conjunction with INTERSEcr co=ands, remember that 
commands that intersect one or more directions use active instrument and 
target heights. For example, DIRECTION INTERSEcr uses the heights of the 
fixst and second instrument and targets, while POINTS DIRECTION INTERSEGr 
uses only the heights of the fixst instrument and targets. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in SET HEIGHT. 

The system responds: 

SET HEIGHT htFSl lhil lhtBSl lhtFS2 lhi2 lhtBS2 

..... , 
i 

.: .... / 
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2. Key in the following: 

htFS1 

hi1 

htBS1 

htFS2 

hi2 

htBS2 

the height of foresight target for instrument 1. 

the height of instrument 1. 

the height of backsight target for instrument 1, or the height of 
horizontal backsight target for instrument 1. 

the height of foresight target for instrument 2. 

the height of instrument 2. 

the height of backsight target for instrument 2, or the height of 
vertical backsight target for instrument 1. 
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7 .3.4 2D/3D MODE 

The 2D/3D MODE command allows you to toggle between 2D and 3D input modes. 
The 2D and 3D input mode parameter affects the POINT LOCATION and STORE 
commands. 

Essentially, 2D mode suppresses elevation prompting in STORE commands and 
vertical angle prompting in POINT LOCATION commands. When 2D mode is 
activated, ·elevations of newly defined points default to the active height . 
(as defined by AUTO PLOT), and vertical angles used for locating points 
default to 90 degrees from zenith. Elevation and vertical angle defaulting 
can be overridden in 2D mode with key-ins. 

3D mode enables prompting for elevations of points to be defined and vertical 
angles for points to be located. In a 2D design file, if 3D mode is on, the 
coordinate z value defaults to 0. 

Certain exceptions exist. For example, in the case of a 2D design file in 2D 
mode, no elevation is assigned. See Tables 7-1 and 7-2 for possible input 
mode/file dimension combinations and corresponding results. 

Note: Certain DIVIDE, INTERSECT, and ALIGNMENT commands do not assign 
elevations to new points. To insert elevation coordinates into the 
database, use the DEFINE Z and STORE commands. 

·. . ;I 

. I ·-·· 
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Table 7-1. Elevation Input Rzdes in Graphics Store Commands (*) 

2D 
FILE 

3D 
FILE 

2D MODE 

elevation is not 
defined unless 
keyed in 

elevation defined 
by AUTO PLOT 
unless keyed in 

3D MODE 

elevation defined 
by AUTO PLOT 
unless keyed in 

elevation must 
be keyed in (**) 

* Elevation in this table refers to elevation coordinate stored in the 
database. Plotting heights are alwo:ys undefined in 2D files and are always 
determined by AUTO PLOT in 3D files. 

** 2D features, as defined in the feature table, are always drawn at the 
height set by AUTO PLOT when in a 3D file. Keyed-in elevation coordinates 
are stored in the database regardless of whether the feature is 2D or 3D. 
3D features are always drawn in 3D files at the height defined in the 
database. 
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Table 7-2. Elevation Input Rules in Graphics Point Location Commands (*) 

2D 
FILE 

3D 
FILE 

2D MODE 

elevation is not 
defined 

elevation defined 
by va = 90-0-0 
un1e&"! keyed in 

3D MODE 

· elevation defined 
by va = 90-0-0 
unless keyed in 

elevation defined 
by vertical angle 
(**) 

* Elevation in this table refers to elevation coordinate stored in the 
database. · Plotting heights are always undefined in 2D files and are always 
determined by AUTO PLOT in 3D f"Il.es. 

** 2D features. as defined in the feature table, are always drawn at the 
height set by AUTO PLOT when in a 3D file. Keyed-in elevation coordinates 
are stored in the database regardless of whether the feature is 2D or 3D. 
3D features are always drawn in 3D files at the height def"med in the 
database. 

/ 
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7.3.5 ICS.P.AR (Graphics Only) 

The rcs.P .AR command rusplays a tutorial that allows you to access the 
parameter file rcs.P .AR and interactively edit the parameters while you are 
working in a design file. Changes . you make to the parameter file through the 
rcs.P .AR command are maintained. between design sessions. 

The logical name USR_DD_Jes directs the res software to the correct directory 
for parameter files and feature tables. If USR_DD_Jes is assigned to any 
directory other than the product directories PRO_DD_Jes and WRK_DD_Jes, the 
rcs.P AR command creates a higher version of rcs.P AR in that directory. 

res prevents modification of PRO_DD_JCS:Ics.PAR by ordinary users. If 
USR_DD_Jes is not assigned, or if USR_DD_JC:S is assigned to PRO_DD_Jes or 
WRK_DD_JCS, then the rCS.PAR command writes an rcs.P.AR file in the user's 
current default directory. In such a case, the updated parameters are used 
for the remainder of the current design session but are not reactivated upon 
entering a new design session, unless USR_DD_JC:S is assigned to the current 
default directory containing the updated Ics.PAR. 

The tutorial displayed by the Ies.PAR command is shown in Figure 7-1. After 
this tutorial is displayed, you can change a parameter by following the steps 
outlined below. 

Note: You should disable the Ics.PAR tutorial before invoking IGDS tutorials. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select the ICS.P AR command. 

The system displays the ICS.PAR· tutorial. 

2. To change a parameter, place the cursor over the value and press <D>. 
Then key in the new value and terminate the entry with a <RETURN>. 

3. After you have finished making changes, select UPDATE PARAMETER FILE. 

The system responds: USR_DD_JCS:Ics.PAR is edited. 

Note: If at any time it is necessary to quit without updating ICS.PAR, 
simply select EXIT, and no changes will be made. 
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Flgure 7-1. The ICS.PAR Tutorial 
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7.3.6 ACTIVE JUSTIFICATION 

The ACTIVE JUSTIFICATION command allows the current text justification set by 
IGDS TEXT JUSTIFICATION to override the current feature justification or the 
justification stored in the database with a point. ACTIVE JUSTIFICATION is 
used with ANNOTATE commands, the PLOT POINTS command, and the STORE command. 
The justification setting from the IGDS menu is saved between design 
sessions. 

To change the active justification, toggle ACTIVE JUSTIFICATION to ON and 
select the new justification setting from the IGDS command menu block TEXT 
JUSTIFICATION. To annotate points or label lines with the justification of 
the current feature (as defined by AUTO PLOT), toggle JUSTIFICATION to OFF 
and ACTIVE FEATURE to ON. To annotate or label with the justification of the 
feature as stored in the database, toggle both JUSTIFICATION and FEATURE OFF. 

By default, ACTIVE JUSTIFICATION is OFF each time a design file is entered. 
See Tables 7-3 and 7-4 for examples of possible combinations of justification 
settings. See Table 7-5 for line labeling rules in graphics using feature 
tables. 
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Table 7-3. A:ttnotation Justiflcctlon Locks in Graphics (*) 

JUSTIF. 
LOCK 

ON 

JUSTIF. 
LOCK 
OFF 

FEATURE LOCK 
ON 

annotation 
justification 
defined by 
IGDS menu 

annotation 
justification 
defined by 
active feature 
(**) 

FEATURE LOCK 
OFF 

annotation 
justification 
defined by 
IGDS menu 

annotation 
justification 
defined by 
feature in 
database 

* Coordinate and elevation annotation only: placement of point !D's is 
defined by SYMBOL JUSI'lFICATION in the feature table. Point symbols are 
always placed with center-center justification. 

** Active feature as defined by SET AUfO PLOT; this is independent of AUfO 
PLOT ON/OFF. 

· .. ; •. / 

.J 

.j 
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Table 7-4. Justlfl.aztion Codes for ICS Feature Tables 

. . . 
LT=O Cf=6 RT=l2 

J...C=l CC.=7 RC=l3. 

LB=2 CB=8 RB=l4 
. . . 

Note: The two-letter acronyms are IGDS justification codes; the numbers are 
ICS feature table codes. The periods in the table indicate placement 
of the coordinate locations. 

Point syinbols are always placed with justification 7. 

SYMBOL JUSTIFICATION defined in the feature table determines the point 
ID location-the symbol is placed at the correct location. However, 
the justification refers to the placement of the symbol relative to the 
point. For example, 8 indicates that the symbol will be centered below 
the point. 

Coordinate and elevation annotation are placed according to the 
ANNOTATION TEXT JUSTIFICATION defined in the feature table. 
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Table 7-5. Line LabeUng Rules in Graphics Using Feature Table Justification 
Codes 

0 6 12 
3>-

~ XXX )» 
XXX yyy yyy XXX yyy 

' i' I 

1 7 13 
XXX XXX 
yyy XXX yyy 

3>-
yyy 

2 8 14 

XXX yyy XXX XXX yyy 
)> yyy 3> 

)> 0 

Note: For curve labeling, assuming RL 1D order in the feature table, 
annotation is placed according to the following: 

o 6, 7, 8: RL stacked above line; 1D stacked below line 

• 0, 2, 12, 14: RL si.de-by.,side above line, 1D side-by.,side 
below line 

o 11, 13: RL1D stacked at mid-chord 

' 

:· """\ 
... I 
·-··-' 

··.·•:v·•.-~ . ; ...... 

· .. _.. 
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7.3.7 SET ORIENTATION 

The SET ORIENTATION command allows you to set the orientation for symbol 
placement along an alignment. You can. place symbols parallel or 
perpendicular to a figure, with the symbol facing toward or away from the 
figure as shown below. 

PA = porollel 
A = ohood 
B = _bock 

PAS 

0 
PE = pe.-pttrldlC:ulor 

A = owoy 
T = tow.en·d 

PET 
<;:;, 

PEA 

' ,. 
' ·. ' ·. ' 

............ ·. ·. ' 

PAA 

C7 

~ ...... ~b 

In order to use this co=and, you must have an active alignment defined using 
the SET AliGNMENT command. If there is no active alignment, then all symbols 
are plotted parallel to the x,y axis of the design plain. 

Operator Seqyence 

1. Select or key in SET ORIENTATION. 

The system responds: 

SET ORIENTATION clear or set /mode 

2. Identify the following: 

mode PAA to have the symbol placed parallel to the active alignment and 
facing forward along the alignment. 

PAB to have the symbol placed parallel to the active alignment and 
facing backward along the alignment. 

PET to have the symbol placed perpendicular to the active 
alignment and facing toward the alignment. 

PEA Perpendicular to the active figure facing away from the 
alignment. 

clear 0 for clear; 1 for set. You must specify this field. 
or set 
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7 .3.8 TRA VERSE/SIDESHOT 

The TRA VERSEISIDESHOT command allows you to toggle between traverse mode 
and sideshot mode. While in traverse mode, ICS assumes that you are 
inputting a traverse and does not prompt for the occupied and oocksight 
poin:ts. With the traverse mode OFF, ICS assumes that you are inputting 
sideshots (radial survey data). 

Note: Traverse cannot be more than 200 points. 

Traverse mode can be used with LOCATE ANGLE, LOCATE DIRECTION, LOCATE 
DEFLECTION, LOCATE LINE, and EXTEND ARC commands. Traverse mode operates in 
the following manner with each of these point location commands: 

LOCATE LINE 

With LOCATE LINE, ICS locates points on a line defined by pl and p2. The 
first point located in this mode is located from pl at the input distance · 
dis. This new point is then used as pl for the location of the next point on 
the line. · 

LOCATE DIRECTION. LOCATE ANGLE. AND LOCATE !2EFI.ECIJON 

With LOCATE 'DIRECTION, LOCATE ANGLE, and LOCATE DEFLECTION, ICS 
locates each new foresight point. Then ICS automatically assigns the new 
foresight to become the occupied point, using the previous occupied point as 
the backsight point. 

EXTEND ARC 

With EXTEND ARC, ICS locates points aiong an arc defined by pPC and pCC. 
The point is located on the arc at an arc distance from the pPC. The newly 
located point is then used as the pPC for location of the next point on the 
arc. 

7 .3.9 FENCE CONT.ENT 

The FENCE CONTENT command ailows you to toggle between points and figures for 
the· fence content. This permits you to place a fence and define whether 
points or figures will be located for input to the description des field. 

·_'\ .· .. ,- _) 

' · ... / . 

j 
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7.3.10 REVIEW 

The REVlEW command displays a tutorial that allows you to view the current 
values of parameters, modes, and settings from ICS.PAR, ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR, the 
feature table, and the ENVIRONMENT menu block. 

. REVIEW ANNOTATION AND SETTINGS 

COORDINATES LINES 

STORE 
Right center by active just 
No label 
Pt ID: Level 12 centered above 

PLCJT 
Right center by active just 
Content determined by db feature 
Pt ID: determined by db feature 

MNCJTAT£ 
Right center by active just 
Northing & Easting 

!BY ELEVATION LOCK! 

DEFJNE CURVE BY command defau It 

DEFINE HEIGHT BY vert i ca I angle 

UNITS CONVERSION None 

TRAVERSE MODE 0 ff 

HEIGHT MODE 3D 

WIET MODE 0 ff 

FENCE CONTENTS Points 

Right and perpend. by active just 
Distance and direction 

CURVES 
Perpend. stack by active just 
Curve label order: RLTD 
Curve table active 

Rotation and scaling disabled 

ALIGNMENTS 
SYMBOLSrParallel ahead 
Offsets only will be labeled 

ACTlVE OFFSET 0 ff 
OFFSET l< 8. 8 
OFFSET 2• 8. 8 

AUTO PLOT On 

JUSTJFICATJON LOCK On 

ACTIVE FEATURE LOCK 0 ff 

ACTIVE FEATURE• 
DEFAULT [1] 

L------------------------------------------------------- -
Figure 7-2. The REVIEW Tutorial 
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7.3.11 SET AUTO PLOT 

The SET AUTO PLOT command defines the feature ICS will use for automatic 
plotting and a default plotting height for elements to be placed in a 3D 
graphics file. The AUTO PLOT ON/OFF ~.()!Dmand toggles between automatic 
plotting and no automatic plotting (see Section 7 :2.6). By default, AUTO 
PLOT is ON· and the active feature is the feature named DEFAULT. 

You can use AUTO PLOT in the alpha environment even though you do not have a 
design file attached to ICS. This allows a point to be stored in the 
database with a feature attached to it. 

If you specify a feature number greater than zero, AUTO PLOT seaxches the 
feature table and, upon .finding the feature number, sets it as the active 
feature. If you key in zero as the feature number followed. by an exclamation 
point (!) and feature name, AUTO PLOT references the feature name following 
the exclamation point as the desired feature. ICS uses the exclamation point 
to indicate a feature name. In graphics, you do not have to skip the feature 
number with a zero, nor do you have to key in the exclamation point; keying 
in a feature name by itself is sufficient. 

Note: lf you want to set DEFAULT as the active feature, key in -1 for the 
featUre number. 

In addition to the feature number or name, you can assign a value to the 
default plotting height (z) for placement of graphics information. 

Note: The AUTO PLOT feature is not changed by use of a feature in a 
PLOT or ANNOTATE command. The AUTO PLOT feature is only 
changed by AUTO PLOT. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in AUTO PLOT. 

The system responds: 

AUTO PLOT fnum /z llfname (alpha) 

-OR-

AUTO PLOT feature number or feature name (graphics) 

2. Identify the following: 

fnum the feature number or 0. 

z active height (it can be omitted as in A P 0 !X.; if not entered, it 
will be skipped.) 

!fname the feature name. 

/ 
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7.3.12 INPUT MODES 

The INPUT MODES command allows you to define active units for curve mode, 
height mode, and unit mode. By default, ICS commands expect a certain unit 
for their paxameters; however, some of ·these commands allow you to input 
another unit if you prefix/suffix the value. For example, ALIGNMENT commands 
that require a degree of curvature .to define a curve accept a radius if you 
prefix the radius value with an R. The INPUT MODES command allows you to 
specify an input mode so that prefixing fields is not necessary. 

In alpha mode, all the settings are combined ill the command INPUT MODES. To 
skip a field, you key in a comma (,). In graphics, you can select separate 
menu commands for each mode setting. 

Note: INPUT MODES does support bateh input, so that you do not have to 
continually prefix/suffix the fields. 

The precedence rules for command line inputs and modes set by the INPUT MODES 
command are: . 

1. A command line prefix or suffix overrides both a mode setting and the 
default unit a command expect~~. 

2. A mode setting only overrides the default unit a command expects. It does 
not override a command line prefix or suffix. 

The co=and consists of the following fields: 

INPUT MODE action /curve mode /height mode /unit mode 

The action variable has the following possible values: 

0 clear: resets all modes to default values 
1 set: set one or more modes 

Curve Mode 

The curve mode variable has the following possible values (the default is to 
define the curve according to the command line specifications): 

d,D define curve by degree of curvature 
r,R define curve by radius 
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Height Mode . 

The height mode variable has the following possible values (the default is to 
define heights by vertical angle): 

a,A define heights by vertical Czenith) angle 
e,E define heights by direct elevation value 
r,R define heights with rod readings 

Unit Mode 

The unit mode variable has the following possible values (the default is no 
conversion): 

f,F convert from feet to database units 
m,M q>nvert from meters to database units 
c,C convert from chains to database units 

Examp1es of Command Ijnes 

INPUT MODE 1 , E define· heights by elevation 

INPUT MODE 1 r , m define curves by radius; no effect on current height 
definition; convert meters to database units 

INPUT MODE 0 reset all modes to their defaults 

For example, the following command lines will be interpreted as follows: 

INPUT MODE 1 R E 
·SIMPLE SPIRAL 100 13 14 20 21 400 381.97 84-00-00 -1 
LOCATE DlR 1 2 30.0 100.0 260.67 

In this case the SIMPLE SPIRAL command interprets the data item 381.97 as a 
radius rather than the standard degree of curvature for this item. The 
LOCATE DIRECTION command interprets the data item 260.67 as an elevation 
rather than the standard vertical angle. 

However, the commands 

SIMPLE SPIRAL 100 13 14 20 21 400 d12-00-00 84-00-00 -1 
LOCATE DlR 1 2 30.0 100.0 d87-20-20 

would result in a degree of curvature and vertical angle interpretation, 
respectively. The prefix in each of these commands overrides the mode 
settings. 

... / 

,./ 
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Note: Using a. command line prefix to specify interpretation according to the 
standard default command is NOT recommended when input modes are set. 
The. preferred procedure is to clear input modes prior to selecting the 
command. 

Qperator Sequence for Alpha 

1. Key in lNPUT MODES. 

The system responds: 

lNPUT MODES action /curve mode /height mode /unit mode 

2. Key in values for the fields according to the specifications shown above. 
Remember to skip fields with a comma (,). 
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8. POINTS/COORDINATES COMMANDS 

The POINTS/COORDINATES menu block includes commands for storing and deleting 
points and coordinates. It also includes commands for computing and storing 
coordinates for new points relative to previously defined geometric 
descriptions. The POINTS/COORDINATES menu block is divided into four parts: 

• GENERAL Commands 

• LOCATE Commands 

• DIVIDE Commands 

• INTERSECT Commands. 

8.1 GENERAL Commands 

Use the GENERAL commands to store, delete, copy, and move points. Also, use 
these commands to redefine coordinates or elevations of points. GENERAL 
POINTS/COORDINATES commands include the following: 

Command 

STORE 

For 

storing points with known coordinates and redefining 
coordinates 

DELETE COORDINATES deleting points from the database 

COPY POINT copying the coordinates of a known point to another 
pointlD 

MOVE POINTS moving points 

DEFINE Z graphically redefining the elevation of a point 
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8.1.1 STORE 

The STORE command assigns a point ID of n to the coordinates cl, c2, and z 
(optional). You can assign up to 2,147,483,647 point ID's to be stored in 
each ICS database. The point ID must be a positive number in the range from 
1 to 2,147,483,647. 

In graphiCs, the STORE command annotates points according to specifications 
of the active feature if the ACTIVE FEATURE LOCK is ON. If the ACTIVE 
FEATURE LOCK is OFF, this command annotates points according to 
specifications of the default feature. The areas of the feature table that 
affect the way point annotation is placed are: the symbol area, annotation 
area, Flag 2, Mise 1, and 2nd feature number (see Section 12.1.1 for more 
details). Also, if the ACTIVE JUSTIFICATION LOCK is on, the justification 
from the IGDS menu overrides the justification of the active or default 
feature (see Section. 7 .3.6). 

Although you will probably want to use the COPY POINT and MOVE POINTS 
commands, you can use STORE to copy the coordinates of a known point to 
another point ID and to alter the coordinates of a known point. To copy a 
point from a known point, input the command with the new point ID, 0 for cl, 
0 for c2, 0 for z and finally,, the ID of the known point from which cl, c2, and 
z are to. be assigned. It is often advisable to copy the coordinates of 
points to other points before using commands that alter these ·vatues. For 
instance, you might want to copy the coordinates and elevations of points to 
other points before using an ADJUST/TRANSFORM command. 

To alter either a coordinate or the elevation of a known point, you input the 
following: 

• point_ID c1 Cnew value) 0 0 -1 (to alter c1) 

• point_ID 0 c2 (new value) 0 -2 (to alter c2) 

• point_ID 0 0 z Cnew value) -3 (to alter z) 

By default, ICS issues a warning if you attempt to use a point ID that 
already exists. Then you can choose to redefine the point or not. If you 
do not want to be warned, you can chan.ge a parameter in ICS.P AR (see 
Section 3.6). 

.--" . '• 
'/ .. ~· 

. """" . . .·, 
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Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in STORR 

The system responds: 

SfORE n cl c2 /z /p 

2. Identify the following: 

n the ID of the point to be defined or the ID of the known point to 
be altered. 

cl c2 the coordinates of the point. The coordinate sequence is set up in 
the ICS:I' AR parameter file (Northing, Basting or x,y ). 

p the ID of a previously detmed point or the field number (-cno). 
If p is positive, ICS intetprets it as the ID of a previously 
defined point, and n takes its values. If p is negative, ICS · 
interprets it as -cno, and it will change the coordinate or 
elevation. Possible values for -cno include: -1, -2, and -3. 

z the elevation. 
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8.1.2 DELETE COORDINATES 

The DELETE COORDINATES command deletes points. You can use this command in 
two ways: 

• Identifying the point with a key-in to dele~ database information only 

• Identifying the point graphically (with a data point or fence) to 
dele~ database information and the graphics associa~ with the point. 

Identjfyjnz the Point wjth a Key-in 

Using the key-in method, you key in the points to be dele~ in the 
description des. You can en~r a list of points (enclosed in parentheses), a 
figure (no parentheses), or a list of figures (enclosed in \>rackets). If you 
en~r a figure, all the points in .the figure are deleted. 

Note: If you la~r decide you want to dele~ the graphics that are left, you 
can do that using any IGDS DELETE command. Because of database 
linkages, be sure to have the IGDS DELETE EN1TTY command set to OFF. 

Identjfyjnz the Point Graphjc.l!y 

To dele~ graphics associa~ with a point, as well as the database 
information, you must identify the point graphically. If you press <D> on an 
ICS point symbol and accept with another <D>, that point is dele~ from the 
database, and the point symbol and the point ID are dele~ as well. 

Note: Other annotation associa~ with the point is not dele~. 

You can also use an IGDS fence to dele~ several points at a time. (The 
FENCE toggle command must be ON, and the FENCE CONTENT toggle must be set to 
points.) Af~r placing a fence in graphics, select DELETE COORDINATES from 
ICS, and all points within the fence are dele~. The point symbols and 
point ID's are dele~ also, but no other annotat.ion is deleted. Unless the 
fence overlap lock is ON, ICS will not dele~ point ID's ex~mal to the 
fence. If the inside lock is ON, be sure that all the point symbols and ID's 
are comple~ly inside the fence. You will have a chance to accept or reject 
the identified points listed in the status fields. 
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Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in DELETE COORDINATES. 

The system responds: 

DELETE COORDINATES des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the points to be deleted. 
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8.1.3 COPY POINT 

The COPY POINT command copies the coordinates and elevation of a known point 
to another point !D. It is often advisable to copy the coordinates of points 
to other points before using commands that alter these values. For insta.D.ce, 
you might want to copy the coordinates and elevations of points to other 
points before using an ADJUST/TRANSFORM command. 

Note: The graphics will stack if AUTO PLOT is ON. 

To copy a list of points, you can key in a list of points in parentheses. 
You can also identify a list of points grapbicaliy, by placing a fence around 
the points you want to copy before you select the command. 

If you want to translate the coordinates of the new points, you can use the 
optional parameters dx, dy, dz. These parameters will increment or decrement 
the new coordinate values. For example, the command · 

COPY POINT (100-110) 200 100.0 100.0 10.0 

creates points 200 through 210 with coordinate values incremented 100.0, 
100.0, and 10.0 from the coordinates of points 100 through 110. 

Qperator Se!Juence 

1. Select or key in COPY POINT. 

The system responds: 

COPY POINT des /n /d:x: /dy /dz 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the points to be copied. 

n the ID of the point to be defined. 

d:x: translation in x coordinate for the new point (databi.se EASTING 
coordinate). · 

dy translation in y coordinate for the new point (database NORTHJNG 
coordinate). 

dz translation in z coordinate for the new point (database ELEVATION 
coordinate). 

.. -~·· ··.··-·· 

/ 
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8.1.4 MOVE POINTS 

The MOVE POINTS command moves eXisting points to new locations and updates 
the database. You indicate the ttanslations for each coordinate using the 
parameters dx, dy, and dz. Moving points in the alpha environment is 
different than moving points in the graphics environment. The sections below 
describe how you can move points in each of these environments. 

Moyjng- Points jn the Alph~ Environment 

In alpha you can move more than one point by keying in a list of points in 
parentheses. In alpha mode MOVE POINTS does net move the graphics point 
symbol or associated ID. If AUTO PLOT is ON, then this command will plot the 
points with the new ID's at their new locations. However, if you want 
existing graphics deleted, you will have to use the IGDS DELETE command. 

Movin£ Points jn the C'mphjcs Environment 

In graphics you can give precision inputs in the form of a ox~ key-in. In a 
3D design file you can perform both top and front view moves. The key-ins 
are interpreted differently according to the view. The key-in DX=100,200 for 
a front view would be interpreted as: 

delta x = 100 
delta y = 0 
delta z = 200 

The key-in DX=100,200,2S for a top view would be interpreted as: 

delta x = 100 
delta y = 200 
delta z = 25 

In graphics you can use the MOVE POINTS command to perform a fence move or a 
single point move. If a fence is active, the command . assumes you are 
performing a fence move. 

Single Point Move 

The single point move resembles the IGDS MOVE ELEMENT command. You press 
<D> on the point you want .to move. Then you indicate the new location by 
pressing <D> or by using a precision key-in. ICS moves both the ICS point 
sYmbol and its associated ID, and updates the database. Then ICS prompts you 
for the next point you . want moved. 
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Fence Move 

The fence move resembles the IGDS fence move command. You press <D> to 
. accept the fence contents and to define the from point. Then you indicate 
the new location (the to point) by pressing <D> again or by using a precision 
key-in. ICS then moves all ICS points and their associated ID annotation and 
updates the database. (Remember to update your screen to see the graphic 
results.) 

Additionally, the fence move can move all graphic items within the fence. 
This option is controlled by the ICS FENCE CONTENTS setting. If FENCE 
CONTENTS is set to POINTS, ICS moves only ICS points and their ID annotation. 
If it is set to FIGURES, ICS moves all graphics within the fence. 

Operator Seouence 

1. Select or key in MOVE POINTS. 

The system responds: 

MOVE POINTS des dx dy dz . 

2. Identify the following: 

des .description of the points to be moved. 

dx translation in x coordinate (database EASTING coordinate). 

dy translation in y coordinate (database NORTHING coordinate). 

dz translation in z coordinate (database ELEVATION coordinate). 

Note: MOVE POINTS always interprets dx, dy, and dz as translations in the 
database EASTING, NORTIUNG, and ELEVATION values. The coordinate order 
specified in ICS.PAR has no affect. 

/ 
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8.1.5 DEFINE Z (Graphics Only) 

DEFINE Z redefines the elevation of any point. Both the database and design 
file are updated with the new elevation. You must identify the point by. 
pressing <D>; ICS will not accept a key-in for the point. 

Note: DEFINE Z uses the STORE command to change the elevation of the point. 
Although the co=and is DEFINE Z in graphics, the report file ancj audit 
trail file will show the use of STORE to change z. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select DEFINE Z. 

The system responds: 

DEFINE Z p z 

2. Identify the following: 

p the ID of the point for which you are defining the elevation; you 
must identify it by pressing <D>. 

z new elevation. 
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8.2 LOCATE Commands 

Use the LOCATE commands to compute and store coordinate values in a database. 
With the exception of TANGENT and PARAU.EL LINE commands, ICS computes only 
one point for each command execution. Most of the LOCA1E co=ands compute 
points relative to lines and/or arcs. The lines and axes do not have to 
exist; only the parameters used to define them such as the points, direction, 
radiu.s, etc; mu.st be known. 

Offsetting a Point 

Some LOCA1E co=ands allow you to specify a positive or negative offset. A 
positive offset is to the right in a forward direction; a negative offset is 
to the left. For example, if you defined a figure from pl to p2, a positive 
offset would be to the right of the line, looking from pl to p2, and a 
negative offset would be to the left. If you defined a figure from p2 to pl, 
a positive offset would be to the right of the line, looking from p2 to pl. 

Ounputing Eleyatjons of Points 

To compute and store elevations, use the following POINT LOCATION commands: 
LOCA1E LINE, LOCATE DIRECTION, LOCATE ANGLE, and LOCA1E DEFLECTION 
co=ands. These co=ands accept a vertical angle, an elevation value, or a 
rod reading to define the z coordinate. The Earth's curvature is accounted 
for when u.sing vertical angles. 

By default, these LOCA1E co=ands accept vertical angles for defining the z 
coordinate. If you want to enter an elevation or rod reading instead, you 
have two choices. One option is to change the default u.sing the INPUT MODES 
command in the ENVIRONMENT menu block (see Section 7.3.12). This co=and 
allows you to change the default for all LOCA1E co=ands to either elevation 
or rod reading. 

The other option you have is to indicate which option you are u.sing by 
prefixing the value. You prefix an elevation value with an upper or 
lowercase E and a rod reading with an. upper or lowe= L. See Section 
2.3.4 for more details. 

-···--..... 

.. o·.·)· 
. . 
·· .. 
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Note: If you set the default to elevation or rod reading and want to input a 
vertical angle, prefix the vertical angle value with an upper or 
lowercase A. 

To compute elevations Cz) using a vertical angle or a rod reading, you must 
first establish an instrument height (HJ.). . You can set the instrument 
height with the SET HEIGHT command, which is in the ENVIRONMENT menu block 
(see Section 7.3.3). 

Note: Do not confuse the SET HEIGHT command with the LEVEL RUN command. 
The SET HEIGHT command sets a given instrument height and target 
heights, while the LEVEL RUN command calculates the instrument 
elevation and point elevations. 

You have two options when using a vertical angle to compute elevations. If 
you set the vertical reference direction in the IGS.P AR parameter file to 
horizontal, you can enter angles measured from the horizon. If you set it to 
zenith, you can enter angles measured either from the zenith or the· nadir. 

Usin~ Traverse Mode 

LOCATE LINE, LOCATE DIRECTION, LOCATE ANGLE, and LOCATE DEFLECTION can be 
used in conjunction with the TRA VERSEISIDESHOT environment setting (see 
Section 7 .3.8). · If you tum traverse mode on, when you use any of these 
commands repeatedly, the new point located becomes the known point for the 
next thi:te you use the command. This allows you to input traverse 
measurements. With sideshot. mode on, the known point (and the backsight 
point, if used) remains the same for consecutive uses of the commands. This 
allows you to rapidly input sideshct measurements. 
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LOCATE eommands include the following: 

Command 

LOCATE LINE 

LOCATE DIRECTION 

LOCATE ANGLE 

LOCATE DEFLECTION 

TANGENT OFFSET 

PARALLEL LINE 

EXTEND ARC 

ANGLE RESECTION 

TANGENT 

LEVEL RUN 

For 

locating a new point by distance along a line defined 
by two points 

locating a new point by distance and direction from a 
known point 

locating a new foresight point by angle and distance 

locating a new foresight point by deflection angle 
and distance 

locating a new point at the intersection of a line 
defined by two points and a perpendicular offset from 
a third point 

locating two new points defining a line offset 
parallel to a line defined by two known points 

locating a new point at a given arc distance from a 
known point 

locating a new point by angular resection (three 
known points used) 

locating the points of tangency for lines tangent to 
two circles 

calculating the instrument elevation and point 
elevations 

_,.,._,_ 
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8.2.1 LOCATE LINE 

The LOCATE LINE command locates paint n at a horizontal distance dis from 
point p1, in a direction toward point p2. A negative distance reverses the 
above direction. You can enter a slope distance instead of a horizontal 
distance, if you follow the distance by the vertical angle va. You also have 
the option to specify an offset off. 

If you know the elevation of point p 1 and specify the vertical angle, ICS 
will use the heights of the active instrunient and foresight target from SET 
HEIGHT to compute the elevation of point n. You can specify an optional 
offset. If you specify T dis, ICS .will scale the distance dis by the ratio 
distance from p1 to p2, divided by Tdis (use this for prorating a database 
distance given the corresponding measured or record distance). 

If you intend to use elevations, use the SET HEIGHT command to establish the 
instrument and target heights. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in LOCATE LINE. 

The system responds: 

LOCATE LINE pl p2 n dis Iva /off trdis 

2. Identify the following: 

pl the known point from which the distance is measured. 

p2 the known point that indicates the direction of the line. 

n the ID of the point to be defined. 

dis the horizontal/slope distance to point n. It can be expressed 
using the D delimiter. 

va vertical lll).gle. Skip this field by keying in 90. if you are using 
zeniths. 

off offset. Positive to the right Cfrom p1 to p2); negative to the 
left. 

Tdis measured terrain distance between p1 and p2. 
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p2 z_/ 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

LOCATE LINE p1 p2 n dlo /va /off /Mdlo 
1 2 3 75 

3 2736.1818 1228.3354 
LOCATE LINE p1 p2 n dlo /va /off /Mdlo 

1 2 4 (D1 2+75) 
2817.1368 1343.7004 

LOCATE LINE p1 p2 n dlo /va /off /Mdla 
2 5 -75 

5 2650.0200 11e5.55a4 

4 
_o 

/ 
/ 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

Figure 8-1. LOCATE LINE 

December 1987 

.: ... ·.) . . . 
'-· .. 
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8.2.2 LOCATE DIRECTION 

LOCATE DIRECTION locates point n from point p at a direction dir and 
horizontal distance dis. You can enter a slope distance instead of a 
horizontal distance, if the distance is followed by the vertical angle va. 
You also have the option to specify an offset of f. 

If the elevation of point p is known and you specify the vertical angle, ICS 
computes the elevation of point n using both active instrument height and 
foresight target height. You set the active instrument height using the SET 
HEIGHT command. ICS computes the foresight elevation using the vertical 
angle and slope distance dis to point n. 

If you intend to use elevations, use the SET HEIGHT r.onl!Dand to establish the 
instrument and target heights. 

Qpexator Sequence 

1. Select or key in LOCATE DIRECTION. 

The system responds: 

LOCATE DIRECTION p n dir dis Iva /off 

2. Identify the following: 

p the ID of the point from which the measurements are taken. 

n the ID of the point to be defined. 

dir direction of the line. It can be expressed as an azimuth or 
bearing, or can be calculated using the A delimiter. 

dis the horizontal/slope distance. It can be expressed using the D 
delimiter. 

va vertical angle. Skip this field by keying in 90. if you are using 
zeniths._ 

off offset. Positive to the right; negative to the left. 
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p 

REPORT Fll.E USTING: 

'l 
9 . . . 

STORE n e1 e2 /z /p or p e1 e2 /z /-cino 
6 2702.6599 1711.2489 0.eee0 

6 2702.6599 1711.2489 
LOCATE DIRECTION p n dlr dla /vo /off 

6 7 45. 100 
7 2773.3706 1781.9596 

LOCATE DIRECTION p n dlr dla /va /off 
6 8 S75-25-36.6E 150 

8 2664.9597 .1856. 4339 . 
LOCATE DIRECTION p n dir dla /va /off 

6 9 (A6 7 -45.) 175 
9 2877.6599 1711.2489 

n 

0.0000 DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

Figure 8-2. LOCATE DIRECTION 

December 1987 

,,•)··. '.-·, 

.. 
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8.2.3 LOCATE ANGLE 

LOCATE ANGLE locates the point nFS at a horizontal clistance dis and angle cmg 
from point pOC with a backsight to point pBS. The angle can be positive for 
clockwise (to the right) or negative for counterclockwise (to the left). You 
can enter a slope clistance instead of a horizontal distance if you follow the 
clistance by the vertical angle vaFS. You also have the option to specify an 
offset off. 

1f the elevation of pOC is known, ICS uses the height of the active 
instrument and the foresight target height (elevation) to compute the 
elevation of point nFS. The foresight elevation is computed using the 
vertical angle and slope clistance. 1f a vertical angle is measured to the 
backsight, and the elevation of pBS is known, then LOCATE ANGLE either 
computes the elevation of pOC (if it is unknown) or updates the current 
value. 

Additionally, you have the option to use the parameters vaBS and pVB. The 
point of vertical backsight pVB indicates where the vertical angle of the 
backsight vaBS measurement is taken. 1f .pVB is the same as the horizontal 
backsight point pBS, you key in the same point ID for both data fields. The 
pVB should be defined in x, y, and z. 

1f you intend to use elevations, use the SET HEIGliT command to establish the 
instrument and target heights. 

Q\lerator Se!J»ence 

1. Select or key in LOCATE ANGLE. 

The system responds: 

LOCATE ANGLE pBS pOC nFS ang dis /vaFS /off /vaBS pVB 
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2. Identify the following: 

pBS the known point used as the backsight. 

pOC the known point from which ·the measurements are taken. 

DFS the ID of the point to be defined. 

ang the horizontal angle. Positive to the right; negative to the left. 
It can be expressed in the standard angle format, or can be 
calculated using the G delimiter. 

the horizontal/slope distance to point nFS. It can be expressed 
using the D delimiter. 

vaFS the vertical angle to the foresight point. Skip this field by 
keying in 90. if you are using zeniths. 

off offset. Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

vaBS the vertical angle to the backsight point. Skip this field by 
keying in 90. if you are using zeniths. 

pVB · the known point of vertical backsight, where the vertical angle to 
.. the backsight vaBS is measured. 
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pBS 10 

14 

( +) 

pOC 11 • ------- d1s 12 pFS 
------------------~ . 

• . 
• . . 
6 

13 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

LOCATE ANGLE pBS pOC nFS ong dis fvofS /off /voBS pVB 
10 11 12 120. 170 

12 2225.6764 1371.2959 DEFAULT 
LOCATE ANGLE pBS pOC nFS ong dis fvoFS /off /voBS pVB . 

10 11 13 -160. 50 
13 2194.9562 1205.4519 DEFAULT 

LOCATE ANGLE pBS pOC nFS ong dlo fvoFS /off /voSS pVB 
10 11 14 (55.+10-30-30) 130 

14 2341.4885 1289.3492 DEFAULT 

Figure 8-3. LOCATE ANGLE 
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8.2.4 LOCATE DEFLECTION 

The LOCATE DEFLECTION co=and locates nFS at distance dis and deflection 
angle defl from the extension of the line from pBS through pOC. The 
deflection can be positive for clockwise (to the right) or negative for 
counterclockwise (to the left). You can enter a slope distance instead of a 
horizontal distance if you follow the distance by the vertical angle vaFS. 
You also have the option to specify an offset of f. 

If the elevation of pOC is known, ICS uses the height of the active 
instrument and the foresight target height (elevation) to compute the 
elevation of point nFS. The foresight elevation is computed using the 
vertical angle and slope distance. If a vertical angle is measured to the 
backsight, and the elevation of pBS is known, then LOCATE DEFLECTION will 
compute the elevation of pOC (if it is unknown) or update the current value 
if present in the database. 

Additionally, you have the ·option to 11Se the parameters vaBS and pVB. The 
point of vertical. backsight pVB indicates where .the vertical angle of the 
backsight vaBS measurement is taken. If pVB is the same as the horizontal 
backsight point pBS, you key in the same point ID for both data fields. The 
pV B should ·be defined in x, y, and z. 

If you intend to use elevations, use the SET HEIGIIT command to establish the 
instrument and target heights. 

Qrerator SeQuence 

1. Select or key in LOCATE DEFLECTION. 

The system responds: 

LOCATE DEFLECTION pBS pOC nFS defl dis /vaFS /off /vaBS pVB 

,··· 
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2. Identify the following: 

pBS the known backsight point on the line. 

pOC the known occupied point on the line. 

nFS the ID of the point to be defined. 

defl the deflection angle. Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

dis 

It can be expressed in the standard angle format, or can be 
calculated using the G delimiter. · 

the horizontaVslope distance to point nFS. It can be expressed 
using the D delimiter. 

vaFS the vertical angle to the foresight point. Skip this field by 
keying in 90. if you are using zeniths. 

off offset. Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

vaBS the vertical angle to the backsight point. Skip this field by 
keying in 90. if you are using zeniths. 

p VB the known point of vertical backsight, where the vertical angle to 
the backsight vaBS is measured. 
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pBS 15 

1'l. nFS 
pOC _,~5 _______ .o 

16 -~----

.' .'::::::):_ --------0 18 
,' "' ,/ \', defl (-) 

~~~~ "~ ... ' 
/' \ ' 

,,' \ '' 
(fJ, ·e ', 
20 17 

REPORT Fll.E USTING: 

LOCATE DEFLECTION pBS pOC nFS dofl dis /vaFS /off /vaBS pVB 
15 16 17 +20. 90 

17 2173.9007 177<4.3902 DEFAULT 
LOCATE DEFLECTION pBS pOC nFS dofl dis /vaFS /off /vaBS pVB 

15 16 18 --40. 100 
18 22<4<4.6994 1838.23<41 DEFAULT 

LOCATE DEFLECTION pBS pOC nFS dofl die /vaFS /off /vaBS pVB 
15 16 19 -G18 16 17 140. 

19 2288. <4607 1 875. 2955 DEFAULT 
LOCATE DEFLECTION pBS pOC nFS dofl dis /vaFS /off /voBS pVB 

15 16 20 90. 110 
20 2181.<4731 1658.6686 DEFAULT 

Figure 8-4. LOCATE DEFLECTION 

December 1987 

')' 
''· _ .. 
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8.2.5 TANGENT OFFSET 

The TANGENT OFFSET co=and finds the .points of intersection between the line 
connecting points p 1 and p2, and the perpendicular offsets to points in the 
description des. The intersection points are stored in the database as point 
numbers n., n+l, n+2, etc. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in TANGENT OFFSET. 

The system responds: 

TANGENT OFFSET n des pl p2 

2. Identify the following: 

. n the ID of the first intersection point to be defined. 

des description of the set of offset points to be projected 
perpendicular onto the line defined by pl and p2. 

pl· a known point on the line. 

p2 another known point on the line. 
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pl 42 

TANGENT OFFSET 

45 

n 

49 

G •••• 

' 
' 

n des p1 p2 
0 (+4--46) 42 43 

47 2823.2561 
From 42 to 
From 47 to 

48 2756.7665 
From 42 to 
From 48 to 

49 2706.2475 
From 42 to 
From 49 to 

··., n+ 1 
···-~8 

n+2 
47 

' 
' 

' ' ' 

43 p2 

' 

' 
44 

\, 
des = (44-46) 

46 
'0 

3309.1878 
47 276.4319FT 
44 125.5878FT 
3230.3689 
48 173.3141FT 
45 82.4514FT 
3170.4821 
49 94.9649FT 
46 70.9545FT 

DEFAULT 

right 
DEFAULT 

left 
DEFAULT 

right 

Figure 8-5. TANGENT OFFSET 

December 1987 

... --..,\ 
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8.2.6 PARALLEL LINE 

The PARALLEL I.JNE command computes the end points of a line that is offset 
parallel a distance off from a line previously defined by points pl and p2. 
You have the option to specify dz to make the z value of each new point equal 
to the sum of the z of the original point and dz. lf the z value of the 
original point is undefined, dz has no effect on the z value. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in PARALLEL LINE. 

The system responds: 

PARALLEL LINE pl p2 off /nl n2 /dz 

2. Identify the following: 

pl the known starting point of the line. 

p2 the known end point of the line. 

off the offset for the new line. Positive to the right Cfrom pl to 
p2); negative to the left. 

nl the ID of the starting point to be defined. 

n2 the ID of the end point to be defined. 

dz the value to be added to the original z value. 
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pl 50 

' 0 ' 
r '" r ' 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

PARALLEL LINE p1 p2 off /n1 /n2 /deltoz 
50 51 95 

52 
53 

2643.4715 
2837.3396 

3643.7894 
3872.1713 

p2 51 

Flgure 8-6. PARALLEL LINE 

December 1987 

53 n2 

DEFAULT 
DEFAULT 

...• , 
j --· 
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8.2.7 EXTEND ARC 

The EXTEND ARC command locates the coordinates of point nPT. Point nPT is 
located at an arc distance of arc measured from pPC with the radius of the 
arc equal to the distance from pCC to pPC. A positive value for the 
distance locates nPT in a clockwise direction; a negative value locates nPT 
in a counterclockwise direction. 

Qperaw Seqyence 

1. Select or key in EXTEND ARC. 

The system responds: 

EXTEND ARC pPC pCC nPT arc 

2. Identify the following: 

pPC 

pCC 

nPT. 

arc 

the known point from which the measurements are tsken. 

the known point that ls the center of the arc. 

the ID of the point to be defined. 

the distance along the arc from pPC to nPT. Positive for 
clockwise (to the right); negative for counterclockwise (to the 
left). 
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55 

54 

56 
0 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

EXTEND ARC pPC pCC nPT arc 

58 57 59 90. 
59 2334.8393 

pPC 

58 
~--~----~:_c:.:90 nPT 

: .......... 5q 

3371.7651 

f .......... 0 

. . . . 
• . . . . . 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

57 pCC 

DEFAULT 

Ftgure 8-7. EXTEND ARC 

December 1987 

······~ j 
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8.2.8 ANGLE RESECTION 

The ANGLE RESECTION command is used to locate an occupied position based on 
three known points and the angles between them. The command locates a new 
point n, given three knovin points (pl, p2, p3), the angle angl measured from 
the line connecting n and p 1 to the line connecting n and p2, arid the angle 
ang2 measured from the line connecting n and p2 to the line connecting n and 
p3. See Figure 8-8. 

For fairly accurate resection solutions, both angles should be between 60 and 
120 degrees. An optimal solution is found if the angles equal 120 degrees. 
ICS computes solutions for all cases except where all four points (pl, p2, p3, 
n) fall on the edge of the same circle. If the new point n is not inside the 
triitngle whooe vertices are pl, p2, and p3 [(angl + ang2) < 180 deg). then the 
known points (pl, p2, · p3) should be listed in a clockwise order with respect 
to the new point n. 

Qperator Seqyence 

1. Select or key in ANGLE RESECTION. 

The system responds: 

ANGLE RESECTION p1 p2 p3 ang1 ang2 /n 

2. Identify the following: 

p1 the first known point. 

p2 the second known point. 

p3 the third known point. 

angl the angle measured between the line connecting n and pl and the 
line connecting n and p2. It can be expressed in the standard 
angle format, or can be calculated using the G delimiter .. 

ang2 the angle measured between the line connecting n and p2 and the 
line connecting n and p3. It can be expressed in the standard 
angle format, or can be. calculated using the G delimiter. 

n the ID of the point to be defined by the angle resection. 
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p2 92 

~ . . . . . . . . . 
\ p3 93 

•\ , .. ",A 

\ , .. '' 
\ / 
\ ,' 
'.\ ong2 ,.,,..' 

angl(\~········· . . 
\ , .... ' 

1 91 . . \ ,,.,,.. 
P --------------e .8------------- 94 

REPORT F1LE llSTING: 

·ANGLE RESECTION p1 p2 p3 ang1 ang2 /n 
91 92 93 73-38-40 68-43-10 

n 

94 2197.1571 3773.1552 DEFAULT 

Figure 8-8. ANGLE RESECI'ION 

December 1987 

··'""0 ::-' ; 
''::·: ... ' .. . , __ _ 
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8.2.9 TANGENT 

The TANGENT command locates the tangent to two cixcles. 'I'h.iJl command finds 
the point of tangency nl on a cixcle with center pCCl and radius r 1, and the 
point of tangency n2 . on a cixcle with center pCC2 and radius r2. You can use 
one of two methods to locate the tangent with thls command. 

Method 1: Usin£ the Optional Parameters 

If you invoke the optional sign and ext variables, you must enter the larger 
cixcle first. If the tangent leaves the. fb:st (or larger) cixc!e in a 
clockwise direction, as shown in Figure 8-9, the Value of sign should be 1; 
otherwise, it should be -1. If the tangent is external, the value of ext 
should be 1. For a cross or internal tangent, ext should be -1. 

Method 2: Not Usin£ the Qptjonal "Parameters 

If you do not invoke the ext and sign variables, you can enter the arcs in any 
order. In thls case you describe the desired tangent by looking .from the 
center of the fb:st cixcle you enter toWl!Id the center of the second cixcle 
you enter. If the point of tangency is on the left, you key in the radius of 
the cixcle as a negative Value. Otherwise, key in the radius of the circle 
as a positive value. 

1. Select or key in TANGENT. 

The system responds: 

TANGENT n1 pCC1 r1 n2 pCC2 r2 /sign /ext 

2. Identify the following: 

n1 the ID of the point that is to be defined as the point of tangency 
on the fb:st cixcle. 

Note: For Method 1 the fb:st cixcle must be the larger cixcle. 
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pCC1 the known point that is the center of the fixst circle. 

r1 the radius of the fixst circle. It can be expressed using the D 
delimiter. 

n2 the 1D of the point that is to be def"med as the point of tangency 
on the second circle. 

Note: For Method 1 the second circle must be the smaller circle. 

pCC2 the known point that is the center of the second circle. 

r2 the radius of the second circle. It can be expres>ed using the D 
delimiter. 

sign for Method 1 only: the direction the tangent leaves the large 
circle. 1 for clockwise (to the right); -1 for counterclockwise 
(to the left). 

ext for Method 1 only: 1 for external tangent; -1 for cross. or 
internal tangent. · 

,._ .·) 
. · ... 

·,·,.~ 

-~) 
·-.,/ 
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62 

clockw1se C 
<s1gn = 1>1 ( 

counterclockw1se \\ 
<s•gn = -1> ~ 

REPORT FILE llSTING: 

TANGENT n1 pCC1 rl n2 pCC2 r2 /dlr /ext 
0 60 87.5 0 61 67.5 1 1 

62 
63 

2868.6793 
2855.3235 

4149.5994 
4374.7038 

From 62 to 63 93-23-43.7 
TANGENT n1 pCC1 r1 n2 pCC2 r2 /dlr /ext 

0 60 87.5 e 61 67.5 -1 -1 

From 

64 
65 

2719.3346 
2835.7692 
64 to 

4206.1622 
4323.0740 
65 45-7-1.9 

Figure 8-9. TAN GENT 

DEFAULT 
DEFAULT 

225.5003FT 

DEFAULT 
DEFAULT 

165.0012FT 
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8.2.10 LEVEL RUN 

The LEVEL RUN co=and calculates the instrument elevation and foresight (or 
target) point elevations. The instrument elevation is the sum of the 
backsight elevation and the rod shot of the backsight, and it is useful for 
calculating further sideshota. The elevation. of the foresight is the 
instrument elevation minus the rod shot of the foresight. 

The instrument elevation is needed for the LOCATE FROM ALIGNMENT co=and. 
Therefore, if you need to determine. the instrument height, run the LEVEL RUN 
co=and before LOCATE FROM AllGNMENT. (You can enter the elevation directly 
with the LOCATE FROM AllGNMENT co=and.) To calculate the instrument height 
you must include the rod shot of the backsight r BS. The optional parameters 
nFS and rFS are not needed if you only want to calculate the instrument 
height. 

To calculate a new foresight point, include the optional parameters nFS and 
rFS when you run LEVEL RUN. If foresight point nFS is already defin~. only 
the z coordinate changes; the x and y coordinates stay the same. If 
foresight point nFS is previously undefined, the x and y coordinates of the 
point generated are set equal to (0,0). 

Qperator Seouence 

1. Select or key in LEVEL RUN. 

The system responds: 

LEVEL RUN pBS rBS /nFS rFS 

2. Identify the following: 

pBS the known backsight point. The elevation of this point is used to 
compute the instrument elevation. . 

rBS the rod shot on the backsight. 

nFS the ID of the new foresight point, or a previously defined point 
(pFS) in x,y. 

rFS the rod shot of the foresight. 

.. ··:\ 
· .... j 
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REPORT FILE LISTING: 

STORE 100 0 0 500.013 
100 0.0000 0.0000 

STORE 20~ 0 0 507.323 
20~ 0.0000 0.0000 

LEVEL RUN 100 5.68 101 3.91 
XLEV-1-1NELEV, Instrument elevation Ia 
XLEV-1-ELEVFS, foresight elevation at point 

LEVEL RUN 101 7.9~ 102 4.83 
XLEV-1-1NELEV, Instrument elevation Ia 
XLEV-1-ELEVFS, foresight elevation at point 

LEVEL RUN 102 11.35 103 4.12 
XLEV-1-1NELEV, Instrument elevation Ia 
XLEV-1-ELEVFS, foresight elevation at point 

LEVEL RUN 103 3.22 104 8.10 
XLEV-1-INELEV, Instrument elevation Ia 
XLEV-1-ELEVFS, forealght elevation at point 

500.0130 DEFAULT 

507.3230 DEFAULT 

505.6930 
101 Is 

509.7230 
102 Ia 

516.2430 
103 Ia 

515.3430 
104 Is 

Figure 8-10. LEVEL RUN 

501.7830 

504.8930 

512.1230 

507.2430 
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8.3 DIVIDE Commands 

Use the DIVIDE commands to establish new coordinate values relative to 
previously defined descriptions. These commands provide a simple and direct 
method for establishing multiple points. You can specify numbers to be 
assigned to the new values in the command line, or you can allow ICS to 
assign default values. DIVIDE commands include the following: 

DIVIDE LINE 

DIVIDE ARC 

DIVIDE FIGURE 

SUBDIVIDE SECTION 

For 

dividing a line into a specified number of segments 
of equal length 

dividing an arc into a specified number of segments 
of equal length 

dividing a figure into a I!Pf'Cified number of segments 
of equal length 

subdividing a section of land into sixteen parcels 
according to PLSS specifications 

.'_'·-;-)· 
·· .... ~. 

{· 

\;:..,. .. 

.:""";, 
.j_J 
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8.3.1 DIVIDE LINE 

The DIVIDE LINE command divides the straight-line distance between points pl 
and p2 into a number of segments (div) of equal length. The point numbers 
for the intermediate points begin with n and increase by 1, with the last 
intermediate point given the number n+(div-2). If you omit n, ICS assigns 
the next available point ID's to the intermediate points. 

OJlerator Seqyeuce 

1. Select or key in DIVIDE LINE. 

The system responds: 

DIVIDE LINE pl p2 div /n 

2. Identify the following: 

p1 the starting· point of the line to· be divided. 

p2 the end point of the line to be divided. 

· div the number ·of segments the line is to be divided into. 

n the ID of the point to be placed at the end of the first section. 
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pl 21 

REPORT FIT.E USTING: 

DIVIDE LINE p1 p2 dlv /n 
21 22 4 e 

23 2722.9669 
24 2765. 1679 
25 2807.3689 

24 

23 n 

2171.9179 
2237.9500 
2303.9820 

n+l 

22 p2 

25 n+2 

DEFAULT 
DEFAULT 
DEFAULT 

Figure 8-11. DIVIDE LINE 

December 1987 

·-·:--.. 
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8.3.2 DIVIDE ARC 

The DIVIDE ARC rommand divides a clockwise arc with center pCC i.Uto. a number 
o equal segments£ (dtv) between pPC and pPT. The point !D's for the 
intermediate points begin with n and increase by 1, with the last 

·intermediate point given the number n+(dtv-2). If you omit n, ICS assigns 
the next available point !D's to the intermediate points. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in DIVIDE ARC. 

The system responds: 

DIVIDE ARC pPC pPT pCC div /n 

2. Identify the following: 

pPC the arc's first known point (in a clockwise direction). 

pPT the arc's second known point (in a clockwise direction). 

pCC the known point that is the center of the arc. 

div the number of segments the arc is to be divided into. 

n the ID of the first intermediate point to be defined. 
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28 
0 

n 
31 

d1v = 
pPC 

n+2 
33 

4 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' -- ' ---:_____________ / 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

DIVIDE AAC pPC pPT pCC dl.v /n 
273029-40 

31 
32 
33 

2787.3635 
2829.795-4 
28-45.55-47 

2649.2876 
2710.5462 
2783.3798 

----ci zq 

30 pPT 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

pCC 

DEFAULT 
DEFAULT 
DEFAULT 

Figure 8-12. DIVIDE ARC 

December 1987 
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8.3.3 DIVIDE FIGURE 

The DIVIDE FlGURE command divides the figure described by des into a number 
of equal segments (dtv ). The point numbers for the intermediate points begin 
with n and increase by 1, with the last intermediate point given the number 
n-+{dlv-2). If you omit n, ICS assigns the next available point ID's to the 
intermediate points. 

Note: Defining the figure is not necessary. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in DIVIDE FlGURE. 

The system responds: 

DIVIDE FlGURE des div /n 

2. Identify the following: 

des the figure ID or a list of points to describe the figure to be 
divided. 

div the number of segments to divide the figure into. 

n the ID of the first intermediate point to be defined. 
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n 39 

35 

34 

REPORT F1LE USTING: 

DIVIDE FIGURE des div /n 
1 4 0 

37 

d1v = 4 

Point Coordinates 

Potnta on line 35 36 
39 2261.3043 2153.2290 

Points on line 36 37 
40 2349.0459 2249.9356 

Points on line 37 38 
41 2327.2610 2364.5213 

Figure 8-13. DIVIDE FIGURE 

December 1987 

41 n+2 

38 

. '') .. -. 

:· ....... 
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8.3.4 SUBDIVIDE SECI'ION 

The SUBDIVIDE SECTION command subdivides a section of land into 16 parcels 
according to requirements of the Public Land Survey System CPLSS). For legal 
requirements see the Manual of Instructicns for the Survey of Public Lands of the 
Unlted States published by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (1973, Technical 
Bulletin No. 6, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.). 

You enter the section number nSec (a value from 1 to 36) and a list of four 
section corner point numbers in any order in the description desl. The point 
numbers for the new points generated begin with n and increase by 1 with the 
last point generated given the number n-i-{16-2). If you omit n, the new 
points are assigned the next available point numbers in the database, 
incremented by 1. 

Addition!llly, you have the option to include a list of quarter section points 
in any order in the description des2. You can enter any number of points up 
to four; quarter section points that you do not enter will be automatically 
computed. · 

ICS computes the points dividing the section into quarter-quarter section 
parcels as described below. 

i-.ii..\1---- .0:::----j\j---- ~----Nt:. 

6 7 8 9 10 

w----12----c----13----E 

16 :l ·.: 18 19 20 

-----.- .. ·~-·BE 
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NW, NE, SW,. and SE are the section comers, which you enter in desl. N, E, 
S, and W are the quarter section points, which you can optionally enter in 
des2; otherwise, these points are computed. The other points are computed as 
follows: 

• Points 6, 8, and 10 
Sections 1-6 set 20 chains North of W, C, and E. 
Sections 7-36 set equidistant on N-s 1/4 section line. 

• Points 16, 18, 20, 4, 14, and 24 
Sections 1-36 set equidistant on N-S 114 section line. 

• Points 2, 12, and 22 
Sections 6, 7, 18, 19, 30, and 31 set 20 chains West of points N, C, 
and S. 
Sections 1-5, 8-17, 20-29, and 32-36 set equidistant on E-W 1/4 
section line. 

• Points 7, 9, 17, and 19 
Sections 1-36 set by intersection of lines .Pining opposite quarter
quarter points. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in SUBDIVIDE SEC110N. 

The system. responds: 

SUBDIVIDE SEC110N nSec desl /n /des2 

2. Identify the following: 

nSec the section number in the township (in the range from 1 to 36). 

des1 description of the four section comer point ID's listed in any 
order. All four points are required. 

n the point ID for the first point generated. 

· des2 optional description of quarter section points. You can list any 
number of them up to four. Quarter sections points not entered 
will be computed. · 

, .. -· 

.·.·) 
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153 
167 152 . 

--------r--------~---- 164 151 ---- t I : I ~--------
1 I I I 
I I I I 
I I I . I . I 
I I I I i I I I 

15a 1110 115• : I 
.). - - - - - - - - --<>- - - - - - - - - i - - - - 171 I I"" I ------ ~ l : I :----------r 
I I I I I 
I I I . I I 

I I I 
I I I . 

I I I 

1 : =GI~ : . I 156 168 I I ~-------9---- 11571'/1 __ _,165 il50 I I t"" H T------

1 I I I 

I I I I 

I 
I I 
I I I I I 

I lSI I 172 I 162 . : I +- ________ -<>- 173 I 163 

I I ---------r---------~---------,. 
I I I I I. 

I I 
I 

I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I 
~ 15<0 • . I I I 

~-------~~------~~------~~------~~ 

Figure 8-14. SUBDIVIDE SECTION 
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REPORT Fn.E LISTING: 

SUBDIVIDE SECTION noeet deo1 /n /deo2 
14 (1 151 153 154) 0 (150 152} 

153 NW CORNER 16973.6769 925.7149 0.0000 
167 16996.8154 2182.9149 
152 N 1/4 CORNER 17019.9539 3440.1149 0.0000 
164 16950.5379 4813.0079 
151 NE CORNER 16881.1219 6185.9009 0.0000 
158 15655.7304 944.9832 '') 
170 15664.1905 2211.1258 ~:-.·~._ .. : > 
159 15672.6506 34n.2s83 
171 15634.7890 4810.3741 
160 15596.9274 6143.4799 
156 W 1/4 CORNER 14337.7839 964.2514 
168 14331.5656 2239.3366 
157 CENTER 14325.3473 3514.4218 
165 14319.0401 4007.7403 
150 E 1/4 CORNER 14312.7329 6101.0589 e.0000 
161 13017.9250 983.54n 
172 13016.7440 2267.0441 
162 13015.5631 3550.5406 
173 13014.3378 4843.1537 
163 13013.1124 6135.7669 
154 SW CORNER 11698:0660 1802.8439 0.0000 
169 11701.9225 2294.7516 
155 S 1/4 CORNER 11705.7790 3586.6594 
166 11709.6354 4878.5672 

'.) 1 SE CORNER 11713.4919 6170.4749 0.0000 

Figure 8-14. SUBDIVIDE SECTION (Continued) 
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8.4 INTERSECT Commands 

The INTERSECf commands compute the intersection of lines, an:s (curves),· 
figures, and spirals. Lines and an:s do Mt have to already exist to perform 
an intersection; only the pa=eters used to define them, such as the points, 
direction, radius, etc., must be known. Figures and spirals must be defined 
in the database to perform an intersection. 

Using the Point p!D for Selecting an Intersection Point 

Whenever you execute an INTERSECf command, ICS calculates a single point of 
intersection. If more than one intersection is possible, ICS computes all 
possible intersections and the distance from each possible intersection to a 
point piD you specify. If piD is positive, ICS defines the closest 
intersection point to piD as the intersection; if piD is negative, ICS 
defines the farthest intersection ~int to piD as the intersection. 

Offsetting the Point of Intersection 

You can also specify a positive or negative offset(s) for the point of 
intersection. A positive offset is to the right in a forward direction; a 
negative offset is to the left. For example, if you defined a figure from pl 
to p2,. a positive offset would be to the right of the line, looking from pl 

. to p2, ·and a negative offset would be to the left. If you defined a figure 
from p2 to pl, a positive offset would be to the right of the line, looking 
from p2 to pl. 

When a figure is offset, the lines making up the figure remain the same 
length except where no intersection would occur without an extension. In 
that case the appropriate line is extended until an intersection occurs. 
Ukewise, when intersecting lines, a line is extended to create an 
intersection, and when intersecting an arc, an are is extended. 

Computing Elevations of Points 

Some of the INTERSECf commands allow you the option to define elevations of 
points. These commands accept a vertical angle, an elevation value, or a rod 
reading to define the z coordinate. The Earth's curvature is accounted for 
when using vertical angles. 

By default, these INTERSECf commands accept vertical angles· for defining the 
z coordinate. If you want to enter an elevation or rod reading instead, you 
have two choices. One option is to change the default using the INPUT MODES 
co=and in the ENVIRONMENT menu block (see Section 7 .3.12). This co=and 
allows you to chaoge the default for INTERSECf commands to either tlevation 
or rod reading. 
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The other option you have is to indicate which option you are using by 
prefixing the value. You prefix an elevation value with an upper or 
lowercase E and a rod reading with an upper or lowercase L. See Section 
2.3.4 for more details. 

Note: If you set the default to elevation or rod reading and want to input a 
vertical angle, prefix the vertical angle value with an upper or 
lowercase A. · 

To compute elevations Cz) using a vertical angle or a rod reading, you must 
. establish an instrument height (Hl.) before fi.Ist. You can set the 
instrument height with the SET HEIGIIT command, which is in the ENVIRONMENT 
menu block (see Section 7.3.3). 

Note: Do not confuse the SET HEIGIIT command with the LEVEL RUN command. 

. 

The SET HEIGIIT command sets a given instrument height and target 
heights, while the LEVEL RUN command calculates the instrument 
elevation and point elevations. 

You have two options when using a vertical angle to compute elevations. If 
you set the vertical reference direction in the IGS.P AR parameter f'11e to 
horizontal, you can enter angles measured from the horizon. If you set it to 
zenith, you can enter angles measured either from the zenith or the nadir. 

Intexsectins- Spirals wjth Other Geometries 

ICS contains three spiral intersection commands: UNE SPIRAL, CURVE SPIRAL, 
and SPIRAL SPIRAL These commands use the most recently created spiral. If 
you have stored spirals within a figure, it is usually preferable to use the 
comparable figure intersection command. 

Although ICS allows compound (combining) spirals to be stored within figures, 
the intersection of compound spirals with other geometries is not currently 
supported. This limitation can be overcome by recognizing that a compound 
spiral is a portion of a longer simple spiral This simple spiral shares a 
common tangent and CS with the compound spiral and has a length 1

5 
of 

1
8 

= (lcs * dc2)/(dc2-dcl) 

where del and de2 (de2 > del) are degrees of curvature at the endpoints of the 
compound spiral, and lcs is the length of the compound spiral 

Thus, intersections with compound spirals can be computed by creating a-
temporary figure having a SIMPLE SPIRAL OUT of length ~ from the CS at the _ 
end of the short tangent of the compound spiral You then intersect this 
figure with the other geometry. · 

'")• ·.;:·. ·· .• 
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INTERSECT commands include the following: 

POINTS INTERSECT 

DIRECTION INTERSECT 

POINTS DIRECTION 
. INTERSECT 

ARC LINE POINTS 

ARC LINE DIRECTION 

ARC ARC INTERSECT 

FIGURE LINE 
INTERSECT 

For 

locating the intersection of two lines, each defined 
by two points 

locating the intersection of two lines, each defined 
by a point and direction 

locating the intersection of two lines, one defined 
by two points and the other defined by a point and 
direction 

locating the intersection of an arc and a line that 
is defined by two points 

locating the intersection of an arc and a line that 
is defined by a point and directiori 

locating the intersection of two ares 

locating the intersection of a figure or list of 
points and a line defined by a point and a direction 

FIGURE ARC INTERSECT locating the intersection of a figure or list of 
points and an arc 

FIGURE FIGURE · 
INTERSECT 

LINE SPIRAL 

CURVE SPIRAL 

SPIRAL SPIRAL 

locating the intersection of two figures or lists of 
points 

locating the intersection of a line and a spiral 

locating the intersection of an arc and a spiral 

locating the intersection of two spirals 
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8.4.1 POINTS INTERSECI' 

The POINTS INTER.SECI' command locates the coordinates of point n defined by 
the intersection of the line through pl and p2 with the line through p3 and 
p4. If the angle is less than 6 degrees, ICS issUes a warning, but it does 
perform the intersection. You can offset the point of intersection by 
distance offl from the first line and/or distance off2 from the second line. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in POINTS INTERSECT. 

The system responds: 

POINTS INTERSECT n pl p2 p3 p4 /offl /off2 

2. Identify the following: 

n the iD of the point to be defined· by the intersection. 

pl a known point on the first line. 

p2 another known point on the first line. 

p3 a known point on the second line. 

p4 . another known point on the second line. 

offl the distance to offset the point of intersection from the first 
line. Positive to the right (from pl to p2); negative to the left. 

off2 the distance to offset the point of intersection from the second 
line. Positive to the right (from p3 to p4); negative to the left. 

., .... ,·'· .. : ... , 
. . ·_~j 
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n 

70 

.-"! -- . -- . 
p2 68 ~~,·/' \ 

, .. " \ 

pl 69 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

POINTS INTERSECT n pl p2 p3 p4 /offl /off2 
0 69 68 66 67 

70 2876.4053 5318.5477 

• . . 
• . . 67 p4 

66 p3 

DEFAULT 

Figure 8-15. POINTS INTERSECT 
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8.4.2 DIRECTION INTERSECT 

The DIRECTION INTERSECf co=and locates the coordiriates of point n defined by 
the intersection of two lines: one through point p1 at direction dirl and the 
other line through point p2 at direction dir2. If the angle is less than 6 
degrees, ICS issues a warning, but it does perform the intersection. You can 
offset the point of intersection by distance off 1 from the first line or -of f2 
from the second line. 

If you specify val and va2, and define elevations· of points pl and p2, ICS 
will first compute the intersection of point n in the ry plane. ICS will 
then use the vertical angles to compute the mean elevation of point n, using 
the heights of both active instruments 1 and 2, and foresight targets for 
both points pl and p2. 

If you intend to use elevations; use the SET HEIGHT command to establish the 
instrument and target heights. 

Qperaror Sequence 

1. Select or key in DIRECTION lNT,ERSECf. 

The system responds: 

DIRECTION INTERSEcr n pl dirt p2 dir2 /offl /off2 /val va2 

2. Identify the following: 

n the ID of the point to be defined by the intersection. 

pl a know:n point on the first line. 

dirl the direction of the f1rst line. It can be expressed as an azimuth 
or bearing, or can be calculated using the A delimiter. 

p2 a know:n point on the second line. 

dir2 the direction of the second line. It can be expressed as an 
azimuth or bea~g. or can be calculated using the A delimiter. 

offl the distance to offset the point of intersection from the first 
line. Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

off2 the· distance to offset the point of intersection from the second 
line. Positive to the. right; negative to the left. 

.··· 

··~-

... 

.··.'?\ 
-:,~·_;) 
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val the vertical angle from pl to point n. Skip this field by keying 
in 90. if you are using zeniths. 

va2 the vertical angle from p2 to point n. Skip this field by keying 
in 90. if you are using zeniths. 

n 

73 

pl 

REPORT FlLE USTING: 

DIRECTION INTERSECT n p1 dlr1 p2 dlr2 /off1 /off2 /va1 va2 
0 71 7<4-20-15 72 N15-36-40W 

73 2303. 7+40 5340.9799 DEFAULT. 

Figure 8-16. DIRECTION INTERSECT 

p2 
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8.4.3 POINTS DIRECTION INTERSECT 

The POJNTS DIRECTION INTERSECf command locates the coordinates of point n 
defined by the intetseetion of a line through p 1 and p2 with a line from p3 
at direction dir. If the angle is less than 6 degrees. ICS issues a warning, 
but it does perform the intetseetion. You can offset the point of 
intetseetion by distance offl from the first line and/or off2 from the second 
line. 

You have the option to specify the vertical angle va to compute the elevation 
of point n. ICS computes this elevation using the heights of the active 
instrument and foresight target for instrument 1 at point p3. 

If you intend to use elevations, . use the SET HEIGIIT command to establish the 
instrument and target heights. 

Qperator Seauenre 

1. Select or key in POINTS DIRECTION INTERSECf. 

The system responds: 

POJNTS DIRECTION INTERSECf n p1 p2 p3 dir /offl /off2 /va 

· 2. Identify the following: 

n the ID of the point to be defined by the intersection. 

pl a known point on the first line. 

p2 another known point on the first line. 

p3 a known point on the second line. 

dir the direction of the second line. It can be expressed as an 
azimuth or bearing, or can be calculated using the A delimiter. 

offl the distance to offset the point of intersection from the first 
line. Positive to the right Cfrom pl to p2); negative to the left. 

off2 the distance to offset the point of intersection from the second 
line. . Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

va the vertical angle from p3 to point n. Skip this field by keying 
in 90.. if you are using zeniths. 
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pl 74 

REPORT F1LE USTING: 

p2 75 

_________ dJ,.. 

--
--------- 76 p3 

-----"" 

POINTS DIRECTION INTERSECT n p1 p2 p3 dlr /off1 /off2 /va 
0 74 75 76 -65-20-30 

77 2759.3310 5715.9785 DEFAULT 

Flgure 8-17. POINTS DIRECI'ION INTERSECI' 

•' 
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8.4.4 ARC LlNE POINTS 

The ARC LINE POINTS co=and locates the coordinates of point n defined by the 
intersection of a circle centered at point pCC with radius r, and a line 
through pl and p2. You can. offset the point of intersection from the line by 
the distance of f. 

Qperator &xluence 

1. Select or key in ARC LINE POINTS. 

The system responds: 

ARC LINE POINTS n pCC r pl p2 piD /off 

2. Identify the following: 

n the ID of the point to be def"med by the intersection. 

pCC the known point that is the center of the arc. 

r . -the radius of the arc. It can be expressed using the D delimiter. 

pl a known .point on the line:-

p2 another known point on the line. 

piD a known point that indicates the intersection to be selected. 
Positive near to piD; negative far from piD. 

off the distance to offset the point of intersection from the line. 
Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

~- ........ 

) 

~- ·. 

. · . ./ 
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pl 79 

n 

82 

REPORT. Fll..E USTING: 

ARC LINE POINTS n pOC r p1 p2 piD /off 
0 78 120.0 79 8e -s1 

82 2856.3894 6206.1082 

81 plD 
0 

80 p2 

DEFAULT 

Flgure 8-18. ARC LINE POINTS 
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8.4.5 ARC LINE DIRECTION 

The ARC LINE DIRECTION command locates the coordinates of paint n defined by 
the intersection of a circle centered at pCC with radius r and a line through 
point p at a direction dlr. You can offset the point of intersection f~om 
the line by the distance of f. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in ARC LINE DIRECTION. 

The system responds: 

ARC LINE DIRECTION n pCC r p dir piD /off 

2. Identify the following: 

n the 1D of the point to . be dermed by the intersection. 

pCC the known point that is the center of the arc. 

r the radius of the arc. It can be expressed using the D delimiter. 

p a known point on the line. 

dir the direction of the line. It can be exptessed as an azimuth or 
bearing, or can be calculated using the A delimiter. 

piD a known point that indicates the intersection to be selected. 
Positive near to piD; negative far from piD. 

off the distance to offset the point of intersection from the line. 
Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

·_j 
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n 86 

.................... 

-----._01,... 
·· ... ·· 
··'·: :·· 

pCC 83 G·----~-~~:~~---~::~~--·::, . 
r = 120 ·· •.. 

REPORT Fll.E llSI'ING: 

ARC LINE DIRECTION n pCC r p dlr p!D /off 
0 83 120.0 84 NS&-30-27W -as 

86 2365.9413 6161.2429 

85 plD 
0 

··--. 84 p 
''A 

DEFAULT 

Flgure 8-19. ARC LINE DIRECTION 

.. , .. 
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8.4.6 ARC ARC INTERSECT 

The ARC ARC INTERSECT command locates the coordinates of point n defined by 
the intersection of the arc centered at pCC1 with radius r 1 and the arc 
centered at pCC2 with radius r2. You can specify the arcs in any order. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in ARC ARC INTERSECT. 

The system responds: 

ARC ARC INTERSECT n pCCl rl pCC2 r2 piD 

2. Identify the following: 

n the ID of the point to be defined by the intersection. 

pCCl the known point that is the center of the first arc. 

rl the radius of the first arc. It can be expressed using the D 
delimiter. 

pCC2 the known point that is the center of the second arc. 

r2 the radius of the second arc. It can be expressed using the D 
delimiter. 

piD a known point that indicates the intersection to be selected. 
Positive near to p:l D; negative far from pi D. 

. .. ) 
.. . . 

· .. :;. 

. .. / 
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• . 
('): 

,...._. / 
-.. -. .. . 

IJ ,' 

.I. ,: . . 
pCCl 87 ci 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

ARC ARC INTERSECT n pCC1 r1 pCC2 r2 piD 
0 87 117.3 88 100 89 

90 27~.3537 6796.<4927 

88 pCC2 

n 

8'l plO 
0 

DEFAULT 

Flgure 8-20. ARC ARC INTERSECI' 
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8.4.7 F1GURE LINE INTERSECT 

The F1GURE LlNE INTERSECT command locates the coordinates of point n defined 
by the intersection of figure f g with a line through point p at direction 
dlr. You have the option to offset the point of intersection from the figure 
by distance offg and offset the point of intersection from the line by 
distance of f. 

Note: F1GURE LlNE INTERSECT extends lines to infinity when no intersection 
would result otherwise. If you are not careful, unexpected 
intersections may result. 

Operator Seqyence 

1. Select or key in F1GURE LlNE INTERSECT. 

The system responds: 

F1GURE LlNE INTERSECT n fg p dir piD /offg /off 

2. Identify the following: 

n . the JD. of the point to be .defined by the intersection.· 

fg the figure ID. Note:. You can also enter a des here. 

p the known point on the line. 

dir the direction of the line. It can be expressed as an azimuth or 
bearing, or can be calculated using the A delimiter. 

piD a known point that indicates the intersection to be selected. 
Positive near to piD; negative far from piD. 

offg the distance to offset the point of intersection from the figure. 
Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

off the distance to offset the point of intersection from the line. 
Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

·. 

.. , ..• ) 
·: .. : . 

· .... · 

··~ ·-

•'') .. f.::::: 
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.............. 
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REPORT FlLE LISTING: 
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fiGURE LINE INTERSECT n fg p dlr p!D /offg /off 
0 2 99 S67W 96 

Intersection ia at I fne 95 96 
100 2702.5531 7122.3297 DEfAULT 

Figure 8-21. FIGURE LINE INTERSECT 
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8.4.8 FIGUl!E ARC INTERSEcr 

The FlGURE ARC INTERSECT co=and locates the coordinates of point n defined 
by the intersection of figure Jg and a ciicle centered at pCC with radius r. . . 
You have the option to offset the point of internection from the figure by 
distance ojjg. 

Note: FlGURE ARC INTERSECT extends lines to infinity when no inte:rse<;tion 
would result otherwise. If you are not careful. unexpeeted 
internections may result. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in FlGURE ARC INTERSECT. 

The system responds: 

FlGURE ARC INTERSEcr n fg pCC r piD /offg 

2. Identify the following: 

n the ID of the point to be defined by the inte:tseGtion. 

fg ·the figure ID. Note: You can also enter a des here, 

pCC the known point that is the center of the arc. 

r the radius of the arc. It can be expressed using the D delimiter. 

piD a known point that indicates the intersection tO be selected. 
Positive· near to piD; negative far from pi D. 

offg the distance to offset the point of internection from the figure. 
Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

......... 

) 
' .. 
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FIGURE ARC INTERSECT n fg pCC r piO /offg 
0 3 105 106.5 103 
Interoeetlon toot line 102 

106 2874.5028 7774.8630 
103 

DEFAULT 

Figure 8-22. FIGURE ARC INTERSECI' 
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8.4.9 FIGURE FIGURE INTERSECf 

The FlGURE FlGURE INTERSECf command locates the coordinates of point n 
defined by the intersection of figure f g 1 and figure f g2. You have the 
option to offset the point of intersection from the figure f g 1 by distance 
offg1. and to offset the point of intersection from the figure fg2 by distance 
offg2. 

Note: FlGURE FlGURE INTERSECf extends lines to infinity when no intersection 
would result otherwise. If you are not careful, unexpected 
intersections may result. 

Qperator Seqyepce 

1. Select or key in FlGURE FlGURE INTERSECf. 

The system responds: 

FlGURE FlGURE INTERSECf n fgl fg2 piD /offgl /offg2 

2. Identify the following: 

n the -ID of the point to be defined by the intersection. 

fgl the first figure ID. Note: You can also enter a des here. 

fg2 the second figure ID. Note: You can also enter a des here. 

piD a known point that indicates the intersection to be selected. 
Positive near to piD; negative far from piD. 

offgl the distance to offset the point of intersection from the first 
figure. Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

offg2 the distance to offset the point of intersection from the second 
figure. Positive. to the right; negative to the left. · 

' .) 

,."'\ 
.;J 
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Figure 8-23. FIGURE FIGURE INTERSECI" 
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8.4.10 LINE SPmAL 

The LINE SPIRAL command locates the coordinates of point n defined as the 
intersection of the line through pl and p2 and the most recently stored 
simple spiraL (Spirals have to be defined using the SIMPLE SPIRAL or the 
SPIRAL LENGTII command). See Section 8.4 for information on intersecting 
compound spirals. 

Note: You might want to store the spiral in a figure and use the FIGURE LINE 
INTERSECT command. 

OJ>erator Seqyepce 

1. Select or key in LINE SPIRAL 

The system responds: 

LINE SPIRAL n pl p2 piD 

2. Identify the following: 

n the ID of the point to be defined by the intersection. 

pl a known point on the line. 

p2 another known point on the line. 

piD a known point that indicates the intersection to be selected. 
Positive near to piD; negative far from piD. 

•• -rr 
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DEFAULT 
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118.0510FT 

Figure 8-24. LINE SPIRAL 
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8..4.11 CURVE SPIRAL 

The CURVE SPIRAL co=and locates the coordinates of point n defined as the 
intersection of the most recently stored simple spiral and the circle 
centered at pCC with radius r. (Spirals have to be defined using the SIMPLE 
SPIRAL or the SPIRAL LENGTII command). See Section 8.4 for information on 
intexsecting compound spirals. 

Note: You might want to store the spiral in a figute and use the FIGURE ARC 
INTERSECT command. 

OJ.xmrtor Sequence 

1. Select or key in CURVE SPIRAL 

The system responds: 

CURVE SPIRAL n r pCC piD 

2. Identify . the following: 

n the ID of the point to be defined by the intersection. 

r the· radius of the circular curve. It can be expressed using the D 
delimiter. 

pCC the known point that is the center of the arc. 

piD a known point that indicates the intersection to be selected. 
Positive near to piD; negative far from piD. 
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Figure 8-25. CURVE SPIRAL 
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8.4.12 SPIRAL SPIRAL 

The SPIRAL SPIRAL command locates the intersection point n of two simple 
spirals. The first spiral is the one you .have most recently stored using the 
SIMPLE SPIRAL or SPIRAL LENGTII command. The second spiral is defined by the 
known point of transition between tangent and spiral pTS, a direction dir HI', 
the length of the spiral ls, and the radius r of the curve for the second 
spiraL See &iction 8.4 for information on intersecting compound spirals. 

Note: You might want to store the spirals in figures and use the FIGURE 
FIGURE INTERSECT command. 

Qllerator Sequence 

1. Select or key in SPIRAL SPIRAL 

The system responds: 

SPIRAL SPIRAL n pTS dirBT 1s r 

2. Identify the following: 

n the ID of the point to be defined by the intersection. 

pTS · the ·point of transition from tangent to the second spiraL 

dirBT the direction of back tangent for the second spiraL It can be 
expressed as an azimuth or bearing, or can be calculated using the 
A delimiter. 

1s the arc length of the second spiral (from pTS to pSC). 

r the radius of the circular curve of the second spiraL Positive 
for clockwise spiral (to the right); negative for counterclockwise 
spiral (to the left). It can be expressed using the D delimiter. 
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9. FIGURES/ ALIGNMENTS COMMANDS 

The FIGURES/ ALIGNMENTS menu block includes commands for storing and deleting 
figures, establishing horizontal and vertical alignments, and computing 
points on or offsets to and from figures that have been stored as alignments. 
The FIGURES/ ALIGNMENTS menu block is· divided into three parts: 

e GENERAL Commands 

e HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT Commands 

e VERTICAL ALIGNMENT Commands. 

9.1 GENERAL Commands 

Use the GENERAL commands to store and delete figures, insert curves and 
spirals, 8sS:ign points parallel to an existing figure, and clear the active 
alignment. GENERAL FIGURES/ ALIGNMENTS commands include the following: 

STORE FIGURE 

INSERT CURVE 

INSERT SPIRAL 

DELETE FIGURE 

PARAll.EL FIGURE 

CLEAR ALIGNMENT 

For 

associating a group of points (optionally with 
curves, spirals, and/or stationing information 
included) and storing the information in the database 

inserting a curve in a figure in graphics only 

inserting a spiral in a figure in graphics only 

deleting a figure (its ID, grouping of points, and 
stationing) from the database 

assigning points parallel to an existing figure 

clearing the current (active) horizontal and 
associated vertical alignments 
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9.1.1 STORE F1GURE 

The STORE FIGURE command assigns a figure ID nfg to a grouping of point 
numbers used in the figure description des. The description can include 
ci.Icular curve and spiral information. Mter you assign the ID, you can use 

· it to identify the figure. In this way you can manipulate an entire group of 
points by specifying a figure ID. Additionally, you can use the optional 
parameters pA.L and sA.L to place stationing information in the database and 
activate an alignment while storing the figure. STORE FIGURE plots new 
figures as linework when executed with AUTO PLOT on. 

You can assign up to 2,147,483,647 figure ID's to be stored in each ICS 
database. The figure ID must be a positive number in the range from 1 to 
2,147,483,647. If you assign 0 to nfg, ICS automatically assigns the next 
available figure number to the figure. 

By default, ICS issues a warning if you attempt to use a figure ID that 
already exists. Then you can choose to redefine the figure or not. If you 
do not wam to be warned, you can cJum.ge a parameter in ICS.P AR (see 
Sectfcn 3.6). 

ICS stores point ID's Cnot their coordinates) in the figure area of the ICS 
database. The point numbers, in turn, refer to coordinates in the coordinate 
area of the · same Its database. Based on this logic, if you delete a figure, 
you are merely deleting the association of points, not the points themselves. 

How to Key in the Descrj;gtion des 

You can use the description des in various ways Csee Section 2.3.1 also). 
When listing point numbers as input in des, you can use a hyphen to indicate 
a range of point numbers. For a lengthy list of points, you can continue the 
description on subsequent lines by pressing <CR> without closing the 
parentheses. 

If you enter another figure number in des instead of a list of points, then 
the figure is stored as a duplicate of the original fi~ For example, the 
command · 

STORE FIGURE 60 10 

creates figure 60, which is identical to figure 10. 

·-~·· 
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You can also indicate curves and spirals in the description. To indicate 
that two points are connected by a curve rather than a straight line, you 
separate the two points in the data field by three additional items of 
information: the letter C which indicates a curve, the point number of the 
center of curvature, and the letter L or R to indicate left or right. For 
example, the command 

SfORE FIGURE 12 (63 C4R 2) 

creates figure 12, which is a curve to the right from point 63 to point 2. 
The curve is centered at point 4. 

To indicate that two points are connected by a spiral, input the point ID of 
the point of intersection of the tangents with an S before it. The input for 
storing a spiral in a figure is either (pTS pSIT pSC) or (pCS pSIT pSf). For 
example, the command 

STORE FlGURE 8 (5 S6 4 C12L 15) 

creates figure 8, which has a spiral from point 5 to point 4 with the 
intersection of the tangents at point. 6 •. · 

How to C'mphicallv Produce the I>escrjption des 

After entering a .nfg, you have the option to graphically enter the des. To 
do so, follow the prompts in the error/input field of your screen. When the 
prompt reads Identify point/Reset to end you can begin data-pointing the 
appropriate points. After each point highlights, the prompt ACCEPTIREJECI' 
appears in the error/input field, and the point ID number is displayed in the 
status field. If you have selected the point you wanted, you press <D>; 
otherwise, you press <R>. 

You can speed up the process by accepting a highlighted point with a data 
point on the next point you want in the description. When you have 
identified all the points in des, move away from the points and press <D>. to 
accept the last point. Do not accept on top of the last point, or it will be 
repeated in the description, such as (1 2 3 3). After accepting the last 
point, you complete the description by pressing <R>, which closes the 
description with a close parenthesis. Finally, press <D> to execute "the 
command, or <R>· to abort the command. 

While you are graphically inserting points into des, you might want to insert 
a curve or spiral. You can do that using the lliSERT CURVE and lliSERT 
SPIRAL co=ands, or by keying in the curve and spiral portions of the des 
using the C, R, L, and S characters. • 

No'te: Refer to the lliSERT CURVE and lliSERT SPIRAL commands to see how to 
graphically store figures with curves and spirals (see Sections 9.1.2 
and 9.1.3). 
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Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in STORE FIGURE. 

The system res ponds: 

STORE FIGURE nfg des /pAL sAL (alpha) 

-QR-

STORE FIGURE nfg des (graphics) 

2. Identify the following. 

December 1987 

nfg the ID of the figure to be stored. If you want to change an 
existing figure description, enter that figure ID instead of a new 
figure ID. 

des description of the points to store in nfg. 

pAL any position in the figure for which alignment stationing is to be 
defined. 

sAL the station of the point pAL. Do not include the +; for example, 
10!:65.3 should be keyed in as 1065.3. Defining pAL and sAL 
activates the alignment. 

,:·~ 
,.:: .. • 

'.·:.::··) . : . ~ . 

· ... _. 
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9.1.2 INSERT CURVE (Graphics Only) 

Use the INSERT CURVE command with the STORE FIGu'RE command to insert a curve 
in the figure you are storing. You identify the starting point of the curve 
before you select INSERT CURVE. The system then prompts you to identify the 
curve center point pCC and the curve end point. 

ICS automatically calculates the curve as the shortest arc from the PC to 
the PT. If you wish to place a curve that is the longer of the two possible 
arcs, you must key in C. then the pCC point number, and the direction (L or 
R) for the curve. You can do this instead of identifying the pCC with a 
data point. See Section 9.1.1 for more details. 

Note: This command builds curve information for the ICS STORE FIGURE 
command and submits it to ICS for processing. The results of .this 
command appear only in the description of a figure. 

Before selecting this command you must select the STORE FIGURE command and 
identify the starting point of the curve. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select INSERT 8URVE. 

2. Identify center of arc 

Place the cursor on the pCC and press <D>. 

The system hlghllghts the point you select. 

3. Identify center of arc RJCT/ACCPT 

Press <Il> to accept the highlighted point. If you place a data point on 
the end point of the arc, you can skip Step 4 and go to Step 5. 

Note: If there is not a tangent going into the curve, the system prompts 
you to press <Il> if the curve is to the right or press <R> if the 
curve is to the left. 

-OR-

Press <R> to reject the highlighted point. Return to Step 2. 
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4. Identify arc end point 

Place the cursor on the pPT and press <D>. 

The system highlights the point you select. 

5. Identify arc end point RJCrl ACCPT 

Pres; <D> to accept the highlighted point. 

The system returns to the STORE FIGURE CC1I!1IUl1ld prompts. 

-QR- •.·.·.· .. "\ 
. ) 

Press <R> to reject the highlighted point. Return to Step 4. 

. . ·.'.).· 
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9.1.3 INSERT SPIRAL (Graphics Only) 

Use the INSERT SPIRAL command with the STORE FIGURE command to insert a 
spiral in the figure. You identify the first point of the spiral·(TS or CS) . 
)>efore selecting INSERT SPIRAL When you select INSERT SPIRAL, the system 
prompts you to identify the tangent intersection point pSIT. A figure 
containing a spiral must also, at a minimum, contain the curve(s) associated 
with it. 

Note: This command builds spiral information for the ICS STORE FIGURE 
command and submits it to ICS for processing. The results of this 
command appear only in the description of a figure. 

Before selecting this command you must select the STORE FIGURE command and 
identify the starting point of the spiral. 

Qperator Seqyence 

1. Select INSERT SPIRAL 

2. Identify intersection point 

Place the cursor on the pSIT and press <D>. 

The system highlights the point you select. 

3. Identify intersection point RJcr/ACCPT 

Press :.:0,. to accept the highlighted point. If you place a data point on 
the curve tangent point, you can skip Step 4 and go to Step 5. 

-OR-

Press <R> to reject the highlighted point. · Return to Step 2. 
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4. Identify curve (tangent) point 

Place the cursor on the pSC or pST and press <D>. 

The system highllghts the point you . select. 

S. Identify curve (tangent) point RJCI'/ACCPT 

Press <D> to accept the highlighted point. 

The system returns to the STORE FIGURE commarui prompts . 

..QR-

Press <R> to reject the highlighted point. Return to Step 4. 
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9.1.4 DELETE FIGURE 

The DELETE FIGURE command deletes the description of a group of points as a 
figure in the database. This command does .not delete coordinates; it only 
deletes the figure that associates the points. To delete more than one 
figure, you can put the list of figures to be deleted in brackets (for 
example: [3 7 12-16] ). 

In graphics, you can identify figures with a data point on the figure element 
Clinework), a fence, or a key-in. ICS does not delete graphics if you use a 
key-in but does remove the database entry. If you use a fence, you need to 
perform a view update in order to see the results of the delete. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select DELETE FlGURE. 

The system responds: 

DELETE FIGURE des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the figure(s) to be deleted. 

Note: The figure 1D placed with closed figures is not deleted. 
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9.1.5 PARALLEL FIGURE 

The PARAil.EL FIGURE command assigns points parallel to a description of 
points des, offset at a specified distance off. A positive value for off 
offsets the new points to the right of the original figure looking ahead 
along the description. (If you do not know how a figure was stored in the 
database, use the command UST FIGURES.) If you want to offset to the left 
of the original figure, enter a negative offset. 

The new point numbers begin with n and increase by 1. The last point is 
given the number n+(k-11 where k denotes the number of points in the original 
figure. You also have the option to store the new points as a figure. If 
you use the optional nfg parameter, the new points are assigned the figure 
ID nfg. 

Additionally, if you want the new points to have a different elevation· than 
the original points, you can use the optional dz parameter. If you specify 
tills parameter, each new point elevation will be the sum of the original 
point elevation and dz. 

Note: This command computes offset spirals for graphics display and plotting 
onJ.y. ICS does not recognize spirals in a parallel figure as being 
parallel to. another spiraL 

Qperatm: Sequence 

1. Select or key in P ARAil.EL FIGURE. 

Tht: system responds: 

PARAllEL FIGURE des off n /nfg /dz 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the figure. 

off the distance to offset the parallel points from the original 
points. Positive to the right; negative to the left. 

n the .ID of the first point in the new figure. 

nfg the figure ID to be assigned to the parallel figure. 

dz the translation in the z coordinate. Positive to increase the 
elevation; negative to decreare. 

.··-~ 

···) .... 
~--~ 
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REPORT FILE USTING: 

STORE FIGURE nfg dea /pAL aAL or fg dea /pAL aAL 
3 (16 17 C19R 23 24) 

3 (16 17 C19R 23 24) 
Plotting feature Ia DEFAULT 

PARALLEL FIGURE fg off /n /Nfg /dZ 
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Figure 9-1. PARALLEL FIGURE 
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9.1.6 CLEAll. ALIGNMENT 

The CLEAR AlJGNMENT command disreganls the current active horizontal and 
vertical alignments. This command iB useful when you encounter erroneous 
data or key in erroneous stationing, such as illegal vertical curve lengths, 
when runuing the VERTICAL START and VERTICAL END commands. The SET 
AlJGNMENT co=and also clears the old alignment and lets you start the 
vertical alignment computations again (or activate a different horizontal 
alignment). See Section 9.2.1 for details on SET AlJGNMENT. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in CLEAR AlJGNMENT. (There are no data fields.) 

ICS disregards the currem Jwrlzomal and vertical alignments. 

·-.· ··)· 
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9.2 HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT Commands 

HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT commands allow you ·to access previously defined point or 
figure descriptions, and then compute new points, circular curves, and spiral 
curves and define station equations. With these commands,· you can also 
compute points on or offsets to and from figures that have been stored as 
alignments. 

Creatim;t an Ali2Jlment 

You can create alignments by using the STORE FIGURE or the SET ALIGNMENT 
command. When you use the STORE FIGURE command, you have the option to 
place stationing information in the database and activate an alignment while 
storing the figure. This alignment then stays active until you activate 
another alignment using the STORE FIGURE or SET ALIGNMENT command. 

If you want to activate. an alignment that was previously defined, use SET 
ALIGNMENT (ACTIVATE in graphics). If you did not place stationing 
information in the database when you defined a figure, you can use the SET 
ALIGNMENT command to do that at a later time. The alignment information 
(des, pAL, and sAL) is stored in the database if you enter this information 
with the STORE FIGURE command or the SET ALIGNMENT command. 

Note: When you specify stations beyond the limits of the stored alignment, 
ICS commands extend the alignment along tangents at each end. 

Usine the ~ of O!ryature or Radius to Define a O!rye 

Some of the HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT commands prompt you to enter a degree of 
curvature. By default these commands look for a degree of curvature. If you 
want to give the radius instead, you have two choices. One option is to 
change the default setting to radius using the INPUT MODES command in the 
ENVIRONMENT portion of the menu Csee Section 7.3.12). 

The other option you have is to give a radius value by prefixing the value 
with an upper or lowercase r. See Section 2.3.4 for more details. 

Note: If you set the default to radius and want to input a degree of 
curvature, prefix the degree of curvature value with an upper or 
lowercase d. 

By default, the FIT CURVE command looks for a radius. You can change 
this default to degree of curvature, or you can key in a degree of 
curvature by prefixing the value with an upper or. lowercase d. 
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HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT commands include the following: 

SEI' ALIGNMENT: 
ACTIVATE and DEFINE 
STATIONING 

STATION EQUATION 

REVERSE CURVE 

POINTS ON 
AUGNMENT 

FROM ALIGNMENT 

AUGNMENT OFFSET 

STREEI'S INTERSEct 

FIT CURVE: 
TANGENTS and EDGE 

SIMPLE CURVE 

SIMPLE SPmAL: 
IN and OUT 

POINTS ON SPIRAL: 
IN and OUT 

COMPOUND SPIRAL 

FIT ALIGNMENT 

For 

activating a horizontal alignment (and optionally 
an associated vertical alignment) and defining 
stationing 

defining a station equation for the horizontal 
alignment 

finding the points that define a curve, a reverse 
curve, and optionally a tangent between the two 
curves that will place a reverse curve transition 

locating and computing point(s) at a fixed interval 
along an alignment 

locating a point at a given station and offset 

locating points on an alignment by extending a 
perpendicular from a point, a series of points, or a 
figure to the alignment (the projection of the points 
are perpendicular to the active alignment) 

calculating the street returns of two streets, a 
street and a property line, or a street and a right
of-way· 

fitting a curve based . on tangents or three points on 
the curve 

calculating a curve based on an the degree of 
curvature/radius and the central angle 

calculating parameters associated with a simple 
spiral, given an incoming tangent, spiral length. and 
degree of curvature/radius of the circular curve. 

locating points at even intervals along a simple 
spiral 

calculating the critical points for a compound 
(combining) spiral as defined by length and by a 
degree of curvature/radius at each end 

calculating a spiral in. followed by a circular curve 
and then a spiral out, given a set of defined 
parameters 
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9.2.1 SET AI.JGNMENT: AcriVATE and DEFINE STATION1NG 

The graphics options ACTIVATE and DEFINE STATIONJNG are combined in the 
alpha SET AUGNMENT command. The SET AUGNMENT rommand(s) activate a 
horizontal alignment. The difference between the two graphic SET 
AUGNMENT commands is that the ACTIVATE command does not alter any 
stationing that is defined on the alignment, and the DEFINE STATIONJNG 
command does. DEFINE STATIONING erases all of the previously defined 
stationing of the alignment, redefines the stationing on the alignment, and 
activates the horizontal alignment. The alpha SET AUGNMENT command gives 
you the option to just activate an alignment or to activate an alignment and 
redefine station equations. 

Note: If you want to activate an IIS90Ciated vertical alignment as well as a 
horizontal alignment, you can do this using the optional V f g 
parameter. · · 

Qperntor Seqy.enre 

1. Select ACTIVATE or DEFINE STATIONJNG. 

-OR-

Key in SET AUGNMENT. 

The system responds: 

SET AUGNMENT Hfg /pAL sAL /Vfg 

2. Identify the following: 

Hfg the horizontal figure ID (alignment). 

pAL any point on the horizontal alignment. Skip this field with a zero 
(0). 

sAL the station of the point pAL. Skip this field with a zero (0). 

Vfg the vertical figure ID (alignment). 
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9.2.2 STATION EQUATION 

The STATION EQUATION command defines a station equation for the active 
horizontal alignment, beginning at a specified point on the alignment, where 
the previous station equation ends (Bksta) and the new station equation 
begins CAhsta). You have the option to define the station equation for a 
horizontal alignment that is not active by using the patameter H f g. 

The Ahsta should normally be greater than Bksta. If the Ahsta is less than 
Bksta, ICS automatically adds a constant to Ahstd. This constant is specified 
in the Ics.P AR parameter file. You should define station equations in 
sequence from the beginning of the alignment toward the end of the alignment. 

Qperator Seqyepce 

1. Select or key in STATION EQUATION. 

The system responds: 

STATION EQUATION Bksta Ahsta /Hfg 

2. Identify the following: 

Bksta _the back station. 

Ahsta the ahead station. 

Hfg the figure ID or group of points (alignment). 

REPORT Fli..E USTING: 

STATION EQUATION bkata ahata /fg 
520.5269 100 

%EQU-I-STAEQU, Station equation defined. 

Figure 9-2. STATION EQUATION 

... ·--

. .. · ... _) 

... 
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9.2.3 REVERSE CURVE 

The REVERSE CURVE command finds the point of intersection of two reverse 
curves, the tangent point of the second curve, and the location of the center 
of each curve. You can use the optional parameter tl to specify the tangent 
length between the two curves. If you do not specify tl, ICS assumes the 
tangent length i.s zero. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in REVERSE CURVE.· 

The system responds: 

REVERSE CURVE pl dirl rl p2 dir2 r2 nCCl /tl 

2. Identify the following: 

pl the ID of the known point PC of the first curve:- · 

dirl the direction of the back tangent through pl. 

. rl the radius of the first curve. -

p2 the ID of a known point through which the ahead tangent of the 
second curve. passes. 

dir2 the direction of the ahead tangent of the second curve. 

r2 the radius of the second curve. · 

nCCl the ID of the point to be dermed as the center of the first curve. 
ID's for the other generated points are nCCl+l, nCC1+2, etc. 

tl the tangent length. The default i.s zero. 
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Figure 9-3. REVERSE CURVE 
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REPORT FILE USTING: 

REVERSE CURVE p1 dlr1 r1 p2 dlr2 r2 nCC1 /tl 
43 S80E 240 44 N81E 175 0 0 

Circular curve 1 with fixed beginning point 
Center of curve 1: 

45 3159.1350 2094.6913 
Length 
Radlua 

204.7567FT Degree 
240.0000FT Delta 

Point of reverse curvature: 
3283.1674 2300.1566 

Circular curve 2 with floating end point 
Center of curve 2: 

47 3373.6076 2449.9751 
Length 
Radlua 

207.3340FT Degree 
175.0000FT Delta 

Polnt of tangency of curve 2: 
<48 3200.7621 2477.3511 

DEFAULT 
23-52-23.7 
48-52-55.4 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 
32-+1-25.6 
67-52-55.4 

DEFAULT 

Figure 9-3. REVERSE CURVE (Continued) 
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9.2.4 POINTS ON ALIGNMENT 

The POINTS ON ALIGNMENT co=and computes points at a fixed interval along 
an alignment. ICS computes points at each position that has a station evenly 
divisible by interval x, and optional offset off. The computed points are 
stored in the database as point numbers n, n+1, n+2, etc. 

If you want to have points calculated on only a section of the alignment, you 
can use the optional parameters sBEG and sEND. ICS calculates points only 
on the portion of the alignment that falls between stations sBEG and sEND 
if you specify these parameters. You c8.n assign zero to sBEG and sEND as a 
wild card to indicate from the beginning, or to the end, respectively. 

Be sure to run SET ALIGNMENT before running POINTS ON ALIGNMENT. 
See Section 9.2.1 for more information. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in POINTS ON ALIGNMENT. 

The system responds: 

POINTS ON ALIGNMENT x n /off /sBEG /sEND 

2. Identify the following: 

the distance between the new points. 

n the ID of the first point to be defined. 

off the distance to offset the points from the alignment. 

sBEG the station that is the starting point for placing points. 

sEND the station that is the ending point for placing points. 

.
.:' 

.····.)· 
•· .. 

· .. / 
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61 

orr:--. 
'?8' sBEG=0+25 

Figure 9-4. POINTS ON ALIGNMENT 
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REPORT FILE USTING: 

STORE FIGURE nfg dea /pAL aAL or fg dea /pAL-aAL 
5 (58 59 S60 61 C63R 64) 

5 (58 59 560 61 C63R 64) 
Plotting feature Ia DEFAULT 

XPL5-I-BEGPLO, plot took In progreso 
XPL5-I-ENDPLO, plot took complete 
SET ALIGN!o!ENT Hf g/pAL aAL /VI g 

5 59 0 

[ 1] 

XSAL-1-HORALAS, horizontal alignment assigned aucceasfully to flgure 
POINTS ON ALIGN!o!ENT x /n /off /oBEG /sEND 

25 0 -70 25 175 
Point Coordinates 

Spiral 59 61 
65 3697.2617 5111.3607 
66 3.721.2481 5121.7633 
67 3745.6949 5133.0061 
66 3n0.4427 5145.3846 
69 3795.2929 5159.2017 
70 3819.9975 5174.7597 
71 3844.2480 5192.34n 

Station 

0+25 
0+50 
0+75 
1+00 
1+25 
1+50 
1+75 

Figure 9-4. POINTS ON ALIGNMENT (Continued) 
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9.2.5 FROM ALIGNMENT 

In alpha, thls ccmm.and is LOCATE FROM ALIGNMENT. The FROM 
ALIGNMENT command locates point n at station sAL and optional offset off. 
The alignment is described in des and its stationing is defined by point pAL 
with station sAL in the SET ALIGNMENT command You have the option to 
specify an offset off. 

This command is useful for inputting croos-section data. You can specify the 
optional parameter rod to compute the elevation of n. The elevation of n is 
the instrument elevation minus the rod shot rod. You define the instrument 
elevation using the LEVEL RUN command, entering pBS rBS. 

Be SlUe to run SET ALIGNMENT before running FROM ALIGNMENT to activate an 
alignment. See Section 9.2.1 for more information. Also, if you intend to 
use elevations, use the LEVEL RUN command to establish the instrument 
elevation. 

OJ>erator Sequence 

1.. Select or key in FROM ALIGNMENT. 

The system. responds: 

LOCATE FROM ALIGNMENT n sAL /off /rod 

2. Identify the following: 

n the ID of the point whose coordinates are to be located. 

sAL the station at point n. 

off the distance to offset point n from alignment des. 

rod the rod height that will be used along with current instrument 
elevation (from LEVEL RUN) to compute n. 
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sn = 2+00 q4 

off = -70 

62 
64 
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Figure 9-5. LOCATE FROM ALIGNMENT 
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REPORT FILE USTING: 

STORE FIGURE nfg doo /pAL oAL or fg deo /pAL oAL 
8 (58 59 S60 61 C63R 64) 

6 (58 59 S60 61 C63R 64) 
Plotting feature lo DEFAULT 

XPLS-I-BEGPLO, plot took In progreso 
XPLS-I-ENDPLO, plot took complete 
SET ALIGNMENT Hfg/pAL oAL /Vfg 

8 59 e 

[ 1] 

XSAL-I-HORALAS, horizontal alignment aoolgned ouccooofully to figure 
LOCATE FRa.l ALIGNJ.IENT n on /off /rod 

94 200 -70 
94 3367.6661 5212.2275 e.e0e0 2-H!0 

LOCATE FRa.l ALIG!'fdENT n on /off /rod 
95 55 

95 3197.3808 5187.7703 0.0000 0+55 
LOCATE FRa.l ALIGNMENT n on /off /rod 

96 355 +80 
96 3324.0450 5416.2464 0.0000 3+55 

Flgure 9-5. LOCATE FROM ALIGNMENT (Contlnued) 

6 

-70.0000 

80.0000 
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9.2.6 ALIGNMENT OFFSET 

The ALIGNMENT OFFSET command locates points on an alignment by extending a 
perpendicular from a point, a series of points; or a figure to the active 
alignment. 

Note: AUGNMENT OFFSET extends lines to infinity when no intersection would 
result otherwise. lf you are not careful, unexpected intersections may 
result. 

Additionally, if the alignment begins or ends with a curve, ICS extends 
the curve if no intersection would result otherwise. ICS extends 
curves from the end of the alignment to ensure that the projection of 
each point is perpendicular to the alignment (or extension of the 
alignment). See Figure 9-6. 

This command calculates the distance along the extended curve from the 
end of the alignment to the point of perpendicularity. Then the 
command applies this distance from the end point of the alignment along 
the tangent to the curve. Thus, the actual extended alignment is along 
the tangent to the curve (not along the extended curve itself). 

Be sure to run SET AUGNMENT before running AUGNMENT OFFSET to activate 
an alignment. See Section 9.2.1 for more information. 

•""":\ 
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Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in AllGNMENT OFFSET. 

The system responds: 

AllGNMENT OFFSET des /x /n /sBEG sEND 

2. Identify the following: 

des 

X 

description of the alignment a figure JD or list of points to 
project (possibly a second alignment or baseline). 

the interval between points described by des. 

n the JD of the fir.lt point to be defined by the intersection. 

sBEG the beginning station on the active alignment. 

sEND the ending station on the active alignment. 
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Whorl o bo.,ehr:~e O<"C h4" to be extended 
to C!"'OOt.o on lntor".,ect.loo. the ore dllltonce 

I:J cpphed olong the tongent. 

t,.e,ngont 
0 --~~:=~:-:------· 

REPORT FILE LISI'ING: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: :. q 

• 

STORE fiGURE nfg deo /pAL oAL or fg deo /pAL aAL 
7 (58 59 S60 61 C63R 64) 

7 (58 59 S60 61 C63R 64) 
Plotting feature lo DEFAULT 

XPLS-1-BEGPLO, plat took In progreso 
XPL5-I-ENOPLO, plot took complete 
SET AL!Gt-:.IENT Hfg/pAL oAL /Vfg 

7 59 0 

[ 1] 

XSAL-I~LAS. horizontal al lgnment aoolgned ouccesofully to figure 
ALIGNMEHT OffSET deo /x /n /eBEG /oEHO 

(65 66 67) 
68 3611.0485 5651.1068 DEFAULT 
69 
70 

3730.1421 
3884.4924 

5703.3574 
5850.9628 

DEFAULT 
·DEFAULT 

Figure 9-6. ALIGNMENT OFFSET 
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9.2.7 STREETS INTERSECT 

The STREETS INTERSEcr command locates the intersection niNT and, for a 
desired tadius r, street return pciints (CC, nPC, and nPT) of two streets, a 
street and a property line, or a street and a right-of-way. The first street 
is described by center line f g 1 and width w 1; the second street is .described 
by center line fg2 and width w2. 

If more than one intersection point is possible, the co=and finds the 
desired intersection point relative to point piD. If piD is positive, ICS 
defines the closest intersection point to piD as the intersection; if piD is 
negative, ICS defines the farthest intersection point to piD as the 
intersection. 

If you assign a positive value to the radius, SfREETS INTERSEcr calculates 
centers of curvature GLL, nLR, nRL, nRR), points of curvature VtLLi-1, nLR+1, 
nRL+J, nRR+l), and points of tangency VtLLi-2, nLR+2, nRLi-2, nRR+2) for each 
of the four street returns. Q.L indicates left of figure one and left of 
figure 2; LR indicates left of figure one· and right of figure two, etc.) 

Note: Because of the numbering scheme, it is important to choose the ID's for 
nLL, nLR, nRL, and nRR with care: always leave available point ID's 
to allow for the PC GLLi-1) and PT VtLLi-2). For example, if you enter 
So for nLL, then enter 53 for nLR. 

Points of curvature are placed on the first street, and points of tangency on 
the second street. If you assign a value of zero (0) to the tadius, ICS does 
not calculate the returns; ICS calculates only property line intersections 
(nLL, nLR, nRL, nRR) based on the street widths. 

You can define the center lines of one or both streets as the street edge by 
setting the street width to zero (0). If you set a street width to zero, you 
will want to have ICS calculate returns only in the appropriate sectors. 
Thus, you shoUld put zeros in the otlier sectors. 

You can assign a value of zero (0) to points nLL, nLR, nRL, or nRR. but ICS 
will not calculate returns in the LL, LR, RL, or RR sector. It is therefore 
importan.t to note that keying in a 0 for points nLL, nLR, nRL, and nRR 
does not instruct ICS to assign the next available point numberS to these 
particu1.ar points. If you set the variable ni NT to zero, ICS does not calculate 
and store the coordinates of the intersection of the center lines. 

Note: STREETS INTERSEcr extends lines to infinity when no intersection would 
result otherwise. If you are not careful, unexpected intersections may 
result. 
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Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in SI'REETS INTERSECT. 

The system responds: 

SI'REETS INTERSECT r fgl wl fg2 w2 piD niNT niL nLR nRL nRR 

2. Identify the following: 

r the radius of the street returns. 

fgl the ID of the figure containing the center line of the first 
street. Note: You can also enter a des here. 

wl the total width of the lll'St street. 

fg2 the ID of the figure containing the center line of the second 
street. Note: You can also enter a des here. 

w2 the total width of the second street. 

piD a known point that indicates the intetseetion to be selected. 

niNT the ID of the point to be defined by the intetseetion of the center 
lines. 

nLR 

the ID of the point that is to be defined by one of the following: 
the center of the curve of return (if r has a value) or the 
property line (if r is zero). This point is located at the 
intersection of the left side of both streets. 

the ID of a point that is to be defined by one of the following: 
the center of curve of return (if r has a value), or the property 
line (if r is zero). This point is located at ·the intetseetion of 
the left side of the first street and right side of the second 
street. 

nRL the ID of a point which is to be delmed by one of the following: 
the center of curve of return (if r has a value), or tlie property 
line (if r is zero). This point is located at the intetseetion of 

nRR 

the right side of the first street and left side of the second 
street. 

the ID of a point which is to be defined by one of the following: 
the center of curve of return (if r has a value), or the property 
line (if r is zero). This point is located at the intersection of 
the right side of both streets. 

.... -.-.·-'.· '• .) 
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spectftc corners. Note that niNT wos ~t to 0, :so \ 
1 t. wos not computed - t.yptcol of the use of 0 • 
1n thl'- commend. 

REPoRT FILE llSTING: 

STREETS INTERSECT r fg1 w1 fg2 w2 piD niNT nLL nLR nRL nRR 
se 1 100 2 80 3 e e 20 e 30 

CL lnter•ectlon I• at Curve 2 5 ond Line 7 8 
LR Intoraect Line 1 2 and Line 
20 3875.3669 2896.2313 DEfAULT 
21 3817.6882 2912.7591 DEfAULT 
22 3904.1912 2948.8541 DEfAULT 
RR Intersect Curve 2 5 and Line 
39 3676.6870 3005.0586 DEfAULT 
31 3735.0271 2991.0434 DEfAULT 
32 3705.5112 3057.6814 DEfAULT 

STREETS INTERSECT r fg1 w1 fg2 w2 piD niNT nLL nLR 
e 1 1ee 2 80 3 0 40 o se e 

nRL nRR 

CL lnteraection Ia at Curve 
LL Interaoct Curve 
40 3851.9693 
RL lnteraoct Curve 
50 3757.9755 

2 
2 

3068.6739 
2 

3120.1592 

5 and Line 
5 and Line 

DEfAULT 
5 and Line 

DEfAULT 

Ftgure 9-7. STREETS INTERSECI' 
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9.2.8 F1T CURVE: TANGENTS and EDGE 

The g:raphics options FIT CURVE TANGENT and FIT CURVE EDGE are combined 
in the alpha FIT CURVE command. The FIT CURVES conimand(s) calculates 
critical points of a curve with radius r tangent to the line connecting pBT 
to pPI and the line connecting pPI to pAT. Point nPC is the point of 
curvature, nPT is the point of tangency, and point nCC is the center of the 
curve. 
You can use the FIT CURVE TANGENTS command in several different ways: 

• To calculate all critical points of the curve CnPC, nPT, and n.CC) 
In this case you must use the optional radius r parameter. Also, you 
identify new point ID's for nPC, nPT, and n.CC. 

• To calculate the nPT and the nCC 
In this case you know the point of curvature, and you input the known 
point of curvature for both fields pBT and nPC. You do not use r. 

• To calculate the nPC and the nCC 
In this case you know the point of tangency, and you input the known 
point of tangency for both fields pAT and nPT. You do not use r. 

• To calculate the nCC only 
In this case you know the point of curvature and point of tangency. 
You input the known point of curvature for both pBT and nPC and input 
the known point of tangency for both pAT and nPT. You do not use r. 

The FIT CURVE EDGE command calculates critical points of the curve through 
the pPC, a point on the curve pPOC and the pPT. It also locates the nCC 
and nPI. 

Note: You cannot define the nCC or nPI point ID's in FIT CURVE EDGE. ICS 
automatically defines these ID's. 

Ozrator Seqyence 

1. Select or key in FIT CURVE. 

The system responds: 

FIT CURVE pBT pPI pAT nPC nCC nPT /r (alpha and g:raphics TANGENTS) 

-QR-

FIT CURVE pPC pPOC pPT (g:raphics EDGE) 

·.·.··.··\ . . ·. ) 
·., __ ,. 

··" · .. j 
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·2. Identify the following: 

TANGENTS: 

EDGE: 

the known point on the back tangent (can be the PC if known). 

the known point of intersection of the tangents. 

the known point on the ahead tangent (can be the PT if known). 

the ID of the point to be defined as the tangent between the curve 
and back tangent. This is not always a new point; it can be pPC. 

the ID of the point to be defined as the center of the curve. 

the ID of the point to be defined as the tangent between the curve 
and ahead tangent. This is not always a new point; it can be pPT. 

· the radius of the curve; omit the radius if pEl' equa.lll nPC or if 
pAT equa.lll nPT. You have the option to give the degree of 
curvature instead if you prefix the value with a d. For · a circular 
an:, dc-18000/(ll'r), where r is the radius of the arc. 

-QR-

pPC the known point of curvature. 

pPOC a known point on the curve. 

pPT the known point of tangency. 
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nPC 49 

pBT 46 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

pPI 
47 

FIT CURVE pBT pPI pAT nPC nCC nPT /r 
46 47 48 0 0 0 300 

C1 rcular Curve (Ciockwtoe) 
Length 256.8553FT Degree 
Radtuo 300.0000FT Delta 
Tangent 136.8942FT Back 
External 29.7575FT Forward 
Long Chord 249.0815FT 
Mid. Ord. 27.0722FT 

Point of Curvature 
49 3228.3824 3621.3939 

Interaoctlon of Tongonte 
47 3338.1970 3703.1299 

Center of Curvature 
51 3049.2601 3862.0497 

Point of Tangency 
-52 3348.4221 3839.6417 

nPT 
52 

. 
' ' ' ' ' 

December 1987 

pAT 
48 

51 nCC 

19- 5-54.9 
49- 3-20.7 
36-39-38.3 
85-42-59.0 
61-11-18.7 

DEFAULT 

0.0000 DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

Figure 9-8. FIT CURVE TANGENTS 
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15 
0 

pPOC 12 

' 

' ' 

' 
' ' ' ' 

' ' ' 

' ' 

' ' ' 

' ' 

pPT 
13 

' 
' ' ' 

pPC 11 
--------------------------------------------<6 14 

REPORT FilE LISTING: 

FIT CURVE pBT pPI pAT nPC nee nPT /r 
11 12 13 

Cl rcu I or Curve (Clockwise) 
Length o451.9749FT Degree 
Rod Ius 247.8188FT Del to 
Tangent 320.0435FT Back 
External 156.9552FT Forward 
Long Chord 391.8868FT 
Mid. Ord. 96.0943FT 

Point of Curvature 
11 3644.3959 3605.6559 

Intersection of Tangents 
15 3964.3992 3610.7301 

Center of Curvature 
14 3640.4668 3853.4436 

Point of Tangency 
13 3879.3819 3919.2749 

23- 7-12.1 
104-29-48.2 
189-54-30.4 
105-24-18.6 
53- 9-24.5 

0.0000 DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

.DEFAULT 

0.0000 DEFAULT 

Figure 9-9. FIT CURVE EDGE 
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9.2.9 SIMPLE CURVE 

The SIMPLE CURVE command calculates the center of the curve nee, given point 
pBT on the back tangent, the point pPC where the curve begins, the degree of 
curvature de, the central angle delta, and the central angle direction sign. 

· SIMPLE CURVE locates the coordinates of point nPI, where the two tangents to 
the circle intersect, and point nl'T, where the curve ends. 

OJ)erator Seqyence 

1. Select or key in SIMPLE CURVE. 

The system responds: 

SIMPLE CURVE nCC pBT pPC nPI nPI' de delta sign 

2. Identify the following: 

nCC the ID of the point to be defined as the center of the circle. 

pBT the known point on the back tangent. 

pPC the known point of transition from tangent to curve. 

nPI the ID of the point to be defined by the inte:rnection of the two 
tangents. 

nPT 

de 

the ID of the point to be defined as the transition from curve to . 
tangent. 

the degree of curvature; for a circular arc, de=180001(1fr), where r 
is the radius of the arc. You have the option to give the radius 
instead of the degree of curvature if you prefix the radius value 
with an r. 

delta the central angle of the curve (or deflection angle of the 
tangents). It can be expressed in the standard angle format, or 
can be calculated using the G delimiter. 

sign 1 for a clockwise curve (to the right); -1 for a counterclockwise 
curve (to the left). 

··~ . . ) 
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nPI 

l,.f' 
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57 nPT 
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................ \\· 56 
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· REPORT FILE llSTlNG: 

SIMPLE CURVE nCC pBT pPC nPl npT de or r delta aign 
e SJ 54 e e 20. 35. 1 

Circular Curve 
Length 
Radiua 
Tangent 
External 
Long Chord 
Mid. Ord. 

Point of Curvature 

56 (Clockwise) 
175.0000FT Degree 
286.4789FT Delta 

90.3264FT Back 
13.9026FT Forward 

172.2917FT 
13.2591FT 

54 3252.5249 5625.6059 
lntsraectlon of Tangenta 

55 3336.3910 5659.1520 
Center of Curvature 

56 3146.1301 5891.5952 
Point of Tangency 

57 3385.8488 5734.7350 

2&- &- 0.0 
35- &- e.e 
21-48- 4.4 
56-48- 4.4 
39-18- 4.4 

0.0000 DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

Figure 9-10. SIMPLE CURVE 

nCC 
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9..2.10 SIMPLE SPIRAL IN and SIMPLE SPIRAL OUT 

The graphics options SIMPLE SPIRAL IN and SIMPLE SPIRAL OUT are combined 
in the alpha SIMPLE SPIRAL command. The SIMPLE SPIRAL command(s) uses 
a set of known simple spiral parameters to calculate the other parameters 
associated with the spiraL 

The known parameters for this command include: the curve identification 
.number dd, a point pBT on the back tangent, the point pTS of transition from 
tangent to spiral .for spiral in, or the point pCS of transition from curve 
to spiral for spiral out, length ls of the spiral, degree of curvature de, 
and direction sign. The sign is taken from pTS to nSC for spiral in, and 
from pCS to nST for spiral out. 

Note: dd has no significance to this command. To simply fill the field, you 
can enter any number from 0 to 999. 

Qwrator Sequence 

1. Select SIMPLE SPIRAL IN or SIMPLE SPIRAL OUT, or key in SIMPLE 
SPIRAL 

The system responds: 

SIMPLE SPIRAL (in) cid pBT pTS nSIT nSC ls de sign 

-QR-

SIMPLE SPIRAL (out) cid pBT nST nSIT pCS -ls de sign 

2. Identify the following: 

cid the curve identification number; a value between 0 and 999. 

pBT a known point on the back tangent. 

pTS the known point of transition from tangent to spiral (for spiral 
in). 

nST the ID for the point to be defined as the transition from spiral to · 
tangent (for spiral out). 

nSC the ID for the point to be defined as the transition from spiral to 
circular curve Cfor spiral in). 

·-.) . 

. ' .; 
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pCS the known point of transition from circular curve to spiral Cfor 
spiral out). 

nSIT the ID for the point to be defined by the intersection of the 
spiral tangents. 

ls the length of spiral for spiral in, measured along the spiral from 
pTS to nSC. -ls for the length of spiral for spiral out, measured 
along the spiral from pCS to nST (you must key in the -). 

de the degree of curvature; for a circular arc, de=18000/(7rr), where r 
is the radius of the arc. You have the option to give the radius 
instead of the degree of curvature if you prefix the radius value 
with an r. 

sign 1 for spiral clockwise (to the right}, -1 for spiral 
counterclockwise (to the left). 
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nSIT 
3 
0 

nSC 
4 

. 
' ' ' 

December 1987 

5 
0 

' ' 

' ' 

' . 
' ' 

.. .. ·~ 
/ ,, 

7 

.... ..g 
' : 
' 2 

pTS 

pBT 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

. ' . : 
' ' '' Ms 

SI~LE SPIRAL cld pBT pTS nSIT nSC Ia de or r sign 
100 1 2 0 0 300 30. 1 

Spl ral 100 (Clockwise) 
Length 300.0000FT Angle 
long Ton. 206.8690FT Back 
Short Ton. 106.2732FT Forward 
Long Chord 291.8556FT 

Tangent to Spiral 
2 ' 3699 • 3609 1117.4459 

Intoraoctton of Tangents 
3 3858.5600 1249.5459 

Spi rol to Curve 
3868.4040 1355.3622 

45- 0- 0.0 
39-41- 6.5 
84-41- 6.5 
5+-30-20.3 

0.0000 DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

Figure 9-11. SIMPLE SPIRAL IN 
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nST 
11 

nSIT 
10 
0 

pCS 

_____ ... --------·· 
-· -· 

1;: :: ~~---~~~:-----------------------
de = 30" 

REPORT Fll..E USTING: 

SIMPLE SPIRAL cld pBT pTS nSIT nSC 18 de or r 8lgn 
100 8 0 0 9 -300 30. -1 

Spiral 100 
Length 
Long Ton. 
Short Ton. 
Long Chord 

Tangent to Splrol 

(Cou~torclockwl8o) 

300.0000FT Anglo. 
206.8690FT Bock 
106.2732FT Forward 
291.8556FT 

45- e- 0.0 
289-17-22.8 
334-17-22.8 
304-12-36.5 

14 

11 3903.4508 1643.2468 DEFAULT 
Interaection of Tangents 

10 3835.1129 1838.5023 DEFAULT 
Spl ral to Curve 

9 3739.3609 1884.6059 0.0000 DEFAULT 

Ftgure 9-12. SIMPLE SPIRAL OUT 

pBT 
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9.2.11 POINTS ON SPIRAL IN and POINTS ON SPIRAL OUT 

The graphics options POINTS ON SPIRAL. IN and POINTS ON SPIRAL OUT are 
combined in the alpha POINTS ON SPIRAL command. The POINTS ON SPIRAL 
command(s) locates points along a simple spiral at even ststions separated by 
distance ;r. · 

A spiTal in is defined by its point pTS of transition from tangent to 
spiral, the ststion of pTS (sTS), the point pSC of transition from the 
spiTal to the curve, and the distance ;r. A spiral out is defined by its 
point -pST of transition from spiral to tangent, the ststion of pST (sST), 
the point pCS of transition from curve to spiral, and distance ;r. 

Additionally, you can use the optional parameter of J to offset the points by 
a distance off to the right or to the left of the alignment. If you want to 
have points calculated on only a section of the alignment, you can use the 
optional parameters sBEG and sEND. ICS calculates points only on the . 
portion of the alignment that falls between sBEG and sEND if you specify 
these parameterS. 

Note: If your spiTal is part of an alignment, you will probably want to use 
the POINTS ON AUGNMENT command instead of POINTS ON SPIRAL 

Qperatpr · Sequence 

1. Select POINTS ON SPIRAL IN or POINTS ON SPIRAL OUT, or key in POINTS ON 
SPIRAL. 

The system responds: 

POINTS ON SPIRAL Cin) pTS sTS pSIT pSC x n /off /sBEG /sEND 

-oR-

POINTS ON SPIRAL (out) -pST sST pSIT pCS x n /off /sBEG /sEND 

2. Identify the following: 

pTS the known point of transition from tangent to spiral Cfor spiTal 
in). 

JlTS the ststion number at point pTS (for spiral in). Do not include 
the +; for example, 10t-65.3 should be keyed in as 1065.3. 

pSC the known point of transition from spiral to curve Cfor spiTal in). 

( .. ). 
·:-:..__ 
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the known point of transition from spiral to tangent (for spirlil. 
out). 

the station number at point pST Cfor spiral out). Do not include 
the +; for example, 10+65.3 should be keyed in as 1065.3. 

the known point of transition from curve· to spiral (for spiral 
out). -

the predetermined point of intersection of the tangents. 

the distance between points on the spiral. 

the ID of the f"ll'St point to be defined. 

off the distance to offset the calculated points. Positive to the 
right; negative to the left. 

sBEG the station number that defines the starting point for placing. 
points. 

sEND the station number that defines the ending point for placing 
points. 
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16 

15 

pTS 

pSIT 
17 
0 

pSC 
18 21 

0 

20 
sEND=2+00 

l'l 
sBEG=1+00 

. 
• . 

23 

. ' . ' . : 
. ' . ' : ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' 

! / . ' : ' . . ' . ' . . ' . ' . ' 

' 

sTS=0+00 
g 

22 

REPORT FILE LISI'ING: 

POINTS ON SPIRAL pTS aTS pS!T pSC x n /off/aBEG sEND 
16 0 11 18 100 0 0 100 200 

Tangent 
Point 

19 
20 

C.oordtnatea 

3284.4632 
3353.2785 

1184.5313 
1256.6912 

Station 
FT 

1+00.0000 
2+00.0000 

Figure 9-13. POINTS ON SPIRAL IN 

Arc.Longth Azimuth 
FT 

100.0000 39-41-39.3 
200.0000 54-41-32.3 

) 
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pST 
27 sST=3+00 

28 
sBEG=1+00 

26 pSIT 
·o 

............ 
............ 

•• 30 

!< :: ~:::: :::· -___ -- -- -- -0" 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

POINTS ON SPIRAL pTS oTS pSIT pSC x n /off/oBEG oENO 
-27 300 26 25 100 0 0 100 200 

Tangent 
Point 

28 
29 

Coordinates 

3314.1615 
3366.0568 

1814.8454 
1729.7015 

Station 
FT 

1+00.0000 
2+00.'0000 

Figure 9-14. POINTS OJV SPIRAL OUT 

Arc Length Azimuth 
FT 

99.9935 309-41~.0 
199.9935 29+-41-51 .0 
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9.2.12 COMPOUND SPIRAL 

The COMPOUND SPIRAL co=and locates the critical points of a compound 
(combining) spixal with a known degree of curvature at each end. COMPOUND 
SPIRAL calculates the point nSIT of intersection between the two tangents 
and the point nSC of transition between the compound spi:ral and second 
curve. To define the compound spiral, you must specify a curve 
identification number cld, a point pET on the back tangent, the point pCS of 
transition between the first curve and the compound spiral, the length ls of 
the II1'C, the degree of curvature of each curve (del and dc2), and the 
direction sign of curvature. 

Note: cld has no significance to this command. To simply fill the field, you 
can enter any number from 0 to 999. 

ICS does not calculate intersections of compound spi:rals with any other 
element. If you want to find an intersection point of a compound 
spinl, you must define a simple spixal of which the compound spixal is 
a part. (See Section 8.4 for more· details.) 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in COMPOUND SPIRAL 

The system responds: 

COMPOUND SPIRAL cid pBT pCS nSIT nSC ls del dc2 sign 

2. Identify the following: 

cid the curve identification number; a value from 0 to 999. 

pBT a known point on the back tangent. 

pCS the known point of transition from the first curve to the spiraL 

nSIT the ID of the point to be defined by the intersection of the two 
tangents. 

nSC the ID of the point to be defined as the transition from the spixal 
to the second curve. 

ls the arc length of compound spiral, measured from pCS to nSC. 

--~ . ···_.... 

· .. _) 
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del the degree of curvature of the first circular curve; for a circular 
arc, de=180001(1Tr), where r is the radius of the arc. You have the 
option to give the radius instead of the degree of curvature if you 
prefix the radius value with an r. 

dc2 the degree of curvature of the second circular curve. You have the 
option to give the radius instead of the degree of curvature if · you 
prefix the radius value with an r. 

sign 1 for a clockwise curve (to the right); -1 for a counterclockwise 
curve (to the left). 
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pCS 37 

------

nPI 
38 
0 

' ' ' ' 

December 1987 

' ' ' ' ' ' 

' ' 

//k 
pB T 35 ·-·-----

o --
................ 

-------- 36 34 ________________ , _______________ :~ 

del = 30" 

33 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

/ ,, 
' :rv : () 

,,. ?) 

' ' ' ' ' : 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ': ,, 

~ 41 

COMPOUND SPIRAL cld pBT pCS nPI nSC Ia del dc2 algn 
100 35 37 0 0 220 30. 20. 1 

C0111paund SpIra I 
Length 
Back Ton. 
fwd. Tan. 

100 (Ciockwlao) 
220 .0000FT 
111. 7799FT Back 
126.6826FT forward 

Long Chord 211.6307FT 
Curve to Spl raJ 

37 3836.7939 2111.6533 
Intersection of Tangents 

30 3928.3587 2175.7676 
SpIra I to Curve 

39 3928. 3587 2302.4502 

35- 0- 0.0 
90- 0- 0.0 
64-21-48.0 

DEfAULT 

DEfAULT 

DEFAULT 

Figure 9-15. COMPOUND SPIRAL 
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9.2.13 F1T ALIGNMENT 

The FIT ALIGNMENT command calculates the critical points for a spiral in, 
circular curve, and spiral out combination, given: a point pEl' on the back 
tangent, the point pP I of intersection between the two tangents (the outside 
tangents-entering the first spiral and exiting the last), the degree of 
curvature de, the length (lsl an.d ls2) of the first and second spirals, the 
totsl deflection angle def 1, and the direction sign. FIT AUGNMENT calculates 
several coordinates, as summarized in the listing of Step 2 below. These 
coordinates are numbered nee, nCCtl, n.CC+2, ••• n.CC+B. 

Qperaror Set;Juence 

1. Select or key in FIT AUGNMENT. 

The system responds: 

FIT AUGNMENT nCC pBT pPI de ls1 ls2 def1 sign 

2. Identify the following: 

nCC the ID of the point to be def"med as the center of curvature. 

pBT· the known point on the back tangent. 

pPI the known point of intersection of the outside tangents. 

de the degree of curvature; for the circular arc, de=180001(11"r), where 
r is the radius of the arc. You have the option to give the radius 
instead of the degree of curvature if you prefix the radius value 
with an r. 

lsl the arc length of th~ first spiral. 

ls2 the arc length of the second spiral. 

defl the totsl deflection angle for the tangents. It can be expressed 
in the standard angle format, or can be calculated using the G 
delhniter. · 

sign 1 for spiral clockwise (to the right}, -1 for spiral 
counterclockwise (to the left). 
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REPORT Fll..E USTING: 

. . 
' . 

nCC=41 
hnput. volue = 0) 

' ' ' ' ' 

' ' ' 

. 
' ' . 

' ' ' 

FIT ALIGNMENT nCC pBT pPI de or r la1 lo2 defl algn 
e 9 1e 12. 150 250 60. 1 

Spiral -0 (CI ockwl ae) 
Length 150.0000FT Anglo 9- e- 0.e 
Long Tan. 100.1296FT Back 5+- 4-17.7 
Short Tan. 50.1178FT Forward 63- 4-17.7 
Long Chord 149.8356FT 57- 4-15.4 

Tangent to Spiral 
36 3162.5464 2708.2449 DEFAULT 

Jnteraectlon of Tangonta 
37 3221.3018 2789.3249 DEFAULT 

Spiral to Curve 
38 3243.9990 2834.0086 DEFAULT 

Circular Curve 41 (Clockwise) 
Length 300.0000FT Oe9reo 12- e- 0.0 
Radlua 4n.4S48FT Delta 36- e- 0.0 
Tangent 155.13nFT Back 63- 4-17.7 
External 24.5714FT Fontord 99- 4-17.7 
Long Chord 295.0895FT 81- 4-17.7 
Mid. Ord. 23.3688FT 

Flgure 9-16. FIT ALIGNMENT 
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REPORT FILE IJSTJNG (continued): 

Point of Curvature 
38 3243.9990 2834.0086 

lntereoctton of Tangento 
39 3314.2574 2972.3252 

Center of Curvature 
41 2818.3043 3050.2415 

Point of Tangency 
42 3289.7971 3125.5225 

Spiral e (Clockwise) 
Len9th 250.0000FT An9le 
Lon9 Tan. 167.2690FT Bock 
Short Tan. B3.8812FT Forward 
Lon9 Chord 249.2393FT 

Tan9ent to Spiral 
44 3208.3465 33s1.0n2 

lnteraectton of Tangenta 
43 3276.5717 3208.3544 

Spl ral to Curve 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

15- e- 0.0 
114- 4-17.7 
99- 4-17.7 

109- 4-28.1 

DEFAULT 

DEFAULT 

42 3289.7971 3125.5225 DEFAULT 
. TT Bock 355.7527FT Tot. Delta 60- 0- 0.0 

TT Forward 
Total Len. 

Radial from 
Offaot Ia 

399.5034FT Main Back 54- 4-17.7 
700.0000FT Main fwd. 114- 4-17.7 
19 l~teraecta alignment at 

78.1488FT 
45 3293.5150 3003.9007 DEFAULT 

Figure 9-16. FIT ALIGNMENT (ContiTUJ£d) 
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9.3 VERTICAL ALIGNMENT Commands 

A vertical alignment consists of a series of alternating tangents and 
parabolic curves. You generate a vertical alignment in ICS using the 
VERTICAL START and VERTICAL END commands. Once you create the vertical 
alignment figure, you can assign the vertical alignment using the SET 
ALIGNMENT command. After assigning a vertical alignment, you can reference 
it without having to re-enter all of the points of vertical intersection 
CPVI's) and curve lengths. The only limit on the size of a vertical 
alignment is the size of the database. VERTICAL ALIGNMENT co=ands include 
the following: 

Commmui For 

SET PROFILE setting up parameters ICS uses to placing a vertical 
alignment 

VERTICAL START/END creatin~ a vertical alignment 

CREATE PROFILE 

EVEN STATIONS 

ODD STATIONS 

CURVE DRAIN 

· plotting a simple centerline profile to the design 
file (graphics only) 

computing and plotting points along a vertical 
alignment at even stations 

computing and plotting a point at a particular 
station on a vertical alignment 

computing and plotting high and low elevations on the 
vertical alignment 
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9.3.1 SET PROFILE 

The SET PROFILE command sets up the parameters ICS uses to place a vertical 
alignment. You must use this command before all other VERTICAL AllGNMENT 
commands to ensure p~per placement of the vertical alignment. The 
parameters this command sets up include: the vertical exaggeration, the x 
and y coordinates to be used as the origin of the vertical alignment, the 
station on the alignment associated with the x-origin cooi:dinate, and the 
elevation on the alignment associated with the y-origin coordinate. 

The vertical exaggeration vEX is a ratio of vEX:1. For example, if the vEX 
is set to 10, the vertical scale will be multiplied by 10. A value of 1 
plots the vertical alignment to scale without vertical exaggeration. 
Vertical exaggeration is usually neceosary since most vertical alignments 
would appear flat if plotted to scale. The default value of vEX is 10, and 
you can change this default in the Ics.PAR parameter me. 

The stationing origin sORG is the x coordinate of the vertical line on the 
design plane where the station· sta is to be assigned. The vertical origin 
zORG is the y coordinate of the horizontal line on the design plane where 
the elevation elev is to be assigned. All subsequent vertical alignment plots 
will be relative to this point on the design plane. 

RunniP2' SET PROFILE jn Graphics 

When you select the SET PROFILE command in graphics, ICS displays the SET 
PROFILE tutorial shown in Figure 9-17. This tutorial allows you to tailor 
the profile sheet. Through the tutorial you can define the following: 

e Horizontal and Vertical Axes Extents 
The extents are defined by the beginning staticn on the active 
alignment, the ending station on the active alignment, the beginning 
elevation, and the ending elevation. 

• Horizontal Stationing MajJr and Minor Intervals 
Both station text and majJr tic marks are placed at majJr intervals. 
Minor tic marks are placed at minor intervals. 

• Vertical Stationing Major and Minor Intervals 
Both elevation text and majJr tic marks are placed at majJr intervals. 
Minor tic marks are placed at minor intervals. 

• Vertical Exaggeration Factor 
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• Station Label Format 
The .format can be full such as 100+00, or short such as 100. The 
current value is marked with an X. 

• Station Label Orientation 
The orientation can be parallel or perpendicular to the horizontal 
axis. The current value is marked with an X. 

• Number of Vertical Axes 
The axes displayed can be the .left side only, or both the left and 
right sides. The current value is marked with an X. 

The items that are marked with X's can be set by placing the cursor over the 
value you want and pressing <D>. The other items require key-ins. You set 
these values by placing the cursor over the current values, pressing <D>, and 
keying in the new values. · 

Mter you set up the profile sheet, position the cursor over the COMPLETE box 
on the tutorial, and press <D>. ICS then prompts you to identify the x,y 
location in the design me for the horizontal (x) and vertical (:y) origin of 
the profile sheet. ICS places the sheet in the design file at the specified 
location. You can exit the SET , PROF1LE tutorial at any time prior to placing 
the profile sheet in the design file by placing the cursor over the QUIT box 
and pressing <D>. 

Note: You must define the active horizontal and vertical alignments using the 
SET AUGNMENT ACTIVATE command. SET PROF1LE no longer defines the 
active alignments. 
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Figure 9-17. The SET PROFILE Tutorial 
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Remember to run the SET ALIGNMENT command prior to selecting SET PROFILE. 

Q\x:rator Sequence 

1. Select or key in SET PROFILE. 

In graphlcs, the system displays the SET PROFILE tutoriaL shown tn· 
Figure 9-17. Set the parameters as described above, and you are 
finished. Do not go to Step 2. 

In alpha, the system responds: 

SET PROFILE vEX sORG sta zORG elev 

2. Identify the following: 

vEX the ratio of vertical exaggeration. 

sORG the stationing origin x coordinate in the design file. 

sta the station of this origin. 

zORG the elevation origin y coordinate in the design file. 

elev the elevation of this origin. 

REPORT FILE LISI1NG: 

STORE FIGURE nfg des /pAL sAL or 
0 (1 2 C4R 5 56 7 8 C10R 11) 

SET ALIGNMENT Hfg/pAL sAL /Vfg 
1 1 100 

fg doo /pAL sAL 

XSAL-I~LAS. horizontal alignment aoolgnod ouccooofully to flguro 
SET PROFILE vEX oORG ota zORG elev 

10.0000: 
at -7160.6899 . 

10 -7160.6899 0 1540.3669 400 
%SPR-I-VEXAG. vertical exaggeration is 
~PR-I-STAORG, station origin Ia 0+00 
~PR-I-ELEORG, elevation origin Ia 400.0000 at 1540.3669 

Note: See Figure 9-20 for the graphics display . 

. Flgure 9-18. SET PROFILE 
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9.3.2 VERTICAL START/END 

The alpha co=ands VERTICAL START and VERTICAL END are combined in 
the graphics co=and VERTICAL START/END. When you select VERTICAL 
START/END in graphics, the VERTICAL START prompt appeaxs. When you press 
<R> to end VERTICAL START, the VERTICAL- END prompt appeaxs. Both the 
VERTICAL START and VERTICAL END co=ands prompt you for the 
points nPV I of vertical intersection, the stations sAL of those points, and 
the elevations elev of those points. 

In graphics, use the VERTICAL START command to define all the vertical points 
of intersection. In alpha, use the VERTICAL END c-emmand to define the last 
point of vertical intersection. Both graphics and alpha use VERTICAL END to 
assign an ID to the vertical figure. l'igure 9-19 shows the combined output 
from VERTICAL START and VERTICAL END. 

Note: The system does not display any output until after the VERTICAL END 
command completes processing. 

VERTICAL START 

The VERTICAL START co=and · is the rust command you use to create vertical 
alignments. VERTICAL START enters all of the points of vertical intersection 
(pVJ), except for the last point. The VERTICAL END co=and enters the last 
point on a vertical alignment._ 

When .you run VERTICAL START, you are prompted for the PVI ID number, the 
station of the PVI, and the elevation of the PVL You must omit the vertical 
curve length Vcll for the first PVL VERTICAL START accepts unequal tangent 
lengths for subsequent vertical curve processing. If you specify V cl2, ICS 
considers V ell to be the first vertical tangent and V c12 to be the second 
vertical tangent. The entire vertical curve length is then equal to 
Vcll + Vcl2. If you do not specify Vcl2, then Vcll represents the total 
vertical curve length, and the tangents have equal lengths. 

In alpha and graphics you can use key-ins to identify the vertical points of 
intersection. In graphics you can also use data points. Valid key-ins for 
defining points of vertical intersection include: 

o station and elevation 

o station and grade % 

o distance and grade 'To 
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Note: If you use grades, you must suffix the grade key-in with a 
percent symbol (%). If you use a distance, you must prefix the 
distance with an upper or lowercase D. 

For example, the followiog key-ins are valid: 

12500 110.0 * next PVI is station 125+00, elevation is 110.0 

12500 2% * next PVI is station 125+00, elevation is computed as 2% grade 
from last PVI 

0200 -5% * next PVI is a distance 200 from last PVI, elevation is computed 
as -5% from the previous PVI 

As you enter PVfs, ICS prompts you for the PVI ID and the vertical curve 
length. You key in zero (0) or press <D> for the next available PVI. 
Remember, you can omit keying in the vertical curve length only for the fhst 
PVI. VERTICAL START computes and stores the results in the database. 

Note: All stationing must be increasing and the PVrs must be entered in 
increasing order. 

Beware of. overlapping vertical curves. Parabolic curves used in 
vertical curve commands must net overlap. Compound curves can be 
stored in ihe vertical alignment by entering zero (0) as the V ell for 
the second curve. 

Operator Seqyence 

1. Select VERTICAL START/END or key in VERTICAL START. 

The system responds: 

VERTICAL START nPVI sAL elev /Vcll /Vc12 

3. Identify the followiog: 

nPVI the ID of the point to be defined as the PV I. 

sAL the station at nPVI. 

elev the elevation of nPV I. 

V ell the first vertical curve length. 

Vcl2 the second vertical curve length, for unequal tangents. 

{~·~\ 
~-:·:,.:/ 

·'' ) 
···7 

) 
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VERTICAL END 

When you select VERTICAL Sl'ARTIEND in graphics, the VERTICAL Sl'ART prompt 
appeaxs. When you press <R> to end VERTICAL Sl'ART, the VERTICAL END prompt 
appeaxs. The VERTICAL END command enters the final PVI and figure ID Vfg 
for a vertical alignment. 

The figure ID must be a positive number in the range from 0 to 2,147,483,647. 
When you assign 0 to V f g, ICS automatically assigns the next available 
figure number to the figure. When you assign a valid non-zero value to Vfg, 
ICS stores a figure with the number you assign. · 

The figure ID you enter in the VERTICAL END command can be used in the SET 
ALIGNMENT command in future ICS runs. In graphics you can enter the last PVI 
by placing a data point. 

You can place other commands between the VERTICAL Sl'ART and VERTICAL END 
C(\Dlmands, but there must not be any other vertical· alignment commands. ICS 
plots the vertical alignment after you run VERTICAL END. 

Operator Se<J.uence 

1. In alpha, key in VERTICAL END. In graphics, select VERTICAL Sl'ARTIEND, 
and press <R> to end VERTICAL Sl'ART. 

Note: In graphics, the 1ast n.PVI, sAL, and elev values dexmed with 
VERTICAL Sl'AR'r are used by the VERTICAL END command. You will not 
be prompted for these values. 

The sysrem responds: 

VERTICAL END nPVI aAL elev Vfg /n 

3. Identify the following: 

nPVI the ID of the point to be defined as the last PV I. 

aAL the station of the last PVI. 

elev the elevation of the last PV I. 

Vfg the ID of the figure to be defined by the vertical alignment 
generated. 

n the ID of the point 'to be defined. 
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REPORT F1LE LISriNG: 

SET ALIGNI.IENT Hfg/pAL aAL /Vfg 
1 1 100 

XSAL-I~LAS. horizontal ol lgnmont assigned successfully to figure 
VERTICAL START nPVI aAL elev /VCL1 /VCL2 

0 -70.53.3199 1638.3429 0 0 1 

. 12 1177.8554 -7061.6280 

VERTICAL START nPVI aAL elev /VCL1 /VCL2 
0 -6834.5529 1818.1879 100 75 1 

13 1342. 3066 -6922. 5638 

VERTICAL START nPVI aAL elev /VCL1 /VCL2 
e -6556.0499 1746.3969 0 75 1 

14 1365.8101 -6747.5263 

VERTICAL START nPVI sAL olev /VCL1 /VCL2 
e 16& -7 100 0 3 

15· 1358.5150 -6567.6927 
VERTICAL END nPVI aAL olev Vfg /n 

0-6331.2549 1634.3160 0 0 1 

16 1306.4407 -6433.0492 

409.7976 DEfAULT 

427.7621 DEfAULT 

420.8030 DEfAULT 

409.6030 DEfAULT 

409.3949 DEfAULT 
liVND-1-VERGEN; vertical alignment figure generated 

2 (12 17 V13 18 V14 19 20 V15 21 16) 

Figure 9-19. VERTICAL .START and VERTICAL END (Continued) 

1 
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9.3.3 CREATE PROF1LE (Graphics Only) 

The CREATE PROFILE command plots a profile, given a description des of points 
with defined elevations. Only centerline points and tlista.nces are used in 
the creation of the profile, which is plotted as a complex string connecting 
consecutive centerline points in des. 

Note: You must run the SET PROFILE command prior to this command in order to 
define the origin of the profile. 

Additionally, you have the option to create a vertical figure Vfg using this 
command. You must run the SET AllGNMENT and SET PROFILE commands before 
CREATE PROFILE if you want to generate a vertical figure. 

Note: CREATE PROFILE uses the stationing on the active alignment that is in 
effect when the SET PROFILE command was executed. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select CREATE PROFILE. 

The. system responds: 

CREATE PROFILE des /Vfg /fnum or lfname 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the centerline. Points with undefined elevations 
are ignored. Only points on the centerline are included in the 
profile: arc center points and spiral intersection points are 
ignored. 

Vfg the ID of the figure to be defined. 

fnum the feature number to be used when plotting. 

lfname the feature name to be used when plotting. 
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Pr-ofal~t oxo:r. c.-f!loted wath SET PROFILE. Con"terhnC 
pt"ofale of f1go.-o 1 co-oot.od by CREATE PROFILE. 
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Figure 9-20. CREATE PROFILE 
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9.3.4 EVEN STATIONS 

The EVEN STATIONS co=and computes and plots points along a vertical 
alignment at even intervals of x. The interval between points cannot be 
zero. These points are stored in the database and plotted along the vertical 
alignment. 1f you specify n, the first point generated is assigned the ID n, 
and the ID's of subsequent points generated are assigned the ID's n+l, n+2, 
etc. 1f you omit n, ICS uses the next available point !D's. 

1f you want to have points calculated on only a section of the alignment, you 
can use the optional parameters sBEG and sEN D. ICS calculates points only 
on the portion of the alignment that falls between stations sBEG and sEND 
if you specify these parameters. You can assign zero (0) to sBEG and sEND 
as a wild card to indicate from the beginning, or to the end, respectively. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in EVEN STATIONS. 

The system responds: 

EVEN. STATIONS x /sBEG sEND /n 

2. Identify the following: 

x the station interval between points. 

sBEG the beginning station. 

sEND the ending station. 

n the ID for the first point to be defined. 

.<.'" .. <) 
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REPORT Fll.E USTING: 

EVEN STATIONS x /sBEG /sEND /n 
50 150 350 

STATION PT COORDINATES 

1+50 2<4 1213.7613 -7038.6480 <413.3021 
2+00 25 1255.8748 -7011.6951 <417.<4126 
2+50 26 1296.6663 -6982.8935 <421.3750 
3+00 27 1329.<4009 -69<45. 2877 <42<4.2152 
3+50 28 1351.3914 -6900.5308 425.6+07 

Figure 9-21. EVEN STAT IONS (Continued) 
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9.3.5 ODD STATIONS. 

The ODD STATIONS command stores and plots a point at station sAL on a 
vertical alignment. If you specify n, the generated point is assigned the ID 
n. If you omit n, ICS uses the next available point ID. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in ODD STATIONS. 

The system responds: 

ODD STATIONS sAL /n 

2. Identify the following: 

sAL the station of the new point. 

n the ID of the first point to be defined. 

REPORT Fll.E USTING: 

OOD STATIONS oAL /n 
300 55 0 

55 1329.4009 -6945.2877 424.2152 DEFAULT 
OOD STATIONS oAL /n 

150 0 0 
23 1213.7613 -7038.6480 413.3021 DEFAULT 

000 STATIONS oAL /n 
800 56 0 

56 1323.7951 -6458.1469 409.4321 DEFAULT 

Figure 9-22. ODD STAT IONS 
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9.3.6 CURVE DRAIN 

The CURVE DRAIN co=and computes and labels all high and low elevations on 
the vertical alignment between sBEG and sEND. The high and low points are 
stored as a point ID beginning at n. If you omit n, ICS uses the next 
available point ID. The points are plotted and labeled as HIILO with station 
and elevation. You can assign zero (0) to sBEG and sEND as a wild card to 
indicate from the beginning, or to the end, respectively. 

O.Wrator Secuence 

1. Select or key in CURVE DRAIN. 

The system responds: 

CURVE DRAIN sBEG /sEND /n 

2. Identify the following: 

sBEG the beginning station. 

sEND the ending station. 

n the ID of the first point to be defined. 

REPORT FILE USI1NG: 

CURVE DRAIN oBEG /sEND /n 
0 900 e 

HI/LOW Is at station 3+58.8342 elevation' 425.6767 
22 1354.1328 -6892.1334 425.6767 DEfAULT 

Plotting feature Is DEfAULT [ 1] 

Flgure 9-23. CURVE DRAIN 
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10. ADJUST/TRANSFORM Commands 

The ADJUST/TRANSFORM menu block includes commands that let you alter the 
values of point coordinates using several different methods. With these 
co=ands you can do traverse adjustments, vertical adjustments, area 
adjustments, and Helmert transformations. The commands in this menu block 
alter values in the database. If you want to copy the points that will be 
altered to other poilits, use the COPY POINTS command (see Section 8.1.3 for 
details). 

10.1 Adjustment Commands 

ICS has traverse adjustment commands, a vertical adjustment command, and area 
adjustment commands. Adjustment commands include the following: 

Command For 

TRAVERSE ADJUSTMENT: adjusting or closing a traverse 
COMPASS, CRANDAlL, 

· and TRANSIT 

VERTICAL ADJUsr adjusting level traverses 

ADJUsr AREA: adjusting the area of closed figures 
ROTATE, P.ARALLEL, 
and NORMAL 
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10.1.1 TRAVERSE ADJUSTMENT: COMPASS, CRANDALL, and TRANSIT 

The COMPASS, CRANDALL, and TRANSIT commands adjust or clooe traverses. The 
commands calculate the positional error between two points known to occupy 
the same position. The first point is the endpoint in the traverse, and the 
second point pFOC is the corresponding field observation point. 

The TRAVERSE ADrusTMENT commands distribute the positional error among the 
points of the traverse described in des. The point numbers of the points 
occupied as observation stations should be included in the description des or 
in a figure you have previously stored. The last point in the description is 
the endpoint in the traverse, and pFOC will be adjusted to clooe to it. 

ICS displays allowable and actual closures on the terminal screen. If the 
positional error tolerance test Dtol is met, ICS adjusts the positions 

·contained in des using the selected traverse adjustment rule. 

Note: If the positional error tolerance test is not met, the rommand does not 
execute unless the angular misclosure Atol is specified and met, in 
which case the new coordinates will reflect adjusted directions only; 
If you specify the optional Atol parameter, you must also specify the 
last sighted point pLS and the field position of the last sighted 
point pF LS. . These two points provide the closing angle required to 
compute an angular misclosure. 

Additionally, you have the option to set the scale reduction factor by using 
the parameters T dis and Mdis. T dis is the measured terrain distance between 
two points, and Mdis is the mapping plane distance between the same two 
known points. 

After you have entered all the required data, ICS prints the adjusted data 
for angular adjustment (if applicable) and the selected adjustment. Then ICS 
prompts you to accept or reject the adjusted coordinates. If you accept the 
adjusted coordinates, ICS stores these adjusted coordinates for the points. 
If you do not want to be prompted, you can change a parameter in the ICS.PAR 
parameter file (see Section 3.6). 

ICS protects against dividing by zero. This error occurs if the traverse 
adjustment commands encounter a perfect closure. These commands also 
protect against an integer flow error if a closure better than 
112,000,000,000 occurs. The highest precision ICS will display is 1 in 2 
billion (1/2,000,000,000). 

j 
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Note: These commands use current values· of the coordinates of points to 
compute new positions of the same points. Make sure that no current 
values are needed, since they are replaced in this process. Use the 
COPY POINTS command t6 save points that you do not want altered. 

These commands delete the final occupied station point pFOC and the 
field location of the point last sighted pFLS. You should copy these 
points before executing this command if you want to use these points 
again. 

Before executing any of the traverse adjustment commands, compute the 
approximate <field) positions by using a POINT LOCATION command. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in COMPASS, CRANDAll., or TRANSIT. 

The system responds: 

COMPASS CLOSURE des pFOC Dtol /pLS pFLS Atol lrdis Mdis 

-OR-

CRANDALL CLOSURE des pFOC Dto1 /pLS pFLS Atol lrdis Mdis 

-OR-

TRANSIT CLOSURE des pFOC Dto1 /pLS pFLS Atol lrdis Mdis 

2. Identify the following: 

des the figure ID or list of points defining the traverse to be 
. adjusted. If the traverse is a loop, the last point in des should 
match the fiist point. Also, make sure the last point corresponds 
to pFOC; the last point in des should be the actual location of 
the last occupied point. 

pFOC the ID of the known point that is the field location of the final 
occupied station; this point is computed from field observational 

· data. If the positional closure is successful, this point is 
deleted. 
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Dtol the maximum allowable positional error between point number pFOC 
and the last point number in des. You can specify the tolerance as 
a distance in master units or as a ratio of the traverse length 
over that distance. For example, Dtol ~ 0.15 specifies that the 
traverse must close within 0.15 master units. If you specify Dtol 
to be 20000, the ratio between the total distance traveled by the 
traverse and the positional error must not fall below 20000. If 
this tolerance test is not met, the command does not execute unles'l 
Atol is specified and is met. If Atol is met, the new coordinates 
reflect adjusted directions only. 

Note: If Dtol is les'l than 1000, ICS assumes it is a distance in 
master units; if Dtol is large, ICS assumes it is a ratio to 
1. 

pLS the ID of the control or traverse point last sighted. 

pFLS the ID of the field location of pLS (the location of pLS computed 
using closing measurements). If the positional closure is 

Atol 

successful this point is deleted. 

the maximum allowable angular misclosure. If the angular 
misclosure exceeds this value, the command does not execute. 

Tdis the measured terrain distance between any two points. If you omit 
the flelds T dls and Mdls, the reduction factor is set equal to one. 

Mdis the mapping plane distance between the same two known points used 
for Tdls. 

3. Accept Adjusted Coordinates (y/n) ? 

Key in a y if you want the adjusted coordinates to be stored in the 
database. 

..OR-

Key in an n if you want to reject the adjusted coordinates. The wuuljusted 
coordi1Uiies will be retained in the database. 

.... / 
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201 

A, ________ _ 1 

--------, 200 
',, 

pFLS 

des = (200 1 2 3 202) 

pFOC 
4 

----5 ---------- ~······---A .. 
G--- ---········· 202 ',, 
&·················· -----, 

203 -~--
p L S ------,,· 3 

Figure 10-1. COMPASS CWSURE 
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REPORT FILE USTING: 

COMPASS CLOSURE dee pFOC Dtol /pLS pFLS Atol /Tdio Mdio 

(200 1 2 3 202) 4 20 203 5 5. 

Angular Mieelosuro 

Correction 

Traver:so Length 

Linear Mlacloaure 

00~21-43.1 Allowable 

00-+-20.6 

637.1550 

-5.0383 -16.2731 

December 1987 

005-0~ 0.0 

Total 17.0352 (1: 37) Allowable 20.0000 (1: 32) 

Length and Lateral Errors 

Total -14.1718 9.4529 

-------compaaa Ad J u o t men t Summary-----~--

Point Coordinates 

200 4322.8399 6150.6119 0.0000 

72-11-40.8 

4368.1782 6291.7789 0.0000 

109-49-14.4 

2 4313.9436 6442.2504 0.0000 

199-4+- 2.2 

3 4110.7514 6369.3612 0.0000 

307-2+-11.4 

202 4180.826!! 6277.7179 0.0000 

~.CLQ-P-ACCEPT, Accept adjuoted coordinoteo(Y,N) ? 

y 

:O:CLD-l-IJPOAT, 3 coordinate recorda updated 

Flgure 1D-1. COMPASS CWSURE (Continued) 

148.2689FT 

159.9470FT 

215.8703FT 

115.3644FT 
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REPORT Fll..E LISTJNG: 

CRANDALL CLOSURE deo pFOC Otol /pLS pFLS Atol /Tdla l.ldla 

(200 1 2 3 202) 4 20 203 5 5. 

Angular Miacloaure 

Correction 

Trcvor,:,e length 

Linear Mlacloauro 

Total 

000-21-43.1 Allowable 

000-0-4-20.6 

637.1550 

-5.0383 -16.2731 

17.0352 (1: 37) Allowable 20.0000 (1: 

Length and Lateral Errors 

Total -14.1718 9.-4529 · 

005-00- 0.0 

32) 

-------crandall Adjuatm.ent Summary--------

Point Coordinates 

200 4322.8399 6650.6119 0.0000 

70-56-23.5 145.8899FT 

1 4370.4818 6788.5035 e.ee00 

108-17-24.7 161.0594FT 

2 4319.9365 6941.4261 0.0000 

199-48- 5. 7 223.2353FT 

3 4109.9008 6865.8020 0.e0e0 

308-50-27 • 5 113 .0893FT 

202 4180.8260 6777.7179 0.0000 

XCL<>-P-ACCEPT, Accept adjusted coordlnateo(Y,N) ? 

y 

XCLO..HJPOAT, 3 coordJnoto recorda updated 

Flgure 10-2. CRANDALL CLOSURE 
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REPORT FILE USTING: 

TRANSIT CLOSURE des pFOC Otol /pLS pFLS Atol /Tdla Mdls 

(200 1 2 3 202) 4 20 203 5 5. 

Angular t.tisc.Josure 

Correct ton 

Travereo Length 

Ltnoor Mtaclosure 

000-21-43.1 Allowable 

0011-04-20. 6 

637.1550 

-5.0383 -16.2731 

December 1987 

005-011- a. 0 

Total 17.0352 (1: 37) Allowable' 20.0000 (1: . 32) 

Length and Lateral 'Errore 

Total -14.1718 

- - - - - - -T r a n a I t A d j u a t ra e n t S u m m a r y- - - - -·- -

Point Coordinates 

200. 4322.8399 7150.6119 0.0000 

71-31-51.5 148.4267FT 

1 4369.8603 7291.3939 0.0000 

109-14- 9.0 158.9283FT 

2 4317.5002 7441.4493 0.0000 

199-13-24.0 218.7241FT 

3 4110.9716 7369.4341 0.00ee 

307-17-39.2 115.2887FT 

202 4180.8260 12n.1119 0.0000 

XCLD-P-ACCEPT, Accept adjusted coordlnatea(Y,N) ? 

y 

XCLD-HJPDAT, 3 coordinate recorda updated 

Figure 10-3. TRANSIT CLOSURE 

····-· .: .. : .. - ···-·· ~- ...... ·;,,_ ~-·· ~~-~---· -····· 
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10.1.2 VERTICAL ADJUST 

VERTICAL ADJUSI' adjusts the level. traverse described by des. The last point 
in des is closed to the known point pFOC defining the final occupied 
station. You specify the maximum allowable misclosure between the elevations 
of these points in the parameter tol. If the misclosure is greater than tol, 
ICS will not perform the adjustment. 

ICS can divide misclosures evenly among turns or proportionally to the 
distance between turns. By default ICS divides misclosures evenly among 
turns. If you want the misclosures divided proportionally, use the optional 
parameter prop. 

Qperator Seq_uence 

1. Select VERTICAL ADJUSI' or key in VERTICAL CLOSURE. 

The system responds: 

VERTICAL CLOSURE des pFOC tol /prop 

2. Identify the following: 

' 
des . a description defining the traverse to be adjusted. If the 

traverse is a loop, the last point in des should match the rust 
point. Also, make sure the last point corresponds to pFOC; the 
last point should be the actual location of the last occupied 
point. 

pFOC the ID of the known point defining the field location of the final 
occupied station; this point is computed from field observational 
data. The pFOC x and y coordinates do not have to match those of 
the last paint in des. If the closure is successful, this point is 
deleted. 

tol the maximum allowable vertical misclosure between pFOC and the 
last point in des (database units). If this condition is not met, 
ICS does not perform the adjustment. 

prop any numerical value in this field allows proportional division of 
the misclosure between each turn. You should use this command only 
if there are valid Northing and Easting positional values for the 
!D's contained in des. 
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..... _,.,. 

REPORT Fll..E USTING: 

VERTICAL CLOSURE (100-103 204) 104 0.55 
Vortlcol Mlaclosuro: -ll.0800FT In 0.0000FT 
Correction Ia 0.0200FT /Turn 

--------Vort col Adjustment Summary-------
Point Coordinates 

100 0.0000 0.0000 500.0130 
N 0- 0- 0.0E 0.0000FT /~:-; 

101 0.0000 0.0000 501.8030 ·~ .. ,··.::.~··: 

N 0- 0- 0.0E 0.0000FT 
102 0.0000 0.0000 504.9330 

N 0- 0- 0.0E 0.000eFT 
103 0.0eee 0.0000 512.1830 

N 0- 0- 0.0E 0.0000FT 
204 0.00ee 0.0000 507.3230 

Flgure 1D-4. VERTICAL ADJUST 

'\.;_,;,/ 
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10.1.3 ADJUST AREA: ROTATE, PARALLEL, and NORMAL 

The ADJUST AREA COMMANDS adjust the area described by des] to be a specified 
number (area) of square units. Three methods are available to adjust the 
area: 

• ROTATE 
Rotate the sides in the figure description between pl and p2 about. p3. 
Point p3 can be any defined point; it does not have to be in desl. 
Point p4 must be assigned a value of zero (O). 

e PARAlLEL 
Moves the side between pl and p2 in a direction parallel to the line 
defined by p3 and p4. Points p3 and p4 can be any defined points; they 
do not have to be in desl. 

e NORMAL 
Move the ~de in the figure description between points pl and p2 in a 
direction perpendicular to the 1ine defined by pl and p2. Points p3 and 
p4 must be assigned a value of zero (0). 

For all three of these options, you can use the optional parameter des2. The 
paints described in the. optional des2 can be moved in the same manner as the 
points ~tween pl and p2. The first and the last point in des2 cannot be 
adjusted. The points pl and p2 must be specified in the same sequence used 
in desl. 

Note: This command uses current values of the coordinates of points to 
compute new positions of the same points. Make sure that no current 
values are needed, since they are replaced in this process. Alsc, if 
you use a figure ID for a description, be sure you know the direction 
in which the figure was stored (use the UST F1GURE command if you do 
not remember). 

Operator Seauence 

1. Select ROTATE, PARAlLEL, or NORMAL; or key in ADJUST AREA. 

The system responds: 

ADJUST AREA desl area pl p2 p3 p4 /des2 
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2. Identify the following: 

des1 the figure ID or list of points to be adjusted. 

area the desired area in square units. 

p1 the ID of the known point in the figure description that is the 
first point defining the sides to be moved. 

p2 the ID of the known point in the figure description that is the 
last point defining the sides to be moved. 

p3 the ID of the known point of rotation (rotate), 0 (normal), or the 
known point ID of the first point of a line (paxalleD. 

p4 0 <rotate), 0 (normal), or the ID of ·the last point of a line 
(paralleD. 

des2 a second figure ID or group of points to be adjusted. 

I 

... ..-

.·····"""' ·._··:·:.) 
··~· .... 
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The area IS reduced to 47000 Sq.Feet by 
rotating (3 4 5) around po1nt 1. 
Note that the angle at 4 IS unchanged. 

5 
.............. 

5 

1 

REPORT FILE LISTING: 

4 

_l ••• 
'l:.e'-' ---- --

.1 \us ------eu" --· .............. 
.............. 

1 

53714.07 SO.FT 

ADJUST AREA deal or p1 p2 p3 p4 /dea2 
1 47000 3 5 1 0 

Original area • 537.14.0686 square FT 
Final oroo • _ 47000.0000 square FT 

4 

Figure 10-5. ADJUST AREA ROT ATE 

3 

3 

2 
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The area 1s reduced to 46000 Sq. Feet by 
sh1 ftmg (3 4l along (2 5l. Note that th1s 
ensures (3 4) and (3 4) adjusted are parallel. 

4 

4 

5 

53714.07 SO.FT 

REPORT Fll.E USTING: 

ADJUST AREA doa1 or p1 p2 p3 p4 /doa2 
1460003425 

Original area
Final area • 

53714.0606 aquoro FT 
46000.0000 _aquoro FT 

Figure lo-6. ADJUST AREA PARALLEL 

2 

r 

·j 
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The area IS Increased to 6!::JI!Mk:l Sq. Feet by 

moving (3 4 5) perpendicular to (3 5). 

4 

.-<il' . 
......... I ~~ .. 

6 / I ', "'"'e . .-- . I 4 ·., 
6~\) .. -·· '•, 

t> •• ••• I '•, 3 
....... ~ \;> 

~-/ 90·~\ \ 3 
5 \ ---------------~-----

REPORT FILE USTING: 

1 

53714.07 SO.FT 

ADJUST AREA des1 or p1 p2 p3 p4 /dee2 
1650003500 
Original area • 53714.0686 equcre FT 

Final area • -65000.0000 aquare FT 

Figure 10-7. ADJVST AREA NORMAL 

2 
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10.2 Transformation Commands 

ICS uses a Helmert transformation ICS that is a conformal transformation 
composed of uniform scale change in all axes, rotations about the axes, and 
an origin shift. In matrix rotation 

x' = sMx +A 

where x' ·is the transformed coordinate vector, s is the scale factor, M is 
the orthogonal rotation matrix, and A is the origin shift vector. Thus, the 
Helmert transformation has four parameters in 2D (scale, rotation, x-y 
translations) and seven parameters in 3D (scale, three rotations, x-y-z 
translations). The number of parameters reduces to three and six, 
respectively, if the scale is known. 

ICS allows you to compute and apply Helmert transformations in either two or 
three dimensions. In the graphics environment, you can use a tutorial to key 
in or graphically select transformation parameters. Once a transformation is 
computed, you can use the tutorial to apply the inverse transformation. 

The transformation commands include the following: 

COMPU'IE TRANSFORM establishing parameters for a coordinate 
transformation 

TRANSFORM 
COORDINATES 

transforming coordinate positions according to a 
set of parameters that have been either input using 
this command (tutorial review option in graphics), or 
calculated by the COMPU'IE TRANSFORM command 

. .· .. ·--~----·~·-···. 

•.'")".·. .. 
· . . ::. 
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10.2.1 COMPUTE TRANSFORM 

The COMPUTE TRANSFORM co=and determines the active ICS transformation 
parameters that are then used by. the TRANSFORM COORDINATES co=and to 
transform the coordinate positions. In graphics, you can input known 
transformation parameters using the tutorial activated by the TRANSFORM 
COORDINATES command. 

COMPUTE TRANSFORM computes the parameters for the transformation from the 
coordinate system defined by desFROM to the coordinate system defined by 
deffO. The data field arguments desFROM and deSJ:O must each contain a 
minimum of two pasg points (points common to the two coordinate systems). 
The pasg points in each data field argument must appear in the same order, 
since they will be mapped one to one from desFROM to deffO. If more than 
two pasg points are used (up to a maximum of 200), ICS computes a least 
squares solution of the transformation parameters. 

If you want a fixed scale for the transformation, you can use the optional 
scale parameter sea. If you use this optional parameter, the transformation 
becomes a three-parameter or six-parameter transformation (for 3D) instead of 
a four-parameter or seven-parameter transformation, because the scale 
parameter is not calculated. 

If you Want to perform a 3D transformation (a seven-parameter 
transformation), you can key in a one (1) for the optional 3D parameter. In 
order to use this optional parameter, all the input control points you 
specify must be stored as 3D points in the database. Also, if you use this 
parameter and you input only two pasg points, ICS will calculate a third 
control point and use it automatically (this is valid only for 
transformations that do not involve rotations about the x or y axis). 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in COMPUTE TRANSFORM. 

The system responds: 

COMPUTE TRANSFORM desFROM desTO /=. /3D 
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2. Identify the following: 

desFROM the figure ID or list of points containing the original pass 
points. 

desTO the figure ID or list of points containing the altered pass 
points. The points must correspond one-to-one with desFROM. 

sea the optional scale factor to be held fixed in the transformation 
· process (0 is the default when using computed scale). 

3D 1 when computing a seven-parameter transformation. 

Oeter-m1ne tronsformot1on poromet.ers wh1ch 

tronsform U 2 = desFROM> to (4 6 = desTQ) 

; .. ~ 
: ·· .. : · .. 
f ········ ... 3 
: "tj) 

I \ 4 

! \ 

REPORT FILE USTING: 
I L ....................... .\ 5 

COI&'UTE TRANSFORI.I deoFROM deoTO /Sea /30 
(12)(46) 

. Compute Transformat ton 

6 

Adjustment Result• 2 Control Points Uoed 
Point C o o r d I n a t e a R e a I d u a I s 

1 4740.9119 6201.6639 9.9000 0.0000 
2 4860.3609 6357.8869 0.0000 0.0000 

Computed scale factor Ia 1.0118767 ( 1 : 84 ) 
Rotation Angle Is •••• -43 Degrees 48 Minutes 25.1 Seconds 
X Tranalation Is .••. -1471.5476 FT 
Y Translation Is •••• 5569.8632 FT 

·Minimum Solution. No Statistics. 

Figure J()-8. COMPUTE TRANSFORM 

··./ 

·.)· .. 
···~ 

.. ../ 
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10.2.2 TRANSFORM COORDINATES 

TRANSFORM COORDINATES transforms the positions defined by the description des 
according to a set of parameters you define. In alpha mode you must define 
these parameters using the COMPUTE TRANSFORM command, so you must execute 
COMPUTE TRANSFORM before initiating TRANSFORM COORDINATES. In graphics you 
have the option to define the parameters individually using the COMPUTE 
TRANSFORM command, or you can define the parameters through a tutorial that 
you can activate after selecting TRANSFORM COORDINATES. 

Using the TRANSFORM COORDINATES Tutorial. 

The TRANSFORM COORDINATES tutorial, pictured in Figure 10-9, provides two 
ways for you to define the transformation parameters. The right side of the 
tutorial contains the column of DEFINE commands: SCALE, TRANSLATION, and 
ANGLE. These DEFINE commands allow you to define the parameters using data 
points; you do not have to know the values. The DEFINE commands work the 
same way as ~e IGDS SCALE and ANGLE commands; they allow you to define the 
transformation parameters by graphic selection only. You select these 
commands by placing the cursor on top of the command and pr=ing <D>. After 
you select a command and give the appropriate data points, ICS calculates the 
parameter and displays the result in the appropriate field in the lower 
.Portion .of the tutorial. 

The other way you can define parameters from tlris tutorial is by actually 
keying the values intO the fields provided at the bottom of the tutorial. 

· You press <D> in the field you want to enter data into, key in the data, and 
press <RETURN>. 

In addition to the transformation parameter fields, there are four additional 
command boxes: 

o Two/Three DIMENSION 
Allows toggling between 2D and 3D transformations. 

o RESTORE 
Restores parameters to values present when tutorial was entered. 

o APPLY DIRECT/INVERSE 
Allows toggling between direct and inverse type of transformation. 
Direct transformations can be performed repeatedly, but inverse 
transformations require that APPLY INVERSE be selected from the tutorial 
each time. 

o QUIT 
Exits the tutorial and saves current parameter values. 



· ...... 

TRANSFORMATION DATA 

' 
:z 
8 ,... 
~-
·Z 
~ .. 
N .. ,.c.\'.t-'t\o"t\ 
: ....... ~.it'.~~-

• of, • 

. -~ . .. . . . . 

... 

X·TRANSLATIONI 261.8069 
Y • TRANSLA TIONr 142. 8039 
Z·TRANSLATIONt 0.0000 

... 

Three 
Dlt-11:.N~JON 

... .. .. 

z 
• 

• 
INORTHINGI 

X·ROTATJONt 2-34-56.7 
Y ·ROTATION• -7-53-21.1 
Z·BOTATIONr 120-23-12.8 

DEFINE 

--2 
I 

3 

SCALE 
2 

I • .••· .. . . . . 
TRANSI.ATlON 

2 

~ 
ANGLE 

-~: 
ANGLE 

(RESTORE) 
APPLY 

OJRECT jiNVERS~ 8 

Figure JG-9. TRANSFORM COORDINATES Tutorial 
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Usin2 the Djstrjbutjop Qption 

ICS maintains a record of the pass points used to establish the 
transformation parameters and a record of the residuals associated with each 
pass point. If you want ICS to weight each of the pass point residuals and, 
according to these weights, distribute the contribution of each residual, to 
the coordinates of the new points, you can set the optional distribute 
variable dlstrlb to 1. 

The · weight of each residual is based on the inverse distance between it and 
the control points as computed in the original coordinate system. You must 
ensure that none of the original control points are transformed prior to 
applying the transform to all other desired points. 

Residual distribution generally results in forcing control points to the 
positions defined in the new system, and this sacrifices the conformal nature 
of the transformation. Thus, the application of the active transformation to 
the original control is redundant. 

Yerifyinz the Transformed Oxm:!inates 

You can optionally view the transformed coordinates before they are accepted, 
if you use the optional verify parameter. This parameter allows you to view 
the. transformed coordinates of each point and individually accept or reject 
them. If . you set verify equal to 1, the following message appeaxs: 

Accept;: (YIN) <RETURN>'- exit 

Key in Y to accept the transformed positions, key in N to reject the 

...... :~-· ~·-~· .. ····~··· .•. 

transformed positions, or press <SPACE> followed by <RETURN> to exit the 
TRANSFORM COORDINATES command. In graphics, you can press <D> for yes, and 
<R> for no. 

Note: On a graphics terminal, you must press <RETURN> to exit. 

TRANSFORM COORDINATES alters the coordinates of points in the database. If 
you do not want the points in the database to be altered, you can use the 
optional parameter n. This parameter saves the transformed coordinates with 
new point ID's; the original point ID's are not altered. You specify n to be 
the ID of the first transformed point, and sul:<;equent new points are n+ 1, 
n+2, etc. If you give n the vilue zero (O), ICS will assign the next 
available point ID's to the generated points. 

Note: If you do not use the optional n parameter, this command will alter the 
coordinates of points in the database. Be sure that none of the 
current values are needed, since they are replaced in this process. 
Use the COPY POINT command to save values which may be 11$efuL 
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In alpha, execute the COMPUTE TRANSFORM command to calculate the 
transformation parameters. 

Qperntor Sequence 

1. Select or key in TRANSFORM COORDJNATES. If you are working in alpha, go 
to Step 3. Otherwise, go to Step 2. 

2. <D> Apply current tra:nsformation <R> Review/Define transformation 

Press <D> to accept the current parameters and apply the transformation. 
Go to Step 3. 

-OR-

Press <R> to review or define the transformation parameters. 

ICS wi1J. display the TRANSFORM COORDINATES tutorial. 

You can alter the parameters and save the new ones as described in the 
previous section Using the TRANSFORM COORDINATES Tutorial. 
After exiting the tutorial, go to Step 3. 

3. The system responds: 

TRANSFORM COORDJNATES des /distrib /verify /n 

Identify the following: 

des 

distrib 

verify 

n 

the figure ID or list of points to be transformed. 

0 (default) when not applying residual distribution (conformal 
transformation); 1 when applying residual distribution 
<nonconformal transformation). 

0 when adjusting all points; 1 when accepting/rejecting each 
point on an individual basi& · 

the point ID for the first generated point; subsequent new points 
will be n+ 1, n+2, etc. 0 for ICS to assign the next available 
point ID numbers. 

.: :. c.-/ 

.. _) 
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Po1nts 3.and 5 (deslare transformed to new 
pos1 t1ons based on the transf ormat1on wh1ch 

maps <1 2) onto (4 6l. 

. . . . . . . . 

2 
G. . --: ...... . --. --. --i ........ 
! ------~ 
: . 
: . . . . . . 

. . . . . 

4. 

:. . 5 . . 
1 ~-- ----------------- -----------~ 

REPORT FILE LISTING: 

TRANSFORM COORDS des /distrlb /verify /n 
(3 5) 0 0 

Tran~form Coordinates 

6 

5 

Point C o o r d I n o t e s Reslduol Contributions 
3 4749.9806 6382.0961 0 .. 0000 DEFAULT 
5 4649.7231 6318.4501 e. 0000 DEFAULT 

Figure 10-10. TRANSFORM COORDINLITES 

3 
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11. REPORTS COMMANDS 

The REPORTS commands interpret and list information already stored in an ICS 
database. The information is displayed on the screen and optionally to an 
output !lle. The contents of an output file can then be listed at the 
terminal, printed on a line printer, and/or plotted in a design file using 
the PLOT Fll.E command. See Section 7.1 for details on the OUTPUT Fll.E and 
INPUT FILE commands. See Section 12.1.10 for details on the PLOT Fli..E 
command. 

The REPORTS menu block is divided into four partS: 

e IlST Commands 

e AllGNMENT Commands 

e AREA Commands 

e · TRAVERSE Commands. 

11.1 LIST Commands 

Use the usr commands to list coordinates, list figures, or display 
information that is in the feature table. The usr commands include the 
following: 

IlST COORDINATES 

UST FIGURES 

SHOW FEATURE 

For 

listing the coordinates of points 

listing the point ID's contamed in a figure 

displaying information about a feature in the feature 
table 
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11.1.1 LIST COORDINATES 

The usr COORDINATES command lists the coordinates of the point ID's you 
specify in des; des may be a list of point ID's or figure ID's. If you want 
to get a listing of available point ID's, follow des with a -1. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in usr COORDINATES. 

The system respcniis: 

usr COORDINATES des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the points whooe coordinates are to be listed. 

11.1.2 LIST FIGURES 

The usr F1GURES command lists the point ID's and geometry of each figure 
contained in des; des can be a figure ID or list of figure ID's. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in LIST F1GURES. 

The system responds: 

LIST F1GURES des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the figure(s). 

... .-.. .. .:---· -··-~---·. 

::J 

... -"\ 
_) 
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11.1.3 SHOW FEATURE 

The SHOW FEATURE command displays information about features in the feature 
table. You can identify the· feature you want information on by entering 
either the feature number or name. 

Qperator Seq)lence 

1. Select or key in SHOW FEATURE. 

The system resporuls: 

· SHOW FEATURE fnum lfname (alpha) 
fnum or lfname (graphics) 

2. Identify the following: 

fnum the feature number. 

' ~R-! 

lfname the feature name. The name must be preceded bY an exclamation mark 
(!). 

· ... · 
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REPORT FlLE UST'ING: 

SHOW FEATURE 500 
Feature 

Element line otyle 
Element level 
Element weight 
Element color 
Annotation font 
Annotation juotlflcatlon 
AnnotatIon txt hght (11..1' •) 
Annotation txt wdth (IIJ'o) 
AnnotatIon level 
Annotation llno weight 
Annotation color 
Annotation line spacing 
Symbol font 
Symbol character 
Symbol justification 
Symbol text height (IIJ'o) 
Symbol text width . (11..1' a) 
Symbol love I 
Symbol weight 
Symbol color 

Decemher 1987 

FIXED POINT [ 500] 

0 Pattern cell name 
16 Pattern typo 0 
1 Pattern scale 2.00 

16 Pattern angle 0.00 
23 Pattern dol to 1.00 
12 Col I /Po I n t n0111o OCT140 
7 Coli library USR_DD_ICS:SURSYM.CEL 
7 Uaer Command 

17 Dnlra ft lenamo 
e No annotation 
2 Distance and direction annotation 
3 

90 

8 Curve labels: RLTD 
8 
8 

18 
e 

18 

Ftgure 11-1. SHOW FEATURE 

.. J 
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REPOKI'S Commands 11-5 

11.2 ALIGNMENT Commands 

Use the ALIGNMENT commands to describe horizontal and vertical alignments and 
to compute the stations and offsets of an alignment. ALIGNMENT commands 
include the following: 

DESCRIBE ALIGNMENT 

DESCRIBE VERTICAL 
ALIGNMENT 

For 

describing horizontal alignment features 

describing vertical alignment features 

SI'ATIONS AND OFFSETS computing the stations and offsets of an alignment 
and RELOCATION 
OFFSET 
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11.2.1 DESCRIBE ALIGNMENT 

The DESCRIBE ALIGNMENT command describes a horizontal alignment. If you 
specify sBEG and sEND, the command describes only the part of the ·alignment 
between stations sBEG and sEN D. Stations are expressed in decimal units. 
For example, station 41+23.67 m entered as 4123.67. If you omit the 
interval x along the alignment, ICS only reports on the points in the 
description of the alignment. 

Qperatm; Sequence 

1. Select or key in DESCRIBE ALIGNMENT. 

The system responds: 

DESCRIBE ALIGNMENT Hfg I x /sBEG /sEND . 

2. Identify the following: 

Hfg the horizontal figure. 

X . the specified interval. It must be preceded by a space. 

sBEG the station which begins the description. 

sEND the station which ends the description. 

Note: In graphics, even if x m not input, Hfg must be followed by a space 
for the command to execute. 

/ 

·' f-. 

<u 

t··:).· 
~- · ... . 
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REPORT F1LE USTING: 

DESCRIBE ALIGNMENT Hfg /x /sBEG /aEND 
1 

PI 1 1171.6479 -7065.6009 1-Hl0 
N 32-37-10.4 E 

PC 2 1273.1639 -7000.6299 2+20.5269 
N 32-37-10.4 E 

Rodlol direction from PC to CC S 57-22-49.6 E 
cc 4 1170.2114 -6839.7685 

Rodlua 190.9859FT Degree 30- e- 0.0 
Length 100.0000FT· Delta 30- e- e.0 RT 
Tangent 51.1745FT Back N 32-37-10.4 E 
External 6.7373FT Aheod· N 62-37-10.4 E 
Long Chord 9B.B616FT N 47-37-10.4 E . 
Mid. Ord. 6.5077FT 

PI 1318.2666 -6973.0439 2+71.7014 
N 62-37-10.4 E 

Radial direction from CC to PT N 27-22-49. 6 W 
cs 5 1339.8016 -6927.6023 3+20.5269 

N 62-37-10.4 E 
PI 6 1371.2852 -6866.8136 

Sp I ra I Ahead Degreea/atatlon: 15.0000 
Length 200.0000FT Throw 30- e- 0.0 
L. Tangent 135.2997FT Ahead S 87-22-49. 6 E 
S. Tangent 68.4579FT Back N 62-37-10.4 E 
Chord 197 .5737FT N 82-38-34.5 E 
Dog roo 30- 0- 0.0 

ST 7 1365.1015 -6731.6552 5+20.5269 
s 87-22-49.6 E 

PC a 1358.2459 -6581.8119 6+70.5269 
S 87-22-49. 6 E 

Radial direction from PC to CC s 2-37-10.4 w 
cc 10 1072.0664 . -6594.9051 

Radlua 2B6.4789FT Dog roo 20- e- 0.0 
Length 175.0000FT Delta 35- e- 0.0 RT 
Tangent 90.3264FT Back S 87-22-49.6 E 
External 13.9026FT Aheod S 52-22-49. 6 E 
Long Chord 172.2917FT S 69-52-49.6 E 
Mid. Ord. 13.2591FT 

PI 1354.1176 -6491.5799 7+60.8533 
s 52-22-49.6 E 

Radial direction from CC to PT N 37-37-10.4 E 
PT 11 1298.9810 -6420.0340 8+45.5269 

Flgtire 11-2. DESCRIBE ALIGNMENT 
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11.2.2 DESCRIBE VERTICAL ALIGNMENT 

The DESCRIBE VERTICAL AllGNMENT command reports information about points of 
vertical intersection, curvature and· tangency, grades, and topographic high 
and low points along the active vertical alignment. If tangent lengths are 
unequal, vertical curve lengths are computed. You can assign zero (O) to 
sBEG and sEND as a wild card to indicate from the beginning or to the end, 
respectively. . The optional input of design speed and coefficient of friction 
is used to calculate the stopping sight distance for crest curves. 

Qperaw Sequence 

1. Select or key in DESCRIBE VERTICAL AllGNMENT. 

The system responds: 

DESCRIBE VERTICAL AllGNMENT sBEG /sEND /speed friction 

2. Identify the following: 

sBEG the beginning station. 

sEND the. ending station. 

Note: sBEG and sEND -must both be defined on the same figure, either Hfg 
or Vfg. · 

speed design speed. 

friction the coefficient of friction. 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

DESCRIBE VERTICAL ALIGNMENT aBEG /aEND /apeed friction 
2 

Tangent Sect Jon 

Grode from PVI 12 to PVC 
Point 

PVI 
PVC 

12 
11.' 

Crest Vert1cot Curve 

Stat ion 

1+07.3700 
2+26.1370 

Grode from PVC 17 to PVI 

17 Ia · 

13 I• 

8.2208:': 

8.2208:': 

Figure 11-3. DESCRIBE VEKI'ICAL ALIGNMENT 

Elevation 

409.7976 
419.5613 
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Point Stat ion 

PVC 17 2+26.1370 
PVI 13 3+26.1370 
PVT 18 4-H!1.1370 
HI/LOW 3+58.8342 

Curve lengths 100.0000 and 
c.rest Vertical Curve 

Grade from PVC 

Point 

PVC 18 
PVI 14 
PVT 19 

Curve lengths 
Tangent 

Grode from PVT 

Point 

PVT 19 
PVC 20 

Sag Vertical 
Grade f rono PVC 

Paint 

PVC 20 
PVI 15 
PVT 21 

Curve length 
Tangent 

Grade from PVT 
Point 

PVT 
PVI 

21 
16 

18 to PVI 
Station 

4-Hl1.1370 
5+04.6400 
5+79.6400 

103.5030 and 
Section 

19 to PVC 
Station 

5+79.6400 
6+14.6400 

Curve 
20 to PVI 

Stat ion 

6+14.5400 
6+64.6400 
7+14.6400 

100.0000 
Section 

21 to PVI 
Stat ion 

7+14.640~ 

8+29.4350 

.. REPORTS Commands 11-9 

75.0000 

14 io -3.9098)1; 

75.0000 

20 lo -7.0000% 

15 lo -7.0000% 

15 Is -0.1253:>: 

Elevation 

419.5613 
427.7821 
424.8498 
425.5767 

Elevation 

424.6496 
420.6030 
415.5530 

Elevat1on 

415.5530 
413.1030 

Elevation 

413.1030 
409.6030 
409.5399 

Elevation 

409.5399 
409.3949 

Figure 11-3. DESCRIBE VERTICAL ALIGNMENT (Ccntinued) 
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11.2.3 STATIONS AND OFFSETS 

The SfATIONS AND OFFSETS command computes and reports the perpendicular 
offsets from the active alignment (baseline) to a second alignment 
(centerline). The first point in the description desAL2 of the centerline is 
defined as station 0+00. ICS computes the offsets to points on the 
centerline starting at sBEG, with interval x, until sEND, including all 
transition points along the centerline. Both the baseline and centerline 
stationing is reported for all computed points. 

Note: STATIONS AND OFFSETS assumes that all straight line segments extend to 
infinity. If you are not careful, unexpected intersections may result. 

Be sure to run SET AIJG~ before running STATIONS AND OFFSETS. 

Operator Seq,uence 

1. Select or key in STATIONS AND OFFSETS. 

The system responds: 

STATIONS AND OFFSETS desAL2 /x /sBEG /sEND 

2. Identify the following: 

desAL2 description of the alignment (centerline) for which stations and 
offsets will be listed. 

X the distance between the stations on the centerline. 

sBEG the beginning station on the alignment desAL2. 

sEND the ending station on the alignment desAL2. 

-· ---···---· ----
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STA 1+28.8486 

REPOKI'S Comnuznds 11-11 

When o bo:sehne OI"'C ho~ to be extended 
to cr-eote on tnt.er!Jectton. the ore d1:stance 
1 ~ opphed olong the t<>ngent. 

5 

([ 

"' ..,. 
!!? 
<D 
co 
+ 

"' ([ .... 
(/) 

--------&-:-~-~ & -,..,_ 
'' -' :M 
'"' ,., ,., 
' . . -,..,. .' . 
:'I 

' extended ore 

STA 5+23.53'l5 

Center hne Skew Angle 

STA 1+00 
ld1~t<>nce olong de~AL2 from 
f1r~t po1nt 1n de~AL2J 

Figure 11-4. SI' AT IONS AND OFFSETS 
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REPORT FILE USTJNG: 

STORE fiGURE nfg des /pAL sAL or fg des /pAL sAL 
1 (1 2 C4R 5) 

STORE fiGURE nfg des /pAL sAL or fg des /pAL sAL 
2 (6-9) 

STATIONS AND OffSETS desAL2 /x /sBEG /sEND 
Baseline figure Is: 1 
Centerline figure Is : 2 

Point 
Baseline 
Station 

Centerline 

Station 
Baseline 
Offset 

December 1987 

Center I ine 
Elevation Skew Anglo 

----------------------------------------
Points On Line 2 

1+28.8486 1~0 257.4116 63-53-12.3 
2+18.6412 2~0 213.3969 63-53-12.3 

7 2+62.3926 2+48.7250 191.9508 0.0000 113-54-40.6 
3+09.2669 3+00 212.7336 113-54-40. 6 

Pointe On Curve 2 5 
-9.0029 - 235.4228 64-29-32.2 

8 6+34.1448A 4+25.3351 224.2840 0.0000 32- e- 1.4 
.6+73.7108A ~0 160.9648 32-0-1.4 

9 .-6.1849A 5+23.5395 141.0023 0.0000 32-0-1.4 

Ftgure 11-4. STATIONS AND OFFSEI'S (Continued) 

.:·_<;' 
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11.2.4 RELOCATION OFFSET 

The RELOCATION OFFSET co=and is the same as the STATIONS AND OFFSETS 
command except that the interVal x is defined along the baseline (active 
alignment), not the centerline (described by desAL2). See Section 11.2.3 for 
details. 

Note: RELOCATION OFFSET assumes that all straight line segments extend to 
infinity. If you are not careful, unexpected intersections may result. 

In alpha, instead of keying in RELOCATION OFFSET, you must 
key in STATIONS AND OFFSETS, and precede the interval x with 
a negative sign (-). The negative sign preceding the interval value 
indicates to ICS that you want the RELOCATION OFFSET 
command. · 

Be sure to run SET AUGNMENT before running RELOCATION OFFSET. 

Q\?erator Sequence 

1. Select RELOCATION OFFSET or key in STATIONS AND OFFSETS. 

The ·system responds: 

RELOCATION OFFSET desAL2 /x /sBEG /sEND 

2. Identify the following: · 

desAL2 description of the alignment (centerline) to be assigned stations 
and offsets. 

x the distance between the stations on the baseline (active 
alignment). 

Note: In alpha, you must precede x with .a negative sign (-). 

sBEG the beginning station on the alignment desAL2. . 

sEND the ending station on the alignment desAL2. 
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63'53'12.3' 
Skew Angle 

STA 0+67.8720 

. 

. 
• • ' • • 
' ' ' .. 

5 

• . 

4 
0 

Decemher 1987 

!dtst<>nce olong desAL2 from 
ftrst pomt tn desAL2l 

Figure 11-5. RELOCATION OFFSET 
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REPORT FILE IJSI'ING: 

STORE fiGURE nfg doa /pAL aAL or fg doa /pAL sAL 
1 (1 2 C4R 5) 

STORE FIGURE nfg doa /pAL aAL or fg doa /pAL aAL 
2 {6-9) 

STATIONS AND OfFSETS dooAL2 /x /oBEG /oEND 
Boaollne flgu.re Ia: 1 
Centerline figure Ia : 

. Baaellno 
Stat I on 

1+00 
2+00 
3+00 
4+00 
5+00 
6+00 

Conte·r I i no 

Station 

&T67.8720 
1+79.2397 
2+89.8631 
3+64.5452 
3+80.9992 
3+98.2479 

2 

Offset 

271.5526 
222.5345 
208.6249 
238.4714 
240.3028 
236.1525 

Skew Angle 
Dog Min Soc 

63 53 12.3 
63 53 12.3 

113 54 40.6 
106 17 34.3 
86 17 34.3 
66 17 34.3 

Figure 11-5. RELOCATION OFFSET (Contimred) 
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11.3 AREA Commands 

Use the AREA commands for computing and reporting the area of closed polygons 
and circular segments. AREA conimands include the following: 

AREA DIRECTION 

SEGMENT 

For 

computing the area of a closed polygon and the 
directions and distances between the points 

computing the area of a circular segment with two 
specified arc and chord boundaries. 

Note: ICS does not currently support the computation of areas bounded 
in part by parabolas (vertical curves) or spirals. · ICS warns you 
if you attempt this operation. 

... .""" 

· .. /' 
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11.3.1 AREA DIRECTION 

The AREA DIRECTION command computes and reports the area of a closed polygon 
described by des, as well as a ·brief direction and distance listing of the 
polygon boundary. The des must be a closed figure: the fil:st and last 
points in des must be the same. 

Qperaw ·Sequence 

1. Select or key in AREA DIRECTION • 

The system responds: 

AREA DIRECTION des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the polygon. If you give a list of points, the last 
point you list must be the same as the fil:st point. 

9 
.. ... 

II -

.. . .. .. 

12 

Figure 11-6. AREA DIRECTION 

15 

13 
0 
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REPORT FILE USTING: 

STORE FIGURE nfg des /pAL oAL or fg des /pAL sAL 
0 (9 10 11 12 C1~R 15 9) 

2 (9 10 11 12 C1~R 15 9) 
AREA DIRECTION 2 

Point Coordtnotea Direction 

.............. - ... 

'Decemher 1987 

Distance 

----------------------------------------
9 4686.77~ 1559.8309 e.e000 

N19-42-50.8E 172.5388FT 
10 ~49.1999 1618.0329 0.0000 

N71-33-53.8E 175.4928FT 
11 4904.6959 1784.5199 0.0000 

536-35-27. 2E 111.2637FT 
12 ~15.3609 1850.8~9 e.e000 

553-24-32. 8W 190.9859FT 
cc 14 4701.51~7· 1697.~990 

Deflection se-e- 0.eR 
Arc Length 200.0000FT 
Long Chord 190.9859FT 

S 6-35-27 .2E 
566-35-27 .2E 190.9859FT 

15 4625.6372 1872.7651 
N78--5-.1W 318.8503FT 

9 4686.7740 1559.8309 e.e000 
Figure 2 AREA - 61488.5412 SQ FT 1.4116 ACRE 

Figure 11-6. AREA DIRECIION (Continued) 
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11.3.2 SEGMENT 

The SEGMENT command computes and reports the area of a circular segment whose 
boundaries are the arc with radius r between pi and p2 and the chord between 
pi and p2. (See also the SEGMENT PLUS and SEGMENT MINUS commands in Section 
14.) 

Operator Seguence 

1. Select or key in SEGMENT. 

The system responds: 

SEGMENT p1 p2 r 

2. Identify the following: 

the point that is the starting point of the arc and of the segment. 

the point that is the ending point of the arc and segment. 

the radius of the arc. It can be expressed using the D delimiter. 

pi 22 

REPORT Fll..E LISI1NG: 

SEGMENT 22 23 024.22 
Segment AREA • 5095.7999 SQ FT 

Length 235.8047 
Radius 
Long Chord 

200.0000FT Delta 
222.3821FT 

0.1170 ACRE 

67-33-11 . 1 
51-10-37.4 

Figure 11-7. SEGMENT 

23 p2 

24 
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11.4 TRAVERSE Commands 

Use the TRAVERSE commands for computing and reporting distances and angles. 
The description des for the TRAVERSE commands can be a point listing or 
figure ID. If des is a figure ID, TRAVERSE ANGLES and TRAVERSE DEFLECTIONS 
report on circular and spiral arcs; DISfANCES and INVERSE DIRECTIONS do not. 

Note: The T delimiter is useful for these commands; it allows you to get 
report:l on traverses described in des in the reverse (transposed) 
direction. 

TRAVERSE commands include the following: 

DISTANCE 

INVERSE DIRECTIONS 

ANGLES 

TRAVERSE ANGLES 

For 

1:9mputing the distances between points 

computing distances and directions between points 

·computing clockwise angles from a baseline to a group 
of points 

computing the angles and distances between points in 
a des 

TRAVERSE DEFLECTIONS computing the deflections and distances between 
points in a des. 

_____ .) 

·:o" .. 

. · . I 
J 
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11.4.1 DISTANCE 

The DISTANCE command computes and reports the distances between consecutive 
points in the description des. · 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in DISTANCE. 

The system responds: 

DISTANCE des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the points. 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

DISTANCE doo 
1 

from To 

2 

Diatonce 
fT 

3 
0 

4 

Slope 01ataneo 
fT 

5 
0 

7 8 

Elov OJ ff V~; t Aa~ to 
fT 

----------------------------------------
1 2 73.2044 73.2044 0.0000 90- e- 0.0 
2 3 135.2997 135.2997 0.0000 9&- e- 0.0 
3 <4 68.4579 68.4579 0.0000 9&- e- 0.0 
<4 6 190.9859 190.9859 0.0000 90- e- 0.0 
6 7 190.9859 190.9859 0.0000 90- e- 0.0 
7 8 75.0000 75.0000 0.0000 9&- e- 0,0 

Figure 11-8. DISTANCE 
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11.4.2 INVERSE DIRECTIONS 

The INVERSE DIRECTIONS command· computes and reports the distances and 
directions between consecutive points in the description des. 

<werator Sequence 

1. Select or key in INVERSE DIRECTIONS. 

The system responds: 

INVERSE DIRECI10NS des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the points. 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

INVERSE DIRECTIONS dea 
1 

from To Oi roct Jon 

1 2 N19-26-24.7E 
2 3 N19-26-24.7E 
3 4 N49-26-24. 7E 
4 6 S40-33-35.3E 
6 7 N 0-33-35 • 3W 
7 8 N89-26-24.7E 

3 
0 

4 

Dhtanc:o 
fT 

73.20« 
135.2997 
68.4579 

190.9859 
190.9859 
75.0000 

5 
0 

7 

. ' 
'· .. : ,s 

t!> 

Slope Ohtonco 
fT 

73.20« 
135.2997 
68.4579 

190.9859 
190.9859 
75.0000 

Figure 11-9. INVERSE DIRECTIONS 

8 

Elov Olff 

fT 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

· .. · ... :. 
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11.4.3 ANGLES 

The ANGLES co=and computes and reports the clockwise angles from the 
baseline (pBS to pOC) to the points in the description desFS. ANGLES also 
computes the length of .each line segment as weU as tsngents and offsets. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in ANGLES. 

The system responds: 

ANGLES pBS pOC desFS 

2. Identify the following: 

pBS the backsight point on baseline. 

pOC the occupied points from which angles will be turned. 

desFS description of the points to which angles will be turned. 
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30 
G ••••••• 

pBS 
25 

............ ... 
26 

pOC 

REPORT Fll..E USTING: 

ANGLES 25 26 (27-30) 
Layout FroiO Point 26 

At from To Angle Dlatonce(FT) Tongont(FT) 

26 25 25 e- e- 0.0 219.3769 219.3760 
26 25 27 37-38-35.8 297.3407 164.4725 
26 25 28 58- 5- 9.7 329.0937 169.2280 
26 25 29 85-55-53.1 145.2091 10.3026 
26 25 30 294- 9-16.6 95.9395 39.2585 

Flgure 11-10. ANGLES 

Offsot(FT) 

0.9000 
126.2496 
271.7018 
144.8431 
-87.5395 

,) 

..• -"" 
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11.4.4 TRAVERSE ANGLES 

The TRAVERSE ANGLES co=and computes and reports the angles and distances 
between consecutive points in des. · 

OJ)erator Seqyence 

1. Select. or key in TRAVERSE ANGLES. 

The system responds: 

TRAVERSE ANGLES des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the points. 

3 
0 

.4 

' 

' 
' ' 

5 
0 

' 

' 
' 

7 

', . ' • 6 
'6 

Figure 11-11. TRAVERSE ANGLES 

8 
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REPORT FlLE USTING: 

TRAVERSE ANGLES des 

Point Coordinates 

----------------------------------------
4624.5109 1065.7849 0.0000 

73.20~FT 

2 4693.5419 1090.1490 0.0000 
Angle Right 180- 0- 0.0 -) 

135.2997FT 
PI 3 4821.1281 1135.1798 

Spiral In 
Dog of Curve 30- e- 0.0 

a Degrees/atatlon: 15.0000 
Anglo Right 210- 0- 0.0 

68.4579FT 
4 4865.6423 1187.1892 

Anglo Right 270- 0- 0.0 
190.9859FT <./ 

cc 6 4720.5450 1311.3762 
Defloctlon 40- 0- 0.0L 
Arc Length 133.3333FT 
Long Chord 130.6421FT 

N69-26-24.7E 
Angle Right 40- 0- 0.0 

190.9859FT 
7 4911.5218 1309.5102 .-) Angle Right 210- 0- 0.0 .· -·. 

75.0000FT 
8 4912.2546 1384.5066 

Figure 11-11. TRAVERSE ANGLES (Continued) 
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11.4.5. TRAVERSE DEFLECTIONS 

The TRAVERSE DEFLECTIONS com.nland computes and reports the deflections and 
distances between consecutive points in des. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select or key in TRAVERSE DEFLECTIONS. 

The system responds: 

TRAVERSE DEFLECTIONS des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the points. 

3 
0 

4 

' 
' ' 

5 
0 

7 

'. . 
'. 6 
'11> 

Figure 11-12. TRAVERSE DEFLECI'IONS 

8 
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REPORT Fll.E LISTING: 

TRAVERSE DEFLECTIONS dea 

Point Coordinates 

73.2044FT 

135.2997FT 
PI 

68.4579FT 

190.9859FT 
cc 

190.9859FT 

75.0EIEIEIFT 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

4624.5109 1065.7849 

4693.5419 1090.1490 

4621.1281 1135.1798 

4665.6423 1187.1892 

4720.5450 1311.3762 

4911.5218 1309.5102 

4912.2546 1364.5966 

0.0EIEIEI 

0.00e0 
Deflection 

Spiral In 
Dog of Curve 

a Degreea/atatlon: 
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12 PLOT L~~S 

The PLOT commands menu block includes commands for placing graphic elements 
in IGDS design files and commands for creating coordinate, line, and curve 
tables. The PLOT menu block is divided into two parts: 

• GENERAL Commands 

• TABLE Commands. 
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12.1 GENERAL Commands 

The GENERAL commands place graphic elements in IGDS design files at precise 
locations calculated by ICS. The characteristics of the graphic elements are 
determined by the parameters in the feature table. Design files do not have 
to be empty in order to place graphics in them; however, they must contain 
enough disk space to accept the graphic elements. 

All GENERAL commands place annotation according to feature information stored 
in the database, unless a feature is specified in the command line. If a 
feature is specified in the command line, the PLOT commands use that feature. 
If you do not have a feature specified in the co=and line or the database, 
ICS uses the AUTO PLOT feature. 

Note: Feature, justification, and elevation locks do not affect PLOT 
commands. 

Be cueful when using 3D features in a 3D design file. Figures plotted 
with 3D features in a 3D design file can be viewed three-dimensionally, 
but their plan (top) view might not be acceptable. 

GENERAL co=ands include the following (see also the PLOT TEXT command in 
Section 14). 

Command 

PLOT POINTS 

PLOT POV 

PLOT CELL 

PLOT LINES 

PLOT SHAPE 

PLOT CURVE 

PLOT ALIGNMENT 

PLOT VERTICAL 
ALIGNMENT 

PLOT XSECTION 

PLOT F1LE 

For 

placing point symbols with annotation 

placing points on a vertical alignment figure 

placing cells (graphics only) 

placing lines between points 

placing complex shapes or connected line strings 

placing a curve string between ·points 

placing complex shapes or connected line strings when 
you are going to plot cross-section lines 

plotting vertical alignme~t figures 

placing cross-<Jection lines 

placing ASCil files in a design file. 

... )) 
. ' 

. ./ 
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. 12.1.1 PLOT POINTS 

The PLOT POINTS command places the. symbols and annotation for points 
described in des. The content of the information placed with PLOT POINTS 
depends on values in the feature table. If the ACTIVE FEATURE LOCK is ON, 
the content is determined by specifications in the active feature. If the 
ACTIVE FEATURE LOCK is OFF, the content is determined by specifications of 
the feature stored with the point. The justification of the annotation is 
also determined by that feature, unless the ACTIVE JUSTIFICATION LOCK is ON. 
If the ACTIVE JUSTIFICATION LOCK is ON, the justification from the IGDS menu 
overrides the justification in the feature table. 

The feature table areas that affect the way points are placed include: 

• Symbol area 
All the symbol characteristics apply. 

• Annotation area 
All the annotation characteristics app~y to the point ID except for 
the level and the justification. The justification of point ID's 
comes from the specifications in the Symbol Justification variable. 
The level comes from the 2nd Feature Number variable, or from ICS.PAR. 

• Flag 2 
This field controls the content of the annotation placed with the 
point. The values are shown below. 
E (uppercase) plots elevation tmly 
X (uppercase) plots Northing and Easting 
Z (uppercase) plots Northing, Easting, and elevation 
N (uppercase) plots the name only 
e (lowercase) plots elevation and the name 
x (lowercase) plots Northing, Easting, and name 
z (lowercase) plots Northing, Easting, elevation, and name 

• Mise 1 (character 4 only) 
Character 4 specifies if the point is 2D or 3D. The values are: 
2 for 2D 
3 for 3D 

• 2nd feat num (2nd Feature Number) 
If the number in this field is in the range from 1 to 62, it is used 
at the active level for placement of the point ID. If the number in 
this field is 0 or greater than 62, the level for the point ID is 
taken from the ICS.P AR. file. 
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P!ottinl: tbe feature Name with tbe Symbol 

All shown above, you can plot the feature name with a symbol by placing an 
appropriate value in Flag 2 of the feature table. When plotted with 
coordinates, the feature name is included in the same text node as the 
coordinates. The name is separated from the coordinate(s) by a blank line. 

The underbars in a feature name are considered as carriage returns. For 
example, the feature "centerline_road" would be plotted as: 

centerline 
road 

whereas the feature "centerline road" would be plotted as 

centerline road 

Note: The Annotation text width field of the feature ·table controls the number 
of characters that will be placed in the design file. 1f the feature . 
name has more characters than the .AJinotaticn text width field, the feature 
name will be truncated. 

Qperator SeQuence 

1. Select or key in PLOT POINTS. 

The system responds: 

PLOT POINTS des /fnum or !fname 

2. Key in the following: 

des description of the pointe to be plotted. 
include more than 1000 points. 

fnum the feature number. 

!fname the feature name. 

This description C<mnot 

/ 

., -~·· 

i"')·: ' .·. ' .. • 
·~ 

: .. ;/ 
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12.1.2 PLOT POV 

The PLOT POV co=and places points on a vertical alignment figure. PLOT POV 
plots all points in the description des on the vertical alignment between 
sBEG and sEND. You can assign zero (0) to sBEG and sEND as a wild card to 
indicate from the beginning, or to the end, respectively. 

Use SET ALIGNMENT and SET PROFILE before using this co=and. 

Qperntor Seq)lence 

1. Select or key in PLOT POV. 

The system responds: 

PLOT POV des /sBEG /sEND /fnum or lfname 

2. Key in the following: 

des the points to be plotted. The points must already have been 
· loca~ in the vertical alignment. The figure number of the 

vertical alignment can be used ~ of des. 

sBEG the beginning statioD.. 

sEND the ending station. 

fnum the feature number. 

lfname the feature name. 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

PLOT POV deo /oBEG /oEND /fnum or lfname 
2 200 700 

~L-1-BEGPLO, plot took In progreoo 
Plotting feature lo DEFAULT 

~L-1-ENDPLO, plot took complete 

Figure 12-1. PLOT POV 

[ 1] 
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12.1.3 PLOT CELL (Graphics Only) 

The PLar CELL command places cells at an ICS pcint or range of pcints. You 
can specify the range by placing a fence around the desired pcintil before you 
select the command, by keying in a range after you select the command, or by · 
identifying each pcint with a data button. 

The PLOT CELL command gives you the option to place the active cell or use 
information in the feature table to determine the cells to be placed. If you 
choose to use the active cell, you can review the active cell and either 
accept it or name a new active celL 

Note: Cell files that depict typical symbols and line patterns common to 
surveying are delivered with the product. Menus for activating these 
cell files are also delivered. For more information on how to install 
the pcint symbols, refer to the Font Manager's User's Guide. For more 
information on how· to use the line pattern cells, refer to the FCPELT 
program documentation in Appendix C. 

There are two ways to use PLOT CELL with the feature table. If the ACTIVE 
FEATURE LOCK is ON, the cell specified in the active feature is placed on all 
the pcints. If the lock is OFF, each pcint's feature is accessed to 
determine what cell (and from what library) is placed on that pcint. If the 
cell lib:rai:y or active cell in the feature table does not exist, you are 
prompted to change the feature table and to select PLOT CELL again. 

U9erator Sequence 

1. Select PLOT CELL 

2. <D> Active Cell I <R> Feature Table 

Press <D> to place the active celL If there is an active ceU, ICS 
prompts you to accept it by pressing <D> or reject it by pressing <R>. 
If you press <R> or if there is net active ceU, ICS prompts you to key 
in the active ceU name. 

-OR-

' 
Press <R> to use the feature table to determine which cells are to be 
placed. 

3. Identify the following: 

des description of the pcints on which you want to place a cell. 
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12.1.4 PLOT LINES 

The PLOT l.lNES co=and places. lines between the points described in des. 

Qperatpr Sequence 

1. Select or key in PLOT LINES. 

1:he system responds: 

PLOT l.lNES des /fnum or !fname 

2. Key in the following: 

des the description of points between which the lines are to be 
plotted. 

fnum the feature number. 

!fname the feature name. 

<"\ 
~-:·.·. ~) ---

-~ 
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12.1.5 PLOT SHAPE 

The PLOT SHAPE command places complex shapes (if the figure is closed) or 
connected line strings (if the figure is not closed) in the design file. The 
shape is closed if the first and last point numbers of the description are 
identical 

Qperator SeQuence 

1. Select or key in PLOT SHAPE. 

The system responds: 

PLOT SHAPE des /fnum or lfname 

2. Key in the following: 

des the description of points that d.escribe the shape to be. plotted. 

fnum the feature number. 

lfname the feature name. 

..... ; ........ ·······•·•· .•.. 
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12.1.6 PLOT CURVE 

The PLOT CURVE command generates a . curve string through the points listed in 
des. ICS complexes the curve string into a connected line string (open 
figure) or a complex shape (closed figure). 

This command is useful for drawing lake or stream boundaries. You must turn 
the IGDS Fast Curve Display OFF to display this curve properly, and you 
sho!lld tum it ON to find the element for deletion. 

Note: At least three points, none of which may be in a straight line, mllst 
exist for this command to work properly. Since this command is not 
intended for use with actual arcs, any figures which contain arcs Cruch 
as 2 C3R 4) will be plotted using the points only (2 3 4). 

Qperator Seqy.ence 

1. Select or key in PLOT CURVE. 

The system responds: 

PLOT CURVE des /fnum or lfname 

2. Key in the following: 

des the description of points that describe the curve. 

fnum the feature number. 

lfname the feature name. 
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12.1.7 PLOT ALIGNMENT 

The PLOT ALIGNMENT command is very simUar to the PLOT SHAPE command. The 
difference between the two commiw.ds is that if you are going to use the PLOT 
XSECTION command on the alignment, you use PLOT SHAPE, whereas if you are not 
going to use the PLOT XSECTION command on the alignment, you use PLOT 
ALIGNMENT. 

PLOT ALIGNMENT forces a figure ID of less than 32768 for the alignment. This 
allows the figure ID to be the graphic group of the figure in subsequently 
placed SAC cro;s-sections-a SAC requirement. 

Qperator Seguepce 

1. Select or key in PLOT ALIGNMENT. 

The system responds: 

PLOT ALIGNMENT des /fnum or lfname 

2. Key in the following: 

des description of the points that describe the alignment. 

fnum the feature number.· 

lfname the feature name. 

........ ;..: .. : ... :.~-~: ... :.:~.~ 
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12.1.8 PLOT VERTICAL ALIGNMENT 

The PLOT VERTICAL ALIGNMENT command plots the vertical alignment figure 
between sBEG and sEND. Tlie vertical alignment figure is plotted to the end 
of the next tangent or parnbola closest to sBEG or sEND, and the alignment 
is plotted as a profile in two dimensions in the x,y plane. 

You can assign zero (0) to sBEG and sEND as a wild card to indicate from 
the beginning, or to the end, respectively. If you omit sEND from the data 
field, PLOT VERTICAL ALIGNMENT plots to the end of the alignment. 

Use SET ALIGNMENT and SET PROFILE before using this command. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select . or key in PLOT VERTICAL ALIGNMENT. 

The system responds: 

PLOT VERTICAL ALIGNMENT sBEG /sEND /fnum or !fname 

2. Identify the following: 

sBEG the beginning station. 

sEND the ending station. 

fnum the feature number. 

!fname the feature name. 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

PLOT VERTICAL AL!G~~ENT oBEG /•END /fnum or lfnome 
200 700 

XVPL-1-BEGPLO. plot took In pro~reoa 
XVPL-1-ENDPLO. plot took complete 

Note: See Figure 12-1 for a display of the vertical alignment. 

Figure 12-3. PLOT VERTICAL ALIGNMENT 
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12.1.9 PLOT XSECTION 

The PLOT XSECTION co=and places cross-section lines in the design file at 
all points of transition along an alignment and at user~ied intervals. 
It is also possible to plot single (plus) stations by station value. If you 
want to place only one cross-section line, set x to zero (0) and sBEG to the 
station where you want the cross-section line (in this case, sEND must be 
the same as sBEG). 

Note: In order to use PLOT XSECTION, you must have stored a figure with a 
station on a point or have performed SET AliGNMENT on that figure. 

Before selecting this command, you must store the figure (alignment) with a 
station on a point or perform SET AliGNMENT on the figure (alignment). 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in PLOT XSECTION. 

The system. responds: 

PLOT XSECTION Hfg x offR /offL /sBEG /sEND 

2. Identify the following: 

Note: 

Hfg 

In graphics, offR and offL are tsken from active offset values, 
with offR equal to offl and offL equal to off2. 

a figure or group of points defining an alignment. 

x the distance between section lines. If zero (0), a single (plus) 
station will be placed. 

offR the distance to extend the section line to the right of the 
alignment. 

offL the distance to extend the section line to the left of the 
alignment. 

sBEG indicates (if x is not zero) the station at which to begin 
placement of cross sections. If x is zero, a single station is 
placed at sBEG. 

sEND indicates (if x is not zero) the station at which to terminate 
placement of cross sections. 
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t:U.lO PLOT FILE (Graphics Only) 

The PLOT FILE command plots ASCII files to a design file. Thls command is 
useful for plotting coordinate, line, and curve tables to your design file. 
These tables can be created using the TABLE co=ands described in Section 
12.2. 

Note: The tables are all created using a monospace font. ln order for 
these tables to display correctly, you must set the active font to a 
monospace font, such as font 50. 

Before selecting this command, set the active font equal to a monospace font. 

Qperamr Seqyence 

1. Select PLOT FILE 

2. Keyin text filename Reset/exit dev:[UIC]filename.EXT 

Key in the filename in the format shown. 

-QR-

Press <R> to exit. 

3. Identify origin Reset/exit 

Place the cursor. where you want the text to be placed and press <D> • 

..OR-

Press <R> to exit. 

Note: ICS places the text according to the IGDS active text node 
justification, line spacing, color, weight, text size, etc. 
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12.2 TABLE Commands 

The TABLE commands create or enable the creation of ASCII files that contain 
a table of information. These ·ASCII files can then be plotted to a design 
file using the PLOT Fll.E command (see Section 12.1.10). The TABLE commands 
include the following: 

Command 

COORDINATE TABLE 

LINE TABLE 

CURVE TABLE 

For 

creating a table of coordinate information 

enable/disable the creation of a table of line 
information 

enable/disable the creation of a table of curve 
information 

.. _,_-- ~·-·--;· . " 
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12.2.1 COORDINATE TABLE (Graphics Only) 

The COORDINATE TABLE co=and writes the coordinates of points you specify in. 
des to an ASCII file containing the coordinate table. You can give a figure 
ID, point, or range of points in des. After creating the coordinate table, 
you can plot it to the design file using the graphics co=and PLOT FILE (see 
Section 12.1.10 for details). 

You define the coordinate file format and content by editing the 
IC:S_ANNOTA TE.P AR file. This file contains a series of variables under the · 
header $COORDINATE_TABLE. Refer to Section 3.7 for more details about 
ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select COORDINATE TABLE. 

The system responds: 

COORDINATE TABLE des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the points to be listed in the coordinate table. 

r'OINT # EAST! NG ( FTl NORTH! NG ( FTl ELEV. ( FTl 
I -6065.6009 11 71. 64 79 410.0000 
2 -6000.6299 1273.1639 422.0000 4 -5839. 7685 11 70. 211 4 
5 -5927.6023 1 339. 801 6 429.0000 
6 -5866.8136 1 371. 2852 
7 -5731.6552 . 1 365. 1 01 5 422.0000 
8 -5581. 811 9 1358. 2459 412.0000 

10 -5594. 9051 1072. 0664 
11 -5420.0340 1298. 981 0 410.0000 

Figure 12-5. Plot of a Coordinate Table Generated wlth COORDINATE TABLE 

) 

._j 
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12.2.2 LINE TABLE and CURVE TABLE (Graphics Only) 

The LINE TABLE and CURVE TABLE commands are toggle commands that allow 
you to enable the generation of line and curve tables. The line and curve 
data is written to ASCII Illes by selecting the LABEL LINE command. If the 
LINE TABLE option is active, all lines within the figure will be annotated 
with a line number. If the CURVE TABLE option is active, all curves within 
the figure will be annotated with a curve number. 

The line data is written to an ASCII file containing the line table, and the 
curve data is written to an ASCII file containing the curve table. After 
creating one or both of these tables, you can plot them to the design file 
using the graphics command PLOT FILE <see Section 12.1.10 for details). 

You define the format and content of the ASCII files by editing the 
ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR file. This file contains a series of variables under the 
headers $UNE_TABLE and $CURVE_TABLE. Refer to Section 3.7 for more details 
about ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR. . 

Handling Sequential Ijne or Curye Data 

You have several options available to you for handling sequential line or 
.curve data resulting from labeling more than one figure. 

• Append new data ·to existing files 
ICS maintains an active curve or line table and automatically appends 
new line or curve data to existing files. You specify the filenames 
in the ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR file. . 

Note: You should not modify the table formats and contents if you are 
appending data. 

o Create new files for new figures 
By editing the filename in the ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR file, you can place 
data for a new figure in another file. And if desired, the new file 
can have a different format and content. In contrast to the option 
above, the line and curve data would not be appended because the 
filename would be different. 

o Edit the curve and line labels 
You can edit the next_line and next_curve variables in ICS_ANNOTATE to 
control the line/curve labels. (See Section 3.7 for more details.) 
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Generating Olrye and Jjne Tables by Default 

You also have the option to have curve and line tables generated by default 
instead of explicitly requesting them. Like other annotation handling, 
having the tables created by default is controlled by the feature table 
variable Mise 1 (miscellaneous one). ICS version 8.8.3 allowed you to 
enable/disable scale and/or rotation of annotation text that did not fit the 
graphics element being annotated. This is now extended to allow you to 
default to a line and curve table. With this default set, if annotation text 
does not fit on the graphics element being annotated, ICS labels the lines 
and curves with the current line or curve label; ICS makes no attempt to 
scale or rotate the annotation text. ICS interprets field three of Mise 1 
as: 

0 disable rotation 
1 enable rotation 
2 disable rotation and scaling and default to a curve/line table. 

The available curve parameters .for a default curve table is limited to four 
items. It is recommended that these conform to the values specified in 
Ics.P AR and fields five through eight of Mise 1. Possible curve annotation 
parameters currently include radius, delta, arc length, and tangent. The 
default curve table is intended to hold these items or a subset that you have 
defined for curve annotation. 

Note: ICS wil:l. mainUun separate table and default table files. The next 
available curve or line number is common· to the respective files. You 
can append default line/curve data to the line/curve table files by 
assigning the same name to the table and. default table file. It is your 
responsibility to ensure that curve and default curve format and 
content is consistent if you nse a common file. 

·-•. , 
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13. ANNOTATE COMMANDS 

ANNOTATE commands include commands that place text in a design file to 
provide information on points, lines, areas, and alignments. Annotation does 
not follow the DATA READOUT FORMAT .set in DESIGN OPTION$-it is always 
plotted in terms of decimal master units. The ANNOTATE menu block is divided 
into four parts: 

• LOCKS Commands 

e LABEL Commands 

e LEADERS Commands 

• LAYOUT Com.ttlallds. 

.. 
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13.1 LOCKS Commands 

Use the LOCKS commands to specify the content of elevation and 
stations/offset annotation. LOCKS commands include the following: 

Comnumd 

ELEVATION 
ANNOTATION 

STATIONS/ 
OFFSETS 

For 

specifying the content of elevation annotation that 
ICS will use when labeling points 

specifying the content of stations/offsets annotation 
that ICS will use when labeling stations/offsets. 

... :·-, 
.. I 
...... _:~.) 
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13.1.1 ELEVATION ANNOTATION (Graphics Only) 

The ELEVATION ANNOTATION command sets the content of elevation annotation 
that ICS will use when labeling points with the ANNOTATE COORDINATES co=and. 
ELEVATION ANNOTATION gives you three options for annotation: 

• :x, y, and z 

• x andy only 

• z only. 

Note: ELEVATION ANNOTATION does not affect the PLOT POINTS co=and. 

Qperator Seq;uence 

1. Select ELEVATION ANNOTATION. 

The system disPlaYs the active an.notatlon ccmtem. 

2. Press <D> to accept the current option. 

-OR-

Press <R> the scroll to the next available option. _ Go back to Step 2. 
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13.1.2 STATIONS/OFFSETS (Graphics Only) 

The STATIONS/OFFSETS command sets the content of p<iint annotation that ICS 
will use when labeling stations/offsets. This command gives you three 
options for annotation: 

• station and offset 

• station only 

• offset only. 

<)J;>erator Seqyence 

1. Select STATIONS/OFFSETS. 

The system· displays active an.rwtaticn content. 

2. Press <D> to accept the current .option. 

..()R-

Press <R> the scroll to the next available option. Go back to Step 2. 
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13.2 LABEL Commands 

LABEL commands include the following: 

COORDINATES 

LABEL ALIGNMENT 

LABEL VERTICAL 
ALIGNMENT 

For 

labeling coordinates of points 

labeling a horizontal alignment at all points of 
transition and at specified intervals 

labeling a vertical alignment at points of 
transition 

13-5 

AREA computing and labeling the area of a closed polygon 

LABEL LINES 

LABEL VERTICAL 
SI'ATIONS 

labeling lines with their radius, length, tangent 
length, and/or central angle 

labeling the station and elevation of points. 
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13.2.1 COORDINATES (Graphics only) 

The COORDINATES command annotates coordinates of points according to 
specifications in the feature table and active parameters. The content of 
the annotation is determined by the ELEVATION ANNOTATION LOCK (see Section 
13.1.1). The justification of the annotation is determined by the ACTIVE 
JUSTIFICATION LOCK, or specifications in the feature table. lf the ACTIVE 
JUSTIFICATION LOCK is ON, the justification from the IGDS menu overrides the 
justification of the feature table. lf the ACTIVE JUSTIFICATION LOCK is OFF 
and the ACTIVE FEATURE LOCK is ON, the justification is determined by the 
annotation justification parameter of the active feature. lf both these 
locks are OFF, the justification is determined by the annotation 
justification parameter of the feature stored with the point. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Select COORDINATES. 

2. Identify the points· to be annotated. 

17 
0 

12 
0 N::J236.341 

E=-2q66.2-4 
Z=123.7<4 

13 
0 N::1JS5.07 

E=-2826.'13 

15 
0 

16 
0 101.5 

Figure 13-1. COORDINATES (Showing Effect of ACTIVE ANGLE) 
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13.2.2 LABEL ALIGNMENT 

The LABEL AUGNMENT command annotates an alignment at all points of 
transition along the alignment as well as at various user-specified 
intervals, starting at sBEG and ending at sEND. This co=and plots the 
beginning and ending stations only if those stations coincide with the 
increment you specify. 

Note: Use the LABEL AUGNMENT command in conjunction with the PLOT 
XSECTION command to label section lines. 

Variables in the parameter file ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR affect how labels are placed 
by LABEL AUGNMENT. A namellst called LABEL_AUGN in ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR 
contains the parameters listed below (see Figure 13-2 for a diagram showing 
these parameters). You can edit ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR to set these parameters to 
the values you want (see Section 3.7 for instructions). 

label_ reading 

major_tic_x 

ma_mi_scale 

tic_side 

label_side 

station_orient 

full_sta_format 

with_leader 

right or ahead; reading for PI, PC, PT, etc. station 
labeling 

the distance between major ticks on the alignment 

the ratio of major to minor tick marks (size only) 

. right or left; the side where ticks are to be placed 

for curves and spirals only: 1 to indicate that station 
labels are to be placed on the same side as tick marks; 2 
to indicate that station labels are to be placed at the 
opposite side 

'P A' for labels to be placed parallel to the alignment; 
'PE' (default) for labels to be placed perpendicular to 
the alignment 

1 for full station format (with +OO); 0 for not the full 
station format (without +00) 

Y for labels to be placed with leaders; N for labels not 
to be placed with leaders. 



\ 

ttc-1nde='L • 

STATiotLORIENT='PA' 
FULL-STA_FQRMAT=I 

600+00 
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STATtON-DRIENT='PE' tO STATlotLORIENT='PE' 
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WJTH_LEAOER='Y' WITH-LEAOER='N' 

Figure 13-2. Diagram of ICS_ANNOTATE.PAR Parameters 
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Qperatpr Sequence 

1. Select or key in LABEL AUGNMENT. 

The system responds: 

LABEL AUGNMENT Hfg /x /1 /fnum /sBEG /sEND llfname 

2. Identify the following: 

Hfg the horizontal figure or group of points defining the alignment. 

X the distance between ticks on the alignment. 

1 the distance between labels along the alignment. 

fnum a feature number, ignored if zero (O). 

sBEG the beginning station. 

sEND the ending station. If sBEG and sEND are omitted, all stations 
are labeled. 

lfname the feature name. 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

LABEL ALIGNMENT Hfg /x /I /fnum /oBEG /oEND /I fname 
1 50 200 

XLAL-1-BEGLAB, label took In progreoo 

Plotting feature Ia DEFAULT 

XLAL-1-ENDLAB, label took complete 

LABEL LINES doo /fnumo or lfnamo 

1 
Plotting feature Ia DEFAULT 

XPL5-I-BEGLAB, label task In progress 

XPLs-1-ENDLAB. label took complete 

Figure 13-3. LABEL ALIGNMENT 

[ 628] 

[ 628] 
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13.2.3 LABEL VERTICAL ALIGNMENT 

The LABEL VERTICAL AUGNMENT command labels the PVI, PVC, PVT, and the 
grade of the tangents between sBEG and sEND. If you omit sBEG and sEND or 
assign zero (O) to each, this command labels the whole vertical alignment. 
You have the option to specify the number of decimal places dec used for the 
grade annotation, which is placed on vertical alignment segments. 

Note: All labels placed by this command are text nodes, and they can be 
moclified in ICS.P AR (see Section 3.6). · 

Run SET AUGNMENT and SET PROFIT..E before selecting this co=and. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in LABEL VERTICAL AUGNMENT. 

The system resporuls: 

LABEL VERTICAL AUGNMENT sBEG /sEND /dec /fnum or lfname 

2. Identify the following: 

sBEG the beginning station. 

sEND the ending station. 

dec the number of decimal places for the grade annotation. 

fnum the feature number. 

lfname the feature name. 

... _ ·-·-· .,. -... "~. _,., 
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13..2.4 AREA 

The AREA command computes the. area of a closed polygon defined in des. The 
last point number in the list of points must be the same as the first point 
to properly define a closed polygon. The units of measure used for the label 
are defined in ICS.PAR. You can plot master units, subunits, or both. In 
graphics, the area labels are placed at the center of the polygon. In alpha, 
the area is displayed on the screen. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select AREA. 

The system responds: 

AREA des 

2. Identify the following: 

des the description of the polygon. 

23 

32 
AREA 5787~q628 SO. FEET 

1.32BS ACRE 

0 ,. 
Figure 13-5. AREA 
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13.2.5 LABEL LINES 

The LABEL LINES co=and annotates lines and curves defined in des according 
to specifications in ICS.P AR and the feature table variable Mise 1 
(miscellaneous one). The units of measurement are defined in ICS.P AR (see 
Section 3.6). The content of line annotation is defined in the feature table 
variable Flag 3 (see Appendix A), The contents of curve annotation and how 
the annotation is placed are defined in the feature table variable Mise 1 
(see Appendix A), The text justification is affected by the ACTIVE 
JUSTIFICATION co=and (see Section 7.3.6). 

For line annotation, LABEL LINES places text groups (as IGDS text nodes) that 
form descriptive labels directly on the line. When you move a line and ita 
label in a design file, you can move the label as a text group without 
breaking it up. To break up text, simply perform the IGDS DROP STATUS 
command on the text node. LABEL LINES places cells when annotation is placed 
olcng a circular or spiral arc. 

Text . placed along a line or curve is placed from the first point defining the 
line or curve to the second point. For example, for a description (1 2) the 
text is read from left to right from point 1 to point 2. For a description 
(2 1) the text is read from left to right from point 2 to point 1. 

The dimensional accuracy of annotation depends on the decimal data readout 
that is defined in the design file. Directional annotation depends on the 
angle format of the design file (bearings or azimuths). 

The Feature Iable Variable Flag 3 

.Flag 3 controls whether the line annotation includes distance, direction, or 
distance and direction. By default, ICS labels both the distance and 
direction. 

The Feature Table Variable Mise 1 CMisllaneous One) 

The content of the curve annotation is controlled by fields 5 through 8 of 
Mise 1. You can annotate the lines with any or all of the following in any 
order: 

G Radius of Curve (R) 

G Length of Curve (L) 

o Tangent Length of Curve (T) 

o Central Angle of Curve (D). 

··"\.·. 
) 

···""" 
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By default, LABEL LINES labels the lines with all the items listed above in 
the order listed above. Also, by default the labels used for each is the 
letter shown to the right such as D= for the central angle. You can change 
these letters in Ics.P AR. 

Characters 1 through 3 of Mise 1 control how the annotation is placed if it 
will not fit on the line. If the annotation does not fit, you can: 

• Scale only 

• Rotate only 

• Scale and rotate 

• Label the line/curve and generate tables (see Section 12.1.2). 

If text will not fit along a line or curve, ICS first attempts to scale the 
text ·(if scaling is enabled). If the text still will not fit, ICS rotates 
the text without scaling. As a last resort, ICS will rotate and scale the 
text. For lines, ICS places the text perpendicular to and centered· about, 
the line; For curves, ICS places the text perpendicular to and centered 
about an imaginary line running from the center point of the curve to the PI. 
If the text will not fit even with rotating and scaling, ICS places the text 
upright in the design file somewhere clooe to the line or curve. 

Note: If the LINE TABLE command is active, all lines are annotated with a line 
number, and if _the CURVE TABLE command is active, all curves are 
annotated with a curve number. The data is placed in a line or curve 
table. See Section 12.2:.2 for more details. 

<meratrJr Sequence 

1. Select or key in LABEL LINES. 

The system resporuls: 

LABEL LINES des /fnum or lfname 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of the line or figure to be labeled. 

fnum the feature number. 

lfname the feature name. 
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13.2.6 LABEL VERTICAL STATIONS 

The LABEL VERTICAL STATIONS command labels points in the description des with 
the station and elevation. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select or key in LABEL VERTICAL STATIONS. 

The system responds: 

LABEL VERTICAL STATIONS des /fnum or lfname 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of .the points to be labeled. 

fnum the feature number. 

lfname the feature name. 

REPORT FILE USTING: 

LABEL VERTICAL STATIONS dea /fnum or lfname 
(12357811) 

%VPL-I-BEGLAB, label task In progress 
%VPL-I-ENDLA8, label task complete 

Figure 13-8. LABEL VERTICAL STAT IONS 
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13.3 LEADERS Commands 

All the LEADERS commands are affected by the ELEVATION ANNOTATION LOCK. If 
this lock is set to coordinates with elevation, both the coordinates and height 
annotation is placed. LEADERS commands include the following: 

Co11111U11Ul For 

COORDINATES ANGLED placing coordinates of points along angled leaders 

COORDINATES STRAIGIIT placing coordinates of points along straight leaders 

STATIONS ANGLED placing stations of points along angled leaders 

STATIONS STRAIGIIT placing stations of points along. straight leaders. 

~:-
·,.::_,.;./ 
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13.3.1 COORDINATES ANGLED LEADER (Graphics O::Uy) 

The COORDINATES ANGLED LEADER command places the coordinates of specified 
points along angled leaders. If you want to place identical leaders on a set 
of points, use a fence. Then you only have to indicate the position of a 
single leader, and the system attaches identical leaders running from each 
point in the fence. 

<®rater Sequence 

1. Select COORDINATES ANGLED LEADER. 

2. Identify point to annotate. 

Position the cursor on the point you want annotated Cor any point in the 
fence) and press <D>. (Then accept by pressing <D> again.) 

3. Identify vertex point of leader 

Position the cursor on the vertex of the leader for the point identified 
and press <D>. 

mz 
II U 

'-wen 
.DO> 
01:-' -..w w 

Flgure 13-9. 

N=l661.32 
E=-3957.28 

COORDINATES ANGLED LEADER 
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13.3.2 COORDINATES STRAIGHT LEADER (Graphics Only) 

The COO:R.DlliATES STRAIGIIT LEADER command places the coordinates of specified 
points along straight leaders. If you want to place identical leaders on a 
set of points, use a fence. Then you only have to indicate the position of a 
single leader, and the sy~m attaches identical leaders running from each 
point in the fence. 

Qperator SequenCe 

1. Select COORDlliATES STRAIGIIT LEADER. 

2. Identify point to annotate. 

Position the cursor on the point you want annotated (or any point in the 
fence) and press <D>. (Then accept by pressing <D> again.) 

Figure 13-10. COORDINATES STRAIGHT LEADER 
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13.3.3 STATIONS ANGLED LEADER (Graphics Only) 

The STATIONS ANGLED LEADER command places the stations and/or offsets of 
specified points along angled leaders. If you want to place identical 
leaders on a set of points, use a fence. Then you only have to indicate the 
position of a single leader, and the system attaches identical leaders 
running from each point in the fence. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select STATIONS ANGLED LEADER. 

2. Identify point to annotate. 

Position the cursor on the point you want annotated (or any point in the 
fence) and press <D>. (Then accept by pressing <D> again.) 

3. Identify vertex point of leader 

Position the cursor on the vertex of the leader for the point identified 
and press <D>. 

5 CFF::-130.40 

3 

[ OFF•-120.2635 

10 

Figure 13-11. STATIONS ANGLED LEADER, 
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13.3.4 STATIONS STRAIGHT LEADER (Graphics Only) 

The STATIONS STRAIGHT LEADER co=and places stations and/or offsets of 
specified points along a straight leaders. If you want to place identical 
leaders on a set of points, use a fence. Then you only have to indicate the 
position of a single leader, and the system attaches identical leaders 
running from each point in the fence. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select STATIONS STRAIGHT LEADER. 

2. Identify point to annotate. 

Position the cursor on the point you want annotated (or any point in the 
fence) and press <D>. (Then accept by pressing <D> again.) 

10 

7 
0 STA=7+2'l.70 

STA='l+08.8680 8 

OFF=103.6177 ° 

Figure 13-12. STAT IONS STRAIGHT LEADER 
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13.4 LAYOUT Commands 

LAYOUT colllllllinds include the following: 

ANGLES AND 
DISTANCES 

TANGENTS AND 
OFFSETS 

For 

annotation lines with angles and distances 

annotation lines with tangents and offsets. · 
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13.4.1 ANGLES AND DISTANCES (Graphics Only) 

The LAYOUT ANGLES AND DISTANCES command annotates the line segments between 
the occupied point pOC and the foresight points in des. The angle right 
(from pBS) and distanc;e annotation are placed on the lines between the pOC · 
and the points in des. 

LAYOUT ANGLES AND DISTANCES uses the element and annotation weight and color 
values set for the active feature to display the linework and annotation. 
For the line between the backsight and the occupied point, it uses the 
element weight plus one for emphasis. The line style is always medium dash. 

OJ!erator Seqyepce 

1. Select ANGLES AND DISTANCES. 

2. Identify the following points: 

pBS the known backsight point. 

pOC the known occupied point. 

desFS description of the foresight points. 

-·.~) - ... 

· .. J 
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Figure 13-13. ANGLES AND DISTANCES 
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13.4.2 TANGENTS AND OFFSETS (Graphics Only) 

The TANGENTS AND OFFSETS command annotates the baseline between the backsight 
point pBS and the occupied point pOC with the distances offsets. The 
command places offset annotation along perpendicular dashed lines and 
corresponding tangent annotation on the opposite side of the baseline. 

TANGENTS AND OFFSETS uses the element and annotation weight and color values 
set for the active feature to display the linework and annotation-except 
line style, which is always medium dash. The 1Jaseline is placed with element 
weight plus one for emphasis. 

Offsets are positive if they are to the right of the line extending from the 
occupied point toward the backsight point, and offsets are negative if to the 
left. Tangent distances are positive as . you move along the line from the 
occupied point toward the backsight point. Tangent distances are negative if 
you are moving away from the occupied point, looking at the backsight point. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Select TANGENTS AND OFFSETS. 

2. Identify the following points: 

pBS the known backsight point. 

pOC the known occupied point. 

desFS description of the foresight points. 
) 

...... / 

.) 
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14. ADDmONAL ALPHA COM:MANDS 

In addition to the commands shown on the ICS menu, there are several other 
commands available to you in alpha mode. These commands can be executed in 
graphics if you key the entire command line in prefixed with a backslash (\). 
An alphabetical listing of these commands follows. 

Comman.d 

ALIGNMENT 

CHANGE FEATURE 

END OF JOB 

PLOT TEXT 

For 

creating a circular curve 

changing point features in the database 

updating the ICS database and completing plotting at 
the end of a }lb 

placing text in a design file according to feature 
. table specifications 

RENUMBER POINTS renumbering specified points in the database 

SEGMENT MINUS calculating the area of the segment and subtracting 
the area from a cumulative polygon area 

SEGMENT PLUS calculating the area of the segment and adding the 
area to a cumulative polygon area 

SET DISPLAY turning reporting on and off (in graphics, it 
enables/disables reporting to the ALPHA SCROLL 
tutorial) 

SPIRAL LENGTII computing a spiral between two points 

SPIRAL OFFSET locating a point on a spiral given a point offset 
from the spiral 

SfART OF JOB setting up ICS for a new }lb 

TRAVERSE DIRECTIONS computing the directions and the lengths of each line 
segment defined by consecutive points in a 
description 
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14.1 ALIGNMENT 

The AUGNMENT command· stores parameters that define a circular curve. If 
some of the parameters must be calculated, use this commAnd If all of the 
curve parameters are known, use the DEFINE CURVE command instead. 

The parameters required by the AUGNMENT command include the curve 
identification· number cld, a known point pBT on the back· tangent, the known 
point pP I of intersection between two tangents to the curve, a known point 
pAT on the ahead tangent, and one of four additional values: r, tan, sBT, or x, 
where: 

r is the radius of the curve. 

tan is the tangent length of the curve. 

sBT is the station at point pBT. 

x is the fixed distance between pBT and nPC. 

Note: cLd has no significance for this command. You can enter any number 
from 0 to 999 to simply fill the field. 

AUGNMENT calculates coordinates of the point nPC where the tangent meets 
the curve, the center nCC of the curve, and the point nPT where the curve 
meets the ahead tangent. The stored curve remains in memory until replaced 
by a new curve defined by another AUGNMENT command. 

All curves computed by these commands are circular, and stations are 
expressed in decimal units. For example station 41+23.67 is entered as 
4123.67. 

Note: Any one of the three values r, tan, or x defines the curve completely. 
· ICS uses the first of these values that is not equal to zero (0) and 

disregards the other values. If r, tan, and x are zero, the curve is 
compounded or reversed with the previous curve. (so that pBT=pPT of 
previous curve). · 

Locate all tangent intetsections (pPI), using LOCATE or another _command, 
before using AUGNMENT. 

. ...... / 
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Qperator Seqyence 

1. Key in AUGNMENT. 

The system responds: 

AUGNMENT cid pBT pPI pAT nPC nCC nPT r tan sBT x 

2. Identify the following: 

cid the curve identification number; a value between 0 and 999. 

pBT 

pPI 

the ID of a known point on the back tangent. 

the ID of the known point of intersection of the tangents. 

pAT the ID of a known point on the ahead tangent. 

nPC the ID of the point ·to be defined as the transition from tangent to 
CUl'Ve. 

nee the ID of the point to be defined as the center of the curve. 

nPT the ID of the point to be defined as the transition from curve to 
tangent. 

r the radius of curve; enter 0 if unknown. 

tan the tangent length of curve; enter 0 if unknown. 

sBT the station number at pET; enter 0 if unknown. To carry stationing 
forward automatically, define sET as -1 and set pBT equal to the 
pFI' (point of transition for curve to tangent) of the previous 
curve. sET is defined as the station of the previous PT; that is, 
X - 0. 

x the fixed distance from pET to nPC; enter 0 if unknown. 1f r and 
tan are 0 and x is 150, the curve i9 computed such that nPC is 150 
feet from pET; this is usually the pET of the previous curve. 
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14.2 CHANGE FEATURE 

The CHANGE FEATURE co=and changes. a feature associated with points in the 
database. 

Ooerator Sequence 

1. Key in CHANGE FEATURE. 

The system responds: 

CHANGE FEATURE des /fnwn or lfname 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of points whose feature is to be changed. 

fnum the feature number. 

lfname the feature name. 

'') 
'-- .... __ .. 
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14.3 END OF JOB 

The END OF JOB co=and must be the last co=and in an ICS job with one 
exception: if the job is the last job in a run, use the END OF RUN co=and. 
The· END OF JOB co=and updates the ICS database, completes any plotting, 
sends the message ICS PROCESSlNG COMPLETE, and pauses. If you resume ICS 
after an END OF JOB command, ICS expects a control command (such as START OF 
JOB or OUTPUT FlLE) to follow the END OF JOB co=and. 

Qperator Sequence 

1. Key in END OF JOB. 

The system responds: 

END OF JOB 
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14.4 PLOT TEXT 

The PLOT TEXT command places . text at point p, and in direction dir, in a 
design file with the justification, color, font, size, etc. specified in the 
feature table. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Key in PLOT TEXT. 

The system responds: 

PLOT TEXT p dir /vdep /fnum or !fname *text 

2. Identify the following: 

p the ID of the point that indicates where to place the text. 

dir the direction for the text. It can be expressed as an azimuth or a 
bearing or can be calculated using the A delimiter. 

vdep a flag to indicate view-dependent or view-independent. If omitted 
or assigned 0, view-independent. 1 for view-dependent. 

fnum the feature ·number. 

!fname · the feature name. 

*text the text to be placed preceded by an asterisk. This is a required 
data field. .... ·.·) 
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14.5 RENUMBER POINTS 

The RENUMBER POINTS command renumbers the points in the database described by 
des. If n is specified, ICS will start numbering those points with n; 
otherwise ICS will start numbering those points with the first available 
point ID. For example 

RENUMBER (1-10) 50 

renumbers points 1 through 10 to 50 through 60, whereas 

RENUMBER (1-10) 

renumbers points 1 through 10 to next available point ID's. 

Note: RENUMBER POINTS does not update the graphics point symbol ID's. If 
AUTO PLOT is ON, this command plots points with new ID's, but it does 
not delete existing graphic;s. 

Qperator Seqyence 

1. Key in RENUMBER POINTS. 

TJie system responds: 

RENUMBER POINTS des /n 

2. Identify the following: 

·des description of the points to be renumbered. 

n the ID of the first renumbered point. 
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14.6 SEGMENT MINUS 

The SEGMENT MINUS command calculates the area of the segment as in the 
SEGMENT command. However, this comniand enables you to subtract segment area 
from a ·cumulative polygon area: 

Remember that the SEGMENT command computes the area of a circular segment, 
whose boundaries are an arc (with radius r between pl and p2), and a chord 
(between p1 and p2). SEGMENT MINUS subtracts the area of the segment from 
the previous cumulative area. The cumulative area is a running total 
resulting from an AREA type command and all the SEGMENT PLUS or SEGMENT 
MINUS commands following the AREA type command. 

Operator Sequence 

1. Key in SEGMENT MINUS. 

The system resporuls: 

SEGMENT MINUS pl p2 r 

2. Identify the following: 

pl the ID of the known point that is the starting point of the arc and 
segment. 

p2 the ID of the known point that is the ending point of the arc and 
segment. 

r the radius of the arc. 

ICS displays the chord length, arc length, segment area, arul cumulatlve area 
on the screen. 

pl 

p2 

Figure 14-1. SEGMENT MINUS 

.--

.. -.). 
-.·-. ·.- .. ~ .. ,._-
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14.7 SEGMENT PLUS 

The SEGMENT PLUS co=and calculates the area of the segment as in the SEGMENT 
co=and. However, this co=and enables you to add segment area to a 
cumulative polygon area. 

Remember that the SEGMENT co=and computes the area of a circular segment, 
whose boundaries are an arc (with radius r between p1 and p2), and a chord 
(between p1 and p2). SEGMENT PLUS adds the area of the segment to the 
previous cumulative area. The cumulative area. is a running total resulting 
from an AREA type command and all the SEGMENT PLUS or SEGMENT MINUS commands 
following the AREA type command. 

Qperator Seq_uence 

1. Key in SEG!>.fENT PLUS. 

The system resporuls: 

SEGMENT PLUS pl p2 r 

2. Identify the following: 

pl the ID of the known point that is the starting point of ·the arc and 
segment. 

p2 the ID of the known point that is the ending point of the arc and 
segment. 

r the radius of the arc. 

ICS displays the chord length, arc length, segment area, arui cumulatlve area 
on the screen. 

'. r . . . 
p2 -----

_______ ... 

Figure 14--2. SEGMENT PWS 
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14.8 SET DISPLAY 

The SET DISPLAY command controls output to the ICS MEASURE/REPORT tutorial. 
By default, the display mode is ON when you enter the ICS gntphics 
environment. When the display mode is ON, if you have the MEASURE/REPORT 
tutorial activated, ICS displays output to this tutoriaL When the display 
is mode is OFF, ICS does not write output to the tutorial; however, it does 
update the current tutorial contents in memory. Turning the display mode ON 
after it has been OFF results in the tutorial being refreshed with the 
current tutorial page contents from ·memory. By ·default, display mode is ON. 

Note: This command has no effect in the ICS alpha environment. 

This command does not affect system output to either a report/output 
file or the audit trail file. 

ili>erator Seg;uence 

1. Key in SET DISPLAY. 

The system responds: 

SET DISPLAY mode 

2. Identify the following: 

mode · 0 turns display OFF; 1 turns display ON 

.·~·\ 

·) 

'\ 
. :~·;) 
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14.9 SPIRAL LENGTH 

The SPIRAL LENGTII command computes the spiral between point pTS and point 
pSC Cfor spiral in). For spiral out, SPIRAL LENGTII c:Omputes the spiral 
between point pST and point pCS. The direction of the long tangent is 
described by dir, and- sign determines clockwise or counterclockwise curvamre. 
SPIRAL LENGTII also calculates the coordinates of point nSIT, where the two 
tangents intersect. 

Note: cid has no significance to this command. You can enter any number from 
0 to 999 to simply fill the field. 

Qperator Sequepce 

1. Key in SPIRAL LENGTII. 

The system responds: 

.SPIRAL LENGTII (in) cid pTS pSC nSIT dir sign 

-OR-

SP~ LENGTII (out) cid pST pCS nSlT dir sign 

2. Identify the following: 

cid 

pTS 

pST 

pSC 

pCS 

nSIT 

dir 

the curve identification number; a value between 0 and 999. 

the known point of transition from tangent to spiral (for spiral 
in). 

the known point of transition from spiral to tangent (for spiral 
out). 

the known point of transition from spiral to curve Cfor spiral in). 

the known point of transition from curve to spiral Cfor spiral 
out). 

the ID of the point of intersection of spiral tangents. 

the direction of .the long tangent at pTS or pST. It may be 
expressed as an azimuth or a bearing or may be calculated using the 
A delimiter. 

sign 1 for a clockwise spiral; -1 for a counterclockwise spiral. 
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,-·. 

pTS pSC pCS 
pST 

·.·-) : . ... 

SPIRAL LENGTII IN SPIRAL LENGTII OUT 

Figure 14-3. SPIRAL LENGTH 
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14.10 SPIRAL OFFSET 

The SPIRAL OFFSET co=and locates point nSP on a spiral given point pOF 
offset from the spiral. Point nSP is defined by the projection of point pOF 
onto the spiraL The spiral itself must be previously defined by a SIMPLE 
SPIRAL or SPIRAL LENGTII command. 

Qperator Seqyence 

1. Key in SPIRAL OFFSET. 

The system responds: 

SPIRAL OFFSET nSP pOF 

2. Identify the following: 

nSP the ID of the point whose coordinates are to be located. 

pOF the ID of the point offset from the spiral. 

.. --:'\, 
.,..//nSP ____ ":).,:·-

~-~::' ... '-- · ... 
. . . 
b pDF 

Figure 14-4. SPIRAL OFFSET 

•• • ......... ···' ••• -·-·; ••• ··-··· 40' 
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14.11 START OF JOB 

The START OF JOB·co=and must be the first co=and m any ICS job (with the 
exception of the optional OUI'PUT FILE and INPUT F1LE commands). The START OF 
JOB command i.Iistructs ICS to reset all indicators and to prepare for a new 
job. The co=and also requires you to specify- a job number }1 }2 and an ICS 
database fn.dbs, and to place headings at the beginning of each page. One 
useful technique is to use a job number equivalent to your UIC; that is, use 
(group,member] to assign j 1 }2. 

When running ICS m graphics, NEW JOB is performed automatically during 
initialization. Upon receiving the ACTIVE message, you can select any ICS 
command. Select the NEW JOB option from the matrix menu if you want to 
change jobs after initialization. 

Note: The largest job number you can specify for a START OF JOB command is 
32767. 

Operator SeqUence 

1. Select NEW JOB or key m START OF JOB. 

The system ·responds: 

START OF JOB jl j2 dev{UIC]fn.dbs *heading 

2. Identify the following: 

jl j2 the job number (two integers). 

dev{UIC] the device and user identification code where the database is 
located. 

fn.dbs 

*heading 

the filename of the database. 

the co=ents to be printed at the top of each page of output. 
In the ICS environment, ICS uses· the text between the asterisk 
and column 67 as the co=ents. In the graphics environment, 
only co=ents through column 40 are used as the heading. 

..\ 
) 

..·~ 
~ .... ~) 
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14.12 TRAVERSE DIRECTIONS 

The TRAVERSE DIRECTIONS co=and computes the directions and distances between 
consecutive points in des. Unlike the AREA DIRECTIONS co=and, this co=and 
does not compute an area and does not require the first and last points in 
the description to be the same. 

Dl>erator Sequence 

1. Key in TRAVERSE DIRECTIONS. 

The system responds: 

TRAVERSE DIRECTIONS des 

2. Identify the following: 

des description of points. 
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A. FEATURE TABLE AND El'EED 

A feature table (FEATURES.TBL) and the feature table editor (EFEED) are 
delivered with the following packages: 

• Electronic Theodolite Interface (ETI) 

• Feature Coding 

• Geo3etic Network Analysis (GNA) 

• Interactive Coordinate Geometry Subsystem (ICS) 

• Map Feature Coding (MFC) 

• Stereoplotter Alignment Cross-Sectioning (SAC) 

The feature table stores an ordered set of map features and the graphic · 
characteristics that define them. Using EFEED, you can edit the existing 
feature table or create your own. 

A screen editor displays all information about a feature on the screen, one 
feature at a time. You can then edit the information to customize the 
feature characteristics. 

The main components of the feature table are the files described below. 

Feature table file 

Feature table editor 

ASCII report/list files 

contains the map feature characteristics. 

is an executable that performs the editing 
options. 

contain formatted ASCII output of the information 
in the feature table. You can create these .files 
using a l=filename or b=filename qualifier (see 
Section A.2). They can be used as a reference to 
the contents of the feature· table. 
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A.l Feature Table 

The feature table is a direct access binary file where information is stored 
record by record, with one feature for each record. All of the information 
for one feature is stored back to back in the record (that is, with no spaces 
between characteristics). Figure A-1 shows a delivered sample feature. The 
default feature table (FEATURES.TBL) is located in the ICS product directory. 
It is recommended that you copy this file into your default directory and 
make changes to the copy. Also, the file SURFEA.DGN, an IGDS design file 
containing a feature matrix menu cell that has been installed in ICS.CEL, is 
located in the product directory Csee Figure A-2). The menu selections 
represent the standard features in FEATURES.TBL 

FeGture nunber 0001 

Type ·II Syabo I font 898 Ce 11/pnt n011e 

Ele type 83 Symbol chor z Cell/pnt ecal• e.eeeeeeee 
El• line 1:1tyle 8 Symbol just 88 OJ g i tl zIng ntm 000 

El• level 84 Symbol height 6.88000888 St re011 do I to 1.08808808 

Ele weight 88 Symbol width 6.90000000 Stream tol 1.00900000 

Ele color 888 Symbol love I 82 Snap tolerance 888 

Anno text font 000 Syrabol weight 88 Annot flag 

Anno text Juat 12 Syrabol color 883 F·log 1 
·Anno hxt· ht 7.00000000 Pattern cell Flag 2 
Anno tnt wid 7.00000900 Pattern type 8 Flog 3 

Anno level 01 Pattern ec:ole 0.00000000 Nlae 1 
Anno weight ee Pattern engle e.eeeeaeee W:tae 2 

DloRS entIty I 0009 

Anno Line Spoe 3.5000000 
Streaft rote 0 
Streo~ Dol to x 000000000 
Stro~ Dol to y 000800000 
Strocn Delta z 000090909 
J~ Stream tol 009000000 

JMA Wax Diet 000000000 
JMA Oleploy I 00 

Anno color 000 Pattern dol to 0.00000000 2~d feat num 0012 Fn~o f char• 07 

C•ll library filename 
User c~and filename 
OURS eomftond filename 
Feature n011e 
Secondary feature noltlo . 

DEFAULT 

Figure A-1. Sample Feature Table 

( 
,. 
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Feature Table Parameters 

The parameters that are defined in the feature table to specify the 
characteristics of each feature are described below. Additional information 
on IGDS terms can be found in the Interactive Graphics Design Software (IGDS) 
User's Guide. 

Table A-1 lists the range of acceptable values for feature parameters. The 
pages that follow this table describe each parameter in greater detail. 

General Parameters 

Feature Number: 
Assign a number for each feature. Valid numbers are 1 through 9999. If 
you key in a number that is already in use, a message alerts you to that 
fact. 

Element Parameters 

Element Type: 
This is an IGDS term. If refers to the internal format of information 
represented by an element. Your choices include: 

Element 

Cell 
Line 
Line String 
Group Data 
Simple Shape 
Text Node 
Curve 
Complex String 
Cones 
Complex Shape 
Ellipse 
Arc 
Text 
Surface (3D) 
Solid (3D) 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

) ........ 

_ _) 
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Table A-1. Range of Acceptable Values for Feature Parameters 

Parameter 

Feature Number 
Type 

Element Type 
Element Line Style 
Element Level 
Element Weight 
Element Color 

Annotation Text Font· 
Annotation Justification 
Annotation Text Height 
Annotation Text Width 
Annotation Level 
Annotation Weight 
Annotation Color 

Symbol Font 
Symbol Character 
Symbol Justification 
Symbol Text Height 
Symbol Text Width 
Symbol Level 
Symbol Weight 
Symbol Color 

*expressed in working units 
+expressed in master units 

Acceptable Range 

1 - 9999 
any single aiphabetic character 

2 - 19 
0 - 7 
1 - 62 
0 - 31 
0 - 255 

0 - 83 
0 - 14 
10-<:haracter reai number+ 
10-<:haracter reai number+ 
1 - 62 
0 - 31 
0 - 255 

84 - 126 
any single character, octai vaiue 
0 - 14 
10-<:haracter reai number+ 
tO-character reai number+ 
1 - 62 
0 - 31 
0 - 256 
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Table A-1. Range of Acceptable Values for Feamre Parameters (Continued) 

Parameter 

Pattern Cell Name 
Pattern Type 
Pattern Scale 
Pattern Angle 
Pattern Delta 

Cell/Point Name 
Cell/Point Scale 

Digitizing Number 
Stream Delta 

Stream Tolerance 

Snap Tolerance 

·Annotation Flag 
. Flag 1;2,3 

Mise 1,2 

Cell Ubrary Filename 
User Command Filename 
DMRS Command Filename 

Feature Name 
No. of Annotation Characters 
Secondary Feature. Name 
No. of Secondary. Feature 
Characters 

*expressed in working units 
+expressed in master units 

Acceptable Range 

any 6-<:haracter cell name 
0- 9 
1<kharacter real number* 
l<kharacter real number* 
l<kharacter real number* 

any 6-<:haracter cell name 
l<kharacter real number* 

0 - 126 
l<kharacter real number* 
( ':... .0001) 
l<khara<:ter real number* 
( ':... .0001) 
any single alphabetic character 

any single alphabetic character 
any single alphabetic character 
8-character string, maximum 

3<kharacter string, maximum 
3<kharacter string, maximum 
3<kharacter string, maximum 

3<kharacter string, maximum 
0- 30 

3<kharacter string, maximum 

0- 30 

......... 

··'') ':· .... :~.··: .. '" 
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Element Line Style: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to a style of line. Valid line style 
values are 0 through 7. 

Element Level: 

O=solid 
!=dotted 
2=medium dashed 
3=long dashed 
4=dash-dotted 
5=short dashed 
6=dash-dotted-dotted 
7=long dashed-short dashed 

This is an IGDS term. It refers to the design file level on which the 
feature will be placed. Valid level values are 1 through 63. 

Element Weight: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the line thickness for the feature. 
Valid weights are 0 to 31, with 31 being the thickest. Ally value over 5 
is thick. 

Element Color: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the color of the feature. Valid 
element color values are 0 to 255 (0 to 31 for 32's and 32C's). A color 
table must be set up or the IGDS default table will remain active. 
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Annotation Parameters 

Annotation Text Font: 
Thls refers to a set of type of a particular size and face. Fonts 0 to 83 
represent potential fonts in IGDS. 

Annotation Text Justification: 
Thls refers to the relationship between the position of text and its 
placement point. Generally, values 0 through 14 are valid. 

0 upper left justification 
1 center left justification 
2 bottom left justification 
3 upper left margin justification 
4 center left margin justification 
5 bottom left margin justification 
6 upper center justification 
7 center center Justification 
8 bottom center justification 
9 upper right margin justification 
10 center right margin justification 
11 lower right margin justification 
12 upper right justification 
13 center right justification 
14 lower right justification 

Note: In ICS point ID's are placed according to symbol justification. 
Also, see the ACTIVE JUSTIFICATION co=and for details on 
justification for ANNOTA1E commands <see Section 7.3.6). 

Annotation Text Height: 
Thls refers to the height of characters or numerals in a text string that 
is used to label a feature. Enter the value of text height in decimal 
master units format. 

Annotation Text Width: 
Thls refers to the width of characters or numerals in a text string that 
is used to label a feature. Enter the value of text width in decimal 
master units format. 

Annotation Level: 
Thls refers to the design file level on which to place your text labeL 
Valid level values are 1 to 63. 
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Annotation Weight: 
This refers to the thickness of the lines that compose text. Valid 
annotation weight values are the same as line weight values. They are 0 
to 31, with 31 the thickest. 

Annotation Color: 
This refers to the color for text. Valid annotation color values are o· to 
255 Co to 31 for 32's and 32C's). 

The fo/J.owing fields are related to annotation, but they appear in the lower 
portion of the third column in the feature table. 

Annotation Flag: 
This field is not used in ICS. 

Flag 1: 
This field is not used in ICS. 

Flag 2: 
This field indicates the content of annotation to be placed with a point 

. ....................................... . 

when using the PLOT POINTS or LABEL COORDINATES co=ands. Your choices 
, include: 

Value For Plotting 

E elevation only 
X Northing and Easting 
Z Northing, Easting, and elevation 
N the feature name only 
e elevation and the name 
x Northing, Easting, and name 
z Northing, Easting, elevation, and name 

Flag 3: 
This field indicates the content of line annotation. Your choices 
include: 

Value 

s 
D 

blank 

For Plotting 

distance only 
direction only 
distance and direction 
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Miscellaneous 1: 
This field indicates how annotation is placed when it will not fit on a 
line/curve and what type of annotation is placed for curves. 

Characters 1 and 2-
lndicate the degree of r;:ating allowed. Set both to zero if you want 
no scaling. 

Character 3-
Indicates whether rotation is allowed or not. Set this character to 1 
to allow rotation and 0 to disallow rotation. Additionally, if you 
set this character to 2, ICS disallows rotation and scaling and 
defaults to curve/line tables. In other words, if this character is 
set to 2, when annotation will not fit along a line, ICS will place 
line and curve data in default tables (see Section 12.2.2 for more 
details). 

Character 4-
Indicates whether the point is 2D or 3D. Set this character to 2 for 
2D and to 3 for 3D. If you leave this field blank, ICS reads 
Miscellaneous 1 from features created from previous versions of ICS to 
determine if the feature is 2D or 3D. 

Characters 5 through 8-
_Indicate- what type of curve annotation you want. Key in the 
parameters in the order you want them placed. For example, if you key 
in 1432, you are specifying labels 1, 4, 3, 2 in that order. Labels 1 
through 4 are defined in the parameter file Ics.P AR. 

Miscellaneous 2: 
Fields reserved for future use. Leave these fields blank. 

.. ~ ... · 
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Symbology Parameters 

Symbol Font: 
This is an IGDS term for a font whose characters display as user-defined 
symbols. For example, you may place the letter P from a specially defined 
symbol font to display a pond. Symbols are defined using the procedures 
you would use to create a text font. Valid symbol font values are 84 to 
126. See Appendix D for additional information on symbol fonts and their 
creation. 

Symbol Character: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to an alphabetic or· numeric character 
that represents a symbol, such as P for pond, T for tree, and so forth. 
Valid symbol characters are any single character, represented as an octal 
value. 

Symbol Justification: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the relationship between the position 
of a symbol and its placement point. In general, valid symbol 
justification values ·are 0 to 14. · 

0 upper left justification 
1 center left justification 
2 bottom left justification 
3 upper left margin justification 
4 center left margin justification 
5 bottom left margin justification 
6 upper center justification 
7 center center justification 
8 bottom center justification 
9 upper right margin justification 
10 center right margin justification 
11 lower right margin justification 
12 upper right justification 
13 center right justification 
14 lower right justification 

... : .. ·.~.: .... : ... _..:....:..~ . .:..-... 
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Symbol Height: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the height of text used in a symbol. A 
valid symbol text height value is any 10-<:haracter real number, expressed 
in master units. 

Symbol Width: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the width of text used in a symboL A 
valid symbol text width value is any 10-<:haracter real number, expressed 
in master units. 

Symbol Level: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the design file level on which a 
symbol is located. Valid symbol level values are 1 to 63. 

Symbol Weight: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the line thickness of a symboL Valid 
symbol weight values are 0 to 31. 

Symbol Color: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the color of a symboL Valid symbol 
colors are 0 to 255 (0 to 31 for 32's and 32C's). 

. .. ;.-. ·-"-··--~~--h·-·-----· 
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Pattern/Cell Parameters 

The pattern parameters are used when patterning with FCPELT (see Appendix C 
for details). The cell parameters are used with the PLOT CELL command (see 
Section 12.1.3). 

Pattern Cell Name: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the name given to a group of complex 
design features used as a pattern for shading an area in a design. Use 
any six-<:haracter cell name. 

Pattern Type: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to any graphically distinctive and 
regular arrangement of markings (that is, cross-hatching, shading, and so 
forth). Valid pattern type values are 0 to 9. 

Pattern Scale: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the relative size of a pattern, 
expressed all a scale factor applied to the pattern cell during patterning. 
A valid pattern scale value is any 10-<:haracter real number, expresSed in 
working units. 

Pattern Angle: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the angular orientation of a pattern. 
A valid pattern angle value is any 10-<:haracter real number, expressed in 
working units. Pattern angle can be expressed as degrees (0 to 360), 
decimal degrees, or degrees-minutes-seconds; the angular measurement 
determines whether the readout is measured clockwise from the X-axis 
(conventional), clockwise from the Y-axis (azimuth), or as a bearing. 

Pattern Delta: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the regular distance between columns 
and rows of markings that compose a pattern (that is, cross-hatching, 
shading, and so forth). A valid pattern delta value is any 10-<:haracter 
real number, expressed in working units. 

Cell/Point Name: 
This is an IGDS term. It refe.rs to the name given to a cell or point. A 
valid cell/point name consists of up to six characters. · 

Cell/Point Scale: 
This is an IGDS term. It refers to the scale given to a cell or point. A 
valid cell/point scale value is any 10-<:haracter real number, expressed in 
working units. 
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Feature Oxling/Digitizing Parameters 

Digitizing Number 
Stream Delta 
Stream Tolerance 
Snap Tolerance: 

None of these parameters are used in ICS. 

Fjle Name Parameters 

Cell Library File Name: 

December 1987 

This is the filename of the cell library file that contains the cell used 
in the feature. If it is left blank, the currently attached cell library 
is used. 

User Co=and File Name: 
This field is not used by ICS. 

DMRS Co=and File Name: 
Field reserved for future use. Leave this field blank. 

Feature Name/Description Parameters 

Feature Naine: 
The name of ·the feature. A valid feature name consists of a character 
string up to 30 characters long. This is the feature name that can be 
placed in the design file when placing points with PLOT POINTS or LABEL 
COORDINATES. 

Secondary Feature Number: 
This field indicates the design file level on which point ID's will be 
placed. Valid levels are 1 to 63. 

Fname # chars: 
The number of alphanumeric characters in the feature name that will be 
used as annotation. A valid response is any number up to 30. For 
example, if the feature name is STREAM - RAINBOW TROUT, and the number of 
characters is 6, the annotation text is placed as STREAM. 

Secondary Feature Name: 
Field reserved for future use. Le<~ve this field blank. 
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A.Z Running EFEED 

EFEED must be run on a VT100 compatible terminal. You can set your graphics 
workstation to emulate a VT100. To learn more about the VT100 emulation 
capabilities of graphics workstations, from a V .A'X window, key in 

TYPE PRO_DD_MIC:VT100.DOC 

Refer to this file (on the screen of your workstation or as a hardcopy) to 
help you understand the alphanumeric processing capabilities of the 68000-
based workstations. 

Note: It is reco=ended that you copy the feature table, features.tbl, to 
another. filename before making changes. This allows you to retain the 
original feature table <;lelivered with the product for reference. 

The EFEED co=and line consists of the co=and and any number of valid 
qualifiers. The following list describes the qualifiers that are used in 
the EFEED command line. 

Command Line Qualifiers 

Qualifier 

/c 
(optional) 

/b or 
/b={filename] 
(optional) 

Explanation 

specifies that the feature names are to be 
written in the existing case. If this qualifier is not 
used, all feature names are converted to uppercase. All 
feature name searches require exact matches (including 
case). 

specifies that a brief list of the feature 
table including only feature names and numbers 
should be directed to the file specified. You can then 
print the file in order to use it .as a reference. If the 
filename does not contain the .tbl extension, the software 
automatically appends it to the filename. If no filename 
is specified, the information will be printed to the 
screen. The listing ·will be in numerical order starting 
with the lowest feature number in the feature table. 

•' ··'·· ·--'--·-------... ~-
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/1 or 
/!={filename] 
(optional) 

/m 

/out={filename] 

Parameter 

[input Feature 
Table dataset 
name] 

Runnjnz bfEEI J 

specifies that a complete list of the feature 
table is directed to the file specified or, if 
no filename is specified, to the screen. If the filename 
does not contain the .tbl extension, the software 
automatically appends it to the filename. This listing 
will be in numerical order starting with the lowest feature 
number in .the feature table. 

specifies that a new features menu file will be generated. 

copies the feature table to the file specified by the 
filename and makes all changes to the copy. Specifies the 
output feature table dataset as [filename~ 

Explanation 

specifies the input feature table dataset name. 
If you do not key in the input feature table dataset 
name, you will be prompted for it. 

To run EFEED, set your working directory to the directory of the feature 
table and key in the co=and line using the qualifiers described above. Be 
su~ to leave a space between EFEED, the qualifier(s), and the filename. Key 
in: 

EFEED /[qualifier I qualifier-] [feature_ table_ name] 

If you do not key in the extension to the feature table name, the software 
will automatically append .tbL 

If no filename is given in the qualifier statements lb or /1, formatted 
output is displayed on the screen. If a filename is given, an ASCII file is 
generated that can be printed and used as a reference. 

When you key in the co=and line, the lowest number feature description from 
the feature table appears in formatted display. 
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Figure A-3 illustrates the function keypad. Table A-2 explains the function 
keys that allow you to move about in the feature table. You can also press 
[PF2] [2] twice for information on keypad function keys. 

Use arrow keys to position the cursor over data to be edited; press the 
spacebar to clear the field and ·then key in changes and press <RETURN> or any 
arrow key. The cursor is re-positioned on the next field. Information is 
automatically written to the feature table when you select any keypad 
function, including exit. 

lf you do not include a decimal point when entering numerical parameter 
values that are real numbers, and press any arrow key or <RETURN> to enter 
the value, the software will place the decimal for you. When you return to 
the feature later, the software will have automatically padded the field with 
zeros. 

To display maximum and minimum parameter values, press [PF2]. 1f any value 
that you key in is ~valid, you will be informed by a message and the default 
value will be returned to the field. 

1f at any time you try to exceed a boundary (for example, press the left 
arrow when you are at the left margin or move forward beyond the end of the 
last record in the feature table), you are alerted that you have reached a 
boundary. 

To add a new feature to the feature table use [PFl] [0]. This appends a 
feature to the end of the feature table with a feature number one digit 
larger than the current highest feature number. This feature will appear on 
the screen with default values for all parameters. You can edit any of these 
fields including the feature number. 

For example, if the last feature number is 3011, when you add a new feature 
its default value will be 3012. 1f you know that feature 3003 was deleted 
and want to use that number for this feature, you can change the feature 
number field to 3003. 
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· ..... 

[PFl] [PF2] [PFJ] [PF4] 

Help Refresh Exit 
Quit 

-
7 - 8 9 

• 
4 5 . 6 

1 2 3 Enter 
UniqNu NextAl SubAll 
UniqAI PrevAI 

NextNu 

0 
PrcvNu • 

Append Current Delete 

Append Default Undelete 

. 

Append Cunent oopl'" c:umnt futuno to ODd of f1lo 
Append DefaUlt c::oplos default feature to end of file 

December 1987 

Delete deletes current feature, advance to next feature by number 
Undelete rc:::stores the last deleted feature 

NextNu fin<b the next feature by feature number 
PrevNu finds previous feature by feature number 

UniqNu finds a unique feature when you key in a feature number 
UniqAl finds a unique feature when you key in a feature name 

NextAl findl the next feature by feature name 
PrevAJ fi.Dda the previous feature by name 

SubAll replaces all. or a tiUJ.&'C of occurrences of the current field 

Figure A-3. Function Keypad 

·=~·-··· 

.j 
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EFEEP Kev:pad Pro~rrammed Function Keys 

When running EFEED, specific keypad functions are active. Table A-2 lists 
these keys and their functions. 

Note: When you key in a change in a feature table parameter, pressing 
<RETURN> or any arrow key enters your change. If you do not press 
<RETURN> or an arrow key, your change will not be saved. 

Key 

[PF2] 

[PF2] [PF2] 

[PF4] 

[PFl] [PF4] 

[PF3] 

[1] 

[PFl] [1] 

[2] 

Table A-2. Keypad Key Functions 

Function 

displays a help line to indicate the range of 
acceptable values for the current field. 

displays a picture of the keypad. Press the key on 
your actual keyboard to display the help 
information that corresponds to that key. 

exits EFEED and saves changes. 

quits EFEED without saving changes. 

refreshes screen. 

prompts for a feature number, then displays the 
data for the specified feature. 

prompts for a feature name, then displays the data 
for the specified feature. 

finds the ne:>;t feature (in alphabetical order) by 
feature name. · 

··-·~· .: .. ..: •. :;.,. ,;..·~:._ ··~···-· 
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Table A-2. Keypad Key Functlans (Continued) 

Key 

[PFl] [2] 

[3] 

[ENTER] 

[PFl] [ENTER] 

[0] 

[PFl] [0] 

[.] 

[PFl] [.] 

Function 

finds the previous feature (in alphabetical order) by 
feature name. 

replaces the current field in every feature or a range of 
features with the data in that field. First clear the 
field you want to change, key in the change and press 
<RETURN> to enter. You must then reposition the cursor 
over that field. Press [3] (SUBAU.) and key in a range of 
feature numbers at the prompt to Update values in this 
field. This field for all features in the specified range 
will reflect this change and hold the ·same value. Instead 
of entering a range. you can press <RETURN> to change the 
value for the entire table. .. 

finds the next feature by feature number. 

finds the previous feature by feature number. 

copies the current feature to the end of the feature file. 

copies the default feature to the end of the feature file. 
You can then edit it and change any parameterCs). 

deletes the current feature and resets screen to next 
feature by number. 

restores the last deleted feature and resets screen to 
that feature. 

...... 
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B. MODIFYING ICS :tvrENUS 

A feature matrix menu and screen menus are delivered in the ICS product 
delivery directory. This appendix lists those menus and describes how you 
can modify them. 

B.l The ICS Feature Matrix Menu· 

The IGDS design file SURFEA.DGN contains the feature matrix menu graphics. 
The menu selections represent the standard features in FEATURES.TBL. They 
provide a quick means to set an active feature without having to remember 
specific feature numbers or names. When you select from the menu, an AUTO 
PLOT command with the appropriate feature is passed to ICS. To attach the 
menu from within ICS, key in: 

SURFEA,Mn 

-OR-

_ SURFEA,Sn 

where n is 1 or 2 or 3. At. a workstation, the menu is available directly 
from the ICS control strip. 

Modifying the Feature Menu 

To modify the feature menu, first you must enter the design file SURFEA.DGN. 
Each menu box on SURFEA contains, on level 63, a text string that contains 
the menu box location and the command issued to ICS when that box is 
selected. Typically the ICS command is of the form: 

\AU PL ### 

where ### is the feature number in FEATURES.TBL for that particular feature. 
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To modify the feature menu, you can: 

• Change a feature number: 
The feature number can be changed with the IGDS EDIT TEXT command if 
you want a different numbering convention in your feature table. 

• Add a feature: 
To add to the menu you must run the user command MATMEN.UCM, in 
PRO_DD_IGDS. Refer to the IGDS Application Software Interface User's 
for instructions on using MATMEN.UCM. For each new menu box you must 
identify the box location and add terminated text in the form: 

\AU PL ### 

where ### is the new feature number in FEATURES.TBL. 

Note: It is imperative that the menu servicing software name (.IRB) not be 
modified. 

After changing or adding to the menu you must re-insert the menu cell into 
ICS.CEL. Make sure that the cell name remains SURFEA. 

· .. / 

Guide 
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B.2 ICS Screen Menus 

The 8.8.4 release of res has swappable res and rGDS control strips, and a 
pop-up rGDS co=and menu. The delivered res screen menu files are in the 
workstation directory /usr/ip32/igds!Ies. The syntax and nomenclature of 
these files is straightforward: 

Prefixes: 
ics_ implies an res pulldown menu 
igds_ implies an IGDS pulldown menu 
feat_ implies a Feature Table menu. 

Suffixes: 
_es implies a control strip 
_HMENU or _!unenu implies a hierarchical menu 
_syms implies a symbol file · 

For example, ics_feat_!unenu is a hierarchical res Feature Table pulldown 
menu. 

The delivered res screen menu files are: 

1. res_es, the primary res control strip containing eight pulldown menus and 
a toggle for the IGDS control strip. The res pulldowns correspond to the 
res matrix menu co=and blocks, with the exception that the CONTROL block 
and the ENVIRONMENT block have been combined. The pulldown menu files 
are: 

1. ics_feat_hmenu 
2. ics_points 
3. ics_figures 
4. ics_environmen 
5. ics_annotate 
6. ics_reports 
7. ics_plot 
8. ics_adjust 

(SURFEA: FEATURE TABLE) 
(POINTS/COORDINATES) 
(FIGURES/ ALIGNMENTS) 
(ENVIRONMENT + CONTROL) 
(ANNOTATION) 
(REPORTS) 
(PLOT) 
(ADJUST/TRANSFORM) 

With the exception of ics_feat_hmenu, all of the above pulldown menus use 
symbols from ics_syms. 
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2. IGDS_CS, the IGDS control strip containing all of the IGDS pulldowns found 
on the /CG control strip CS2, and a toggle for the ICS control strip. The 
pulldown menu files are: 

1. igds_create 
2. igds_measure 
3. igds_dimension 
4. igds_ text 
5. igds_dmrs 
6. igds_tds 
7. igds_view_on2 

(CREATE) 
(MEASIM.ANIP) 
(DIMENSIONING) 
(TEXT) 
(DMRS) 
(TDS) 
(VlEW SELECTIONS) 

The hierarchical pulldown ics_feat_hmenu currently has six feature 
categories, requiring the following menu files: 

1. feat_roads 
2. feat_structure 
3. feat_utilities 
4. feat_topograph 
5. feat_control 
6. feat_miscellan 

(ROADS) 
(STRUCTURE) 
(UTILITIES) 
(TOPOGRAPHY) 
(CONTROL) 
(MISCELLANEOUS) 

All of these feature table files use symbols from feat_~ 

3. ICS_HMENu, t_he ICS hierarchical menu which is the same as the IGDS pop-up 
menu CS2, except that its servicing task is .IRB. 

Modifying ICS Screen Menus 

The size, shape, color, location, hierarchy, and function of each menu as 
well as its components can be modified to meet your needs. Of particular 
interest will be modification of the Feature Table pulldown menu, the 
introduction of different colors, elimination of rarely used co=ands, and 
the incorporation of specialized menus. 

Workstation menu modification requires the use of Menubuilder, and possibly 
Procasso and Snapshot. The construction of menus involves some or ali of the 
following phases, and some may have to be performed more than once: 

1. Planning 
At this stage, the structure, layout, fonts, vlts, .symbol usage, button 
shapes and sizes, etc., are decided. 

2. Symbol Creation 
Creation of symbols via -Snapshot and Procasso is usually preferable to 
utilizing the limited graphics capabilities within Menubuilder. In 
addition, a symbol file provides a portable and editable approach to 
menu graphics. Refer to Procasso User's Guide and Me!Ulbuilder User's Guide 
for information on Procasso and Menubuilder. 

: · . ....;-
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3. Menu File Creation 
Each menu file is created with a specific vlt, servicing software, 
background color, and menu type. 

4. Testing and Modification 
This is probably the first stage you will use because it requires only 
the use of Menubuilder. 

Each of these phases is described in detail below. 

Phase 1: Planning 

Available fonts are in /usr/ip32/resrc/rfont, vlts can be found in 
/usr/ip32/resrc/vlt, and a blank symbol file (called menusyms) can be found 

. in /usr/ip32/resrclrfont. Recommendations include the use of fix7.vlt or 
fix14.vlt, and drake.lO and nori.ie.r.12 fonts. Examination of ICS and IGDS 
menus using the EDIT SELECT AREA co=and in Menubuilder will allow you to see 
the syntax required for select areas, and the various menu types. The ICS 
menus are in /usr/ip32/igds/ICS and the IGDS menus are in /usr/ip32/igds/CG. 

Phase 2: Symbol Creation 

If the menu buttons require icons, or if you wish to modify an existing menu, 
the symbols Ca.n be created using Procasso, usually in conjunction with 
Snapshot. If Snapshot is to be used, create the graphics for the symbols 
using IGDS, then take a snapshot of the view containing the symbol 
graphics-at the desired scale. This raster image can then be displayed in 
Procasso and its contents fenced and saved as individual symbols in the 
symbol file. Alternately, the symbols can be drawn entirely within 
Procasso. Vlt's can also be created and edited within Procasso. 

Phase 3: Menu File Creation 

The servicing sofware for each ICS menu is .IRB, not FB. In strict terms (by 
menu type), the menus in /usr/ip32/igds/ICS are either hierarchical (hi) or 
pop-up (pu), but they will appear as one of the following four categories: 

Menu Appearance Type Example 

pulldown hi ics control 
pop-up hi ICS_HMENU 
control strip pu ICS CS 
hierarchical pulldown hi ics feat hmenu 
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The contents of the select areas for these four menu categories are: 

Menu Appearance 

pulldown & pop-up 

control strip 

hierarchical pd 

Command String 

A,application_num 
-O:R

P,primitive_num 

1M/ICS/pd_fname,PD 
-OR

T,AM=IlCS/cs_fname,CS 

Type Ne:x:t Menu Name 

1 

1 

1 

1 ..IICS/hi_fname 

. Thus, application co=ands or primitive co=ands can be selected from 
pulldown and pop-up menus; control strips or pulldown menus can be selected 
from control strips; and hierarchical menus can be selected from pulldowns. 
Other menu structures not found in the ICS menus can· be created by combining 
the types of Co=and Strings and Next Menu Names listed above. 

Phase 4: Testing and Modification 

Menus can be tested by attaching them with an AM=menuname,menutype key-in 
during a graphics session. The menus can be modified in numerous ways, 
employing the methods found in Phases 1 throu 3 above. For example, a 
streamlined. IGDS pop-up menu that contained the co=ands used most frequently 
during an ICS rtm could be made. Another example is moving co=ands in the 
ENVIRONMENT block to the block(s) they affect, such as moving 'IRA VERSING MODE 
to the LOCATE menu block. 
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C. ICS UTILITIES 

The following sections describe the utilities: I2SDB, ICS Customer Support 
Library, res Database to DTM Points File, Database Upgrade Utility, the 
Linkage User Command, and Feature Code Patterning by Element List. 

C.l 12SDB Utility 

The utility program I2SDB facilitates the population of a survey database 
from an IGDS design file. It converts node information contained in IGDS 
graphic elements to point coordinate information. Snapped nodes ar~ purged; 
as a result, there is a one-tCHlne correspondence to each unique coordinate 
value in the design file and database. The utility is useful for loading 
approximate coordinates for GNA CA*797) or design coordinates for res 
CA*741). The graphic element types and nodal information extracted are: 

Element Type 

Cell 
line 
line string 
shape 
curve 
c<inic 
ellipse 
arc 
text 
point string 

Extracted Informatfcn 

cell origin 
endpoints 
vertices 

·vertices 
vertices 
vertices 
origin 
endpoints and origin 
origin 
point coordinates 

* Only 1-character text elements (symbols) are considered eligible. 

Operation 

To run I2SDB, ·key in RUN PRO_DD_ICS:I2SDB. You will be prompted for a design 
filename. All other inputs are derived from the header of this file, 
including destination database, working units, and level mask. Elements that 
are displayed in IGDS view 1 are considered eligible. Point !D's in the 
survey database are assigned on a minimum-next-available basis. 
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C2 ICS Customer Support Library 

C.2.1 ICSCSL 

The ICSCSL · is an object library much like the CSL; it provides you with tools 
for customizing alternate user interfaces and applications based on ICS. 
Routines to initialize, communicate with, and terminate the ICS image from 
within a user program are included in ICSCSL (see Section C2.2). Use of 
this CSL requires a license for the C Runtime Library. 

Synopsis The ICSCSL consists of the following files: 

o ICSCSLOLB, which contains an number of mterfering routines to 
the ICS.EXE task; 

o ICSRDEF.INC, an include file suitable for C programs which 
contains return code definitions from the ICS task; 

o ICSCSLOPT, a VAX/VMS linker options file required by all programs 
linking with the ICSCSL; 

o ICSCOM.UCM, ICSCOM.EXE, and ICSCOM.C, which serve as an example of 
the use of the ICSCSL in a traditional user command/task interface 
scenario; 

o ICSCSLDOC, this library's documentation. 

Features ICSCSL allows the full set of ICS commands as documented in the this 
user's guide to be accessed by the user. The implementation of this 
interface is to allow programs to send commands to .the ICS task much 
as an alphanumeric user would, and to return to the user the records 
normally sent to the terminal, with an appropriate status code. 
Return codes allow a moderate amount of control over the behavior of 
the ICS task by the user. Care should be taken when reformating 
return records for further processing and numerical calculations, as 
the format and order of output records is not guaranteed from 
release to release. Alternatively, users may access ICS data by 
using various levels of DMRS interfaces available in that product. 

Bugs It is the responsibiliry of the user to insure that ICS executes 
properly. This requires that the user check for and remedy such 
things as errors encountered during processing, and insuring that 
valid databases and design files exist, as well as valid feature 
codes, prompts, and error messages. 

Comments ICSCSL is an enhancement to, and a replacement for, the 8.8.2 custom 
ICS user commands (formerly in Appendix G of the 8.8.2 document). 

··~ 
. .... _) 

. ..... ··'\ . .... ·y 
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C.2.2 ICSCSL Routines 

Purpose 

long ICS startfgraphics. ICS chan) 

Initiate the ICS task, map communication buffers, and associate 
event flag clusters. 

Synopsis o graphics 1 byte 0 parent isn't an FB subprocess; 1 parent is 
an FB subprocess; passed by value. 

· "· o ICS_chan 2 bytes VMS channel number of ICS termination mailbox; 
passed by reference. \ . 

'·---· 

\ 
'· 

On Exit 1: success 

Bugs 

Purpose 

2: 
4: 
6: 
8: 

error associating event flag cluster 
error creating termination mailbox 
error creating ICS subprocess 
error mapping global section 

Graphics = 0 does not work 

long ICS comm(RW. ICS msg) 

Send or receive a buffer from ICS. The RW variable defines the 
operation. 

Synopsis o RW 1 byte 0 write; 
1 read; 

o ICS__msg_ n bytes 
n >= 82 

On Exit defined in ICSRDEF.INC 

~ yoid ICS setefO 

passed by value. 

ICS command (write); 
or ICS return record (read) 
passed by reference. 

Purpose Set the appropriate event flag within the communication routines to 
·synchronize reads from the ICS task. 

Synopsis It is the user's responsibility to call this routine between 
successive reads from the ICS task. 
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C3 ICS Database to D1M Points File 

There are two methods available for loading Intergraph DTM point files from 
an ICS project. One method involves running ICSTODTM on an alphanumeric 
terminal, and it is typically used to transfer a whole block of points 
defined by a range. The other method is more versatile, and it involves 
bringing up the design file in graphics and running the DTM DGNXYZ processor 
(this method is recommended in most cases). 

C3.1 Running ICSTODTM 

To create a DTM point file (.XYZ) from an ICS survey database on an 
alphanumeric terminal, key in the following, then press <RETURN>: 

RUN PRO_DD_ICS: ICSTODTM 

ICS responds With a series of screen messages in the following operator 
sequence: 

Operator Sequence for ICSTODTM 

1. Enter database name (dev:[uic]name.DBS) 

Key in the database filename that stores ICS coordinates, then press 
<RETURN>. Go to Step 2. 

·For example, key in QS3{227,12]TALKEETNA.DBS. 

2. Enter beginning point id (<RETURN> for all) 

Key in the first point ID number, then press <RETURN>. Go to Step 4. 

-OR-

Press <RETURN> to select all point !D's. Go to Step 4. 

3. Enter ending point id 

Key in the last point ID number, then press <RETURN>. Go to Step 4. 

4. Enter DTM point (.xyz) filename 

Key in the DTM filename, then press <RETURN>. Go to Step .5. 

For example, key in QS3{227,12]TALKEETNA.XYZ. 

·.·.:..:.......-

') 
. ·-· 

.. 
:.~ .. / 

") >··· .. : . 
....... . 
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5. Enter elevation multiplier (<RETURN> for 100) 

Key in a value that represents an elevation multiplier, or vertical 
exaggeration factor, then press <RETURN>. Go to Step 6. 

-QR-

Press <RETURN> for ihe default vertical exaggeration of 100. Go to Step 
6. 

6. Enter design filename for working unit definition > 

Key in the name of your working design file, then press <RETURN>. 

ICSTODTM creates a DTM point JUe. 

ICSTODTM Error Mey:ages 

The screen can display several error messages if an error occurs during 
ICSTODTM processing. Possible error messages are: 

DTM FILE ERROR; STATUS = -
DATABASE NOT FOUND 
ERROR OPENING ICS DATABASE 
ERROR ACCESSING ICS HEADER 
DMRS ERROR NUMBER -
EXITING ICSTODTM 
NO POINTS FOUND IN ICS DATABASE 
ERROR OPENING DESIGN FILE 
ERROR OPENING DESIGN FILE - WRITE LOCKED 
ERROR ACCESSING POSmONAL UNITS IN DESIGN FILE 
ERROR CLOSING DESIGN FILE 

C3.2 Running DGNXYZ 

To run DGNXYZ. on a graphics terminal, key in the co=and: 

UC=PRO_DD_DTM:DGNXYZ 

Refer to the Digital Terrain Modeling (DTM) User's Guide for more information. 
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C4 8.8.3 Database Upgrade Utility 

The Database Upgrade Utility is SDB_82T083.COM. ICS 8.8.3 uses an upgraded 
database schema for compatibility with the Stereo Alignment Cross-Sectioning 
(SAC) software. 8.8.3 and newer databases have additional entities for SAC 
cross-sections, SAC shots, SAC skew shots, and ICS station equations. 

In order to upgrade 8.8.2 ICS databases to the 8.8.3 format, you must invoke 
the command procedure PRO_DD_ICS:SDB_82T083.COM as follows: 

Operator Sequence 

1. Key in: ®PRO_DD_ICS:SDB_82T083.COM 

2. Database filename: 

Key in the name of the database to be upgraded, and press <RETURN>. If 
not specified, the command procedure defaults the database device and .u:rc 
to the current directory and the database schema file extension to .dbs. 

3. Number of x-sections or parameter filename: 

Key in the approximate number of SAC cross-sections you initially intend 
to create. It is best to estimate relatively closely the number of cross
sections. However, underestimation is not critical because of the the 
"auto extend" file space reall6cation feature in ICS. 

Alternatively, a parameter file, PRO_DD_ICS:SURVEYDB.PAR, may be edited 
and submitted to SDB_82T083.COM at this prompt. SURVEYDB.PAR is 
essentially a list of occurrence numbers for each entity to be inserted in 
the ICS database. SURVEYDB.P AR is edited rather straight-forwardly 
through the EDT editor. 

4. Number of shots: 

Key in the approximate total number of ordinary SAC cross-section shots. 
Auto-extend will compensate if the number of shots is underestimated. 

5. Number of skew shots: 

Key in the approximate total number of SAC skew shots. Again, auto-extend 
will compensate upon underestimation of the total number of skew shots. 

.. _./ 
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6. Number of station equations: 

Key an estimate of the total number of station equations that will be 
utilized for the job. A new occurrence is created for each individual 
alignment where a station equation is defined. Auto-extend will 
compensate for underestimation. 

It should be noted that SURVEYDB.COM, which creates 8.8.3 databases from 
scratch, defaults the number of stations equations. Thus, the station 
equation prompt is never seen when running SURVEYDB.COM. 

Notes: 

User input is complete after Step 5. Numerous informational messages will 
be spooled to the screen as the old database files are upgraded. 

Entity files (.ent extension) that were present in. the 8.8.2 database are 
not recreated, merely modified. Entity files that are unique to 8.8.3 are 
created according to the size specified in steps 2 through 5. 

All other database files, with the exception of the compilation listing, 
are recreated. These files are not purged; therefore, you will see 
duplicate <dbname>.att, <dbname>.dbs, <dbname>.ddl, <dbname>.par, 
<dbname>.sYm. and <dbname>.win files in the database directory. A new 
compilation ·listing with the extension Jis is created for 8.8.3 upgrades. 

Following is an example 8.8.3 ICS database upgrade using DB_82T083.COM. 

.. ·· , . 
. ... ··-·- .......... , .. --~··· ... ..:. .. -· ... :. 
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S dir texas* 

Directory ZG0:[110020] 

TEXAS.ATI;1 TEXAS.DBS;1 TEXAS.DDL;1 
TEXASl.ST;1 TEXAS.PAR;1 . TEXAS.SYM;1 
TEXAS.WIN;1 TEXASCIRC_CURV.ENT; TEXASCOORD_DIFF.ENT;1 
TEXASFIG_HEAD.ENT;1 TEXASFIG_POINT.ENT; TEXASHEADER.ENT;1 
TEXASLINE.ENT;1 TEXASOBS.ENT;1 TEXASPNT .ENT;1 
TEXASREMAP .ENT;1 TEXASSPJRALENT;1 TEXASVERTICAL.ENT;1 

Total of 18 mes. 
S ®pro_dd_ics:sdb_82to83 

ETI I GNA I ICS 
8.2 -> 8.3 

Database Upgrade Utility 

$_Database filename : texas 
$_Number of X -sections or Parl!meter filename : 1 · 
$_Number of shots : 1 
$_Number of skew-shots : 1 
$_Number of station equations : 1 

%SUR-I..CJDDL, creating ddl image file for ZG0:[1100201I'EXAS.dbs 
TYPE "/HELP" FOR ASSISTANCE 

%DELETE-I-FILDEL, ZG0:[110020]TExAS.COM;1 deleted (1 block) 
%SUR+UPDDL, .. updating ddl image file for ZG0:[110020JI'EXAS.dbs 
%SUR+CUDDL, compiling updated ddl image file for 
ZG0:[11 0020 JI'EXAS.dbs 

DDL STOP 
%SUR-I-WUPG, writing database upgrade files for 
ZG0:[110020JI'EXAS.dbs %SUR-I-EUPG, executing database upgrade 
file ZG0:[110020JI'EXAS.UPG 
TYPE "/HELP" FOR ASSISTANCE 

%DELETE-I-FILDEL, Z~110020~~S.UPG;1 deleted (1 block) 
%DELETE+FILDEL, ZGO 110020 S60.COM;1 deleted ~1 block) 
%DELETE-I-FILDEL, ZGO 110020 S62.COM;1 deleted 1 block) 
%DELETE-I-FILDEL, ZGO 110020 S63.COM;1 deleted 1 block) 
%DELETE-I-FILDEL, ZGO 110020 S64.COM;1 deleted (1 block) 
%DELETE+FILDEL, Z 110020 S65.COM;1 deleted (1 block) 
%DELETE-I-TOTAL, 5 files deleted (5 blocks) 
%SUR-I-NEWDDL, use dmrs SCHDDL to generate new DDL file 
%SUR-s-succ, successful completion 

: ·" •, '· ·,..) . ' .. .., .. :-~ 

·····\)·. . . 
: ., . 
'··-~ 
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$dirtexas* 

Directory ZG0{110020] 

TEXAS.ATT;2 TEXAS.ATI;l. TEXAS.DBS;2 
TEXAS.DBS;1 TEXAS.DDL;3 TEXAS.DDL;2 
TEXAS.DDL;1 TEXAS.US;l TEXAS.LST;l 
TEXAS.P AR;2 TEXAS.P AR;l TEXAs.sYM;2 
TEXAS.SYM;l TEXAS. WIN;2 TEXAS. WIN;l 
TEXASCIRC_CURV.ENT;l TEXASCOORD_DIFF.ENT;l 
TEXASFIG_HEAD.ENT;l TEXASFIG_POINT.ENT;l 
TEXASHEADER.ENT;l TEXASLINE.ENT;l TEXASOBS.ENT;l 
TEXASPNT.ENT;l TEXASREMAP.ENT;l TEXASSIIT.ENT;l 

.... ·'· . 
TEXASSKW.ENT;l TEXASSPIRAL.ENT;l TEXASSTA_EQUA.ENT;l 
TEXASSTA_HEAD.ENT;l TEXASVERTICAL.ENT;l TEXASXSE.ENT;l 

\ . · . ..... ! 
·"~ . .:-- ' Total of 31 files. 
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C5 The Linkage User Command: LINKAGE.UCM 

The ICS 8.8.4 version provides a user co=and, LINKAGE.UCM, that allows you 
to review and/or set the design file TCB variable, LKGNMD. This variable · 
controls how IGDS operations work on graphics elements that possess DMRS 
database linkages. The most significant effect of this variable for ICS 
users occurs when you use IGDS to COPY or to FENCE COPY graphics elements 
produced by ICS. 

The LKGNMD variable has the following i;>ossible linkage generation modes. 

• NEW LINKAGE MODE LKGNMD=O 
In this case a new entity occurrence is created in the ICS database 
for the copied element. Attribute values are copied from the 
existing element. See warning below. 

• INFORMATION LINKAGE MODE LKGNMD=l 
In. this case no new entity occurrence is created in the ICS 
database but the copied element will have a DMRS informational 
linkage that is identical to the existing element linkage. 

• DUPLICATE LINKAGE MODE LKGNMD=2 
In this case a dupUcate entity occurrence is created in the ICS 
database for the copied element. Attribute elements are copied 
from the existing element. See warning below. 

• NULL LINKAGE MODE LKGNMD=-1 
In this case the copied graphics element contains no database 
linkage so there is no effect on the ICS database. 

WARNING: DUPLICATE linkage mode can result in ICS dat.abase corruption. The 
preferred mode is NULL (LKGNMD=-1) for ICS users. This permits you 
to copy ICS graphics elements for display purposes without affecting the 
ICS database. 

Operator Sequence 

1. To invoke the user co=and key in: 

UC=PRO_DD_ICS:LINKAGE.UCM 

2. At the prompt key in N, I, D, or X to set LKGNMD to either NEW, 
INFORMATIONAL, DUPLICATE, or NULL mode, respectively 

-QR-

Press <R> to review the current linkage mode setting. 

··) .. • ·.· ...• ; 
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C6 Feature Code Patterning by Element List 

Feature Code Pittterning by Element List (FCPELT) is a batch program that 
performs essentially the same o:Peration as Delayed Patterning at the 
workstation. FCPEL T sets up the type 5 patterning elements so that the 
Pattern Driver (FDV) task can then be run to pattern the elements in the 
design file. In combination with a feature table, FCPELT can be used to 
pattern both linear and area figures created using ICS. 

Unlike patterning at the workstation, FCPELT does not require you to identify 
with a data point each element to be patterned. Instead, you indicate the 
elements by assigning feature codes and creating a list file. FCPELT takes 
as input this universe list file (created at the workstation with the ''EL=" 
command), a feature table describing the elements involved, and the design 
file itself. 

The list file contains pointers to each element to be patterned. These 
pointers are used to access the element in the design file and retrieve its 
feature code. The feature code is then used as an index into an entry in the 
feature table, which contains patterning information for all elements with the 
same feamre code. One type 5 patterning element is written to the design 
file for every unique feature code encountered. Therefore, FCPELT is very 
useful and efficient if a large number of elements are to be patterned the 
same way. 

C.6.1 Setup Notes: What You Need To Know Before Running FCPELT 

The Design File 

FCPELT will pattern elements in either a 2D or a 3D file, with either a 2D or 
3D pattern celL However, patterning ·is strictly 2D in nature, so the z 
coordinates of 3D cells are ignored. Patterning takes place in the plane of 
a 3D element. 

Note: Currently, the underbar character is rwt allowed in the design 
filename. Using an underbar in the file name will cause a fatal error 
in FCPELT. 

The feature Table 

There should be one feature for each distinct feature code among the elements 
in the list file. Feature table items pertinent to FCPELT are: ·Feature Code, 
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Pattern Cell; Pattern Type, Pattern Scale, Pattern Angle, Pattern Delta, and 
Cell Library. Each of these is described below. 

FEATURE CODE 
Make sure that the feature code for each feature IS THE SAME AS the 
feature code of the element(s) to be patterned. AIL elements with this 
feature code will be patterned according to the specifications in this 
feature. 

PATTERN CELL 
The name of the pattern to be used, up to 6 characters long. 

PATTERN TYPE 
The pattern type is extremely important! There is only one way to specify 
area patterning, but there are four ways to specify linear patterning: 

Pattern Type 

area 
unsealed linear 
scaled linear 
multiple segment (linear) 
single segment Clineat) 

PATTERN SCALE 

Value 

1 
0 
2 
4 
5 

Pattern scale describes how much the pattern is to be scaled before 
placement. 1f scale=2, the pattern will be twice its normal size. 

PATTERN ANGLE 
This number is only used when doing area patterning, and specifies the 
angle at which the pattern will be placed inside the area. Enter the 
number in degrees. 

PATTERN DELTA 
Pattern delta, also used only for area patterning, describes the row and 
column . spacing between the pattern cells placed. Enter the number in 
master units. 

CELL LIBRARY 
The cell library name. Specify DEV:[UIC)FILE.EXT (unless the library is in 
the default directory, in which case you may leave off the device and 
UIC). All the pattern cells used for one element list need not be in a 
single cell library. No library need be attached to the design file, and 
you may specify as many libraries as needed in the feature table. 

Note: 1f NO cell library is specified in the feature table, the library 
attached to the design file will be used. 

. ···"" 
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Eligible Elements . 

The .following elements are the only ones that FCPELT (as well as PDV) 
considers patternable: 

Type Element 

3 line 
4 line string 
6 shape 

*11 curve 
12 complex string 
14 complex shape 
15 ellipse/ circular ellipse 
16 arc 

(*Curves may only be patterned using scaled or unsealed linear 
pattern types.) 

All elements must be assigned a feature code and a corresponding entry in the 
feature table. 

Note: For error-free processing, do not give linear elements the same feature 
·code as areas (such as shapes or ellipses). Since only one patterning 
element is generated for each feature code, some elements would 
contradict the ·pattern type specification in the feature table. Linear 
elements cannot be patterned as areas and would not be changed during 
PDV processing, although an error message would be produced. 

An area can be patterned as a linear element, and would be in this case 
unless some action were taken before running PDV. 

To determine if any type contradictions exist, first run FCPELT in 
CHECK-QNLY mode. 
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Running FCPELT jn CHEQ<-ONLY Mo<ie 

A very useful feature of FCPELT is the CHECK-ONLY mode. If this mode is 
specified in the co=and line, FCPELT will run normally except that it will 
not write any type 5 elements to the design file. In this way, the setup of 
the feature codes can be checked for errors without actually tampering with 
the design file. 

It is reco=ended that FCPELT always be run in CHECK-ONLY mode first, to save 
time and trouble. if there are errors. Whatever the mode, after processing, 
FCPELT displays the number of elements in the list file, and the number of 
type 5 elements actually written. 

• 

._/, 
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· C.6.2 Patterning ICS Figures with FCPELT 

After setting up a feature table and running ICS on the design file (see 
Section C.6.1), three major operations follow: 

1. In the graphics environment, you specify the elements to be patterned by 
creating a universe list file with the "EL=" co=and. 

2. In the alpha environment, you run the program FCPELT. 

3. In .the alpha environment, you run the IGDS pattern task program PDV.EXE. 

Creatinz the Ust FUe 

When all the elements to be patterned have been added to the design file, 
create a universe list file of those elements. To do this, make sure that 
only the desired levelS are turned on. (Turn off any levels containing 
elements that are not to be patterned.) Set the appropriate locks, and place 
a fence around (or on, depending on the locks) the desired elements. Next, 
key in 

EL=filename 

where filename is the name of the list file to be created. 

Note:· Not aU elements to be patterned must be in the list file. It is enough 
to have one element from each distinct feature code in the list. Then, 
elements with the same feature code that were not actually included in 
the list file will still be patterned. 

If some elements have associated text on the same level, the text will 
not be affected if it is included in the element list file. Text and 
some other types of elements cannot be patterned (see Section C.6.1), 
and will simply be ignored by the patterning process. 

In addition, elements with no feature code are not patterned. Elements 
that are not to be patterned can be assigned a zero (0) feature code 
and included in the list file without error. 

Be careful not to compress the file before you run FCPEL T, as this 
could easily upset the block and byte pointers just established in the 
list file. This would cause FCPELT to access the design file 
incorrectly, and would result in a cascade of errors. 
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Running FCPELT 

1. Key in: 

SET COMMAND PRO_DD_ICS:FCPELT.CLD 

2. Key in: 

FCPELT 

for interactive prompting. You are prompted for the design filename 
COON), universe list filename (.LIS), feature table file (.TBL), and 
check/no check option. 

-OR-

You can key in the full comm.and line: 

FCPELT design_file list_file feature_table [checklnocheck] 

Note: lntergraph recommends running FCPELT fi.Ist in CHECK-ONLY mode (see 
Section C6.1) to make sure you've made no setup errors. 

Remember to specify device and UIC for the file and feature table 
names, if they are not in the current device and directory. The 
exte.oSion on the feature table name always defaults to .TBL, that of 
the design file defaults to DON, and that of the list file to .LST. 

If you want to run FCPELT in CHECK-ONLY mode, enter Y, YES, or CHECK 
in the last field. If you DO NOT want CHECK-ONLY mode, enter N, NO, 
or NOCHECK. The key-ins can be upper or lowercase. The default is 
NOCHECK. 

Running the Pattern Dtiyer Task 

1. Key in: 

RUN PRO_DD_IGDS:PDV 

2. At the PDV prompt key in the design file name. 

-~ .. 
·.: ~:~.-~ ..... 
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C.6.3 FCPEL T Error Messages 

As FCPELT runs, the block, byte, and feature code of each element are 
displayed on the screen. (Block and byte numbers start with 1, not 0.) 
Messages may also be displayed. Some of the possible messages are explained 
below. 

"%FCPELT_DR-I-NOPTY, Element type 7l cannot be patterned" 
Some element types, such as text, are not eligible for patterning. If one 
is encountered, this statement is printed, no type 5 is written, and 
processing continues. 

"%FCPELT_DR-I-ZOGRG, Zero feature code - element will not be patterned" 
Since there is no zero feature code in a feature table, any elements with 
no feature code assigned will not be patterned. Processing is not 
interrupted. 

''%FCPELT_READFEA-W-RDFETB, ERROR 7l READING FEATURE TABLE" 
This error typically indicates that the feature code requested could not 
be found. Make sure that there is one feature for every feature code. 
The current element is skipped, and processing continues. 

''%F(;PELT_DR-W-LNASAR - LINEAR ELEMENT CANNOT BE PATTERNED AS AREA" 
This error results from mixing different element types under the same 
feature code. If .the first element found with a particular feature code 
is an area, the type 5 element will be wrirten for area patterning. If a 
linear element with the same code is then found, the type 5 also applies 
to it, but a linear element cannot be patterned as an area. This will 
cause an error when running PDV, and the linear element will not be 
patterned or changed at all. This will not interfere with the processing 
of any other elements. · 

''%FCPELT_DR-W-ARASLN - AREA AT TillS BLOCK/BYTE WILL BE PATTERNED AS LINEAR 
UNLESS FEATURE CODE IS CHANGED" 

This is the same sort of error as above, except in reverse. However, ·an 
area CAN be patterned as linear (see examples), so this condition will NOT 
cause an error in PDV. If you want the area to be parterned along its 
border instead of inside it, nothing needs to be done. But if not, your 
must change the element's feature code or take some other action before 
running PDV and ruining the element. . As before, this problem will not 
interfere with the processing of any other elements. 

Each time FCPELT is run, a file "FCPELT ERR.MSG" is created. Each 
time one of the last two errors above is encountered, the error 
message and the element's feature code, type, and block and byte 
pointers are written to the file. If there are errors, you should 
consult the file and correct the problems (if necessary). FCPELT 
displays the number of errors after processing all the elements. 
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D. HOW TO CREATE STh:IBOLS 

Symbols are specially created cells in a cell library which has been inserted · 
into a font library. The following steps can be used to create a font 
library with symbol characters inserted. 

1. Create a 2D cell file from the UTIL.TI1ES environment. 

UTILITIES: CRE File.CEL 2C 50 

2. Create a 2D design file for the symbols. 

UTILITIES: CRE File.DGN 2D 50 

3. Set up design file. 

a. Datapoint DESIGN OPTIONS to set working units in the design file. 

1 
254 

MU 
su 
PU 

Other working units can be used. See the Font Utll.ities User's Grdde. 

b. Key in LV=63. 

c. Datapoint the Grid display on. (You may have to zoom in or out to see 
the grid display.) 

d. Datapoint Delays off. 

e. Datapoint the Grid lock on. 

f. Key in NC=File.CEL to initialize a new cell file or RC=File.CEL if the 
cell file has been used previously. 

g. Use PLACE BLOCK to place square shapes (WT=O,LC=O) on level 63 by 
giving a datapoint at two diagonally opposite grid nodes of the grid. 
The squares have to be 254 PU by 254 PU. Copy a square for each symbol 
to be created. A symbol font cell file can have 256 symbols. Up to 
127 fonts (O through 126) can be inserted into the font library. 

h. Change active level to any number from 1 to 62. 

i. Datapoint the Grid lock off. 
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5. Create a cell within a square. 

a. Use lines, line strings, shapes, axes or circles to create the desired 
point feature. The area within a shap will be displayed as filled. 
The gnphics should not extend beyond the square and· should be on any 
level from 1 to 62. · 

b. Place a fence around the square. 

c. Symbol cell names are a single alphanumeric character or an octal or 
decimal number as shown below. Create the cell by using an acceptable 
cell name. Key in CC="cell name". An acceptable name is one of the 
following: 

CeU Name 

0-9 
A-Z 
.A-:Z 
OCI'nnn 
DECnnn 
9'o 

Keyboard number 0 through 9 
Keyboard uppercase ·A through Z 
Keyboard lowercase a through z 
'nnn' can be from 0 to 377 with no 8's or 9's in the number 
'nnn' can be from 0 to 255 
PRCENT 

d. Select the DEFINE ORIGIN rommand from the IGDS menu and give a 
dataJ>9int Mar one of the nine acceptable cell origin locations: one 
of the four comers of the square shape, one of the four midpoints 
between the four comers, or the center of the square. 

6. The cell file can then be inserted into a font .library. The cell file can 
be inserted into an existing font library such as PRO_DD.JGDS:FONTI..JB; or 
a font library can be created. To create a font library key in the 
following. 

FLIB/CREATE File.FLB 

To insert the cell file into the font library, key in: 

FLIBIINSERTINUMBER-n/CL.ASS=SYMBOL Flle.FLB File.CEL 

where n is a number from 0 to 126. (The fast symbol font 127 will be 
inserted automatically when the font library is created.) 

If the cell file is to be inserted into PRO_DD.JGDS:FONTLIB.;, no one can 
be in gnphics. 

...... ---·'···-~·--'----~···~ 

.. · .. . --) 
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To list fonts in a font libraxy, key in: 

FLIBILIST F.tle.FLB 

To replace existing fonts, key in: 

Fl.JB/R.EPLACE/FONT =n F.tle.FLB File.CEL 

To delete fonts from the font libraxy, key in: 

FLIBIDELETE!FONT=n File.FLB 

The cell file can be saved for future symbol additions or for insertion 
into font libraries on other systems. If a design file containing the 
symbols is to be displayed on another system, it is necessary to have the 
correct symbol font in the font libraxy. 

7. Place the symbols in the feature table using the ICS feature table editor 
EFEED. See Appendix A. 

8. To attach the font libraxy to a design file, from the GRAPIDCS prompt key 
in: 

GRAPIDCS:. F.tle.DGNIFONT-F.tle.FLB 

]t is not necessary to specify the FONT qualifier, if the symbol font was 
inserted into the default font libraxy PRO_DDJGDS:FON'TI.IB.;. 

. To list the fonts which have been downloaded in graphics, 
key in: 

DF=$ 

Datapoint SLOW FONT DISPLAY on to display the symbols correctly. 

Note: If you want to run the ICS input file from thealpha environment, it 
is necessary to attach the font libraxy rust as described above. 
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E. SAMPLE PROJECTS 

The file PRO_DD.JCS:EXAMPLE.CMD contains the input commands for three 
separate projects: 

• a property survey 

• a highway interchange 

• a subdivision layout. 

The input file contains numerous comments and includes usage of most ICS 
commands within a project workflow. Documentation for the use of this input 
file can be found in PRO_DD.JCS:EXAMPLE.DOC. The graphics output for each of 
the three sample projects follow. 

1;,54 60 
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F. ICS ERROR MESSAGES 

$$$$ ERRORS, JOB TERMINATED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The maximum number of errors allowed per job as specified in 
Ics.P AR has been exceeded. The ICS image will terminate itself. 

Correct the reported errors and rerun the input or increase the 
number of errors permitted by modifying ICS.P AR. 

$$$$$$$$ IS lNV ALID 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

Some item of input data or value retrieved from the database is 
invalid. 

This error is command specific. Insure that the input data given 
makes sense for that command. 

X IS lNVALID 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An argument in the data entry f1eld may be wrong, or the data 
input format may be incorrect. 

Specify the correct arguments or c6nsult the user's guide for the 
correct format. 

ACCURACY IS POOR FOR THIS SOLUTION 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A command has detected that the computed results are of poor 
quality. 

Inspect the results of the command and evaluate the impact of the 
poor results. 

ALIGNMENT ID MUST BE LESS TilAN 32768 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The ID assigned to the alignment figure exceeds allowable 
Stereoplotter Alignment Cross-Sectioning (SAC) range. 

Renumber the figure. 

ARC GREATER TilAN SPIRAL LENGTII 

Reason: 

Recovery:. 

The distance along the spiral as specified in the input is 
greater than the length of the spiral that is presently stored. 

Specify a distance that is less than the length of the spiral. 
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ARCHAIC COMMAND 

Reason: The coriunand selected has been replaced by a more robust command. 

Recovery: Consult this User's Guide for an appropriate replacement. 

ARCHAIC COMMAND, USE A!lGNMENT OFFSET 

Reason: The command selected has been replaced by a more robust command. 

Recovery: Use the command indicated. 

ARCHAIC COMMAND, USE LOCATE FROM A!lGNMENT 

Reason: Invalid command. 

Recovery: Use current command. 

ARCHAIC COMMAND, USE STATIONS AND OFFSETS 

Reason: The command selected has been replaced by a more robust command. 

Recovery: Use the command indicated. 

AREA NOT FOUND AFTER NN ATTEMPTS 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

ICS has not been able to find a position for the side being 
adjusted that gives the desired area. 

Re-examine the area and desired area of the polygon, the method 
chosen to adjust the area, and the constraints given on the side 
of the polygon. 

CLOSING DIRECTION NOT SPECIFIED, ANGLES ARE UNADJUSTED 

Reason: A horizontal closure command has been run without specifying 
angular closure information or criterioi. The angles are 
therefore assumed errorless and will not influence the 
calculation of the traverse closure. 

COMMAND BETWEEN JOBS IS NOT CONTROL COMMAND 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An attempt was niade to perform an ICS command without having 
started a job and assigned an ICS table. 

Issue a START OF JOB command. 

........ ~ ........ --., .. ,,_. 

': ... --·· 
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COMMAND DISABLED WITII DATABASE UPGRADE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An archaic co=and has been selected which is no longer valid for 
this version of ICS. It has been kept for i:ransitionai purposes. 

Do not use this command. 

COORDINATE AREA FULL 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The point entity in the database is full and cannot be extended. 

Insure that autoextend is· enabled and that there is ample disk 
space for the extension. Contact your system manager if this 
problem persists. 

COORDINATE RECORDS PARTIAll..Y UPDATED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A command has encountered a nonfatal error or stopping criteria 
but has already modified coordinates in the database. due to 
intermediate calculations. This typically happens with adjustment 
or transformation co=ands whereby some tolerance has not been 
met. 

Copy the cooidinates to a temporary point range prior to running 
the co=and if you suspect this may occur, or rerun the ·audit 
trail as input to restore the original coordinates if it already 
has happened. 

DATABASE NOT FREE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The database is currently locked for write access by another 
user. This may be a temporary condition due to another ICS user, 
or a more permanent condition caused by a DMRS user issuing a 
lockout. 

Request that your system manager inspect those processes 
accessing the database and their status. 

DEFAULT FEATURE DEFAULT NOT FOUND 

Reason: No feature called "default" is found in the feature table. 

Recovery: Key in the proper feature name. 

DESIGN FILE IS 2-D 

Reason: A 3D feature is specified for a 2D table. 

Recovery: None 

... ': ... ;;. .:__•....:.-:.:......._._ ..... 
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DESIGN Fll.E LIMITS EXCEEDED 

Reaso:Q.: 

Rec<>very: 

The design file is not large enough to accommodate the requested 
elements to be placed. 

Exit ICS and increase the design file size using ICE utilities. 

DESIRED OFFSET CREATES INVALID RADIUS FOR CURVE OR SPIRAL 

Reason: 

Rec<>very: 

An offset bas been specified which collapses a curve or spiral. 

When specifying parallel offsets, specify an offset that does not 
exceed the radius of the largest curve or spiraL 

DISTANCE IS ZERO 

Reason: The distance specified as input to this command is zero. 

Rec<>very: None 

ELEVATION OF POINT X UNDEFINED 

Reason: 

Rec<>very: 

There is no elevation of the instrument station to transfer. 

Use the STORE command to specify the elevation of the instrument. 
· For the VERTICAL CLOSURE command, inspect the list of points for 
the missing elevation. 

END OF Fll.E NOT REACHED AFrER READING $$$.$$ FEATURES 

·Reason: 

Rec<>very: 

The feature table being used bas lost its end-of-file sentinel, 
or the maximum number of features allowed per table (9999) has 
been exceeded. 

The file may have been corrupted, in which case it should be 
restored from an archive tape. Otherwise, consult EFEED 
documentation on possible remedies for this situation. 

ENDING STATION GREATER 'IRAN SPIRAL PT 

Reason: 

Rec<>very: 

You requested that points be computed on a spiral at stationing 
which extends beyond the station at which the spiral ends. 

Specify an ending station that is less than the spiral PT. 

. .. / 

····"""'\ 
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ERROR CALCULATING SPIRAL LENGTII, UNEXPECI'ED RESULTS MAY RESULT 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The length of a spiral could not be determined. The effect on the 
results is unpredictable. 

Check for the validity of the given description. 

ERROR CREATING NEW POINT 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An error occurred while attempting to enter a new point in the 
database. 

Insure that autoextend is enabled and that there is ample disk 
space for the extension. Contact your system manager if this 
problem persists. 

ERROR rn CGPAR 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An error has occurred during initialization due to an improper 
parameter value. 

Inspect the contents of the me PRO_DD_ICS:Ics.PAR for the 
validity of the parameters therein. 

.ERROR.rn PLOT, REQUEST ABORTED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An error occurred while placing graphics. 

Insure that enough free space exists in the design file. Also 
validate the feature table entry for the feature specified. 1f 
the problem persists, contact your system manager. 

ERROR INmAI..IZlNG GR.APIDCS PLACEMENT 

.Reason: 

Recovery: 

An error occurred initializing a design file for graphics 
placement. 

Try the command again. Insure that there is no conflict accessing 
the design file for write. Also, have your system manager check 
the integrity of the design file (contiguous, type 9 header). 

ERROR OPENlNG $ 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An error occurred while opening the database indicated. 

Insure that the database in question is valid for the version of 
·software you are running, and that you have the required 
permission to access it. 

. .... _._ .. , .. _~·-
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.ERROR OPENING $$$$$$ AS OUTPUT 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An error ix:curred while attempting to open the specified file for 
writing. 

Insure that directory/file protections do not prohibit this, and 
that there is ample disk space for the file. 

ERROR OPENING FEATURE TABLE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The feature table specified could not be opened for read access. 

Insure that the given feature table exists and that you possess 
the required privileges to access it. 

ERROR PLACING GRAPHICS 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An error occurred during the placement of graphic elements. 

Try the co=and again. Inspect the input data for validity. If 
the problem persists, contact your system manager. 

ERROR UPDATING VERTICAL CURVE LENGTII IN DATABASE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An internal error occurred while updating the database. 

Try the co=and again. If the problem persists, contact your 
system manager. 

EVEN STATIONS INTERVAL MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A value less than or equal to zero was entered for the interval 
in the EVEN STATIONS co=ancl. 

Use the proper interval, greater than zero. 

EXAGGERATION MUST BE GREATER THAN 0 AND LESS THAN 30,000 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

Vertical exaggeration out of range (0 to 30,000). 

Change the value for vertical exaggeration (vEX) to a valid value 
(O to 30,000). 

EXECUTIVE REJECTED SCAN REQUEST 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A scan request was rejected by the system. 

Try the co=and again. If the problem persists, contact your 
systen:'- manager. 

) 
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FEATURE NOT FOUND 

Reason: The feature name or number is not in a table. 

Recovery: Consult the feature listing and plot with the correct name. 

FEATURE TABLE INFORMATION IS UNREIJABLE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A list features command has been issued during an alphanumeric 
run with no design file associated to it. Some information 
displayed may depend on design file parameters and as such may be 
unreliable. 

If the questionable values are important, insure that a design 
!Jle is attached to avoid this situation. 

FIGURE $$$.$$ IS ALREADY DEFINED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user has requested that a figure be stored in the database 
under an id currently in use. If quiet mode has been enabled, ICS 
destroys the previous description. 

Disable quiet mode if you wish to indicate whether or not you 
want the previous description overwritten. 

FIGURE $$$.$$ IS UNDEFINED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user requested that an operation be performed on a figure 
which could not be found in the database. 

Define the figure and select the command again. 

FIGURE AREA FULL 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

More room is needed in the figure area to execute the specified 
command. 

Delete some figures from the table or make the table larger. In 
extreme cases you must make the table larger because there is not 
enough room to execute a delete command. 

FIGURE LENGTII IS ZERO 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An attempt has been made to store or process a figure without any 
elements. 

Specify a valid figure (one that contains elements). 
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FIGURES HAVE DIFFERENT LENGTIIS 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

This co=and expects two descriptions with the same number of 
coordinates in each. This was found not to be the case. 

Insure that the descriptions define the same number of 
coordinates. An easy way to determine this is to run the UST 
COORDINATES command on each. 

FU..E NAME SPECIFICATION ERROR 

Reason: A key-in error has been made in entering a file specifier. 

Recovery: Key in the file name correctly. 

FU..E NOT FOUND 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The f'lle specified could not be found on disk. 

Insure that the specified file exists and that its name is 
properly spelled. 

FU..E OPEN F.AlLURE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The file specified could not be opened for read, write, or both. 

Insure that the specified file exists and that directory /file 
protections do not prohibit this operation. 

FU..E READ/WRITE F.AlLURE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A fatal I/0 error occurred. 

Contact your system manager to verify the integrity of the system 
and disk drive on which the file resides. 

FINAL FIELD FORESIGIIT STATION UNDEFINED 
FINAL FIELD INSTRUMENT STATION UNDEFINED 
FINAL RECORD FORESIGIIT STATION UNDEFINED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

One or more coordinates were not present for pointCs) specified 
in the data list. 

Store or compute these points, or key in the correct. point 
numbers. 

.. ' .... :.---··---·--··--;~----·-
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FIRST POINT DIFFERENT FROM LAST 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

You requested that ICS compute the area on an open traverse. 

Specify computation of areas on closed elements only, where the 
first and last point in the description are the same. 

FONT $S$$ IS UNDEFINED, DEFAULTING TO FONT 0 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The font specified in the feature table for the feature used 
could not be found in the font library associated with the design 
session. 

Exit ICS and attach the a font library containing the font(s) 
needed, or change feature tables with the new feature table 
command. 

HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT FIGURE IS UNDEFINED 

Reason: 

·Recovery: 

The user requested that an operation be performed on a figure 
that could not be found in · the database. 

Verify that you have given the correct fignre ID. 

HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT UNDEFINED- SET ALIGNMENT NOT CALLED 

Reason: The SET ALIGNMENT command was not completed correctly. -

Recovery: Issue the SET ALIGNMENT command. 

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ALIGNMENT MUST BE A PERMANENT FIGURE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The figure used in Hfg of Vfg was not stored in the figure table. 

Store the figure in the figure table, and key in the figure ID 
instead of the actual figure. 

I/0 ERROR IS XXXX 

Reason: FORTRAN I/0 runtime error 

Recovery: Use the VAX/VMS error messages to decode the error number. 

ICS INTERNAL ERROR - TOO MANY TABLES OPEN 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

ICS allocates six units for table I/0. This amount has been 
exceeded. 

Issue an END OF JOB co=and and continue. 
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ll.LEGAL FIGURE - CURVE PRESENT IN FIGURE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An invalid vertical alignment figure was used. The figure is 
contained in a curve. 

Use the correct vertical alignment figure, one generated using 
VERTICAL SI'ART and VERTICAL END. 

IMPROPER USE OF BRACKETS IN COMMAND 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The specified command can only process one figure at a time: 
multiple figures were specified within brackets. 

Re-enter command without brackets. 

INITIALIZATION ERROR 

Reason: Error in lcs.P AR file parameters. 

Recovery: Check the Ics.PAR file for improper parameter values. 

INPUT DATA ERROR 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The data supplied for this command is not in accordance with the 
data required for this particular command. 

The point in the input where the error was detected is 
underlined. If no underline appears, the error was caused by not 

. enough data. If the cause of the error is not apparent, compare 
the input against the data field arguments. Then re-enter the 
command with the correct data. 

INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF POINTS FOR A VERTICAL CURVE 

Reason: Fewer than two points are in the vertical alignment. 

Recovery: Use three or more PVIs in the vertical alignment. 

INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF POINTS FOR TRANSFORMATION 

Reas<?n: Fewer than two points in each coordinate sYStem were specified. 

_Recovery: Specify more than two points in each coordinate system. 

INTERNAL ERROR PROCESSING LINKED UST $ 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

This is an internal problem resulting from the corruption of a 
data structure. 

Try the command again. If the problem persists, contact your 
system manager. 

.j· 
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INTERSECTION ANGLE IS $ 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A steep intersection has been computed for which the numerical 
results may be questionable. 

Inspect the geometry of the intersection, perhaps selecting an 
alternate way .of computing it if required. 

JNV ALID COMMAND 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The first non-blank column of this record contains an alphabetic 
character indicating that it is the first letter of a command, 
but the command as entered cannot be recognized. If the job was 
started with a numeric start of job command, column one contains 
a character other than an asterisk or blank. However, the 
command cannot be recognized. 

Refer to Section 2.3 for valid abbreviations. 

INVALID ELEMENT IN FIGURE; CURVE OR SPIRAL PRESENT 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A figure containing a curve or spiral was specified for a command 
expecting vertical data. 

Re-enter the command with a different figure. 

JNV ALID ELEMENT IN FIGURE; VERTICAL CURVE PRESENT 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A figure containing a vertical curve was specified for a command 
expecting horizontal data. 

Re-enter the command with a different figure. 

INVALID ENTRY - AlL 4 POINTS ON CIRCLE COTANGENT 

. Reason: 

Recovery: 

The resection cannot be performed if all 4 points lie on a 
circle. 

Re-enter the command using different points. 

INVALID ENTRY, NO DATABASE SPECIFIED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A command requesting that a valid database be specified has not 
been fuifilled. 

Indicate a valid database filename. 
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INVALID F1GURE X 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The number specified as a figure number is not in the range from 
1 to 9999. 

The range must be 1 to 9999. 

INVALID F1GURE UST, NO CUR YES, SPIRALS, OR VERTICAL CURVES 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A description contains invalid geometric elements for this 
co=and. This can occur with vertical alignment commands 
encountering circular curves or transition spirals, for example. 

Insure that the geometric elements comprising the description 
make sense for the command. 

INVALID NUMBER OF PARTS X 

Reason: The number. of parts specified is not pooitive. 

Recovery: Make the number of parts pooitive. 

INVALID NUMBER OF SECTION CORNERS 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An. invalid number of section comers has been specified. 

The section subdivision command requires that all four section 
comers are given. ·up to a ma:.timum of four quarter comers may 
also be input. Inspect and correct any input data errors. 

INVALID POINT X 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An attempt has been made to store a point with a point number 
that is zero (0), negative, or greater than 2,147,483,647. 

Specify points that are in the range from 1 to 2,147,483,647. 

INVALID POINT RANGE FROM X TO Y 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The points to be defined, as specified by the number of parts and 
the starting point number, include at least one invalid point. 

Re-execute with a valid range. 

. ~ ,,o .• · ·'-•·-·· -~--~~- • 
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INVALID QUARTER SECTION POINT 

Re.ason: 

Recovery: 

An invalid .quarter section point has been input. 

Check the validity of the quarter section points given. They 
should be roughly at the midpoint of any two section corners 
given. R~ecute with valid points. 

INVALID RADII IN REVERSE CURVES 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

One (or both) of the radii specified for the reverse curve 
co=and is invalid. 

Inspect the radii given for the geometric problem entered, 
insuring that they are reasonable. 

INVALID RANGE FROM sBEG to sEND, NO POINTS COMPUTED 

Reason: · 

Recovery: 

The user has specified invalid station limits for the operation 
requested on the ·alignment specified. 

Insure that the station limits specified fall within the station 
limits of the alignment specified. 

INV AUD SECTION NUMBER 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An invalid section number was specified. 

Section numbers range from 1 to 36. Inspect and correct any input 
data error. 

1NV ALID SPIRAL IN FIGURE, UNABLE TO COMPUTE RADIUS 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An invalid spiral within a figure has been encountered. 

Insure that either a tangent and/or circular curve(s) bound each 
spiral within a figure. 

INVALID STATION EQUATION IN DATABASE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

·A station equation which causes a fatal stationing conflict has 
been detected in the database. 

Overlap station equations cannot exceed the overlap constant 
defined in IC5.P AR. Adjust this value or redefine stationing 
along the alignment as required. 
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INVALID STATION INTERVAL X 

Reason: 'The station interval specified is not positive. 

Recovery: Make the station interval positive. 

INVALID STATION NUMBER 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An invalid station has been specified for the alignment given. 

Check the validity of the input data for the alignment in 
question and its stationing. 

INVALID VERTICAL CURVE LENGTIIS BETWEEN POINTS Nl AND N2 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

Vertical curve length is less than zero or is overlapping other 
vertical curves. 

Key in a smaller vertical curve length if V cl is too large; the 
V c1 must be greater than zero. 

ISSUE VERTICAL START FIRST 

Reason: 'The user has attempted to append to or construct a vertical 
alignm~nt without filst having issued a VERTICAL START command. 

Recovery: Issue the VERTICAL START command as required. 

JOB X TERMINATED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A START OF JOB was encountered without an END OF JOB command 
having been executed. The current job is being terminated so 
that the new one can be started. 'The table in use by the 
terminated job is updated as if an END OF JOB had been read. 

Issue an END OF JOB command before issuing a START OF JOB. 

JOB NUMBERS FOR THIS DATABASE ARE$ 

Reason: 

· Recovery: 

'The user entered incorrect job numbers for this database via the 
start of job command. 'The correct numbers are reported. 

Insure that this is in fact the database you wish to use and if 
so, r~H:nter the START OF JOB co=and with the correct job 
numbers. 

• 

I .... -" 
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ICS Error Messages F-17 

LONGER RADIUS MUST BE FIRST 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The first radius entered is smaller than the second, and sign and 
cross have been specified. 

Refer to Section 6.12 for valid input. 

LINE AT NNNNN HAS CHANGED DIRECTION 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The adjustment of a .parcel for area has caused the specified line 
to change direction. 

None. 

MAXIMUM ANGULAR MISCLOSURE EXCEEDED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user-supplied angnlar misclosure tolerance has not been 
satisfied. 

Inspect the input data for possible errors. Survey observations 
may be poor. 

MAXIMUM ITERATIONS EXCEEDED FOR ROOT 

Reason:· 

Recovery: 

. An internal numerical routine did not converge. 

Inspect the input data for validity. If it is valid, contact your 
system manager. 

MAXIMUM LINEAR MISCLOSURE EXCEEDED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The linear misclosure tolerance that you specified has not been 
met. 

Inspect the input data for possible error. Survey observations 
may be poor. 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STATIONS ALLOWED IS$ 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An invalid number of stations has been given. 

Insure that the number of stations does not exceed the value 
indicated by the error message. . 

MINIMUM RELA TlVE PRECISION EXCEEDED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The minimum relative precision that you specified has not \Jeen 
met. 

Inspect input data for possible errors. Survey observations may 
be poor. 
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MODE MUST BE ZERO OR 1 

Reason: Invalid key-in. 

Recovery: Key in 0 or 1. 

NO X.XXX FlLE NAMED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An input source file or output destination file was not 
specified. 

Include a file name with the command. 

NO ACTIVE TRANSFORMATION 

Reason: At least one HELMERT TRANSFORM must precede the TRANSFORM 
COORDINATES command. 

· ...... ···~ ···~·· -·----··-· ·-··- .. 

Recovery: Do the HELMERT TRANSFORM before executing TRANSFORM COORDINATES. 

NO ACTIVE TRANSFORMATION 

Reason: 

Recovery:· 

NO ANGLE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user has requested that a set of coordinates be 'transformed 
without flrst having run the COMPUTE TRANSFORM command. 

You must establish an active transformation with the COMPUTE 
TRANSFORM CO!J1.llland prior to using the transform coordinates 
command. A graphics tutorial allows you to review any active 
transformation. 

One of the sides of the angle to be divided has zero length, and 
therefore has no direction. 

Both sides must have a defined length. 

NO COORDINATES FOUND FOR DELETION 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user requested deletion of a series of coordinates for which 
no records were found in the database. 

Check to be sure you are entering the correct points. 
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ICS Error Messages F-19 

NO CURVE DEFINED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

These commands require that a curve be previously stored by an 
alignment or define curve command. 

Store a curve. 

NO DESIGN FILE SPECIFIED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user has initiated a plot or annotate command from a)1 

alphanumeric terminal without having specified a design flle 
during initialization. 

Exit ICS and re-enter the program, specifying a destination 
design file for plot and annotate commands. 

NO ELEVATION EXIsrs FOR POINT: S$$$$$$$ 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A command which may need an elevation encountered a point for 
which no elevation was defined. 

Inspect the results and insure that the results are reasonable. 

NO FEATURE SPECIFIED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

No arguments were specified, or the incorrect arguments were 
specified. 

Specify the correct arguments in the command's data field. 

NO HORIZONTAL AUGNMENT DEFINED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A command has been entered which requires that an active 
horizontal alignment first be defined with the SfORE FIGURE . or 
SET AUGNMENT commancl 

Issue the appropriate command first to activate a horizontal 
alignment. 

NO INTERSECTION 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The specified elements do not intersect, or the intersection 
cannot be computed because of some condition _!J.Oted in an earlier 
error message. 

Refer to the previous error messages. 
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NO LINE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The points specified to define the line have the same 
coordinates, and therefore do not define a line. 

Specify two points having different positions. 

NO OFFSET IS POSSffil.E 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

No offset can be computed because of a previously noted error; in 
the case of tangent offset, the two points defining the line are 
actually the same point; in the case of spiral offset, the offset 
does not fall on the spiral; or the offset has not been found 
after 1000 tries. 

Refer to previous error messages. No~ the positions of the 
points if in graphics. 

NO PREVIOUS CURVE TO DEFINE STATIONING 

Reason: 

Rei:overy: 

The station has been specified as -1, meaning that stationing is 
to be carried forward from the previous curve, but no previous 
curve has been stored by an ALIGNMENT or DEFINE CURVE command. 

Store a curve. 

NO SOLUTION 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

There is no mathematical solution possible for the data "given. or 
the solution is beyond the capabilities of the algorithm used. 

Inspect the geometry to be solved for and the possibility of a 
solution. Consult your system manager if you feel that a solution 
is possible. 

NO SPIRAL IS DEFINED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

These commands require a spiral to be stored by a SIMPLE SPIRAL, 
SPIRAL LENGTII, or COMPOUND SPIRAL command. This has not been 
done. 

Store a spiral using one of the above commands. 

· .. _j 
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ICS Error Messages F-21 

NO TANGENT POSSIBLE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

No tangent is being computed because of the condition noted in a 
previous message, because one circle lies entirely within the 
other, or because a cross tangent between internecting circles 
has been reques+..ed. 

Refer to previous messages. Note the positions of the points in 
graphics. 

NO TRANSFORMATION ACTIVE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user has requested that a set of coordinates be transformed 
without first having run the COMPUTE TRANSFORM command. 

Recall that there may be one and only one transformation active 
at a time, and that transformations are not preserved from run to 
.run. You must establish an active transformation with the COMPUTE 
TRANSFORM command prior to using the TRANSFORM COORDINATES 
command. A graphics tutorial allows you to review any active 
transformation. 

NUMBER OF POINTS 1N EACH SYSTEM IS UNEQUAL 

Reason: . 

Recovery: 

The number of points in each coordinate system does not match the 
others. 

Insure that there are equal numbers of points in each coordinate 
system. 

OVER XXXX ERRORS. JOB TERMINATED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user-def"med maximum number of errors per job has been 
reached. The job is terminated. 

Correct the errors. 

PERPEIDICULAR TO ALIGNMENT DOES NOT EXIST 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user requested that a perpendicular be computed which does 
not exist. 

Inspect the geometry of the solution desired and the input data 
given. 

PLOT CURVE ERROR; LESS THAN 3 POINTS OR 3 POINTS COL!NEAR POINTS 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

Either fewer than three points are in des, or three points in the 
description are in a straight line 

Either increase the length of des, or use PLOT SHAPE to plot 
points in a straight line. 

' ......... -· .. -.... __ 
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POINT.$$$$$ HAS UNDEFINED Z-COORDINATE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

A co=and requiring that elevations exist for each point to be 
processed has determined that a point or points did not have an 
elevation assigned. 

lnsure that the points to be processed have elevations. 

POINT .$$$$$ IS ALREADY DEFINED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user has requested that a point be stored ill the database 
under an id currently ill use. If quiet mode has been enabled, ICS 
destroys the previous description. 

Disable quiet mode if you wish to indicate whether or not you 
want this overwrite to occur. 

POINT $$$.$$$ IS NOT ON HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The point given in SET ALIGNMENT is not on the horizontal 
alignment figure, or the point on the vertical alignment is not 
on the horizontal alignment. 

Check the points to make sure they are on the horizontal or 
vertical alignment figure. 

POINT $$$$$ IS UNDEFINED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The user has requested that a command operate on a coordinate 
which does not exist. 

lnsure that the command and the point numbers specified were 
. entered correctly, or define the points in question. 

POINT TS NOT BE'IWEEN PI AND PBT 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The tangent to spiral specified does not lie on the tangent 
between the point on the back tangent and the spiral intersection 
of tangents given. 

Inspect the input data for validity. 

.·) / . 
-... _·~ . 
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ICS Error Messages F-23 

POINT X OR POINT Y IS OUT OF SEQUENCE 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

Points X and Y were specified as the starting and ending points 
of the sides to be .adjusted. However, either one of these points 
is not in the description, one of them is the first or last point 
in the description, or Y precedes X in the description. 

Note the description vi.a .a UST FIGURES command. 

PREVIOUS VALUE OF FIGURE $$$$$$$ DESTROYED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

This warns the operator that a previously defined figure has been 
destroyed and replaced with a new figure. 

Insure quiet mode. is disabled if you are. concerned about 
destroying previously detmed points. 

PREVIOUS VALUE OF POINT $$$$$$$ DESTROYED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

This warns the operator that a previously defined position has 
been destroyed and replaced with a new position. 

Insure quiet mode is disabled if you are concerned about 
destroying previously defined points. 

RADIUS IS UNDEFINED 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

An error occurred while ICS was processing a curve for which the 
radius is needed but could not be determined. 

Insure that the PC. CC, and PT are valid and that the distance 
between each is >(). 

RADIUS LESS THAN HALF Tiffi CHORD LENGTII 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The distance between the two points specified is greater than 
twice the radius specified. Therefore, the points cannot be on 
the curve.. 

Note the positions of the points if in graphics. 

SECTION DIMENSION LARGER THAN 110% TIIEORETICAL 

Reason: 

Recovery: 

The subdivision of a section has resulted in questionable 
dimensions. 

Check to make sure the input data is correct. Be wary of sections 
that do not follow reasonable dimensions. 
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Glossary Gl-3 

ICS GLOSSARY 

The following terms and definitions, in some instances, are specific to 
Intergraph Corporation or have different meanings as they apply to other 
fields of interest. 

These definitions are not meant to be universal, but are expressed in the 
context of their usage within Interactive Coordinate Geometry Subsystem 
software. 

ahead tangent 

alignment 

angle 

audit trail file 

back tangent 

batch mode 

closure line 

command 

compound curve 

coordinate 

data field 

data types 

DCL 

the tangent exiting from a curve 

a series of tangents and circular curves that describe the 
centerline of a highway or easement 

circular measurement taken from the intersection of two 
lines, given in degrees, or gons · 

a me optionally created every time ICS is used. The file 
records all inputs to ICS. 

the tangent entering a curve 

entry of input using an input f1le 

the line between the actual endpoint of a traverse and the 
desired endpoint 

instructions from the user to ICS to perform a function on 
the specified data 

a curve with two or more curves of differing degrees of 
curvature, both in the same direction 

the location 6f a point along a reference axis 

the second component· of a command; this component specifies 
the data which the command is to use 

the different categories of information that can be entered 
in the data field of an ICS command 

Digital Control Language; the terminal is in this mode when 
the $ prompt appearn 

.. ·. ~-' ".:. 
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default 

deflection angle 

degree of 
curvature 

figure 

forward tangent 

graphics 
environment 

hast 

input file 

integer 

interactive mode 

output file 

reverse curve 

segment 

spiral in 

spiral out 

a preassigned value that is assigned if a user-specified 
value is not entered 

angular measurement between the extension of a line and 
another line 

central angle of a circle which subtends a 1()()-foot arc 
and is equal to 18000/(!r*r) degrees where r is the radius of 
the circle 

list of point numbers and geometrical delimiters. The 
figure number may be used repeatedly instead of listing the 
point numbers each time they are needed. 

the tangent exiting a curve 

execution of ICS while in a design flle with the tutorial 
displayed 

the device and UIC a user is logged in to 

a flle that contains the ICS commands necessary to execute a 
j>b 

a whole number, with no fractional part 

input and -output performed at the keyboard of a terminal; 
the process of sending one command to the computer at a time 

a file which may be created by the user. It records all 
output resulting from ICS commands and (optionally) records 
the input. 

a curve which changes direction from clockwise to 
counterclockwise or vice versa 

figure made by the intersection of a circular arc and a 
chord 

a transition spiral with decreasing radius; that is, going 
from a line (tangent) to a circular arc 

a transition spiral with increasing radius; that is, going 
from a circular arc to a line (tangent) 

/ 
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station 

transposed 
figure 
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Glossary Gl-5 

a relative location on an alignment, measured in terms· of 
path distance along the alignment 

a figure in reverse order 
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